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The purpose of this thesis was to develop a mode1 of leisure and spiritual well-being and to investigate, 
from a social science perspective, the relationships between various dimensions of leisure style 
(activity, motivation, setting and time) and spiritual well-being, as well as the processes linking leisure 
and spiritual well-being. Study 1 involved secondary analysis of data from the 1996 Ontario Parks 
Camper Survey which asked a question concerning the degree to which inîrospectionlspiritua1ity added 
to satisfaction with the park expenence. It was found that more natural settings, participation in nature- 
oriented activities and being alone in these settings and activities were more likely to be associated with 
introspection/spirituality adding to the satisfaction with the park experience. Study 2, in-depth 
interviews with eight people who had an expressed interest in spirituality, explored the relationship 
between lcisure and spiritual well-being. There was unanimous agreement that participants associated 
their leisure activities and expenences with their spiritual well-being. Participants saw leisure as 
providing the time and space for spiritual well-being. An attitude of openness, balance in life, nature 
settings, settings of persona1 or human history, settings of quiet, solitude and silence, and "me to self' 
activities were al1 conducive to spiritual we11-being while busyness, noisy settings and activities, and 
incongruent activities were detrimental to spiritual well-being. Study 3 was a survey (n=248) which 
explored the relationships between the various dimensions of leisure style and spiritual well-being, and 
the processes linking them. There were significant relationships between spiritual well-being and the 
following leisure style components: personal development activities, cultural activities, outdoor 
activities, hobbies, overall leisure activity participation, intellectual motivations, stimulus-avoidance 
motivations, overall leisure motivation, leisure settings of quiet urban recreation areas and one's own 
home, and solitary leisure activity participation. Stepwise regression analyses showed that participation 
in persona! deveIoprnent activities was the best predictor of spiritual well-being, followed by stimulus- 
avoidance motivations and a setting of one's own home. Through cluster analysis it was discovered that 
a leisure style of low leisure activity participation and low leisure motivation (Mass Media Type) was 
associated with lower spiritual well-being. A "Sports/SociaVMediaW leisure style, characterized by 
stimulus seeking, was associated with a moderate level of spiritual well-being. More than one type of 
leisure style ("Personal Development" and "Overall Active") was associated with higher levels of 
spiritual well-being. A Leisure-Spiritual Processes (LSP) Scale, developed fiom the Iiterature review 
and findings of the fmt two studies, exarnined the 12 processes (grounding, working through, time and 
space, sacralization, attitude, busyness, being away, nature, sense of place, fascination, compatibility, 
and repression) hypothesized to link leisure with spiritual well-being. Numerous significant 
relationships were found between the various leisure style components and both the overall leisure- 
spiritual processes score and individual leisure-spiritual processes. Factor analysis of the LSP Scale 
suggested a three factor solution and these factors were labelled SACRALIZATION (leisure sensitizes 
one to the spiritual), PLACE (setting factors), and REPRESSION (leisure represses the spiritual 
tendency of a person). Path analysis suggested a series of models that linked leisure style components 
directly, and indircctly through the leisure-spiritual processes, to behavioural spiritual well-being and 
both directly and indirectiy to subjective spiritual well-being. In surnmary, the findings suggested that 
the leisure style components of time, activity, motivation and setting, both individually and through the 
interplay of al1 the components, have the potential to cither directIy, or indirectly through the processes 
of SACRALIZATION, PLACE and REPRESSION, enhance or detract fiom spiritual well-being. 
Future research needs to examine the usefiilness of spiritual well-being scales, identify various 
dimensions of spiritual well-being, and use o k  samples of individuals. Revisions of the leisure- 
spiritual processes scde and refining and testing various models of leisure style and spiritual well-being 
are also required. The findings have implications for recreation practice in terms of leisure education 
which could stress the importance of personal development activities, settings of one's own home, 
leisure motivations, "true to self' acrivitics, and solitary leisure activity for spiritual weILbeing. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Popular Interest in Spirituality 

A recent article in Psycho@ Today, entitled "Desperately Seeking Spirituality" documented that 

we are "witnessing a spiritual awakening unprecedented in modem times" (Taylor, 1994, p. 57). For 

example, Taylor noted that 25 percent of the titles on the New York Times best-seller list are on spiritual 

topics. A Maclean X B C  News poil discovered that 82 percent of Canadians described themselves as 

"somewhat or very spiritual," with 49 percent of Canadians stating that they have "grown more spiritual 

in the last few years" (Chamberlain, 1997, p. 24). 

Peterson suggests that the current widespread fascination with spirituality is probably ebldence 

of pathology not health; sickness has provoked this fascination (Chamberlain, 1997). According to 

Peterson the materialist and temporal tendency in our society destroys two essential elements of the 

spiritual dimension of hurnan life: connectedness with other humans; and the desire for transcendence. 

Individuals searching to tind value and meaning in life in contemporary societies have ofkn become quite 

disillusioned (Compton, 1994). m i l e  technology, material wealth and amuence have been thought to be 

essential components of the "good life," they have not proven to be so. 

Despite the fact that we are now healthier and grow to be older, despite the fact that even 
the least affluent among us are surrounded by material Iuxuries undreamed of even a few 
decades ago ..., and regardless of al1 the stupendous scientific knowledge we can summon 
at will, people ofien end up feeling that their lives have bem wasted, iwread of being 
filled with happiness their years were spent in anxiety and boredom. (Csikszentmihalyi, 
1990, p. 2) 

Leisure and Spirituality 

The popular interest in spirituality has been reflected in recent leisure Iitcrature (Fox, 1997; 

Driver, Dwtin, Baltic, Elsner & Peterson, 1996; Heint~nan, 1997; Heintzman & Van Andel, 1995; 



Henderson, 1993; McDonald & Schreyer, 1991; Stringer & McAvoy, 1992; Van Andel & Heintzman, 

1996). Conceptual discussions of Ieisure have ofien had spintual overtones or linked leisure with 

spirituality (e.g., Dahl, 1972; Doohan, 1990; Godbey, 1989; Goodale, 1994; Howe-Murphy & Murphy, 

1987; Kraus, 1990; McDowell, 1986; Mwphy, 1 972/1973; Pieper, 1952). This is especially true of the 

state-of-being concept of leisure which Kraus (1990) defined as "a spiritual and mental attitude, a state of 

inward calm, contemplation, serenity, and openness" (p. 49). 

The spiritual conceptualization of leisure is not exclusively a 20th-centwy insight; long before 

Ieisure studies btcame a program of study in the modem university, leisure was associated with 

spirituality. For example, both Augustine and Aquinas saw the contemplative life, the life of leisure, as 

important and essential to the spiritual life. In the 4th century Augustine made the distinction between an 

"active life" (vita activa) and a "contemplative life" (vita contemplativa). The contemplative life was 

similar to Aristotle's Life of Contemplation and was prharily taken fiom Greekand Roman thought. Both 

the active and contemplative lives were good, but the latter life was given higher status: "If no one lays 

the burden upon us, we should give ourselves up to leisure (otium) to the perception and contemplation 

of truth." (Augustine as quoted in Marshall, 1980, p. 7). Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) also used 

Augustine's distinction of the vita contemplative and vira activa. Aquinas, who devoted his life to the 

reconciliation of Aristotle's thought and the Christian faith, brought together the classical view of leisure 

and the contemplative life. He located Aristotle's notion of leisure and contemplation in the beatific vision 

of God (Owens, 198 1). Both lives wae accepted, but the contemplative life was tmly frec while the active 

life was reshicted by necessity: "the life of contemplation" was %irnply better than the life of action." 

(Thomas Aquinas as quoted in Marshall, 1980, p. 8). An important theme of monastic culture was that of 

leisure (Leclerq, 1982); otium came to be "fused with the contemplative life within monasteries and 

continued to have an association with 1earningt'(Arno1d, 1980, p. 13 1). This monastic Me of leisure was 

expressed in tnms such as otium (leinne), quies (quiet), vacatio (fieedorn), sabbam (mt), which were 
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sometimes used to reinforce each other as in otium quieiis, vacaiio sabbati. 

This spiritual understanding of leisure has probably been best articulated in this century by the 

Roman Catholic theologian Josef Pieper (1 %S), who wrote: 

Leisure, it must be clearly understood, is a mental and spiritual attitude-it is not simply 
the result of extemal factors, it is not the inevibble result of spare tirne, a holiday, a week- 
end or a vacation. It is in the first place, an attitude of mind, a condition of the soul ... a 
receptive attitude of mind, a contemplative attitude, and it is not only the occasion but 
also the capacity for steeping oneself in the world of creation. (pp. 40,41) 

Similar to Pieper, Roman Catholic writer Leonard Doohan (1990) wrote "Leisure is a mental and spiritual 

attitude, a condition of mind and soul ... an attitude to life that includes rest and creative self-development, 

but it also touches that very persona1 imer spirit of each individual, and it must be discovered as such (pp. 

Contemporary leisure scholars have also made the connection between leisure and spirituality. 

In a discussion of the spiritual orientation of leisure, Murphy (1 972/1973) wrote, "leisure may be viewed 

as that part of life which cornes closest to freeing us ...A enables man to pursue self-expression, 

enlightenment, and his inner soul" (p.22). Parker (1976) noted that "Separated fiom ...[ a] spiritua1 view, 

the idea of recreation has the aimless circularity of simply restonng us to a state in which we can best 

continue our work (p. 107). Godbey (1 989) wrote, "Recreation and leisure behaviour is ultimately infinite, 

nonrational, and full of meaning which is, or can be, spiritual" (p. 622). "Leisure worthy of the name," 

wrote Gooûale (1 994), "must be filled with purpose, compelled by love, and wrapped in the cosmic and 

spiritual" (p. 2). Within the therapeutic recreation field, Howe-Murphy and Murphy (1 987) suggested that 

the kisure expenence is characterized by a mystical or spiritual feeling of being comected with oneself, 

with al1 else, ruid a scnse of oneness with the universe. In a paper on leisure counselling, McDowell wrote: 

Leisure wellness must include the awareness and expression of one's sense of spixit ... The 
greatest challenge of the leisure profession as a whole, and the therapeutic recreators 
specifically, is to know thîs spirit well ... this spirit is the life force energy behind the hope 
and will that heals and keeps one well. It is what makes leisure Leisure, not as something 
you do, but as something you feel deeply inside. (1986, p. 37) 



Discussion of leisure and spirituality has now gone beyond brief conceptual associations of the 

two ideas, and the topic is becoming more widely recognized and discussed in recreation and leisure 

studies as well. For example, in the latest revision of his text, Recreafiun and Zeisure in modern society, 

Kraus (1997) discussed leisure as spiritual expression, whiIe Godbey (1997) in his text Leisure and Ieisure 

services in the 2 1st cenfury included a section titled "Desire for the spirituai." 

While the above leisure scholars have linked leisure with spirituality, few have explored this 

association from a social science perspective until the present decade. Given the lack of social science 

research on this topic, the present study was a social scientific exploration of leisure and spiritual well- 

being. Specifically the overall purpose of this thesis was to develop a model of leisure and spintual well- 

being and to investigate some of the relationships between various dimensions of leisure style (activity, 

motivation, setting and time) and spiritual well-being as suggested by the model. 

Social Scientific Approach to Leisure and Spirituality 

As part of a larger work on the benefits of leisure, McDonald and Schreyer (1991) speculated 

about the importance of spirituality and outlined possible spiritual benefits of leisure participation and 

leisure settings. They noted that although spiritual experiences can occur in various settings and situations, 

the leisure context, especially the outdoor recreation setting, has not been viewed as a significant source 

of spiritual expenence, and almost no consideration has been given to the implications for the management 

and planning of leisure services. In a review of literature on leisure and spirihiality, Heintnian and Van 

Andel (1 995) identified three broad topics which nquired further exploration and research: (1) connections 

between leisure, religious involvement and well-being; (2) the similarities of leisure and spiritual 

experiences; and (3) the r d e  of Ieisure factors in spiritual development. More recwtly, in their edited 

book, Nature and the Human Spirit, Driver, Dustin, Baltic, Elsner, and f eterson, explored the "spiritual 

meanings that nature holds for human beings." Many of the authon who contnlbuted chaptm to this book 

argued that "a more thorough understanding of these meanings could improve management of public 
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Iands" (1996, p. 3). 

Although the topic of leisure and spintuality is receiving greater attention, there is still a paucity 

of theoretical reflection and empirical study on the relationship between these two constructs. McDonald, 

Guldin and Wetherhill(1988) proposed two reasons for lack of research on this topic. First, much leisure 

research is government funded, and spirituality, with its associations to religion, has ofkn been viewed 

as inappropriate for govemment participation. Second, the complexity and variety of views of what 

'spiritual' means makes it difficult to operationalize and measwe. 

Despite these two barriers to research on leisure and spirituality, scientific interest in, and research 

on, the concept of qirituality has been increasing (Hawks, Hull, Thalman, & Richins, 1995). Recent 

publications and conferences have revealed a growing interest on the part of social scientists in spirituali~, 

as well as interest in the relationship between spiritual wellness and more general psychological and 

physical wellness (Benner, 1991). In fact, as we will see, the development of the concept of "spiritual 

wellness" has provided social scientists with a way of getting an empirical "handle" on spirituality. 

The social scientific study of spirituality has been developing during the past quarter century. The 

govemment of the United States initiated the social indicators movement in the 1960s and 1970s to 

measure the quality of life of its citizens (Bufford, Paloutzian, & Ellison, 1991). A gradua1 

acknowledgement that life satisfaction was not entirely dependent on objective considerations (e.g. 

income, housing) led to the subjective quality of life movement (Bufford et al., 199 1) which focused on 

measuring more subjective dimensions of life such as life satisfaction, happiness, and positive andnegative 

affect (Bradbum, 1969; Campbell, 1976, 198 1 ; Diener, 1984). 

As the quality of life movement was developing, emerging evidmce and theory suggested the 

significance of spirituality to wellness (Bufford et al., 1991). First, opinion polls (e.g. Gallup, 1980) 

indicated that religious and spiritual practices and beliefs were important to a large majority of the 

population. Second, saidies of older people suggested the importance of religion and spirituality in coping 
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with the adjustments of old age (National Interfaith Coalition on Aging, 1975). niird, the theorizing of 

Moberg (Moberg, 1971, 1974, 1978, 1979a, 1979b, 1986; Moberg & Brusek, 1978) and Blaihe and 

Kelsen (1979) stressed the role of religious or spiritual factors to well-being. Fourth, data on life 

satisfaction suggested that religion and spirituality are impoitant facton in life satisfaction (Hadaway, 

1978; McNamara & St. Seorge, 1979). Within this context the concept of spiritual wellness was 

developed. Ellison (1983; Paloutzian & Ellison, 1982) proposed that quality of life involves matenal, 

psychological, and spiritual well-being, and developed the Spirihial Well-Being Scale (SWBS) to help 

examine this issue. Since the early 1980s the SWBS has been used several hundreds of times in a vanety 

of settings to study spiritual well-being (Ellison & Smith, 199 1). in recent years the SWBS has begun to 

be used in research on leisure (Weight, 1996) and the related area of adventure progamrning (Anderson- 

Hanley, 1 996; Venable, 1997). 

Despite the growing attention being given to the study of spiritual well-being, research on the 

relationship between leisure and spiritual wellness has lagged behind. The few snidies reported have 

explored the relationship between nature-based leisure expenences and concepts related to spinhiality. 

Quasi-experimental field research has been conducted in nahiral environmats to study the interaction of 

natural environment and social setting factors in ûiggering religious and mystical experimces (e-g., Hood, 

1977; Rosegrant, 1976). Research has been conducted on the psychological benefiu of wildemess 

expenences (e.g., Kaplan, 1974), and some of this research has docurnented the spiritual content of these 

experimces (Kaplan & Talbot, 1983). A variety of studies, which have exarnined the changes resulting 

fiom a single wildemess experience or contrasted wildmess wers with non-ums, have suggested that 

individuals who visit wilderness are more likely to be self-achuilized than the general public (Lambert, 

Segger, Staley, Spencer, & Nelson, 1978; Young, 1983; Young & Ctandall, 1984, 1986) 

Stringer and McAvoy (1992) in a qualitative study of wildexness adventure programs found that 

wildemess experimces were conducive to physical, mental and spiritual developmait Generally, the 
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increased opportunities and enhancement of spiritual experiences in the wilderness were ascnbed to the 

absence of constraints and responsibilities participants had in their everyday lives. 

Fox (1997) conducted a qualitative study of six women's perceptions of a solitude wilderness 

experience (modified vision quest). She recorded the womens' reflections on nature, wildemess solitude, 

spiritual expenence, and the significance of participation in a women-only group. The findings revealed 

that the women in the study regarded nature as being spiritual and that solitude was important to their 

spirituality. In regards to spiriiuul erperience, many of the women experienced the emotions of awe and 

wonderment of nature which contributed to spiritual expenence or a sense of spirituality. In addition, the 

women experienced a nwnber of feelings associated with spirituality and spiritual experience: 

connectedness, heightened senses, inner calm, joy, inner peace, imer happiness and elatedness. 

In a study which examined the relationship between leisure andperceived wellness, Ragheb (1 993) 

conceptualized wellness as having five components: physical, mental, ernotional, social, and spiritual. He 

analyzed data fiom a sample of 219 people to investigate whether leisure participation and satisfaction 

were related to perceived wellness. Frequmcy of leisure participation and level of leisure satisfaction were 

found to be positively associated with perceived wellness, including spiritual wellness. Reading had the 

highest correlations with perceived wellness and al1 of its components. Higher levels of satisfaction with 

the relaxational and aesthetic-environmental components of leisure were dominant in their contniutions 

to perceived wellness, including spiritual wellness. 

Weight (1996) explored the possible relationship between spiriîuality and leisure functioning in 

adults, as measured by spiritual well-being and perceived freedom in leisure. The Religious Well-Being 

subscale of the Spiritual WellBeing Scale (SWBS), and Ellis and Witt's Leisure Diagnostic Battexy 

(LDB) were mailed to adults residing in 750 households within the urban areas of the Rocky Mountain 

States. However, the response rate was too low to make any statistical inference. 

While these studies are intmsting and suggestive, the general lack of attention to the relationship 
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between leisure and spiritual wellness is surprising since a popular area of curent research within leisure 

studies is the study of the benefits of leisure which includes the connechon between leisure and wellness 

or health. The leisure and health relationship has been identified as one of the most significant leisure 

research topics that needs study (Iso-Ahola, 1988, 1994, 1997). However, while wellness, in a holistic 

sense, refers to a state of well-being which includes physical, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual 

components, linle research has been conducted on the relationships between leisure and holistic wellness 

or the spiritual component of wellness on its own. Most contemporary leisure scholars do not even refer 

to al1 five components of health. Iso-Ahola refers to health as a "general concept that refers to the absence 

of illness, but it also covers the more positive aspects: physical, mental and social well-being" (1997, p. 

13 1). No mention is made of spiritual well-being. Yet, if, as some witers suggest, spiritual wellness is 

an integrative dimension of wellness, it is important that more titan just the relationships between leisure 

and physical and mental health be investigated. Thus, one possible direction for future research on leisure 

and spirituality is to explore the relationship between leisure and spiritual wellness (Caldwell & Smith, 

1988; Heintzman & Van Andel, 1995). 

Religious writers have acknowledged the role of leisure in spiritual development and wellness. 

For example, Doohan (1990) in his book Leisure, A Spiritual Need States that leisure is an essential 

ingredient in spiritual development: "Hurriedly moving in no direction, many people are numb to spiritual 

values. A leisured approach to life is a basic element in the first stages of spiritual growth" (p. 35). In his 

book, Religion and Leisure in America, Lee (1964) wrote, "Leisure is the growing time of the human 

spirit" (p. 34). Wright (1984) stated that "creative leisure is viewed as a necessary component of a 

spirituality which provides the basis for wholmess in humans" (p. 192). Teaff wrote that it bas long bem 

recognized that "Christian spirituality thrives best in a leisure atmossphere where tirne and space are 

allotted for 'being' as well as 'doing' (Teaff, 1994, p. 108). For example, Teresa of Avila, a 16th-century 

Spanish mystic, emphasized that people do not develop spiritually by effort and hard work, but by 
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passively accepting the gifis of God. She wrote about the need for passivity, relaxation, listening, quiet and 

reflection in her seven stages of the spiritual life (Doohan, 1990). 

Scientific study of the relationship between leisure and spiritual wellness is important as spirihial 

wellness rnay be viewed as what Driver and others t m  a ttbenefit," an "irnprovement in our human 

condition" (Dustin, 1994). Elsner, Lewis, Snell and Spitzer (1 996) 

believe that renewal of the human spirit is important for the individual to enjoy a fidl life 
and to be a productive member of society, for the members of a family to regain their 
vigor, motivation and interests in the family unit, and for members of the community and 
the nation to maintain a long-terni productive role as econornic agents and as socially 
responsible citizens. (p. 1 1) 

It is possible that recreation and park practitioners and scholars could contribute to the spiritual wellness 

of recreators if they had a better understanding of the relationships between leisure and spirituality (Dustin, 

1994). As arguments continue to be made for the rejection of the medical mode1 in therapeutic recreation, 

and for quality of life to be the central focus (Sylvester, 1996), it is imperative that the spiritual dimension 

of life be recognized and that therapeutic recreation professionals have a clear understanding of the 

relationship between leisure and spiritual wellness (Heintzman, 1997; Howe-Murphy and Murphy 1987; 

Van Andel & Heintzman, 1996). Spiritual values play an important role in camping (Chenery, 1984; 

Henderson, 1993; Mason, 1980; Weiner, 1983) and thus research findings on leisure and spintual wellness 

would be helphl for camp staff. Whilepublic land management is informed by research on econornic and 

social benefits (Elsner, Lewis, Snell, & Spitzer, 1996), a better understanding of the relationships between 

the hurnan spirit and the natural world could help land managers enhance opportunities for spiritual 

experiences oustin, 1994; List & Brown, 1996). While outdoo~/experientiaUadventure/environmentl 

education involves a spiritual dimension (Anderson-Hanley, 1996,1997; Brown, 1989; Fox, 1983; Fox, 

1997; Pendleton, 1983; Smith, 1990; Stringer & McAvoy, 1 992), there is a need to define and document 

the spiritual dimensions of adventure experiences and to make program recomrnendations regarding these 

spiritual dimensions. Many authors link tourisrn with a spintual search (Smith & Godbey, 1991). For 



example, VukoniC (1996, p. 18) writes that toux-ism "provides people with the conditions for a constant 

search for.. spiritual enrichment." Research would help identiS those conditions of touristic experience 

that wouid rnaximize spirinial e ~ c h m e n t .  Spiritual wellness is also an important outcome in cornmunzfy 

recreation. For example, for a long tirne YMCAs and YWCAs have stressed recreation in tenns of the 

body, mind and spirit (Blankenbaker, 1984). Research on the relationship between leisure and spiritual 

wellness could help answer questions such as what types of leisure activities or behaviours, and what 

leisure settings ancüor aspects of settings facilitate spiritual well-being (McDonald & Schreyer, 199 1). 

Ractitioners may better understand how to e ~ c h  the spiritual health of participants through the provision 

of program opportunities, as well as through the conscious design of seîtings, whether it be landscape or 

facility design. 

Considerations for the Present Research 

There are a number of considerations which guided the present research. First, developments in 

the conceptualitation and measurement of spiritual well-being by psychological researchers make it 

feasible to study the relationship between leisure and spintual well-being. Second, there is both theory 

and empirical evidence that suggests the existence of a link between leisure and spiritual well-being. Third, 

given that spintual well-being is x e n  as an important dimension of total well-being and quality of life, 

research on the relationship between leisure involvment and spirihial well-being would be an important 

addition to current efforts to understand the links between leisure and overall health. Fourth, research 

efforts to date have: (a) used maIl sample sizes which were too low to make any statistical inferences 

(Weight, 1996) or which provided in-depth, but not generalizable findings (e.g., Fox, 1997; Stringer & 

McAvoy, 1992); (b) used hadequate measures of spiriauil wellness (Ragheb, 1993); (c) used limited 

conceptualizations and measures of leisure, that is, very narrow (wildemess recreation, e.g., Fox, 1997; 

Stringer Br McAvoy, 1992) or very broad categones (e.g., Ragheb, 1993), definitions and measures of 

leisure; (d) generally used unidimensional definitions of leinae as behaviour (e.g. Ragheb, 1993), setring 
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(Fox, 1997; Stringer & McAvoy, 1992) andor satisfaction (Ragheb, 1993) which do not capture the 

complexity or various dimensions of leisure style; and (e) failed to speciS the nature of the links or 

processes which connect leisure involvements and spiritual wellness. Thus, fifh, there is a need to develop 

a model or at least suggest a set of relationships that link leisur(r and spiritual well-being. Sixth, this model 

needs to specify what it is about leisure style that may contribute to spintual we1l-being, e.g., type of 

activity, social context, hme, setting. 

A Mode1 of Leisure Style and Spiritual Well-Being Relationships 

A model of the theoretical relationships between Ieisure and spiritual well-being is proposed here, 

and dcveloped more hlIy in Chapter 2, to provide a foundation for research and further theory 

development. The two key concepts in this model are leisure style and spiritual well-being. 

Conceptualization of Leisure Styte 

Leisure style is a useful concept to represent those elements of leiswe relevant and meaningful 

to spiritual wellness. While lifestyle is "the aggregate pattern of &y-to-day activities which make up an 

individual's way of life" (Glyptis, 1981, p. 314), Ieisure style refers to those elements of a person's 

lifestyle which are perceived as leisure. Thus, "leisure is part of the total lifestyle but it is also its own 

lifestyle" (Iso-Ahola, 1994, p. 46). Manne11 and Kleiber defrne leisurc style as "overd1 pattems of leisure 

activity engagement and time usage" (1 997, p. 59). Leisure style has several dimensions: time, activity , 

setting, and motivation. Tirne structure is the ovmll pattern of daily, weekly, annual and life-long tirne 

organisation (Gattas, Roberts, Schmitz-Scherzer, Tokarski, & Vitanyi, 1 9 86). Leisure style also involves 

patterns of leisure activities (Veal, 1993). Research on "leisure style" is founded upon the premise that 

"Individuals do not so much engage in ad hoc miscellanies of activities as develop broader systems of 

leisure behaviour consisîing of a number of interdependent elerncnts ... "(Roberts, 1978, p. 3 7). Another 

dimension of leisure style involves the locational context (Glyptis, 198 1) or setting. Where does the leisure 
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expenence take place? Related to the locational context is the social context (Gattas et al., 1986; Glyptis, 

198 1; Kelly, 1989). 1s leisure pursued alone or in the Company of other people? Leisure style also involves 

the dimension of motivation. The motivations and needs individuals try to satisfy during discretionary time 

may be fulfilled by different types and patterns of activities, making no one type of leisure involvement 

unique or individually important for well-being, health, or quality of life (Manne11 & Iso-Ahola, 1987). 

Consequently, in the research proposed here, the reiationship between leisure and spintual wellness will 

be examined in terms of the four components of leisure style: time, activity, setting and motivation. 

Conceptualization of Spiritual Well-Being 

How do we conceptualize spiritual well-being? (Since some authors use spiritual well-being and 

other authors use spiritual health or spiritual wellness in reference to the same concept, these terms will 

be used interchangeably in this study). The concept of health is now generally defined as a holistic, multi- 

dimensional phenomenon which includes social (the ability to enjoy meaningful relationships with other 

people in one's environment), ernotional (the ability to deal comfortably and appropx-iately with emotions), 

spiritual (the ability to find meaning and purpose in life), and mental (the ability to learn and function 

intellectually) health. This broad concept of health achowledges the complexities of the human organism 

and the dynamic interrelationship between body, mind, and spirit. 

Since spiriml health has no obvious structure or measurable sub-components (Eberst, 1984), it 

has been charactexized as the most difficult dimension of health to define and mesure (Banks, 1980). 

Much like psychological health, there is no single recognized definition of spiritual health (Bensley, 199 1). 

However, with the increasing scientific interest in spirituality, there is growing consensus. Based on an 

anaiysis of the extensive Iiterature, Hawks (1994) identified a number of internai characteristics of those 

people who are spiritually well, and also ways in which spiritually well individuals express themselves in 

their extemal interactions. Intemal characteristics of people who are spiritually well art: having a sense 

of Iife purpose and dtirnate meanhg; oneness with nature and beauîy and a sense of co~ectedness with 
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othm; deep concem for and cornmitment to something greater than self; a sense of wholeness in life; 

strong spintual beliefs, pnnciplcs, ethics, and values; and love, joy, peace, hope, and fulfilment. People 

who are spiritually well exhibit in their interactions with other people b u t ,  honesty, integr@, altmism, 

compassion, and service. They also experience regular communion or a pmonal relationship with a higher 

power or larger reality that transcends observable physical reality. Building upon the above characteristics 

of spiritual health, Hawks (1 994) developed the following short, but comprehensive definition of spiritual 

health: 

A high level of fuith, hope, and commitment in relation to a well-defined worldview or 
belief system that provides a sense of meaning and purpose to existence in general, and 
that offers an ethical path topersonal fuIfi1ment which includes connectedness with self: 
orhers, and a higher power or larger reality. (p. 6 )  

As illustrated by the words in italics, the characteristics and definition of spiritual health 

incorporate many of the important traits found in various spiritual concepnuilizations of leisure: 'faith' 

(Godbey, 1985; Goodale & Godbey, 1988), 'meaning' (Godbey, 1989), 'purpose' (Goodale, 1994), 

'personally pleasing and hlfilling ' (Godbey, 1985; Goodale & Godbey, l988), 'love' (Godbey, 1985; 

Goodale & Godbey, 1988; Goodale, 1994), and 'a connectness with oneself, others and the universe' 

(Howe-Murphy & Murphy, 1987). 

Hawks (1994) has also identified three factors which contribute to spiritual health: (1) a well- 

defined belief system or worldview which provides motivation, meaning, and purpose to life; (2) 

selflessness, concern, and connectedness with others; and (3) a high degree of commitment to and persona1 

faith in the belief system and worldview. It can be hypothesized that a leisure style which provides 

opportunities to develop and maintain a belief system or worldview, as well as supports the development 

of concem and connectedness with others, would be conducive to spiritual health. 

Mode1 

Models of spiritual well-king are begùuiing to be developed (Chandler, Holden & Kolander, 



1992; Seaward, 199 1, 1994). Chandler et al. proposed a model of spiritual wellness that provides a usehl 

sbrting point for explaining the relationship between leisure and spiritual well-being (See Figure 1.1). 

This model was developed in order "to encourage greater familiarity with and use of the spiritual 

dimension by counselIors and health educators ... and to descnbe ways to use spontaneous events and 

deliberate techniques to facilitate spiritual growth" (p. 168). Thus it was a mode1 developed for clinical 

purposes, not research purposes, and as a result thke is no research testing the model. Chandler et al. 

defined spintual wellness as "a balanced openness to or pursuit of spiritual development" (p. 170). 

Processes involved in achieving "balance" are represented in the model by two dimensions of spiritual 

wellness. One dimension (represented as the vertical continuum in Figure 1.1) ranges from a condition of 

"repression of the sublime" where one denies or defies the spiritual tendency withn oneself to a condition 

of "spiritual emergency" where one is preoccupied with spirituality to the detriment of the other 

dimensions of wellness. Spiritual wellness occurs at or near the midpoint of the continuum. The second 

dimension in the model (the horizontal dimension) is a continuum of spiritual development which 

represents "the process of incorporating spiritual experiences that results uItimately in spiritual 

transformation" (p. 170). The assurnption underlying this process is that the mere occurrence of spiritual 

experiences does not necessarily result in spiritual development unless the experiences are dealt with and 

integrated into one's lifc. 

According to Chandler et al. (1992), spiritual growth can be prompted by both spontaneous everits 

and intentional activity. Various techniques create spiritual awareness and enhance movement toward 

higher Ievels of spiritual wellness. If a person is in a state of spiritual emergency, "gounding" dows d o m  

the process of spiritual emergence so that the spiritual experience is more likely to be assimilated, which 

results in spiritual development rather than a chronic state of upheaval. Activities such as jogging, 

walking, tai chi, gardening, or anythmg that connects a person with the earth, are suggested as types of 

grounding activities which slow a person down and bring sk or he back down to physical reality. The 
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authors also suggested that techniques for working through can be used with people in a condition of 

spiritual emergency, to help them "stay with" the emergency to facilitate its transformation potential. 

Chandler et al. (1 992) recommended that "workingthrough" goes beyond traditional counselling, involves 

experiential techniques, and includes the establishment of a siipport system of family and fnends for the 

person. At the other end of the continuum, if a person consciously or unconsciously represses the spiritual, 

sacralization (" sensi tizing to the spiritual those who have no conscious experience of the spiri tual," 

Chandler et al., p. 172) or resacralization ("resensitize those who have been spiritually well but have 

rnoved, consciously or unconsciously, toward repression," Chandler et al., p. 172) activities may rnove a 

person toward spiritual wellness. Resacralization was a term Maslow used to mean "rediscovenng a sense 

of the sacred in everyday life" (Davis, 1996, p. 4 19). Meditation, relaxation, rhythmic breathwork, creative 

visualization, irnagery and awareness exercises are common interventions used in counselling and therapy 

to foster spiritual developrnent through the process of sacralization. 

The Chandler et al. (1992) model provides a hmework for developing a mode1 of leisure and 

spiritual well-being. The proposed model (see Figure 1.2) is based on the assumption that leisure 

cxperiences rnay either consciously or unconsciously, provide opportunities for "grounding" or " working 

tlrrough" spiritual difficulties as well as "sensitizing" one to the spiritual. In other words, leisure 

experiences, which involve an interplay of tirne, activity, motivation and setiing, have the potential to 

provide contexts in which the spiritual is explored rather than being repressed, and where spiritual 

preoccupation due to a spiritual emergency can be dealt with (vertical dimension of model), wtiile a leisure 

style provides repeated opportunities to translate leisure experiences of a spiritual nature into spiritual 

development (horizontal dimension of model). Thus the techniques (grounding, 

sacrilization/resacri1ization) and the processes underlying them may link leisure and spintual health. 

The proposed model of leisure and spintual health also has the potentiaI to incorporate a number 

of other overlapping thcones or ideas which suggest potential processes that rnay link leisure and spiritual 
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health. These ideas include leisure and well-being theories (ManneIl & Kleiber, 1997) and ideas associated 

with restorative environments theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995). While Chandler et al. 

thoroughly descnbe the techniques (re/sacrilization, grounding, working through) that move a person 

towards spiritual wellness, they provide less information on the techniques for spiritual development. The 

leisure and well-being theories offer suggestions of how leisure rnay influence spiritual development. 

Furthemore, the restorative environments literature is heIpful in explaining how specific acrivities and 

settings rnay move a person toward spiritual wellness. It must be noted that these processes are not 

necessarily rnutually exclusive. 

To understand how these processes work within the context of leisure experiences and leisure style 

it is helpful to discuss them in relation to the four dimensions of Ieiswe style (time, activity, motivation 

and setting) discussed above. While discretionary rime provides the opportmity to explore the spiritual 

or deal with a spiritual crisis, it does not necessanly guarantee it. Spintual wellness depends on how the 

time is being used. lnvolvement in an activiry rnay move a person towards spiritual wellness or away From 

it. For example, though Chandler et al. (1992) do not discuss leiswe, they do suggest that grounding 

activities such as jogging, walking, tai chi, or gardening, may assist a person in dealing with spiritual 

preoccupation by comecting them with the physical world. Activities which help a person work through 

a spiritual emergency will enable a person to transform the emergency into an opporhmity for spiritual 

development. in contrast, activities of sacrilization or resacrilization, such as meditation and relaxation 

activities, rnay assist a person in becoming sensitized to the spiritual. The notion of grounding activities 

is consistent with bolh the keeping idle hands bwy and the butering and cuping theories of leisure and 

well-being in that leisure activities and involvements rnay keep the person busy in the material worId 

thereby diverting the person's attention away fiom their spiritual emergency and helping them cope with 

the situation. Sacrilization and resacrilization activities, in contrast to the "keeping han& busy" theory 

"slow" the pcrson down and create space which rnay lead to a grtater likelihood of being sensitized and 
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receptive to spintual experience. 

Motivation is an important factor in the development of spiritual health. Spiritual growth may be 

stimulated by both intentional activity and spontaneous events (Chandler et al., 1992). While one cannot 

cause spiritual growth to occur; one can "seek" or create certain conditions in which spiritual growth is 

more likely to take place. Thus, consistent with Iso-Ahola's (1997) proposition that the two fundamental 

dimensions of motivation for leisure are seeking and escaping, ii can be hypothesized that escaping 

activities could lead to the repression of the spiritual tendency while seeking activities would have 

sacralizing or resacralizing effects. 1s a person's leisure primarily characterized by "the seeking of 

persona1 and interpersonal rewards or by escaping one's persona1 or interpersonal world" (p. 134)? Passive 

leisure, used as an escape, is not likely to be favourable to health. Rather, the pursuit of intnnsic rewards 

through leisure is probably more beneficial. Thus seeking leisure activities are consistent with personal 

growth explanations of leisure and well-being in that they provide people with the opportunity to develop 

their skills and abilities and to become the type ofperson they would like to be (Mannell & Kleiber, 1997). 

Research findings indicate that individuals who are pnmarily seeking-oriented in their leisure are healthier 

than individuals who are primarily escapists in their leisure (Iso-AhoIa, 1994; Isho-Ahola & Weissinger, 

1984). Escapist, passive leisure is psychologically problematic as it results in boredom, which in tum leads 

to depression and apathy (Iso-Ahola, 1997; ho-Ahola & Weissinger, 1987). 

Identityfarmution und ufinnation theory (Mannell & Kleiber, 1997) can be extmded to suggest 

that certain leisure styles may be more conducive to seeking and consequently spiritual well-being. Leisure 

and idemtity formation ideas suggest that the fkedom in leisure provides people with the opportunity to 

select activities with identity images that are congruent with the type of person they are or would like to 

be (e.g., outdoor adventurer). People choose to participate in leisure activities partialty due to these identity 

images for the purpose of developing new identities or a f f i i n g  who they are. This explanation may 

underlie certain leisure-based torinst rolcs. Discussions of leisure-based tourist roles oflm include the role 
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of spiritual seeker (Yiannakis & Gibson, 1992). For example, Cohen (1979) defmed a "spiritual seeker" 

as "a person on an existential search for a spiritual center," while seekers were defined by Yiannakis & 

Gibson (1992, p. 291) as "persons who, through travel, seek to learn more about themselves, and 

ultimately, the rneaning of existence." 

Those who have theorized about leisure style suggest that the social dimension is an important 

aspect of leisure style (Gattas et al., 1986; Glyptis, 1981; Kelly, 1989; Veal, 1993). Whether activities are 

done alone, with another person, or in a group, can also have an influence on spiritual wellness. Fox (1 997) 

found that stnictured time for solitude in wildemess enhanced the opportunity for spiritual experience. 

Stringer and McAvoy (1992) found that reports of spiritual expenences by participants on a wildemess 

canoe trip mainly focused on the interconnections between people, while participants on a mountain hiking 

trip, which generally offered more opportunity for time alone than the canoe trip, tended to describe 

spiritual experiences involving an awareness and appreciation of the vast, stark beauty of the alpine 

environment. Ragheb (1 993) found that reading--generally a solitary activity-had the highest correlations 

with perceived spiritual wellness. It could be hypothesized that solitude and solitary activities provide the 

time and space required in the sacrilization process to develop the charactenstics of spirinial health related 

to purpose and meaning in life. 

The satisfactions associated with different activities may also be related to spiritual well-being. 

For example, Ragheb (1 993) found that the relaxational and aesthetic-environmenta1 components of leisure 

satisfaction were dominant in their contributions to perceived spintual wellness. It could be hypothesized 

that the activities which produce leisure satisfaction of a relaxational and aesthetic-environmental nature 

are ones that provide opportunity for reflection on spirinial values, and thus they promote sacrilization. 

Setting also has an influence on the extent to which a leisure experimce may or may not enhance 

spiritual wellness. Some places, such as cathedrals and wildemess areas, are invested with meanhg which 

make thm especially conducive to enhancing spirinial wellnfss (McDonald & Schreyer, 1991) while 
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others, such as natural areas, provide a fresh perspective on life issues (McAvoy & Lais, 1996) . Nurnerous 

studies suggest that wildemess and nature areas facilitate spiritual growth (Davis, 1996; Fox, 1997; 

Greeley, 1974; Kaplan, 1974; Kaplan & Talbot, 1983; Keutzer, 1978; Lambert et al., 1978; Young, 1983; 

Young & Crandall, 1984). However, despite al1 the evidence that suggests wilderness and nature areas 

facilitate spiritual growth, Stringer and McAvoy (1992) noted that it was not necessady the wildemess 

environment, itself, that is conducive to spiritual expenence. They observed that a "different environment, 

free fiom normal constraints on time and energy" (p. 17) increased opportunities for, and the enhancement 

of, spiritual development. 

Literature on restorative environments is helpful in tryng to understand the processes that take 

place when a person is removed fiom their everyday environment (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995). 

Restorative environments are characterized by four features: 1) being away, that is, a conceptually or 

physically different setting fiom one's everyday environment, 2) exfent, which refers to a setting 

adequately rich and coherent that it can captivate the mind and foster exploration; 3) fmcination, a form 

of attention that requires no effort and may focus on content (fire, water, people, animals) or process 

(problem-solving, gambling, story telling); and 4) compafibifity, which requires a setting which is 

congruent with and advances one's purposes or inclinations. Although a variety of settings exhibit the four 

features of a restorative environment to differing degrees, naniral settings tend to be nchly blessed with 

al1 four features. Initial research on restorative environrnents has documented the greater restorative 

potential of natural enWonments in cornparison to utban settings or 0th- artificial settings (e-g., Hartig, 

Mang, & Evans, 199 1 ; Kaplan, t 995; Tennessen & Cimpnch, 1995). 

The Kaplans (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989) classified benefits of restorative experiences as either 

"attentional recovery" or "reflection." Reflection, as a deqer  and more significant benefit than recovery, 

is thought to be more demanding of the restorative environment both in terms of the quality of the 

environment and the time necessary for its accomplishrnent. The major characteristic that diffaentiates 
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settings with greater potential to foster reflection is the type of fascination they elicit. Fascination may be 

conceptualized on a continuum fkom "hard" to "soft" (Kaplan, 1995). Hard fascination is extremely 

intense, capture's one's attention, and leaves little opportunity for thinking. Soft fascination consists of 

two components. First, it has moderate intensity, adequate to maintain attention without effort, but not so 

intense as to prevent reflection. Second, environments which elicit soft fascination are aesthetically 

pleasant, thereby counterbalancing any pain associated with reflection on serious matters. Relating these 

concepts to spiritual wellness, it could be hypothesized that hard fascination is conducive to grounding, 

thereby moving a person from spiritual preoccupation to spiritual wellness, while soft fascination is 

conducive to sacrilization, thereby moving a person fiom spiritual repression to spiritual wellness and 

moving a person along the continuum of spiritual development. 

Environrnents that elicit sofi fascination, for example, ordinary natural settings, should be 

beneficial for both attentional recovery and reflection, and therefore would also be beneficial for 

sacrilization and spiritual development. Environments such as many urban settings, low in fascination, 

yet high in directed-attention demand, should be relatively ineffectual for either recovery or reflection. 

Environments that elicit hard fascination should be more usefûl for attentional recovery than for reflection, 

and therefore also beneficial for grounding in the spiritual wellness model. Applying this theory to the 

present model, leisure activities undertaken in ordinary natural settings, since they are beneficial for 

reflection, would also be beneficial for sacrilization and spiritual development, while leisure activities 

undertaken in environments that eIicit hard fascination, since they are beneficial for grounding, would be 

helpfid in moving a spintually preoccupied person towards spiritual wellness. A variety of settings which 

elicit hard fascination, have been suggested: watching auto racing (Kaplan, 1995); watching television, 

shopping, and watching or participating in sports (Canin, 199 1); parties, video garnes, bars, rock concerts, 

and amusement parks (Herzog, Black, Fountaine, & Knotts, 1997). These hard-fascination settings would 

be relatively more effective in promoting grounding than reflection and sacrilization. There is some 
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empirical support for these theoretical ideas conceming restorative environments. (Canin, 199 1 ; Herzog 

et al., 1997; Kaplan, Bardwell, & Slakter, 1993, Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Schroeder, 199 1; Kaplan & 

Talbot, 1983) 

So far, the discussion of the proposed leisure and spiritual well-being mode1 has prirnarily been 

in terms of individual leisure experiences. However, the occurrence of an individual or isolated leisure 

experience of a spiritual nature, does not guaranteéspiritual development (Chandler et al., 1992). While 

one leisure experience rnay move a person towards spiritual wellness, leisure expenences must be 

incorporated into one's life if spiritual development is to occur. That is. spiritual development will only 

occur if leisure expenences bring about behavioural changes or transformation related to the intemal and 

extemal charactenstics ofhealth reviewed above. For example, Fox (1 997) found that changes to lifestyles 

were instigated from the positive feelings which arose from spiritual experiences in the wilderness as the 

participants canied their imer strength and feelings of self-control into their workplaces, families and 

lives. 

Since one leisure experience, on its own, may bring about only Iirnited spiritual development, 

consistent patterns of leisure expenences, or what we cal1 leisure style, can potentially provide greater 

opportunity to bring about spiritual development and growth than an individual leisure experience 

(horizontal dimension of model--See Figure 2). Young and Crandall(1986) found a positive relanonship 

between continued wildemess use over a penod of time and individual changes in self-actualization. Teaff 

(199 1) observed that the repeated religious/ieisure experiences of older Catholic women who belonged 

to a religiow order were affimiing of deep persona1 values and resulted in expericnces of inner peace over 

the long tenn. 

Spiritual development results in a greater locus of cenûicity (Chandler et al., 1992), greater 

connectedness (McDonald et al., 1988) and an cnhanced leisure attitude in t m s  of "a receptive attitude 

of mind, a contemplative attitude. and ... the capacity for steeping oneself in the world of mation" (Pieper? 
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1952, p. 41). As such there is an ongoing interaction; one bnngs one's spiritual attitude of leisure to one's 

leisure experiences and one's leisure experiences have an impact on one's spiritual attitude of leisure and 

ultimately one's spiritual health. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The research conducted was exploratory and the following research questions were investigated: 

1. What is the relationship between leisure style and spiritual well-being? 

2. Are certain leisure styles more conducive to spintual well-being than other leisure styles? 

3. How do various components of leisure style (activity, motivation, setting, and time) affect 
spiritual well-being? 

4. What are the processes that Iink the vanous components of leisure style (activity, motivation, 
setting, and time) with spiritual well-being? 

5.1s spiritual well-being reflected in particular leisure style characteristics? 

Research Studies 

This thesis involved three studies. The first study involved secondary analysis of data from the 

1996 Ontario Parks Camper Survey. This study examined research question 3, in particular, the 

relationship between leisure setting @oth physical and social) and spirituality, and also the relationship 

between leisure activity and spirituality. Specifically, data fkom this s w e y  were analyzed to explore the 

relationship between the degree to which a person viewed introspection and spirituality as 

adding/detracting from satisfaction with their park experience and: (1) the class ofpark visited (wildemess 

areas, nahiral environment parks, recreation parks); (2) the activities participated in whilc at the park (e.g. 

swimrning/wading, motor boating, canoeing, fishing); and (3) the type of group the with which the 

respondent visited the park. In addition, the analysis also provided the oppominity to explore the 

relationships between the degree to which a person viewed introspection and spîrituality as 

adding/detracting fkom satisfaction with the park expcrience and both (1) socio-demographic variables 



(sex, level of education achieved, income, and age) and (2) the importance given to various park 

management practices. 

The second study involved in-depth i n t e ~ e w s  with a mal1 sample of people who had an 

expressed interest in spirituality. The purpose of this part of the study was to investigate how the various 

components of leisure style -- activity, motivation, setting and time -- were conducive to spiritual well- 

being (research question 3). In addition, the questions used in these interviews were designed to determine 

the processes by which what people did in their leisure was conducive to spiritual well-being (research 

question 4). The findings fiom this study were crucial for developing a scale to measure a variety of 

intervening processes which might link leisure and spiritual well-being. 

The third study consisted of a large-scale quantitative study designed to analyze the relationships 

between the vanous dimensions of leisure style and spiritual well-being, and the processes linking them. 

This study involved the development of the Ieisure-spiritual processes scale which was then included in 

a survey questionnaire along with a number of scales which measured the dimensions of leisure as well 

as spiritual well-being. Analysis of the resultant data was conducted to examine al1 five research questions. 



Chapter 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In this review of literature four distinct topics--spirituality and spiritual well-being, leisure and 

wellness, leisure style, and research on leisure and spiritklity--dl be discussed, followed by an 

elaboration of the mode1 of leisure style and spirituai well-being introduced in Chapter 1. 

Spirituality and Spiritua1 Well-Being 

Spirituality 

Definitions of spirituality abound as it is a multi-faceted and complex phenomenon which is 

extremely difficult to define. Thus a problem encountered in trying to define spirituality is the ambiguity 

conceming the concept. For some it is used as a synonym for religion while for others it is a rnuch broader 

concept. The following examples illustrate the diversity of ways that spirituality has been defined. 

that vast realm of human potential dealing with ultimate purposes, with higher entities, 
with God, with compassion, (and) with purpose. (Tart, 1975, p. 4) 

The 'courage to look within and to trust.' What is seen and what is tnisted appears to be 
a deep sense ofbelongmg, of wholeness, of comectedness, and of openness to the infinite. 
(Shahnske & Gorsuch, 1984, p. 233) 

Spirituality centres on the notion of feeling related to or in touch with an 'other' that 
transcends one's individual sense of self and gives meaning to one's life at a deeper than 
intellectual level. (Schroeder in Dustin, 1994, p. 94) 

An individual's attempt to understand hisher place in the universe which may or may not 
involve a relationship to a specific deity. (McDonald & Schreyer, 199 1) 

Spirituality is the response to a deep and mysterious human yeaming for self- 
transcendence and sumender. (Benner, 1988, p. 104) 

In addition to such generic definitions the number of defmitions are multiplied further when one 

considers those embedded within specific world views and belief systerns. Although these definitions 

reflect some of the mystery and depth associated with human spirituality, the multiplicity of ways in which 

the term is used suggests to some that the concept is far too vague and thoroughly unsuitab1e for scientific 



use (Benner, 199 1). 

Thus the definitions of spirituality more pertinent to ow discussion of leisure and spirituality are 

those that are based upon theoretical and empirical research and which form the basis for rneasurement. 

For example, Elkins, Hughes, Saunders, Leaf and Hedsirom (t988), based on a theoretical and empirical 

perspective, defined spirituality as follows: 

Spirituality, which comes fiom the Latin, spiritus, meaning "breath of life," is a way of 
being and experiencing that comes about through awareness of a transcendent dimension 
and that is characterized by certain identifiable values in regard to self, others, nature, life, 
and whatever one considers to be Ultimate (p. 10). 

In this definition, spirituality is a multidimensional constnict which can be measwed by the 

Spiritual Orientation Inventory and which consists of nine major components: 

1 .  Transcendent dimension: an experientially based belief that there is a transcendent dimension to life 

whether that be a persona1 God or a natural extension of the conscious self. A belief that there is "more" 

than what is "seen" and that harmonious contact with and adjustrnent to this unseen world is beneficial. 

2.  Meaning andpurpose in Ife: confidence that one's own existence has purpose and that fife 1s deeply 

rneaningful. The "existential vacuum" of a person's life is filled with an authentic sense that life has 

pwpose and meaning. 

3. .!lission in life: a smse of vocation, a destiny to fiilfiIl, a mission to accomplish, a calling to answer, a 

responsibility to life. It is realized that in "losing one's life," that one "finds it." 

4. Sacredness of life: life is infused with sacredness and the person experiences a sense of awe, reverence 

and wonder. Life is not dichotomized into sacred and secular, but rather, al1 of Iife is seen as holy and the 

ordinary is considered sacred. 

5. Materid values: material go& such as money and possessions are appreciated but are not seen as the 

source of ultimate satisfaction, nor as a substitute for thwarted spiritual needs. Ultimate satisfaction is 



6. Altruism: a strong sense of social justice and commitment to altniistic love and action. A belief that we 

are our neighbour's keeper and that we are al1 part of comrnon humanity which creates an awareness of 

the suffenng and pain of others. 

7. idealisrn: a commitment to the bettement of self and of the world. An appreciation for the way things 

presently are, but also for what they could become. A commitment to high ideals and realization of the 

positive potential in al1 areas of life. 

8. Awareness of rhe tragic: consciousness of the tragic realities of human existence such as human 

suffering, pain and death. This awareness brings greater depth to life, existential serioumess to life, and 

an appreciation and valuing of life. 

9. Fruits of spiritua@: tme spintuality has a discernible effect upon one's relationship to self, others, 

nature, life, and whatever one considers to be Ultima.te. 

If we were to operationalize spirituality we would probably discuss it in texms of spiritual health 

or spiritual well-being. In fact, the developrnent of the concept of "spiritual well-being" has provided social 

scientists with a way of getting an empirical "handle" on spirituality. 

Spiritual Well-Being 

Traditionally health status has been indicated by physiological measures used by medical 

practitioners to determine physical health, such as pulse rate, blood pressure, and fieedom fiom physical 

illness. However, the concept of health is now generally defined as a holistic, multi-dimensional 

phenornenon which also includes social (the ability to enjoy meaninel  relationships with other people 

in one's environment), emotional (the ability to deal cornfortably and appropnately with emotions), 

spiritual (the ability to fmd meaning and purpose in life), and mental (the ability to l e m  and function 

intellectually) health. This broader concept of health is mort appropriate because it acknowledges the 

complexities of the human organism and the dynamic intmlationship between body, mind, and spirit. 

If we understand that a human being is a mind-body-spirit unity then we can see that holistic health can 
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be used to describe this integration of body, mind, and spirit. Ellison (1983) h s  written that: 

it is the spirit of human beings which enables and motivates us to search for meaning and 
purpose in life, to seek the supernatural or some meaning which transcends us, to wonder 
about our origins and our identities, to require morality and equity. It is the spint which 
synthesizes the total personality and provides some sense of energizing directions and 
order. The spiritual dimension does not exist in isolation fiom our psyche and soma, but 
provides an integrative force. @p. 33 1-332) 

The spirit does not exist as an independent elementalistic entity in a person, but is integratively interwoven 

with the body and mind of the individual, compnsing the person. Hawks et al. (1995) noted that the spirit, 

mind and body may be "interconnected, inseparable, and simultaneously interacting with each other on 

nurnerous levels" (p. 376). 

Health vs. Wellness 

There is much confiision concerning the terms health and wellness. Five authorities may give five 

different definitions of "heaIth." Cmich (1 984) aptly descnbes the situation: "One problem is that the terms 

hoIism, holistic health, and wellness are fast becoming popular words used in a variety of settings by 

professionals and nonprofessionals alike. The exact meanings of these terms often appear vague and 

nebulous" (p. 30). 

While health is a rnultifaceted concept which consists of social, mental, emotional, spiritual and 

physical cornponents, as described earlier, Greenberg (1985) suggests that wellness differs fiom health in 

that it "is the integration of social, mental, emotional, spiritual, and physical health at any level of health 

or illness" (Greenberg, 1985, p. 404). Therefore, a person might be well regardless of their health stahis 

within one of the components of health. 

Some illnesses restrict the health potential, but within that limitation there is also the potential for 

wellness. A person with limitations within one of the health components can still experiencc high level 

wellness by integrating and maximizing the five health componcnts. For example, even with physical 

limitations, a person can have a quality life. A person with physical limitations might have good 



relationships with family and fkiends (social health), perfonn well in school, at a job, and with a hobby 

(mental health), appropnately express their feelings, sense how they are part of the universe through a 

religious or other belief system (spiritual health), and be physically active within their capabilities, such 

as finishing a marathon in a wheelchair (physical health). When these components of health are integrated 

and optimized, an individual can achieve wellness despite certain limitations. An individual with high- 

level wellness integrates al1 components of health into their life. 

Research suggests that individuals who attain integration among life's domains can experience 

a high Ievel of wellness, despite their circumstances. Carter, Van Andel and Robb (1 995) gave the example 

of a person with A i D S  or a comparable terminal illness who exhibits poor physical health, but experiences 

a high degree of wellness characterized by mental alertness, appropriate emotional expression, 

maintenance of meaning and purpose in life, and good relationships with others. Thus, in spite of poor 

physicaI health, the person is maintaining an optimal level of wetlness. Gartner, Larson & Allen (1 991) 

found that the ability to maintain an optimal Ievel of wellness is particularly tme for religious individuals 

with a strong faith comrnitrnent. This finding rnay suggest the importance of spiritual health in overall 

optimal wellness. 

While wellness involves the integration of al1 the health components into a meaningful whole; high 

level wellness involves accomplishing a balance in this integration. Balance rneans working to improve 

al1 aspects of health, and not just one (Greenberg, 1985). A person who exhibits high-level wellness 

integrates each health component into a lifestyle. However, if one health component is emphasized to the 

neglect of others an asymmetrical balance will exist among the health components in that the one 

component will be developed while the other componcnts will decline. For example, a person rnay 

become so obsessed with physical health that they jog, do weights, and calisthenics for so many hours each 

day that they have little tirne for developing the other components of health (See Figure 2.1). In this case 

there is little time and space for the development of the other four components of health and they are left 
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Figure 2.1 

Asymmetrical Health 

Source: Greenberg, 1985, p. 405. 



to atrophy. Of relevance to the present study, the notion of "spiritual preoccupation" suggests that a person 

is so obsessed with the spiritual component of health that development does not take place in the other 

health components, while the notion of "repression of the spiritua1 tendency" suggests that a person denies 

or defies the spiritual tendency so that the spiritual component of health is not developed to the same 

extent as the other health components. 

One final distinction is necessary. As a health or wellness dimension, spirituality has been 

conceptualized fiom two perspectives, an elementalistic and an integrative. As an elementalistic 

dimension, spiritual wellness is viewed as one of the dimensions, whiie as an integrative dimension it is 

an over-arching concept found within each of the other dimensions. From the elementalistic view, spiritual 

wellness, as one part of the whole, intmelates, interacts and must remain in balance with each of the other 

dimensions if optimal wellness is to be maintained (See Figure 2.2). From the integrative view, optimal 

wellness is also dependent upon spiritual wellness occming within each of the interrelated and interactive 

dimensions of wellness (See Figure 2.3). If spiritual wellness is an integrative component, and not just an 

elementalistic component of wellness, then it needs to be an important consideration when studying the 

reIationship between leisure and wellness. 

Spiritual Weiiness 

The t e m  spiritual wellness originates in the medical wellness and health promotion literature 

(Westgate, 1996). In a recent review of literature on spintual wellness, Westgate found some agreement 

in regards to, first, the "integrating and growth-producing role of spirituality", and second, attempts to 

distinguish between the elements of spirituality. 

According to Bmsley (1 99 1 ), wellncss involves an integration of the physical, mental, ernotional, 

spiritual and social dimensions of human functioning. Theorists believe that the spiritual dimension, the 

realm of values and creativity, is an innate dimension of human fimctioning which can be viewed as the 

mechanism which integrates the 0 t h  components and through which growth occurs (Dm, 1961; cf. 
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Figure 2.2 

Elernen talistic Wellness 

Source: Greenberg, 1985, p. 404. 



Figure 2.3 

Holistic Wellness . 

r[ Personai Cornponent 

Source: Chandler, Holden and Kolander, 1992, p. 17 1. 



Bensley, 1991; Ingersoll, 1994). As Westgate (1996) puts it: "Spiritual wellness represents the openness 

to the spintual dimension that permits the integration of one's spirituality with the other dimensions of life, 

thus maximizing the potential for growth and self-actualization" (Westgate, p. 27). As such, spintual 

wellness is an integrative component, and not just an elementalistic component of wellness as discussed 

above. 

Westgate (1 996) reviewed five authors (Banks, 1980; Chandler et al., 1992; Hinterkopf, 1994; 

Ingersoll, 1994; Myers, 1990) who discussed spiritual wellness. The review clearly indicated that spiritual 

wellness is typically viewed as a multidimensional constnict. However Westgate found a lack of 

consensus on the dimensions which comprise spiritual wellness. Nevertheless four broad dimensions of 

spiritual wellness emerged from her review: (1) meaning and purpose in life; (2) intrinsic values; (3) 

transcendent beliefs/experiences; and (4) community relationship. Table 2.1 provides an overview of the 

components of each of the five authors' definitions of spiritual wellness, organized according to the four 

dimensions to allow cornparison. The following discussion is based on these five authors, as well as 

Hawk's (1 994), explanation of spiritual health. 

Meaning and Purpose in Lqe. Ail six authors include a sense of or search for meaning and purpose 

as one of the dimensions of spiritual wellness. Existentialists recognize this dimension as an innate human 

need (Fnnkl, 1959, 1978; Maslow, 197 1; May, 1975). The self-achialized person is portrayed as having 

found meaning in life. 

Intrinsic Values. Three of the authors (Banks, 1980; Hawks, 1 994; Myers, 1 990) refer to intrinsic 

values as a component of spiritual wellness. Myers, as well as Hawks described this as a personal belief 

system, whereas Banks used the term "principles to live by". Hawks also used the term "ethical path." An 

intrinsic value system is the foundation for one's behaviour. Maslow (1971) who claimed intrinsic values 

are necessary "to avoid sickness and to achieve fiillest humamess" (p. 3 12) viewed an intrinsic value 

system as the defming characteristic of human nature. Allport (1960) described exninsic values as self 
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Comparlson of Definitions of Splritual Wellness Among Authon Reviewed 

Chandler, Holden, 6 
Categoiy Banks (1980) Kolander (1 992) Hinterkopt (1994) lngersoll (1994) Myers (1990) 

lntrinsic values Principtes to live by 

Transcendent beliefd Beliel in force behinâ 
arperiences wiivsne 

F aiih 

Beyorid natutal and 
ralional 

Camrnilment to 
highsr power 

Willingness to help 
olhen 

Meaning Meaning Meaning Meaning 

Personal beliet 
syslem 

Capacity and Awareness of a SpitiîuaV Appreciation lot the 
tendency to transcendent Iianscendent depth of ihe 
transcend own dimension experience universe 
locus ot controt 

Conceplion of divine 

Increased love 

Grwvth Inlegrales 

Presentiy-felt lnvohres play 

Accepiance ol 
rnystery or 
ambigu~ty 

Relationship wiîh 
seif. oîhers, and 
the infinite 

Source: Westgak, 1906, p. 28 



serving and fluctuating as they are dependmt on present needs and the option that provides the best 

perceived value, while intrinsic values which offer the framework by which life is understood, are stable 

ard direct one's life notwithstanding extemal consequences. Brink (1 993) who claimed that "al1 decisions 

and prejudices are based upon perceptions of value, and each act is an attempt to safeguard against a threat 

to value," (p. 384) postulated ultimate values which parallel Allport's intrinsic values, and utilitarian 

values which are synonymous with Allport's extrinsic values. 

Transcendeni beliefs/experiences. For both Allport (1 960) and Brink (1 993), intnnsic or ultimate 

values ultimately canied a transcendent or cosmic significance. Transcendence was recognized by al1 six 

authors, however a great variety of terms were used to describe it. These included: an awareness and 

appreciation for the vastness of the universe (Chandler et al., 1992; Hinterkopf, 1994; Myers, 1990); a 

recognition of a dimension "beyond the natural and rational" (Banks, 1980, p. 196); and an acceptance of 

its mystery and an element of faith (Banks, 1980; Ingersoll, 1994). Transcendence may include an 

awamess of or belief in a force greater than oneself, whether this be God, an infinite being or beings, or 

a cosmic force (Banks, 1980; Ingersoll, 1994). 

Some define transcendence as a relationship with a creator of the universe, a conscious being, a 

higher being or a force (Banks, 1980; Ellison & Smith, 1991). Other definitions of transcendence are a 

broader belief in an universal force or a creative ground for al1 being (Chandler et al., 1992; Maslow, 197 1; 

Myers, 1990; Travis, 1988). Maslow (1 97 1) described transcendmce as "an end rather than a means, to 

oneself, to significant others, to human beings in general, to other species, to nature, and to the cosmos" 

(p. 275). "Transcendent self-actualizer" was the tenn he applied to persons who acknowledged the 

sacredness of life and who are "metamotivated" by truth, beauty, and unity (p. 275). Chandler et al. viewed 

transcendence as a movement of one's "locus of centricity" fiom egocentricity ta include healthy 

egocentricity, humanicentricity, geoceniricity, and cosmicentricity. Such a p a o n  views oneself to be a 

vital component of some larger scheme and experiences a sense of awe and wonder when considering the 
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universe (Travis, 1988). 

Communify. Community includes notions such as "relationship with self, others, and God" 

(Ingersoll, 1994), "a sense of selflessness and a willingness to heIp others" (Banks, 1 M O ) ,  and "increased 

love that promotes working toward a greater good  (Chandler et al., 1992). Intrinsic values and a 

transcendent perspective naturally lead to the living and sharing of those values with others (Banks, 1980; 

Maslow, 1971). May (1975) suggested community involves the sharing of values, symbols and myths. 

Anderson, Maton, and Ensor (1991) noted the preventive role of a community of faith: singing, praying, 

or meditating with others bnngs a sense of unity (Travis, 1988), which has an empowering effect 

(Rappaport & Simluns, 1991). The spiritual community also assists in clarifjmg and finding opportunities 

to express spintual values (Pargament & Maton, 199 1). Internally the community offers opportunities for 

mutual support and extemally it provides avenues for ministry or service. 

In summary, the literature reviewed by Westgate (1 996) suggested that the spiritually well person 

is one who expenences meaning and purpose in life and who has an intrinsic value system which informs 

both life and decisions. A transcendent perspective creates recognition of the sacredness of life and of the 

mystenes of life and the universe. This person lives in community which offers opportunities for 

meditating, worshipping, chanting, andor praying with others, in addition to a feeling of identity and 

shared values; mutual support; and a path for comrnunity outreach. 

Definition of Spiritual WeU-Being 

Since spiritual health has no obvious structure or measurable sub-components (Eberst, 1 984), i t 

has been characterized as the most difficult dimension of health to define and measure (Banks, 1980). 

Thus, there is not a single recognized definition of spiritual health (Bensley, 1991). However, with the 

increasing scientific interest in spirituality, there is growing consensus. Based on a synthesis of the 

extensive literature, Hawks (1994) identified a nurnber of the interna1 and extemal characteristics of 

spiritual health which are consistently mentioned in the literature: 
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A. interna1 characteristics of those who are spiritually well: 

- life purpose and ultimate meaning 

- oneness with nature and beauty and a sense of connectedness with others 

- deep concern for and commitment to something greater than self 

- a sense of wholeness in life 

- strong spirinial beliefs, principles, ethics, and values 

- love, joy, peace, hope, and filfilment 

B. External characteristics of those who are spiritually well: 

- trust, honesty, integrity, altruism, compassion, service 

- regular communion or a persona1 relationship and expenence with a higher power or 
larger reality that transcends an observable physical reality 

Building upon the above charactenstics of spiritual health, Hawks (1 994) developed the following 

short, but comprehensive definition of spiritual health: 

A high level of faith, hope, and commitment in relation to a welI-defined worldview or 
belief system that provides a sense of meaning and purpose to existence in general, and 
that offers an ethical path to personal fulfiIment which includes connectedness with self, 
others, and a higher power or larger reality. (p. 6) 

This inclusive definition of spiritual health is broad enough to be applicable to the various world views 

and belief systems that exist in our culturally and religiously pluralistic society (Hawks et al., 1995). 

~Measurernent of Spiritual WeU-Being 

A variety of scales exist for the meanirement of spirihial well-being (e.g. JAREL Spiritual Well- 

Being Scale, Hungelman, Kenkel-Rossi, Klassen, & Stollenwerk, 1996; INSPIRIT, Kass, Friedman, 

Lesman,  Zuttenneister, & Benson, 199 1). Both the Spiritual Well-Being Scale (Ellison, 1983, Ellison 

& Smith, 199 1; MPS, Vella-Brodrick & Allen, 1995) and tht Spiritual Orientation Inventory (Elkins et 

al., 1988) have been idmtified by Hawks (1 994) as showing promise as valid measures of spiritual well- 

being as defmed by him. Both scales measure levels of cornmitment and faith in relation to persona1 belief 



systems, connectedness with self, others, and a higher power or larger reality; as well as purpose and 

meaning in life. 

Factors Which Enhance Spiritual Health 

Following from his definition of spiritual health, Hawks (1994) identified three factors which 

contributed to spiritual hea1th. The first factor is "a well-defined worldview or belief system that provides 

purpose, meaning and motivation to life" (p. 5). Spiritually healthy persons have a coherent worldview 

which interprets reality for them and provides a consistent belief system. The worldview answers questions 

such as "where did I corne from," "why am 1 here," "how do I find meaning and fulfilment in life," and 

"what will happen when I die" (Brower, 1984). Usually these questions are explained in relation to a larger 

reality or higher power. By explaining these questions, the worldview offers a sense of purpose and 

meaning to life and a path to persona1 fiilfilment which provides beliefs, vaIues, as well as rules of 

conduct and a sense of moral ethics (Hawks, 1994). 

The second factor contributing to spiritual health is "seIflessness, connectedness with, and concem 

for others" (Hawks, 1994, p. 5). Honesty, integrity, selfiessness, compassion and connectedness with others 

are the characteristics of spiritual health found in most reviews of spirituality (Banks, 1980; Elkins et al., 

1988; Poehler, 1982; Russell, 1984). Persons who focus on pleasure-seeking and self-gratification as 

opposed to selflessness, are more susceptible to unhappiness, a sense of emptiness, mood disorders, and 

addictions, a11 of which are contrary to spiritual health characteristics (Hawks, 1994). 

The third factor dancing spiritual health is "high levels of personal faith and commitment in 

relation to the worldview and belief system" (Hawks, 1994, p. 5). Spiritual health is dependent not only 

on intellectual knowledge of a world view, but on an ability to live out of that perspective and mode1 it for 

others. Without a persona1 sense of belief, hope, and faith, the motivation and level of commitment 

required to follow the path outlined by the worldview would not be realized. Faith and hope are necessary 

for a person to be empowered to be selfless, compassionate and caring. With commitment, hope and faith, 
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the quest for meaning and purpose, as prescribed by the worldview, can assist the pmon to achieve high 

levels of spiritual health and associated connectedness with others, self-esteem, and persona1 filfilment. 

Empirical Research on Spiritual Weli-Being 

Extensive empirical support exists for the contribution of spintual well-being to physical. 

psychological and social well-being. Much of this research is based on use of the Spiritual Well-Being 

Scale (Ellison, 1983; Ellison & Smith, 1991). 

Physical Weii-being. Spintual well-being has been positively correlated with self-ratings of health 

and ideal body-weight (Hawkins & Larson, 1984); negatively correlated with blood pressure (Hawkins. 

1986/1988), positively related to perceived health (DeCrans, 1990), and associated with a health- 

promoting attitude and decreased fiequency of medical symptoms (Kass et al., 1991). 

In ternis of adjustment to physical illness, spiritual well-being was found to be positively related 

to overall adjustment to hemiodialysis (Campbell, 1983/1988); negatively correlated with fiequency of 

pain, amount of pain, and degree of impairments in cancer patients (Granstrom, 1987); negatively 

correlated with social isolation and despair in cancer patients (Bonner, 1988); positively correlated with 

intemal locus of control in the chronically il1 (Lorang, 1990); negatively comlated with hopelessness in 

four types of chronic illnesses (Kohlbry, 1986); negatively comlated with loneliness in both healthy and 

chronically il1 subjects (Miller, 1985); and positively correlated with hardiness (Carson, 1990) and hope 

(Carson, Soeken, Shanty, & Toms, 1990) in AIDS patients. 

Psychologka1 Weil-Being. Spiritual well-being has been found to be positively correlated with 

higher scores on the Persona1 Orientation Inventory which measures healthy pmonality characteristics 

associated with self-actualization (Shostrom, 1974; Tloczynski, Knoll & Fitch, 1997); associated with 

increased life purpose and satisfaction (Kass et al., 1991); positively correlated with intemal locus of 

control ( h g ,  Paddon, & Palmer, 1985); and negatively related to the MMPI level of psychopathology 

(Frantz, 19861 1988). It has been found that spiritual well-being mediates depression in response to life 
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change (Fehnng, Brennan, & Keller, 1987). Spiritual well-being has been found to be positively related 

to self-esteem (Paloutzian & Ellison, 1982) and hope (Carson, Soeken & Grimm, 1988; Herth, 1989; 

Kohlbry, 1986; Miller & Powers, 1988; Palmer, l98Y 1988); inversely related to stress as rneasured by the 

Health and Stress Profile (Olson & Stewart, as cited in Ellisoxi& Smith, 1991); and negatively correlated 

with aggressiveness and conflict avoidance (Bufford & Parker, 1985; Hawkins, 198611988). 

Recent research has found significant positive correlations between spiritual well-being and 

hardiness (Carson & Green, 1992), and coping ability (Maton, 1989). Meanwhile, an inverse relationship 

between spiritual well-being and excess anxiety, an indicator of negative emotional health, has been found 

(Kaczorowski, 1988). 

Social WekBeing. Spiritual well-being has been found to be positively conelated with general 

assertiveness, self-confidence, initiating assertiveness, giving of praise, asking of help, and negatively 

correlated with physical and passive forms of aggession, dependency, and orientation toward passivity 

or avoidance of conflict (Campbell, Mullins, & Colwell, 1984). Autonorny and aggression have been found 

to be negative predictors of spiritual well-being and self-actuaiization needs can be predicted by spiritual 

well-being (Zainuddin, 1993b). 

Spiritual well-being has been found to be negatively related with self-oriented constructs such as 

success orientation, individuaiism, and personal fkedom (Ellison, 1983). In contrast, connectedness with 

others, a characteristic of spiritual well-king, has been positively related to several positive health 

outcomes (House, Landis, & Umberson, 1988; Kaplan, Salonen, Cohen, Brand, Syme, & Puska, 1988). 

Roth (1988) found that there was a significant positive comlation between spiritual well-being 

and marital adjustment. Spintual well-being has been found to be correlated with the willingness to care 

for AIDS patients (Sherman, 1996). 

Before concluding this brief review of empirical research, it should be noted that a substantial 

body of research exists on the relationship between religious commitment/involvement and well-being 
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(e.g., Bezilla, 199 1 ; Gartner, Larson, & Allen, 199 1 ; Larson & Larson, 1992; Poloma & Pendleton, 199 1 ). 

Much of the evidence from these studies, based on real Iife behavioural events which can be reliably 

observed and measured, suggests that religious involvement is associated with well-being in tems of 

mental health benefits and a better quality of life (Gartner et al., 1991). Given the fact that spirituality is 

viewed as a component of religion, or similar to religion, one could speculate that it may be the spirituality 

component of religious involvement that is influencing well-being. 

This brief review of empirical research indicates that there is growing evidence that spiritual health 

acts as a major influence on the other dimensions of health (Goodloe & Arreola, 1992; Hawks, 1994). 

Hungelman et al. (1996) found that factors which affect spiritual well-being also affect physical and 

psychological well-being. Spiritual health rnay act as the begmning point for the development of emotional 

health, self-actualization and self-renewal (Leichtman & Japikse, 1983). KoIander and Chandler (1990) 

go so far as to state that spiritual health is "...the source of al1 other dimensions, and that spiriniality is the 

over-arching umbrella covenng al1 of the other aspects of health, representing the essence of who and what 

the individual is" (quoted in Hawks, 1994, p. 1 1). 

Leisure, Well-being and Health Relationships: 
Implications for Understanding Leisure and Spiritual Weil-being 

Effects of Leisure Upon Health 

Recent theory and research suggest that certain types of leisure involvement can contribute to 

physical and psychological well-being. Emerging empirical evidence suggests that leisure activity 

participation is related to enhanced physical and psychological well-being (e.g., Coleman & Iso-Ahola, 

1993; Ouellet, 1995). According to Iso-Ahola (1997), if a causal relationship exists between these two 

constmcts, it must be bidirectional; leisure affects health and it is also affected by it. This relationship 

involves leisure's overall, direct and mediating impact upon health or illness. The overall effect, which 
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includes both the direct effect and the mediating effect, involves the influence of leisure participation upon 

a person's health in spite of other precipitating or moderating factors. The direct eflect hypothesis suggests 

that leisure can strengthen people's health regardless of stress levels through the direct effect of leisure's 

perceived freedom and intrinsic motivation (e.g., Neulinger, 1982; Weissinger & Iso-Ahola, 1984). The 

mediating eflect involves the influence of Ieiswe-reIated factors moderating the impact of life events on 

health or illness. 

Role of Time, Activity, Settiog and Motivation 

Leisure is thought to impact health in two major ways (Iso-Ahola, 1994, 1997). First, leisure as 

a way of life (a person's leisure style) is an orientation toward life, and particular leisure styles may be 

conducive to mental and physical health. For example, some leisure activity patterns may be more 

conducive to health than others. Research indicates that an active leisure style-4ncluding both physical 

and non-physical activities-has beneficial effects on both psychological and physical health (Caldwell, 

Smith & Weissinger, 1992; Flanagan, 1978; Iso-Ahola, 1994, 1997). Roberts, Lamb, Dench and Brodie 

(1 989) found that individuals with 'impovenshed leisure' were less healthy than al1 other respondents 

while individuals with a 'nch leisure' pattern (i.e., more fiequent and varied participation than the sample 

average) were the healthiest. 

The second major way leisure may influence health is as a meam (e.g., exercise) of pursuing and 

accomplishing specific health outcornes (Iso-Ahola, 1994, 1997). For example, leisure provides tirne and 

an environment for a person to practice behaviours (e.g., exercise) which have health benefits (e.g., 

cardiovascular fitness). The implications of this interrelationship is that if individuds do not have time for 

leisure, or make time for it, they are restricted in their practice of health behaviours. Similarly, leisure 

provides time for individuals to seek out environments or settings that are more conducive to health. Iso- 

Ahola (1994) has also suggested a third way that leisure and health are interrelatecl, in that "leisure has 
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sorne inherent qualities and characteristics that are germane to health" (p. 43). 

Two fundamental dimensions of motivation for leisure are seeking and escaping (Iso-Ahola, 1989, 

1997). Iso-Ahola (1 997) argues that while participation in al1 leisure activities is motivated by seeking and 

escaping motivational forces, a significant issue is which dimension predominates in one's overall leisure 

engagements. An individual's leisure may be primarily characterized by a pursuit of interpersonal benefits 

or by escaping one's personal or interpersonal world. Passive leisure, used as an escape, is not likely to 

be favourable to mental and physical health. Rather, the pursuit of intrinsic rewards through leisure is 

likely to be physically and psychologically more beneficial. Psychological health is positively correlated 

to intrinsic motivation, and the major elements of inûinsic motivation (i.e. perceived fieedom and control) 

have been found to be correlated with physical health (Deci & Ryan, 1987; Rodin, Timko, & Hams, 1985; 

Wallston, Wallston, Smith, & Dobbins, 1987). Research findings indicate that individuals who are 

p h d y  seeking-oriented in their leisure are healthier than individuals who are primarily escapists in their 

leisure (Iso-Ahola, 1994; Iso-Ahola & Weissinger, 1984). Escapist, passive leisure is psychologically 

problematic as it results in boredom, which in tum leads to depression and apathy. Lack of awareness of 

leisure and its potential in a person's life is the most crucial factor leading to boredom in Ieisure (Iso-Ahola 

& Weissinger, 1987). Lack of awareness combined with poor leisure and work attitudes erodes mental 

health through increased leisure boredom and by acting as a significant barrier to an active leisure style 

(Caldwell et al., 1992; Dupuis & Smale, 1995; Weissinger, 1995). 

In summaxy, the present literature on l e i s w  and health, suggests that activity, rime, seiting and 

motivation are al1 important dimensions of the relationship between leisure and health. These dimensions 

may also have implications for undmtanding the nature of leisure and spiritual health relationships. 

Empirical Relationshlps 

Figure 2.4 illustrates the relationships beiween leisure and health as proposed by Iso-Ahola (1997). 
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Figure 2.4 

Empirically Documented Relationships Between Leisure and Heaith Variables 

Active Leisure Mental 
in aeneral Health 

P hysically Physical 
Active Health 
Leisu re 

Source: Iso-Xhola, 1997, p. 137. 



Solid arrows indicate well-established empirical relationships between variables and the dotted arrow 

reflects tentative evidence. There is strong scientific evidence that psychologicai and physical well-being 

have a high correlation. Psychological health influences physical health and physical health influences 

psychological health (Hayes & Ross, 1986). Frequent, positive leisure experiences strengthen physical 

health, in particular the immune system. Active leisure may improve health and well-being by its direct 

influence on mood and the immune system. Active leisure may also have an indirect effect on health by 

buffering negative effects of stress, while passive leisure may not. 

Leisure and Psychological Well-Being Theories 

Though ideas about the impact of leisure on health are emerging, there is no comprehensive theory 

to explain the processes which link leisure and psychological well-being. However, Manne11 and Kleiber 

(1 997) have identified seven possible explanations that have been hinted at in the leisure literature. Four 

of these explanations fieeping idle-hands busy, personal growth, identity formation and affirmation, buffer 

and coping) would seem to have implications for understanding the relationship between leisure and 

spiritua1 well-being as well. These explanations will be discussed later within the context of a mode1 of 

leisure and spiritual well-being. However, in general, spirihiality adds to the psychoIogical benefit theories 

by the fact that it is an integrative component of wellness (See Figure 2.3). A healthy spirituality is going 

to impact positively on mental health and other areas of general well-being as documented in the above 

review of empirical research. Thus, when one participates in a leisure experience, the spiritual health of 

the individual will be influencing and interacting with whatever other processes are going on in relation 

to leisure participation and general well-being. 



Conceptualization of Leisure Style 
Implications for Understanding Leisure and Spiritual Weiï-being 

Leisure style is a usehl concept to represent those elements of leisure relevant and meaningful 

to spiritual wellness. While lifestyle is "the aggregate pattern of day-to-&y activities which make up an 

individual's way of life" (Glyptis, 1981, p. 314)- leisure style refers to those elements of a pmon's 

lifestyle which are perceived as leisure. Thus, "leisure is part of the total lifestyle but it is also its own 

lifestyle" (Iso-Ahola, 1994, p. 46). Manne11 and Kleiber define leisure style as "overall pattems of leisure 

activity engagement and time usage" (1997, p. 59), while Peterson and Gunn define it as the "&y-to-day 

behavioral expression of one's leisure related attitudes, awareness, and activities within the context and 

composite of the total life expenence" (1982, p. 4). Leisure style has several dimensions: time. activity, 

setting, and motivation. 

Tirne structure is the overall pattern of daily, weekly, annual and life-long time organisation 

(Gattas et al., 1986). Leisure researchm have wually been more interested in ovcrall pattms, antecedents 

and consequences of discretionary time usage than any specific leisure or recreational activities on their 

own (Mannell & Iso-Ahola, 1987). For example, do different activities 'flow' into each other, or are time 

periods clearly defmed and, if so, to what degree is time hgmented, and what is the 'shape' of a person's 

time patterns. Idmtified time stmctures help to explain how specific groups develop characteristic leisure 

patterns. and why the same activities may have very differnt meanings for different groups (Zuzanek & 

Mannell, 1993a, 1993b; Zuzanek & Smale, 1992). Leisure mearchers have inneasingly recognized that 

the rnajority of leisure time and activity is embedded in the activities of people's lives (Graef, 

Csikszentmihalyi, & McManaman Gianinno, 1983). For most people leisure consists of interstitial play 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1975) or brief leisure interludes (Kiel'ber& Fiscella, 198 1) sandwiched between various 

obligatory activities of daily life. 

Leisure style also involvespattents of leisure activities (Veal, 1993). Research on "leisure style" 



is founded upon the premise that "Individuals do not so much engage in ad hoc miscellanies of activities 

as develop broader systems of leisure behaviour consisting of a number of interdependent elements ..." 

(Roberts, 1978, p. 37). Activity distribution and participation fiequency may be more crucial to 

understanding the influence of leisure on people than the particular activities in which they participate 

(Manne11 & Kleiber, 1997). 

Another dimension of leisure style involves the locational context (Glyptis, 1981) or setting. 

Where does the leisure experience take place? Related to the locational context is the social context (Gattas 

et al., 1986; Glyptis, 198 1; Kelly, 1989). 1s leisure punued alone or in the Company of other people? 

Leisure style also involves the dimension of motivation. A fixation on a few specific activities 

or on frequency of participation in a broad range of activities overlooks people's motivations and the 

meaning that leisure involvements have for them (Driver, Tinsley, & Manfiedo, 199 1; Roberts, 1979). 

Thus a complete picture of the recreating pmon is seldom atîained (Pigram & Dunn, 1976). The 

motivations and needs individuals try to satisfy during dismtionary time may be fulfilled by different 

types and patterns of activities, malung no one type of leisure involvement unique or individually 

important for well-being, health, or quality of life (Manne11 & Iso-Ahola, 1987). 

To understand leisure behaviour, the meaning and function of leisure to the person must be 

identifid, and the nature and importance of leisure in a person's overall style of life must be assessed 

(Glyptis, 198 1). The concept of leisure style assumes that factors such as quality of involvement are more 

valuable in understanding the influence of leisure on individuals than the specific activities in which they 

participate. Consequmtly, in the research proposed h m ,  the relationship between leisure and spiritual 

wellness will be examined in tems  of the four components of leisure style: time, sctivity, setting and 

motivation. 



Review of Research on Leisure and Spiritualit. 

In this section the very small nurnber of research shidies that have specifically examined the 

relationship between leisure and spirituality will be reviewed. In Chapter 1 it was stated that conceptual 

discussions of leisure often have spiritual overtones or link leisure with spirituality. 1s there any empirical 

evidence that people, other than leisure scholars, make this link? Collins (1993) examined the leisure 

perceptions of persons in a specific Christian community--Open Brethren assemblies located in a mid- 

sized provincial New Zealand city--and the relationships between their religious beliefs and their leisure 

behaviour and attitudes. A qualitative methodology which included semi-stnictured in-depth interviews 

with community members was used. Several respondents perceived leisure to have a spiritual component. 

For some this arose out of an appreciation for natural beauty which contributed to attitudes of worship. A 

minority of respondents recognized that leisure had the potential to fiee the person's mind in a manner 

which facilitated more receptivity to the 'spiritual realm'. Furthemore, two respondents noted that leisure 

had transcendent meanings for them, with one indicating that 'spiritual revivais' wert most likefy to occur 

when one was at leisure. While the spiritual dimension of leisure was not one that came imrnediately to 

rnind when discussing leisure, it was one that was definitely valued and seen as being capable of enhancing 

the participants' lives. Pieper's understanding of leisure as "primarily a spiritual and mental attitude" was 

not promment in the respondents' answers. A few respondents mentioned a leisure dimension to their 

worship but it was not a central feature in their responses. The importance of work in a respondent's life 

appeared to work counter to a spiritual conceptualization of leisure; those who mentioned a spiritual 

dimension to leisure tended to not have a work-focus. Some connections could be made to Pieper's 

conceptualization of leisure. Yet, while recognizing the spiritual dimension as a mal1 though important 

aspect of leisure, the individuals did not view it as dominant to their conceptualization of leisure. Those 

who held such a view were in the minority. What Collins' study suggests, which is of relevance to the 

present proposal, is that many people may not be consciously aware of the interconnections between 
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Ieisure and spirituality should they exist. 

In one of the few studies on Ieisure and spirituality, Stringer and McAvoy (1992) examined 

whether wilderness adventure programs were conducive to spiritual growth. Stringer and McAvoy based 

this study on a conceptual discussion of spirituality and expenential education but did not link the study 

to previous research. A qualitative paradigm of naturalistic inquiry, involving questionnaires, observations, 

interviews and jomals,  was used to collect data fiom 27 participants on two wilderness trips. The results 

from this study indicated that the wildemess trips were very positive experiences in which participants 

experienced a wide variety of feelings and emotions, many of which were identical to those participants 

reported when identifying feelings and emotions related to spirituality. However, very few people 

specifically mentioned spiritual goals when identifLing reasons for going on trips. Definitions of 

spirituality were different for each participant, but many cornmon themes were identified such as the 

shared or common spirit between and among people; a power or authority greater than self; clarity of inner 

knowledge; inner feelings of peace, oneness and strength; an awareness of and aminement to the world 

and one's place in it; and intangibility. 

Participants identified a wide variety of their experiences as being spiritual in nature. n i e  group 

that went canoeing reported spiritual experiences which tended to focus on the interconnections between 

people white the group that went hiking tended to report spiritual experiences which involved an awareness 

of and appreciation for the surrounding land. Spiritual expenences were shaped primariiy by the most 

mernorable events of the trip, tended to be the most emotionally intense experiences, and seemed to have 

an impact on participants' lives to some extent. Most of the emotions associated with these experiences 

were positive, and were accompanied by an increased sense of awareness of self, of others, of the 

environment, andor of a greater power. The results indicated that the wilderness experience was conducive 

to physical, mental and spiritual development. Most participants stated that their opporhinities for spiritual 

expericnce were not only greatly increased while in the wildemess, but that being in the wildemess also 
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enhanced those expenences. Generally, the increased opportunities and enhancement of spiritual 

experiences in the wilderness were ascnbed to the absence of constraints and responsibilities participants 

had in their everyday lives. As al1 participants lived in or adjacent to metropolitan areas, these constraints 

were associated with city-living, and the wildemess presented a new and/or unusual living environment. 

Thus Stringer and McAvoy (1992) speculated that the operative factor for some participants was being in 

a different environment, fiee from normal constraints on time and energy, in contrast to being necessarily 

in a wildemess environment. 

Fox (1997) conducted a qualitative study of six women's perceptions of a solitude wildemess 

experience (modified vision quest) in Croajingolong National Park in Australia. The women's reflections 

on nature, wilderness solitude, spiritual experience, and a women-only group were collected through 

detailed persona1 journals, biographies, short individual interviews, in-depth individual interviews, and 

a focus group interview. The findings revealed that women in the study regarded nature as being 

therapeutic, powcrtùl and spiritual. Nature-inspired spiritual experiences were fiequently associated with 

relaxation and appreciation, grounding, cleansing and emotional release, respect, elation, pure happiness, 

feelings of inner peace, being comfortable and familiar, connection to self and nature, wonderment, awe 

and nahiral beauty. Many of the women perceived nature as therapeutic because of its exhilaration, 

spiritual connection, peacefulness, tranquillity, escape fiom city life, time for self, beauty, solitide and 

space. Solitude was special for the women due to factors such as peace, tranquillity, space, inner jomey, 

time for spirituality, escape and no demands, time for exploration in nature, time for self thoughts, 

ownership, the women's territories (alIowing pure solitude), the feeling of cleansing and emotional release, 

and uninterrupted tirne. Time alone in a natural environment also enhanced time to Iisten, watch, explore 

and reflect upon nature. In regards to spintual expeknce, many of the women experienced the emotions 

of awe and wonderment of nature which contributed toward spiritual experience or a sense of spirituali~. 

Another ernerging theme which was inspired by the women bemg in nature were feelings of connectedness 
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or being part of the cosmos. In addition, the women experienced a nwnber of feelings associated with 

spirihiality and spiritual experience: connectedness, heightened senses, imer calm, joy, inner peace, imer 

happiness and elatedness. 

Kroeker (1996) conducted a study of five dimensions (physical, emotional, mental. social and 

spiritual) of adult experience during wildemess excursions. A qualitative methodology was used which 

involved an interview process to collect data f?om eight study participants. The focus of the study was on 

the experiences of the participants during the wilderness excursion rather than the observed or perceived 

outcomes. The results suggested that the participants experienced a remarkably wide range of experiences 

during both programmed and casual wildemess excursions, and that these experiences were 

ovenvhelrningly positive. These experiences occuned in al1 five experiential domains. The oppomuiity 

to be alone was especially important for participants and it was during these times of being alone that 

many spiritual experiences took place. Spiritual experiences were characterized by a sense of connection, 

union and beIonging. 

In another slightly related shidy, Ragheb (1993), utililing a quantitative analysis of data fiom a 

sample of 21 9, investigated whether leisure participation and satisfaction would be related to perceived 

wellness. This study was based on a discussion of previous midies which looked at the relationships 

between kisure and wellness or well-being. Ragheb conceptualized wellness to have five components: 

physical, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual. A questionnaire with two questions for each component 

of wellness was constructed to measure this variable. Leisure participation was measured with a 

modification of McKechnie's (1974) Leisure Activity Blank (ILAB) and leisure satisfaction with the 

Leisure Satisfaction Scale (LSS). Leisure participation and leisure satisfaction were formd to be positive1 y 

associated with perceived wellness, including spiritual wellness. Reading had the highest correlations with 

perceived wellness and al1 of its components. Relaxational and aestheticmvironmental cornponents of 

leisure satisfaction were dominant in their contriiutions to perceived wellness, including spiritual wellness. 
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Mode1 of Leisure and Spiritual Well-Being 

Models of spiritual well-being are begiming to be developed (Chandler et al., 1992; Seaward, 

199 1, 1994). As explained in Chapter 1, Chandler et al. (1 992) propos~d a model of spiritual wellness that 

provides a useful starting point for explaining the relationship between leisure and spintual health (see 

Figure 1, p. 18). This model was developed in order "to encourage greater familiarity with and use of the ' 

spiritual dimension by counsellors and health educators ... and to describe ways to use spontaneous events 

and deliberate techniques to facilitate spiritual growth" (p. 168). Thus it was a model developed for clinical 

purposes, not research purposes, and as result no research has been reported which tested the model. In 

this model, spiritual wellness is viewed fiom a generic perspective, that is, spiritual wellness can occur 

within or outside the context of religion. This inclusive definition of spiritual wellness is broad enough to 

be applicable to the various world views and belief systems that exist in our culturally and religiously 

phralistic society. 

Chandler et al. defined spiritual wellness as "a balanced openness to or pursuit of spiritual 

development" (p. 170). Processes involved in achieving "balance" are represented in the mode1 by two 

dimensions of spiritual wellness. One dimension (represented as the vertical continuum in Figure 1, see 

p. 18) ranges fiom a condition of "repression of the sublime" where one denies or defies the spiritual 

tendency within oneself to a condition of "spintual emergency" where one is preoccupied with spirituality 

to the detriment of the other dimensions of wellness. The concept of spiritual emergmcy has become 

popular in recent psychological literature (Bragdon, 1988, 1990; Grof & Grof, 1989b). Spiritual 

emergencies may result from death of a loved one, ego inflation, or the afiermath of a near-death- 

experience. These experiences cause an increase in spiritual issues that must be worked tbrough, but they 

are either too great or in a such a foreign form that the person cannot easiIy deaI with them al1 at once. 

A spiritual emergency is thus characterized by both danger and opporhmity (Grof & Grof, 1989a). 

Spiritual weliness occurs at or near the midpoint of the continuum. The second dimension in the model 
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(represented as the horizontal dimension in Figure 1.1, p. 15) is a continuum of spiritual development 

which represents "the process of incorporating spiritual experiences that results ultimateiy in spiritual 

transformation" (p. 170). The assumption underlying this process is that the mere occurrence of spiritual 

experiences does not necessarily result in spiritual development unless the experiences are dealt with and 

integrated into one's life. 

According to Chandler et al. (1 992), spiritual growth can be prompted by both spontaneous events 

and intentional activity. Various techniques create spiritual awareness and enhance movement toward 

higher levels of spiritual wellness. If a person is in a state of spiritual emergency, "grounding" slows d o m  

the process of spiritual emergence so that the spiritual experience is more likely to be assimilated, which 

results in spiritual development rather than a chronic state of upheaval. Activities such as jogging, 

walking, tai chi, gardening, or anything that connects a person with everyday experience, are suggested 

as types of grounding activities which slow a person down and bring she or he back down to physical 

reality. The authors aIso suggested that techniques for "working through" can be used with people in a 

condition of spiri tua1 ernergency, to help them "stay wi th" the emergency to facilitate its transformation 

potential. Chandler et al. (1 992) recommended that "workingthrough "goes beyond traditional counselling, 

involves experiential techniques, and indudes the establishment of a support system of family and fiiends 

for the person. At the other end of the continuum, if a person consciously or unconsciously represses the 

"sublime" where one denies or defies the spiritual tendency within oneself, sacralization ("sensitizing to 

the spiritual those who have no conscious experience of the spiritual," Chandler et al., p. 172) or 

resacralization ("resensitize those who have been spiritually well but have rnoved, consciously or 

unconsciously, toward repression," Chandler et al., p. 172) activities may move a person toward spiritual 

wellness. Resacrilization was a term Maslow used to mean "rediscovering a sense of the sacred in 

everyday tife" @avis, 1996, p. 4 19). Meditation, relaxation, rhythmic breathwork, creative visualization, 

imagery and awareness exercises are common interventions used in counselling and therapy to foster 
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spiritual development through the process of sacralization. 

The Chandler et al. (1992) model, and the corresponding classes of techniques (grounding, 

working through, sacrilization/resacrilization, spiritual development), provides a framework for developing 

a model of leisure and spiritual health. The proposed model, introduced in Chapter 1 (see Figure 1.2, p. 

17) and explained in more detail here, is based on the assumption that leisure experiences may either 

consciously or unconsciously, provide opportunities for "grounding" or "working through " spiritual 

difficulties as well as "semifiring" one to the spiritual. In other words, leisure expenences, which involve 

an interplay of time, activity, motivation and setting, have the potential to provide contexts in which the 

spiritual is explored rather than being repressed, and where spiritual preoccupation due to a spiritual 

emergency can be dealt with (vertical dimension of model), while a leisure style provides repeated 

opportunities to translate leisure experiences of a spiritual nature into spiritual development (horizontal 

dimension of model). Thus the techniques (grounding, sacrilization/resacrilization) rnay be seen as the 

processes that link leisure and spiritual health. 

The proposed model of leisure and spiritual well-being also has the potential to incorporate a 

number of other overlapping theones or ideas which suggest potential processes that may link leisure and 

spiritual well-being. These ideas include the previously mentioned leisure and well-being theones 

( M a ~ e i l &  Kleiber, 1997) and ideas associated with restorative environments theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 

1989; Kaplan, 1995). While Chandler et al. (1992) thoroughly descnbe the techniques (re/sacrilization, 

grounding, working through) that move a pmon towards spiritual wellness, they provide less information 

on the techniques for spiritual development. The leisure and well-being theories offer suggestions of how 

leisure may influence spiritual development. Furthemore, the restorative environrnents literature is 

helpful in explaining how specific aciivities andsettings may move a penon toward spiritual wellness. The 

following table lis& these possible processes. It must be noted that these processes are not necessarily 

mutually exclusive. 



Table 2.2 
Leisure and Spiritual Well-Being Processes 

Counselling Techniques for 
Spiritual Wellness 

Grounding 

Working Through 

Sacralization/Resacralization 

- -- 

Leisure and Well-Being 
Theones 

Persona1 Growth 

Keeping Idle Hands Busy 

Buffer and Coping 

Identity Affirmation 

Restorative Environments 
Theory 

Being Away 

Extent 

Fascination 

Compatibili ty 

Conceptual discussions of leisure which have spiritual overtones often view it as a way of living 

(Godbey, 1985; Goodale & Godbey, 1988); a state of being (de Grazia, 1962); or a disposition (Ellis & 

Witt, 199 1). Although leisure as a way of living, state ofbeing, disposition, or spiritual attitude undergirds 

al1 of life, "periods are necessary when leiswe is more intensely lived and expressed" (Doohan, f 98 1, p. 

165). These periods rnay be caIled leisure experiences, "an experience that results fiom recreation 

engagementst' (Dnver & Tocher, 1970, p. 10). How does the interplay of time, activity, motivation and 

setting within a leisure experience, and uhimately within a leisure style, influence spiritual wellness and 

development? In the remainder of this chapter, 1 will first examine how time, activity, motivation and 

setting of the leisure experience each contribute to spiritual wellness and then 1'11 explore how leisure style 

is a factor in spiritual deveIoprnent. 

Time 

While discretionary time provides the opportunity to explore the spiritual or deal with a spiritual 

emergency, it does not necessarily guarantee it. Spiritual wellness depends on how the time is being used. 

deGrazia (1962) suggested that possessing fiee time, or participating in recreation activity, does not 

guarantee the experience of leisure: "Leisure and ficc time Iive in two diffcrcnt worlds. Anybody can have 

free tirne. Not everybody can have leisure. Leisure refers to a state ofbeing, a condition of man, which few 



desire and fewer achieve" (1962, p. 5). Similarly, Csikszentmihalyi (1994) noted that leisure, defined in 

terms of ftee time, does not necessarily result in mental or psychological growth. Free time must be used 

in certain ways for positive outcornes to occur. Otherwise fkee time is not only wasted, but may be hamifil 

to the individual and society. Iso-Ahola (1994) suggested that leisure is a tool through which heaIth is 

pursued and achieved; if people do not have time, or take time, for leisure, they are restricted in their 

practices of health behaviours. Iso-Ahola's and Csikszentrnihatyi's comments, while made in the context 

of physical and psychological health, rnay also be applicable to spiritual health. 

Discussions of the relationship between time and spiritual well-being, need to consider time 

pressure, that is a person's subjective perception ofdiscretionary time and her or his sense of being mshed. 

While the relationship between time pressure and mental health is complex, research seems to indicate that 

both low and excessive levels of time pressure seem to be negatively correlated with mental health 

(Zuzanek, 1998). Both extremes seem to create an adverse health outcorne. The same rnay be true for 

spiritual health. 

Activity 

Involvement in an activity rnay move a person towards spintual wellness or away fiom it. For 

example, though Chandler et al. (1992) do not discuss leisure, they do suggest that grounding activities 

such as jogging, walking, tai chi, or gardening, may assist a pmon in dealing with spiritual preoccupation 

by connecting them with the physical world, and thereby help them move towards spiritual weliness. In 

addition, activities which help a pmon work through a spiritual emergency will enable a person to 

transform the emergency into an opportunity for spiritual developtnent, thus moving them to spiritual 

wellness. The notion of grounding activities is consistent with both the keeping ide hands bucy and the 

buming and coping theories of leisure and well-being in that leisure activities and involvements may 

keep the person busy in the material world thenby diverting the person's attention away from their 
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spiritual emergency and helping them cope with the situation. 

in contrast to grounding activities, activities ofsacn'iization or resacriiization, such as meditation 

and relaxation activities, rnay assist a person in becoming sensitized to the spiritual. Sacrilization and 

resacrilization activities, in contrast to the "keeping hands busy" theory "slow" the pmon down and create 

space which may lead to a greater likelihood of being sensitized and receptive to spiritual experience. 

Sacralization and resacralization rnay be closely associated with receptivity which has been suggested as 

a cntical element in the processes linking leisure with spiritual well-being (McDonald & Schreyer, 199 1). 

Receptivity, defined as an open-minded attitude to what time, space, emotions and physical conditions are 

offering a person, has been suggested as a basic charactenstic of leisure (Hendee & Brown, 1988; Pieper, 

1952). Although receptivity is not simply being passive, some characteristics of passivity rnay be 

incorporated into it. 

According to the keeping i d e  hands busy explanation of leisure and well-being, people are thought 

to be happiest and mentally healthiest when they are occupied with activity. Thus leisure is significant 

because it keeps people fiom idleness through activity. Leisure activities are viewed as constructive 

behavioural alternatives. Furthermore, leisure has been viewed as a way ofkeeping the mind busy, thereby 

distracting individuals from distressing or stresshl thoughts. A similar line of thinking can be applied to 

discussions of spirinial well-being. In the case of spintual preoccupation, becoming involved in a leisure 

activity which keeps the person busy, rnay move a person towards spiritual wellness. in a stresshl situation 

or a situation of spiritual emergency, a leisure activity would help "ground" the pmon and divert their 

attention away fiom the ernergency and thus help in coping with the situation. However, in a situation 

where a person is repressing the spiritual tendmcy, becoming busy might only further suppms this 

spiritual tendency. In this case, leisure involvements which allow for "idleness," refltction or meditation 

rnay provide an opportunity for introspection and facilitate the process of sacrilization. in such a case, 

leisure rnay create "space" for sacrilization which contributes to spintual development. 
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The impact of leisure on spiritual preoccupation or emergency may also be explained with the 

bufj%r and coping explanation which suggests that "leisure indirectly influences health and well-being 

through its ability to facilitate coping behaviour in response to stresshl life events and transitions" 

(Manne11 & Kleiber, 1997, p. 297). Leisure participation may facilitate coping with stressful life events 

by strengthening the buffers of social support and self-determination which are also factors in spiritual 

health. It can be hypothesized that a person with high levels of social support and self-determination is 

more likely to cope with spiritual emergencies (e.g., death of a loved one, near-death-experiences, 

suffering), less likely to experience spiritual preoccupation and consequmtly achieve higher levels of 

spiritual health. In addition, the buffer and coping explanation is applicable to situations of spiritual 

emergency characterized by stress, cnsis and upheavai. In such a situation leisure participation, through 

the process of grounding-a slowing down of the process of spiritual emergence so that spirituai 

experiences are more capable of being assimilated-may act as a buffering- or stress-coping rnechanism 

until the person is able to work through the spiritual emergency and move towards spiritual wellness. 

Those who have theorized about leisure style suggest that the social dimension is an important 

aspect of leisure style (Gattas et al., 1986; Glyptis, 198 1; Kelly, 1989; Veal, 1993). Whether activities are 

done alone, with another person, or in a group cm also have an influence on spiritual wellness. Fox (1 997) 

found that structured time for solitude in wildemess mhanced the oppomuiity for spiritual experience. Her 

findings suggest the importance of having structured time in solitude for persona1 reflection, time with 

one's own thoughts and unintempted time for imer journeying, as it enhances connection with the inner 

self and one's surroundings. Stringer and McAvoy (1992) found that reports of spin*ul experiences by 

participants on a wildemess canoe trip mainly focused on the interconnections betwem people, while 

participants on a mountain hiking trip, which generally offmd more opportunity for t h e  alone than a 

canoe trip, temded to demie  spiritual experiences involving an awareness and appreciation of the vast, 

stark beauty of the alpine niviro~~ment. Ragheb (1993) found that rcading-genmlly a solitary activity- 
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and social activities had the highest correlations with perceived spiritual wellness. It coutd be 

hypothesized that solitude and solitary activities provide the time and space required in the sacnlization 

process to develop the chaacteristics of spiritual health related to purpose and meaning in life, while social 

activities provide the opportunity to develop the spiritual health characteristic of concern and 

comectedness with others. 

The satisfactions associated with different activities may also be related to spiritual well-being . 

For example, Ragheb (1 993) found that the relaxational and aesthetic-environmental cornponents ofleisure 

satisfaction were dominant in their contributions to perceived spiritual wellness. It could be hypothesized 

that the activities which produce leisure satisfaction of a relaxationa1 and aesthetic-environmental nature 

are ones that provide opportunity for reflection on spiritual values, and thus they promote sacrilization. 

iMotivation 

Motivation is an important factor in the developrnent of spiritual health. Spiritual growth may be 

stirnulated by both intentional activity and spontaneous events (Chandler et al., 1992). While one cannot 

cause spiritual growth to occur; one cm "seek" or create certain conditions in which spiritual growth is 

more likely to take place. Thus, consistent with Iso-Ahola's (1997) proposition that the two fundamental 

dimensions of motivation for leisure are seeking and escaping, it can be hypothesized that escaping 

activities could lead to the repression of the spintual tmdmcy while setking activities would have 

sacralizing or resacralizing effects. 1s a person's Ieisure primarily characterized by "the seeking of 

persona1 and interpersonal rewards or by escaping one's personal or interpersonal world" (p. 134)? Passive 

leisure, used as an escape, is not likely to be favourable to health. Rather, the pursuit of intrinsic rewards 

through leisure is probably more beneficial. Seeloiig leisure activities are consistent withpersonalgrowth 

exphnations of leisure and well-being in that they provide people with the opportunity to develop their 

skills and abilities and to become the type of person they would Idcc to be (Manne11 & Kleiber, 1997). For 
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example, transpersonal psychologists, utilizing a human science approach, explored both quantitative and 

qualitative phenomenological data (e.g., Goleman, 1987; Shapiro & Walsh, 1984) to investigate 

meditator's objectives and the meaning of meditative experiences. It was found that meditation resulted 

in not only self-regulation and relaxation, but also spiritual transformation, persona1 growth, self- 

transcendence, and altered states of consciousness. Thus the effects of meditation are distinctly different 

from those of napping or progressive relaxation '(Shapiro, 1985, 1992). One could hypothcsize that 

meditating is a more "seeking" activity than napping or relaxing. 

Identifyformation and afinnation theory (Mannell & Kleiber, 1997) can be extended to suggest 

that certain leiswe styles may be more conducive to seeking and consequently spiritual well-being. In fact, 

certain leisure styles seem to have as their core, a need or desire to "seek the spiritual." Leisure and identity 

formation ideas suggest that freedom in leisure provides people with the opportunity to select activities 

with identity images that are congruent with the type of person they are or would like to be (e.g. outdoor 

adventurer). People choose to participate in leisure activities partialiy due to these identity images for the 

purpose of developing new identities or affirming who they are. This explanation may underlie certain 

leisure-based tourist and outdoor recreation identities, roles or styles and thus tourist styles and outdoor 

recreation styles will be described in the following paragraphs. 

Tourist Stvles Vanous studies have categorized holiday-makerdtourists, into tourist 'types' based 

on interests and values (e.g. Darden & Darden, 1976; Pemeault, Darden, & Darden, 1977) or demonstrated 

how existing Iifestyle characteristics relate to tourist behaviour (Shih, 1986). Cohm (1972) was one of the 

fmt to propose that touristic behaviour reveats consistent and apparent identifiable categories. He 

originally identified four such categories which he callcd the 'organized mass tourist', the 'individual mass 

tourist', the 'explorer', and the 'cirifler.' Pearce (1982) was one of the first to conduct comprehmsive 

quantitative research on this topic. His findings suggested five major clusters of travei-rclated roles: 

Environmental Travel (anthropologist, consmtionist, and explorer); High Contact T m 1  (traveller, 
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overseas student, overseas joumalist); Spiritual Travel (hippie, religious pilgrim, missionary); Pleasure 

First Traveller Cjetsetter, tourist, holidaymaker); and Exploitative Travel (businessman, jetsetter). 

Y i a ~ a k i s  (1 986), Yiannakis and Gibson (1988), and Gibson (1989) used principal components 

analysis to identify 13 leisure-based tourist roles. Subsequent analyses by Yiannakis and Gibson (1 WO), 

utilizing both principal components and multidimensional solutions, added the Sport Lover to the existing 

list of tourist roles: Sun Lover, Action Seeker, Anthropologist, Archaeologist, Organized Mass Tourist, 

ThnlI Seeker, Explorer, Jetsetter, Seeker, Independent Mass Tourist (IMT); High Class Tourist (HCT); 

Dnfter; Escapist; and Sport Lover. Seekers were defined as a "seeker of spiritual andior personal 

howledge to better understand self and meaning of life" (Yiannakis & Gibson, 1992, p. 291). They are 

"persons who, through travel, seek to leam more about themselves, and ultimately, the meaning of 

existence. Seekers are clearly on some type of quest (p. 297-298). MacCameiI (1973) referred to the 

Seeker as a person in search of the authentic, while for Cohen (1979) the Seeker was "a person on an 

existential search for a spiritual center" (Yiannakis & Gibson, 1992). The search for self ancilor spiritual 

knowledge for females appean to occur in the relative safety of more tranquil settings, while males pursue 

this goal in more stimulating or exciting environmats (Yiannakis & Gibson, 1992). 

From a more theoretical perspective, AIlcock (1988) in a paper entitled "Tourisrn as a Sacred 

Journey" has explored, in conceptual terms, the idea that tourism in modern societies may be interpreted 

as edubiting certain quasi-religiow characteristics. AIlcock made reference to MacCannell(1976) who 

discussed tourism as a secular substitute for organized religion, wherein "public places" fùnction as 

religious texts which contain representations of good and evil. MacCannell also expanded upon the process 

of "sight sacralization", and identified sight-seeing as ritual. Similady, Home (1984) used the religious 

metaphor to discuss the tourist as a modem pilgrim. 

Outdoor Recrcation Stvles Eagles (1 995) has identified four niche markets within sustainable 

tourism-"a broad range of recreational activities that takc place within the context of a natural 
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environment" (p. 1). Eagles identified the niche markets of Ecotourism, Wilderness Travel, Adventure 

Travel and Car Camping, and described these markets under the headings of: extrinsic/intrinsic motives, 

environmental attitudes, social motives, demographics, economics, social constraints, environmental 

impacts, travel profile development, business cycle, use levels and key management issues. Eagles noted 

the Wilderness Travel market's use of phrases that are often associated with spirituality, phrases such as 

"intrinsic search for recreation within the purity of nature," "the perfect environment for reflection," 

"persona1 growth," and "requires pristine environments for personal search for meaning." 

Wylie (1 996,l997a, 1997b) has adapted Eagles' (1 995) niche markets to identifi four basic types 

of sea kayaking, thereby suggesting that the same activity can reflect different leisure styles. Wylie 

replaced Eagles' Car Camping category with Recreational Kayaking. The other three kayaking styles are 

Educational (Ecotourism) Kayaking, Wilderness Kayaking, and Adventure Kayaking. ïhese categories 

are described below: 

Recreational Kayaking. Outdoor recreation to enjoy nature, to relax, and to have fun, 
fiequently in the Company of others. The level of physical nsk and challenge is low. 
Aerobic exercise, pursuing hobbies and leaming or refining kayaking skills can be 
important motivations. This is prirnarily a daytirne activity and is considered to be the 
most popular type of sea kayaking. ... SportFitness paddling ernphasizing exercise rnay 
be a "hard" form of Recreational Kayaking or it may be a separate niche. 

Educational (Ecotourism) Kayaking. Participants are prirnarily interested in improving 
their knowledge and discovering nature through high quality information and observing 
unusuaI or spectacular species and ecosystems, such as whales, coral reefs, or tropical min 
forests .... 

Wifderness Kayaking. This involves intense, personal experiences in a setting fiee of the 
obvious evidence of human impacts. Challenges and risks are moderate and an important 
part of the overall experimce, as are solitude and primitive camping ... 

Adventure Kayakkg. H m  the experhce focuses on challenge, thrills, excitement, and 
personal accomplishment by overcoming nature and sharing this experience with others. 
It involves travel typically to rernote places known for their uatural beauty and physical 
attriiutes. The level of physical effort and risk ranges fiom moderate in "sofi" adventure 
to high in "hardt' adventure kayaking. (Wylie, 1997% n.p.) 

While each category is classified according to a group of users with distinct charactcristics, the categories 



are not mutually exclusive, but rather, overlap. Rather than having hard boundaries, the categones are like 

focal points along a continuum. These categories of kayakers are an excellent example which illustrate 

the importance of examining leisure style and not just leisure activities. Al1 four chtegories are involved 

in the same activity, kayaking, but the leisure style with which they kayak is different for each category. 

Therefore, to understand leisure behaviour, the meaning and function of leiswe to the person must be 

identified, and the nature and importance of leisure in a person's overall style of life must be assessed 

(Glyptis, 198 1). 

Setting 

Sefting also has an influence on the extent to which a leisure experience may or rnay not enhance 

spiritual wellness. Of the four dimensions of leisure that we are considering, more has been written on the 

relationship between setting and spirituality than any of the other three dimensions. Some places, such as 

csthedrals and wilderness areas, are invested with meaning which make them especially conducive to 

enhancing spiritual wellness (McDonald & Schreyer, 1991) while others, such as natural areas, provide 

a fiesh perspective on life issues (McAvoy & Lais, 1996). 

Spiritual Benefits of Natural Areas 

It has long been recognized that natural settings provide opportunities for spiriti ual ben 

leisure experiences (Mannell, 1996). Numerous authors when enumerating the reasons for valuing 

wilderness have identified spiritual values or spirihial benefits. 1 will review just a sampling of these 

authors. 

McCloskey (1 990) has identi fied a number of anthropocentric values of wildemess which include 

cultural (or non-utilitarian) values such as religious values ("Temple ofNaturem). As such McCloskey sees 

wildemess as a place for religious experience: "to celebrate, realize or reinforce a sense of connection with 

al1 things of an ultimate nature" (p. 23). Hendee, Stankey and Lucas (1 990) in Wildeniers Management 
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suggest three central themes, the third of which relates to the spiritual: "experiential, the direct value of 

the wildemess experience; the vaIue of wildemess as a scientific resource and environmental baseline; and 

the symbolic and spiritual values of wildemess to the nation and the world" (p. 7). 

Bennett (1994) divided the values of wilderness into two broad categories: (1) ecological value; 

and (2) psychological value. The psychological value of wildemess included such things as: enjoying 

nature; risk taking; reducing tension; engaging in introspection; spiritual growth; cultivation of our 

personal, cultural and biological identities; aesthetic value; a source of creativity and intellectual freedom. 

Kaplan and Talbot (1983) suggested that wildemess met some deeply felt human concems: (1) tranquillity, 

peace and silence; (2) integration and wholeness; and (3) oneness-the sense of being at one with the 

universe. These authors suggest an interrelationship between tranquillity and self-integration in which each 

mutually reinforce each other. Kaplan and Kaplan (1 989) identified the following psychological benefits 

of nature: self-concept; self-discovery; self-confidence; spiritual renewal; and sense of wholeness. 

Driver, Nash and Haas (1987) established a taxonomy of wildemess benefits. Following a 

comprehensive discussion of these probable wildemess-related benefits, the authors chose six which they 

thought represented the core of wilderness benefits. One of the six core benefits was "natural cathedrals, 

understanding unity and continuity, celebrating the creative forces behind life, and realizing the spiritually 

sustaining and cleansing of nahual areas" (Driver, Easley & Passineau, 1990, p. 2). Driver et al. (1987) 

concluded that even though t h m  is widespread recognition that wilderness provides a wide range of 

benefits of great magnitude, such as spiritual benefits, there is a lack of systcmatic documentation of the 

scope and magnitude of these benefits. Thus what we know is intuitive and rather "soft" scientifically. 

Little empincal attention has bem givm to spiritual needs and expaiences as they relate to outdoor 

recreation settings (Mannell, 1996). 

Ingerson (1987) makes a cornparison between wildmess trcks and rcligious pilgrimages. Both 

the practice of going on pilgrimage and the analogy of life as pilgrimage are rooted in the universal belief- 
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found in most of the world's religions-that certain places are sacred and that one must endure one's 

joumey through this world to amve at a better life in the next. Until recently, most pilgrims endured 

physical hardship and danger equal or greater to that of wildemess visitors. Like wildemess travellers. 

pilgnms saw their travels as making them better human beings and allowing them to view their everyday 

experiences from a new perspective. 

Both wildemess trips and religious pilgrimages have bem described as diffîcult journeys to remote 

places, where the travellers do not stay but from which they r e m  with dramatically changed views of 

themselves and their new social roles. For example, Christian pilgrimage provides an opportunity for the 

pilgnm to: 

get out, go forth, to a far holy place approved by al1 ... away from the reiterated 'occasions 
of sin' which make up so much of the human experience of social structure, [to face] fiesh 
and unpredictable troubles [that offer] a release from the ingrown ills of home. (Turner 
& Turner, 1978, pp. 6-7) 

Many studies have pointed out the religious nature of the vocabulary used by wilderness 

enrhusiasü such as Hemy Thoreau and John Muir. Nash in Wilderness and the American Mind (1973) 

refers to descriptions of wildemess areas as "meccas for a 'pilgrimage into our species' past" and as 

"sanctuaries of reorientation" (p. 253). Other analyses have illustrated Muir's explicitly religious attitude 

toward wildemess. For example, Muir believed wildemess provided ''places to play in and pray in, where 

Nature may heal and cheer and give strength to body and sou1 alike" (as quoted in Wolfe, 1945, p. 188). 

Empirical Research 

Numerous studies suggest that wilderness andnature areas facilitate spiritual growth (Davis, 1996; 

Fox, 1997; Greeley, 197-4; Kaplan, 1974; Kaplan & Talbot, 1983; Keutzer, 1978; Lambert et al., 1978; 

Young, 1983; Young & Crandall, 1984). Fox (1997), in her study of wildemess expericnce, found that 

"Awe and wonderrnent of nature arc two motions that were expcrienced in nature and conûibuted toward 

a sense of spirituality or spiritud experience for many of the women" (p. 62). Furthamore, "Feelings of 



connectedness, or part of the whole cosmos was an emerging theme inspired through being in nature" (p. 

Swveys have been conducted which asked respondents, "With what frequency have you felt as 

though you were very close to a powerfùl, spiritual force that seemed to lift you out of yourself?" (Davis, 

1996). Thirty-five percent of a large US. sample recounted such an experience (Greeley, 1974), while 65 

percent of a sample of college students gave similar results (Keutzer, 1978). When questioned about what 

had facilitated these expenences, nature or outdoor experience was the most common response in both 

surveys. 

Kaplan and Talbot (1983), using quantitative and qualitative methods to evaluate an Outdoor 

Challenge Program which involved wildemess backpacking trips in Michigan's Upper Peninsula, 

concluded that spiritual experiences can result fiom encounters with nature. They found a "surprising" 

depth of spiritual content fiom a qualitative analysis of participants' journal entries: 

For many participants there is eventually a surprising smse of revolution, as both the 
environment and the self are newly perceived and seem newly wondrous. The wildemess 
inspires feelings of awe and wonder, and one's intimate contact with this environment 
leads to thoughts about spiritual meanings and eternal processes. (p. 178) 

Kaplan and Talbot (1983) reported that afler a backpacking trip: 

There is a growing smse of wonder and a complex awareness of spiritual muuiings as 
individuals feel at one with nature, yet they are aware of the üansience of individual 
concems whm seen against the background of enduring natural rhythms. @p. 179,18 1) 

Self-actualization has often been mentioned as one of the benefits of leisure activity, especially 

wildemess recreation. For example, the solitude and contact with nature components of a wilderness visit 

are thought to facilitate self-actualization. Furthemore, it is oAen thought that persons who are self- 

achialized seek the wildemess to M e r  their growth. Scott (1974) suggested that the major writm on 

wildemess, such as Muir, Catlin, Thoreau, and Leopold used such environment5 as vehicles for self- 

actualization. A varieV of midies (Kaplan, 1974; Lambert et al., 1978; Young, 1983; Young & Crandall, 



1984) which looked at changes resulting from a single wilderness experience or contrasted wildemess 

users with non-users suggest that individuals who visit wildemess, either in outdoor survival programs or 

as recreational activity, are more likely to be self-actualized than the gened  public. 

Quasi-experimental field research in wilderness environments has found that the interaction of 

factors such as stress level and a person's surroundings in a wilderness solitude experience can prompt the 

occurrence of religious and mystical experiences (e.g., Rosegrant, 1976). Hood (1977) utilizing in-depth 

interviews and specially developed scales with a young people's group on a weekend retreat in a 

wilderness setting investigated factors that precipitated spiritual and religious nature experiences. 

Theory 

How do we explain this association of nature-based recreation with spirituality. Possible 

theoretical understandings include: mode1 of wildemess and h u m  potential, the corn-model, restorative 

environments theory, and sense of place theory. 

I .  Model of Wilderness and Human potenfial. Hendee and Brown (1988) have proposed a model which 

suggests that optimizing the persona1 growth potential of wildemess activities is dependent on the 

following four factors: 

- receptive candidates who are ready for change 

- optimum stress fiom contact with the natural environment and a balance of hard and soft 
activities 

- a sufficient change for aminement to oneself, the group and the environment while in the 
wilderness and away fiom daily routines and roles 

- the conscious use of metaphors fiom the wildemess experience and program activities. (p. 335) 

2. Corn-Mode!. In a thcoreticaI model, McDonald (1989, p. 20) proposed that outdoor recreation may 

provide an opportunity for spintual growth "within expanding spheres of social comrnunities and 
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environments" which she called expanding spheres of continuity (see Figure 2.5). She suggested that 

initially, spiritual growth appears to be essentially a persona1 value as awareness radiates fiom the 

individual. However, since human awareness is fiequently culturally patterned, she argues that outdoor 

recreation experiences may culturally and socially condition persons to experience emotions such as 

refreshment, relaxation or adventure. Once a person experiences these positive emotions, the potential to 

have a more intemalized, meditative experience is increased. 

One's awareness may extend beyond the individual tevel to the immediate community of family 

and hends, then to the larger human community and finally to the natural environment. Spiritual growth 

takes place if a person's response to increased awareness inctudes acting as if the life at the next level has 

meaning. Without some kind of interna1 or extemal persona1 change, individual growth does not take 

place. 

In a related theoretical model of commitment and cornmunity awareness, called the Corn-model, 

McDonald et. al. (1987) have theorized that spintual growth, defined in terms of "increasing awareness 

of community or of the interrelationships among increasingly larger systems" (p. 2 IO), is an outcome of 

committed outdoor/skill challenge activities (see Figure 2.6). If a person makes a choice to participate in 

outdoor/skill challenge activities they will encounter challenges/experiences characterized by the sharing 

of similar values, physical fitness, escaping noise and crowds, enjoying nature, risk taking, achievemcnt, 

and introspection. A commitment to these experiences (Le., repeated perfomance), may lead to greater 

comrnunity awareness which leads back to increased choices, further challengcs/expericnces, the 

possibility of cornmitment to attitudinal and behavioural change, and ultimately to spiritual growth in 

terms of a greater cornmitment to an awareness of cornmunity and the interrelationships among larger 

environmental systems. In this model, spiritual growth, measured in tcrms of inmased awareness, is a 

dependent variable while independent variables are a variety of conditions and expmicnces that contribute 

to the increased awareness. The implications of the community mode1 is that spintuai growth is a multi- 
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Source: McDonald, 1989, p. 20. 

Figure 2.5 

Expanding Sphem of  Continuity 



Figure 2.6 

The Corn-Mode1 (Model of Community) 

1 ,  Choice 

- Cornmitment 

Communit y 

Source: McDonald, B., Guldin, R. and Wetherhill, G.R., 1988, p. 203. 



dimensional phenornenon which may occur without either anticipation or recognition during the process 

of a wildemess experience. 

In Stringer and McAvoy's (1992) study of spirituality and wilderness adventure, participants 

identified a wide vanety of their expenences as being spintual in nature. The group that went canoeing 

reported spiritual experiences which tended to focus on the interconnections between people while the 

group that went hiking tended to report spiritual experiences which involved an awareness of and 

appreciation for the surrounding land. Spiritual experiences were shaped primarily by the most rnemorable 

events of the trip and tended to be the most emotionally intense experiences. Most of the emotions 

associated with these expenences were positive, and were accompanied by an increased sense of awareness 

of self, of others, of the environrnent, andlor of a greater power. Thus the findings support McDonald et 

al.3 (1988) Corn-mode1 in which spiritual growth, fostered through opportunities for individuais to focus 

on and process the intense emotional expenences they encounter on wildemess trips leads to increased 

awareness within the expanding spheres of social environments and natural environments. 

3. Restorative Environments Theory. Despite a11 the evidence that suggests wiIderness and nature areas 

facilitate spiritual growth, Stringer and McAvoy (1992) noted that it was not necessarily the wilderness 

environrnent, itself, that was conducive to spiritual experience. They observed that a "different 

environment, fiee fiom normal constraints on time and energy" (p. 17) increased opportunities for, and 

the enhancement of, spiritual development. Unforhmately there is a lack of research on the spiritual 

benefits of leisure in non-wilderness areas. 

Literature on restorative environments is helpful in trying to understand the processes that take 

place when a person is removed fiom their everyday environment (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995). 

Restorative environments are characterizcd by four features: 1) being away, that is, a conceptually or 

physically different setting eom one's everyday environment, 2) extenf, which refers to a setting 

adequately rich and cohmnt that it can captivate the mind and foster exploration; 3) facination, a form 
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of attention that requires no effort, may focus on content (fire, water, people, animals) or process 

(problem-solving, gambling, story telling); and 4) compatibility, which requires a setting which is 

congruent with and advances one's purposes or inclinations. 

Although a variety of settings exhibit the four features of a restorative environment to diffenng 

degrees, natural settings tend to be richly blessed with al1 four features. Natural settings are distinctly 

different f?om the everyday environments of contemporary urban inhabitants (being away), they are rich 

and coherent (ecosystems to view, trails to explore), they contain numerous objects of fascination (water, 

foliage, animals), and they offer a variety of roles for compatible relation to the environment (peaceful 

meditation, observation, hiking). In contrast, most urban environments are seriously laclung in one or more 

of the four restorative features. Initial research on restorative environmats has documented the greater 

restorative potential of natural environments in cornparison to urban settings or 0 t h  artificial settings 

(e.g., Hartig, Mang, & Evans, 199 1 ; Kaplan, 1995; Tennessen & Cimprich, 1995). 

The Kaplans (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989) identie four benefits of restorative experiences: 

-cleanng the mind of the cognitive noise that remains fiom the task demands of one's everyday 
environment 

-recovery of fatigued directed attention 

-the opportunity to think about one's more immediate but unresolved persona1 problems 

-the opportunity to reflect on tife's larger questions such as one's priorities, goals, and 
one's place in the overall scheme of things 

The first two benefits may be termed "attentional recovery" while the last two may be tenned "reflection." 

Reflection, as a deeper and more significant benefit thm recovery, is thought to be more demanding of the 

restorative environment both in terms of the quality of the environment and the time necessary for its 

accomplishment. The major characteristic that diffmntiates settings with greater potential to foster 

reflection is the type of fascination they elicit. Fascination rnay be conceptualized on a continuum fiom 

''bard" to "soft" (Kaplan, 1995). Hard fascination is extremely intense, capture's one's atîention, and leaves 
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little opportunity for thuiking. Soft fascination consists of two components. First, it has moderate intensity, 

adequate to maintain attention without effort, but not so intense as to prevent reflection. Second, 

environments which elicit soft fascination are aesthetically pleasant, thereby counterbalancing any pain 

associated with reflection on serious matters. ûrdinay natural settings (e.g. fieldIforest settings, nature 

traiIs, gardens, pleasant back yards) are available and easily accessible sources of soft fascination. As such, 

they should be optimal settings for fostering reflection. Relating these concepts to spiritual wellness, it 

could be hypothesized that hard fascination is conducive to grounding, thereby moving a person fiom 

spiritual preoccupation to spiritual wellness, while soft fascination is conducive to sacrilization, thereby 

moving a person from spiritual repression to spiritual weliness and consequently moving a person along 

the continuum of spiritual development. 

Environments that elicit sofi fascination, for example, ordinary natural settings, should be 

beneficial for both attentional recovery and reflection, and therefore would also be beneficial for 

sacrilization and spiritual development. Environrnents such as many urban settings, low in fascination, 

yet high in directed-attention demand, should be relatively ineffectual for either recovery or reflection. 

Environments that elicit hard fascination should be more usehl for attentional recovery than for reflection, 

and therefore also beneficial for grounding in the spiritual wellness model. Applying this theory to the 

present model, leisure activities undertaken in ordinary natural settings, since they are beneficial for 

reflection, would also be beneficial for sacrilization and spiritual development, while leisure activities 

undertaken in environrnents that eIicit hard fascination, since they are beneficial for grounding, would be 

help h l  in moving a spiritually preoccupied person towards spiritua1 wellncss. A variety of setîings which 

elicit hard fascination have been suggested: watching auto racing (Kaplan, 1995); watching television, 

shopping, and watching or participating in sports (Canin, 1991); parties, vide0 games, bars, rock concerts, 

and amusement parks (Hmog et ai., 1997). These hard-fascination settings would be relatively more 

effective in promoting grounding than reflection and sacrilization. 
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There is sorne empirical support for these theoretical ideas concerning restorative environments. 

Studies of the perceived benefits of gardening, "nearby" natural areas, and wilderness experiences al1 

produced a number of similar perceived benefits which included experiencing peace and quiet, forgetting 

womes, thinking, and evaluating priorities (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Schroeder, 1991). Similar themes 

emerged in Schroeder's (1 99 1) qualitative study of responses to arboretum landscapes. Canin's (1 99 1) 

snidy of AID's caregivers fond that nature activities and quiet activities had restorative benefits. Hard- 

fascination activities such as television watching, sports and shopping were less effective. Similar findings 

were found by Herzog et al. (1997) who discovered that entertainment and sports activities primarily elicit 

hard fascination which occupies the mind and leaves littie opportunity for reflection. In contrast, it was 

found that ordinary settings prirnarily elicit soA fascination which does not totally occupy the mind. Soft 

fascination pennits directed attention to relax, provides opportunity forreflection, and supplies an aesthetic 

buffer against painhl dioughts that might be associated with reflection. It is important to note that urban 

settings, in addition to natural settings, rnay be conducive to restorative and reflective benefits. Kaplan et 

al. (1993) found that museums, under certain conditions, rnay serve as restorative environments. Those 

conditions probably apply to libraries (Herzog et al., 1997) and monasteries (Kaplan & Talbot, 1983) as 

well. 

4. Sense of Place. Another avenue to explore the spintual meanings associated with nature settings is seen 

in the increasing interest in the concept "attachment to place* or "sense of place" (ManneIl, 1996). These 

concepts refer to the ernotional and symbotic connections nature and wildemess visitors have to outdoor 

recreation settings. Williams, Patterson, Roggenbuck and Watson ( I992) observed that these concepts have 

becorne popular in consurner behaviour and environmental psychology, and they suggest that not only do 

individuals participate in the specific outdoor recreation activities, but also may exhiibit leisure patterns 

centred on the experience of place (p. 43). The place perspective suggests that nahual resouces and 
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are not only raw materials to be inventoned and molded into a recreation opporhmity, but 
also, and more important, places with histories, places that people care about, places that 
for many people embody a sense of belonging and purpose that give meaning to life. (p. 
44) 

Korpela and Hartig (1996) brought together sense of place theory and restorative environrnents 

theory to help explain how individuals evaluate their favounte places in terms of the charactenstics of 

restorative environments. Finnish university students evaluated both favourite and unpleasant places of 

their own designation. Scores for being away, fascination, coherence and compatibility were al1 high for 

the favourite places, but coherence and compatibility scores were reliably higher than being away scores. 

which in tum were reliably higher than fascination scores. The findings suggest that sense of place and 

emotional attachent to favourite places is another factor to consider in addition to the restorative 

environment characteristics. 

Leisure Experiences as Spiritual Experiences 

Leisure experiences which involve an "acute experience of a spirimal nature" (Chandler et al., 

1992, p. 170) may themselves be seen as spiritual experiences. In Chandler et al.3 model, spiritual 

experience is defined as "any experience of transcendence of one's former frame of reference that results 

in greater knowledge and love" (p. 170). The notion of transcendence in this definition is similar to notions 

of transcendence in some conceptualizations of leisure experiences. McDonald and Schreyer (1991) 

considercd spiritual experiences as "extme States of consciousness" which may be similar to "peak" 

experiences of self-actualization (Maslow, 1970) or "flow" experiences (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975). For 

example, Maslow (1971), in his study of optimally funetionhg people, classified those at the top of his 

hierarchy as "transcendent self-actualizers" and characterizcd them as having a number of spiritual traits. 

Carter (1994) used the "flow state" to investigate the integration of spirinial and leisure well-being. She 



noted that within the process of experiencing flow are qualities common to spirituality and leisure: "ïhe 

value dimensions of spirituality and leisure are caphired with the concept of flow ... If flow is achieved, 

spiritual and leisure well-being are realized" (p. 7). 

Leisure Experiences and Spiritual Development 

So far, the discussion of the proposed leisure and spiritual health mode1 has pnmarily been in 

terms of individual leisure experiences. However, the occurrence of an individual or isolated leisure 

experience of a spiritual nature, does not guarantee spiritual development (Chandler et al., 1992). While 

one leisure expenence may move a person towards spiritual wellness, leisure expenences must be 

incorporated into one's life if spiritual development is to occur. That is, spiritual development will only 

occur if leisure experiences bnng about behavioural changes or transformation related to the intemal and 

extemal characteristics of health reviewed above. For example, Fox (1997) idrntified four distinct stages 

of the wildemess spiritual experience based upon the women she studied. The fourth stage involved 

positive transference of feelings and emotions into everyday activities and resulted in behavioural change. 

Women went home with elements of positive feelings fiom their wildemess spiritual expenence: floating 

(being on high), ptide in self, achievement, connection to self, clarity, i ~ e r  peace, nature comection, 

spiritual comection, inner strength, empowerment (of self, womanhood and life), imer happiness, and 

elation. Lifestyle changes were initiated due to the positive feelings which resulted fiom the spirinial 

experiences in the wildemess. Women took their feelings of self control (fiorn inner peace, clarity and 

feelings of empowerment) into their jobs, their families (as passive role models), and other life areas 

(motherhood and other relationships, and feeling in greater control and stronger towards study). 

Since one kisure experience, on its own, may bring about only limited spintual development, 

consistent patterns of leisure experiences, or what we cal1 leinm style, can potentially provide greater 

oppommity to bring about spiritual development and growth than an individual leisure experience 
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(horizontal dimension of model--See Figure 1.2, p. 20). There is some research evidence for this. Young 

and Crandall ( 1986) conducted a study to determine individual changes in self-actualization with confinued 

wilderness use over a penod of time. Data were collected fiom a sample of users in the Boundary Waters 

Canoe Area Wilderness who were visiting wildemess for the first time. The subjects were surveyed again 

six years later. Findings revealed that self-actualization scores were higher in 1984 than in 1979 and that 

while sel f-ac tua1 ization increased for both groups, the increase was signifiean f l y  greafer for active users. 

Young and Crandall concluded that their study, while not conclusive, added support to the theory that 

suggests a positive retationship between wildemess use and self-actualization. To the extent that self- 

actualization approximates spirituality, wildemess use may contribute to spiritual growth and development. 

Teaff (1991) studied the interrelationships among leisure satisfaction, leisure participation, and life 

satisfaction of older CathoIic women who betonged to a religious order. He observed that the lives of these 

women were focused on repeated experiences of religious celebration and prayer, as evidenced by 

liturgical celebration, exercises of praycr, religious holidays, and anniversaries of religious cornmitment. 

These expenences were affiming of deep persona1 values and resulted in experiences of i m a  peace over 

the long term. 

Spiritual development results in a greater locus of centricity (Chandler et al., 1992), that is, 

movement through the stages ofunhealthy egocentricity (self-centred or narcissistic), healthy egocentricity 

(enlightmed self-interest in which one gleans persona1 satisfaction through contribution to the greater 

good), humanicentricity (centred in humanity), and geocentricity (centred in the planet) and cosmicentricty 

(centred in the cosmos). Spintual development also results in greater connectedness (McDonald et al., 

1988) and an enhanced leisure attitude in terms of "a receptive attitude of mind, a contemplative attitude, 

and ... the capacity for steeping oneself in the world of creation" (Pieper, 1952, p. 41). There is an ongoing 

interaction; one brings one's spiritual attitude of leisure to one's leisure eqerienccs and one's leisure 

experiences have an impact on one's spiritual attitude of leisure and ultimately one's spiritual heaith. 
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Chapter 3 

METHODOLOGY 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

This study utilized a combined, developmental, qualitative and quantitative research design 

(Creswell, 2994) compnsed of three different, but related, studies. The first study was a secondary 

analysis of a previously collected data set fkom the 1996 Ontario Parks Camper Survey. The second study 

involved qualitative in-depth interviews with a srna11 sample to explore interconnections between 

participants' experience of leisure and their spiritual well-being. Based on the findings kom the data 

analysis of the 1996 Ontario Park Camper Survey and the themes fiom the qualitative study, a large-scale 

quantitative study was designed to examine the relationships between various dimensions of leisure style 

and spiritual weI1-being, as well as the processes linking these. Each part of the research design will be 

discussed in more detail befow. 

STUDY 1: ONTARIO PARKS CAMPER SURVEY 

As noted in Chapter 2, the little research that has been conducted on the spiritual meanings that 

nature-based recreation has for people is of a qualitative nature with mal1 sample sizes. Based on data 

collected from 27 participants on two wilderness trips, Stringer and McAvoy (1992) found that the 

wildemess experience was conducive to spiritual deveIopment. In a qualitative study of six women's 

perceptions of a solitude wilderness experience, Fox (1997) discovered that awe and wondennent of 

nature, along with feelings of comectedness or being part of the whole cosmos were eqxrienced and 

contributed to a sense of spiritual experience. 

The 1996 Ontario Parks Camper S w e y  (see Appendix 1) provided an opportunity to examine the 

outcornes (including spirituaI) of nature-based recreation using a large sample. This survey, of 1 1,834 
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campers at 44 parks across Ontario, provided an overview of the types of individuals who visit Ontario 

parks, and the activities in which they engaged. The survey included a question in which respondents 

evaluated, on a 9-point Likert scale, the degree to which introspection and spirituality either added to or 

detracted fiom satisfaction with the overall park experience. Data from this survey was analysed to answer 

research questions conceming the relationship between the degree to which a person viewed introspection 

and spirituality as adding/detracting fiom satisfaction with their park experience and: (1) socio- 

demographic variables (sex, ievel of education achieved, income, and age); (2) the class of park visited 

(wilderness areas, natural environment parks, recreation parks); (3) the type of group the respondent 

visited the park with; (4) the activities participated in while at the park (e.g., swimrning/wading, motor 

boating, canoeing, fishing); and (5) the importance given to various park management practices. 

Analysis of data from this study provided the opportunie to examine whether the wildemess 

setting, as compared to other outdoor settings, is particularly unique in its conûibution to spirituality, and 

whether certain leisure activities are more associated with spirituality than other leisure activities. For 

example, is there a greater connection between canoeing and spirituality than between motor-boating and 

spirituality? Given the large size of the sample and its diversity, it was possible to determine if any socio- 

demographic variables might be more significant predictors of spirituality ?han specific leisure activities 

or leisure settings. 

Findings fkorn this initial study helped shape the final design (e.g., instruments to be used) of the 

survey questionnaire which was used in the third shidy. In addition, finâings fiom this first study, along 

wiîh findings £kom the other two studies, contributed to an overall understanding of the processes that link 

leisure with spiritual well-being which is presented in Chapter 7. 

STUDY 2: IN-DEPTE INTERVIEWS 

The second study invalvcd in-depth interviews with a small sample to explore the relationship 
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between leisure and spiritual well-being. 

1. Sample 

The sample type for this part of the study was a purposive intensity sample. Purposive sampling 

is used in exploratory research to select people who are especially informative for the research question 

under study. In particular, "an intensity sample consists of information-nch cases that manifest the 

phenomenon of interest intensely ..." (Patton, 1990, p. 170). Purposive intensity sampling was used in this 

study to select those people who had a more active and expressed interest in leisure and spinhiality, and 

therefore, who were information-rich sources for the purposes of this study. 

An attempt was made to obtain a sample which included some participants who had an active and 

expressed interest in traditional forms of spirituality and sorne participants who had an active and 

expressed interest in alternative forms of spirituality. n i e  Guelph Centre of Spirituality and the Renison 

Institute of Ministry were contacted to facilitate the recruitment of pmons who had an active and 

expressed interest in traditional forms of spirituality. A number of altemative groups (Yoga/Meditation, 

Mindfulness Meditation, Spintual Expansion Workshop, Women's Retreat, Stress Management Group, 

Yoga) were contacted to facilitate the recniitment of persons who had an active and expressed interest in 

alternative forms of spirituality. A recruitrnmt poster (see Appmdix 2), as well as verbal and witten 

announcements were wed by the leaders/facilitators of these groups to remi t  participants. The snowball 

technique was used to complete the sample, that is, participants were asked if they knew of other people 

who had an expmsed interest in spiritualit. who might be interested in king intmiewed. A total of eight 

participants were interviewed. 

2. Instrumentation 

For the qualitative portion of this study an inaepth intenien schedule was used to explore the 

relationship between leisure and spiritual well-being. The in-depth interview schedule, fomd in Appendvr 
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3, was used as a guide by the researcher when conducting the in-depth interviews. The questions concemed 

the participant's own experience of leisure and spiritual well-being. As the interview progressed, attention 

was paid to the how and why questions; probing took place to determine the processes at work which link 

leisure and spiritual well-being. The researcher used the in-depth i n t e ~ e w  schedule in apractice i n t e ~ e w  

with a graduate student fiom the University of Waterloo Department of Recreation and Leisure Studies 

before conducting the interviews with the study participants. 

3. Data Collection 

For this shidy, the researcher conducted persona1 in-depth interviews. The interviews were 

recorded, with the consent of the participant, on audio tapes for later transcription and data analysis (See 

Appendix 4 for a copy of the consent form used.) 

4. Data Analysis 

A research assistant was hired to transcribe the audio tapes which were typicaily an hou. and a half 

in length. Subsequently, the researcher read the transcripts while listening to the audio tapes and made any 

necessary modifications to the transcript based on his experience as the interviewer and on his interview 

notes. 

Interpretive analysis was used to identify themes in the interview data. The transcnpts were 

analysed inductively to seek patterns and themes based on the data (Patton, 1990). The constant 

cornparison technique was used to guide this process of theme developrnent and understanding (Glaser & 

Strauss, 1967). Through this method, the transcripts were carefulIy read, reread and coded to determine 

recuning themes and patterns within the data. First, the researcher took "pieces" of data and organized 

them by identimng, reducing, coding and grouping categones of data. Second, the transcripts were re- 

read, taking account of the initial codes, and cornparisons were made both within and bctween interviews. 
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During this process patterns were observed which represented commonly shared explanations of the 

processes that linked leisure and spiritual well-being. In order to c o n h  these patterns, analysis focused 

or! consistencies and inconsistencies among responses. Third, the data was then organized according to 

these patterns which led to the development of a nwnber of themes which explained linkages between 

Ieisure and spiritual well-being. 

To ensure accuracy of the coding procedure used and to reduce researcher bias with the data, the 

research assistant who transcribed the tapes and who was familiar with qualitative analysis, read a 

surnmary of the themes which resulted from the data analysis. The research assistant concurred that the 

thernes reflected the content of the transcripts. In addition, al1 eight of the participants were provided with 

a copy of their own interview transcript as well as a surnmary of the themes which resulted fiom the data 

analysis. Instructions were given to contact the researcher if they felt that either the transcript did not 

reflect their inteniew or if they did not agree with the fmdings. Five ofthe participants confirmed that they 

agreed with the findings. One participant returned the interview transcnpt with minor revisions of the text 

noted. Subsequently this transcnpt was revised. 

To protect the integrity of the participants, confidentiality of names and information was ensured. 

Thus, the participants names were changed in the write up of the findings in order to protect their 

identities. 

Themes from this part of thc study helped shape the final design (e.g., instruments to be used) of 

the survey questionnaire used in the third study. In addition, the hdings from these in-depth intmriews 

contributed to an overall understanding of the processes which link leisure with wcll-being which is 

presented in Chapter 7. 

STUDY 3: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 

The third study consisted of a large-scale quantitative study designed to analyse the relationships 
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between various dimensions of leisure style and spiritual well-being, and the processes linking them. 

1. Sample 

The sample type for this phase of the study was a purposive sample. Purposive sampling is used 

in exploratory research to select participants who are especially informative for the research question under 

study. Purposive sampling was used in this study to select those people who had a more active and 

expressed interest in spirituality, and therefore, who might provide information-rich cases for the purposes 

of this study. 

The sample was selected from a variety of sources in an attempt to include participants from a 

variety of spiritual orientations, including both traditionai and alternative orientations. A great number and 

variety of organizations were contacted concerning the possibility of amouncing andfor distributing the 

survey questionnaires. These organizations included: Buddhist, Christian, Jewish and Muslim faith 

communities (e.g., churches, synagogues, rnosques); retreat centres (e.g., Guelph Centre of Spirihrality, 

Cneff Hills Comrnunity, Five Oa! Centre); camp and conference centres (e.g., Glen Mohr Camp; 

Gracefield Camp and Conference Centre); spirituality related groups (e.g., Sahaja Yoga, a university yoga 

class, a community Zen Buddhist meditation class); and leisure programs and services that have a spiritual 

component/orientation (e.g., Toronto Travellers Club). These organizations made the s w e y  known 

through recruitrnent posters (sec Appendix S), as well as through written and verbal announcements. In 

addition, remitment posters were posted at Readers Mc bookstore, a bookstore which has a large selection 

of books on spirituality topics and at the Holly Oaks store which carries a wide range of items related to 

alternative Fpintualities. Participants were also recruitcd through a University of Waterloo Religion class 

and the in-depth intewiew participants were also invited to complete the survey. The mowball technique 

was also used, that is, some respondents suggested the names of otha people who had an expressed 

interest in spirihuility who might be interested in completing the smey.  
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A total of 436 survey questionnaires were distributed. Of this number 268 were returned, for a 

response rate of 62%, however, only 248 had been r e m e d  by the time that the data analysis began and 

thus the data analysis is based on a sample size of 248 (57% of the sample). 

2. Variables and Instrumentation 

The conceptual framework examined was the relationship between leisure style and spiritual well- 

being as outlined in Chapter 1. Manne11 and Kleiber's (1997) definition of leisure style was used: "overall 

patterns of leiswe activity engagement and time usage" (p. 59). When leisure style is defined as activity, 

setting or time, behaviowal inventories and time diaries have been the most fiequently used data collection 

strategies (Manne11 & Kleiber, 1997). The independent variables that were measured were leisure activity 

participation, leisure motivation, leisure setting, and perceived time use while the dependent variable 

measured was spiritual well-being, An important part of the study was an examination of the intervening 

variables, that is, the processes that Iink leisure with spiritua1 well-being. The instruments used to measure 

these variables are described in the following paragraphs. 

a) Independent Variables 

Leisure participation was measured with a leisure activity participation scale adapted fiom 

Ragheb (1980). This instrument includes eight categones of activities: massmedia, social activities, sports 

activities, cultural activities, outdoor activities, hobbies, personal development activities, and travel and 

tourism. Respondents were asked to rate how often they participate in the activities comprising these eight 

leisure categories. Possible responses ranged nom 1 (Never) to 5 (Very OAcn). In addition, respondmts 

were asked to indicate whether they usually participated in =ch of these activities done or with others. 

(See Appendix 6, Part 1). 

Leisare motivation was rneasured with the short form of the Leisure Motivation Sc& (Beard & 
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Ragheb, 1983; see Appendix 6, Part 2). This scale is based upon the work of Maslow (1970), and is 

similar to other work in leisure studies wherein leisure is associated with re-creating and tinding self. The 

scale is based on four components of leisur: motivation which detemine satisfactions obtained fiom 

leisure pursuits: 

1 )  Intellecruai: assesses the extent to which individuals are motivated to engage in 
leisure activities which involve substantial mental activities such as learning, 
exploring, discovenng, creating, or imagining. 

2 )  Social: assesses the extent to which individuals engage in leisure activities for social 
reasons. This component includes two basic needs. The first need is the need for 
fhendship and interpersonal relationships, while the second is the need for the 
esteem of others. 

3)  Cornpetence-Masrery: assesses the extent to which individuals engage in leisure 
activities in order to achieve, master, challenge, and compete. The activities are 
usually physical in nature. 

4 )  Slimuius-Avoidance: assesses the drive to escape and get away from overstimulating 
life situations. It is the need for some individuals to avoid social contacts, to seek 
solitude and calm conditions; for others it is to seek rest and to unwind themselves. 
(Beard & Ragheb, 1983, p. 225) 

Respondents rated 37 different motivations for engaging in leisure activities on a five-point scale ranging 

from never true to always true. 

The Leisure Sening Scale was developed to determine the settings in which the participants' 

leisure experimces occur (See Appendix 6, Part 3). Respondents were asked to rate on a 5-point scale, 

fkom never to vexy ofim, how Gequently they participated in leisure activities in the following eight 

settings: primitive wildemess areas (e.g., canoe trip in Algonquin Park), non-urban natural areas (e-g., 

Provincial and National Park campgrounds), cottage or lodge settings (e.g., locations on the Great Lakes 

or Muskoka Lakes), pastoral/ml areas (e.g., farms), urban or near-urban areas (e.g., conservation areas, 

city parks), quiet urban remcation areas (e.g., libraries, mwums, art gaileries, retreat centres), busy urban 

recreation areas (e.g., amusemmt parks, shopping malls, dance halls, sports sbdiums, community centres), 

and own home. 



Perceived time use refers to a person's subjective assessment of his/her expenence and use of 

time in daily life. This variable was measured using a series of ten questions, adapted primarily fiom 

Statistics Canada's General Social Survey (1986) which asked about working hours, fiee time, feeling 

rushed, having time on one's hands, balance in life and related topics (See Appendix 6, Part 4). 

b) Dependent Variable 

Measurement of spiritual well-being, the dependent variable in this study, can be perplexing. 

Moberg (1986) has identified a number of problems associated with the measurement of spiritual well- 

being, two of which 1 have already noted in Chapter 2. One problem is the variety of measures used to 

conceptualize it. It rnay be that these measures reflect various components of spiritual well-being. Second, 

the interests and biases of each researcher rnay lead to attention being given to different measures and 

components of spiritual well-being, and thus to presumably different issues. Therefore, one's choice of 

instrument to measure spiritual well-being rnay influence what one finds. A third danger is reductionism 

wherein one assumes that what is measured constitutes its essence, thereby confusing the concept of 

spiritual well-being with its indicators. Therefore it is important not to assume that one's approach to 

measuring spirihial well-being exhausts the totality of its richness. Fourth, the diversity of spiritual 

orientations in today's pluralistic society makes it difficult to develop measures of well-being that are 

congruent with the values of more than one spiritual orientation. Separate measures rnay be needed for 

each spiritual orientation, ahhough there rnay be a cornmon core content. Fif'th, the tendency to use a 

medical mode1 for well-being might lead to the belief that hcalthy spiritual well-being is simpIy the 

absence of spiritual illness. Yet, spiritual well-being rnay be a Iarger and more cornplex concept than the 

absence of spiritual illness. Sixth, measuring instruments can easily be abused. It is important not to 

assume that a measure of spiritual well-being precisely places a person upon a continuum fiom spiritual 

well-being to spiritual illness. 



Given these difficulties, and especially since people have different spiritual orientations, a number 

of di fferent rneasures of spiritual weI1-being were considered for this study. Several instruments have been 

developed to measure spiritual well-being (Moberg, 1986), however, two measures-the Spiritual Well- 

Being Scale (Ellison, 1983; Ellison & Smith, 1991) and the Spiritual Orientation Inventory (Elluns et al., 

1988)-- have been identified in the literature as vaIid and reliable (Hawks, 1994). 

The most widely used measure of spiritual well-being is the Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWBS), 

a non-sectarian and direct measure of spiritual well-being. The scale is a 20-item self-report instrument 

with items evenly divided between two subscales which assess religious well-being (RWB) and existential 

well-being (EWB). The religious well-being subscale contains items which refer to God and assess the 

transcendental dimension of spirituality. The second well-being subscale includes items which measure 

the existential dimension of well-being including a person's relationship to the surrounding world and their 

sense of life purpose and life satisfaction. Each item is ranked on a six-point modified Likert scale from 

Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree, with no mid-point. Half of the items are worded positively and half 

negatively to minimize the role of response sets. 

The SWBS has been used in a variety of settings since 1976, and between 1980 and 1991 over 300 

requests for use of the scale were made (Ellison & Smith, 1991). Test-retest reliability, interna1 

consistency, face validiîy, and convergent validiîy are al1 high (Bufford, Paloutzian & Ellison, 199 1). 

Coefficient alpha was greater than .84 in seven samples (Brinkman, 1989; Kirschling & Pittman, 1989; 

Paloutzian & Ellison, 1982). 

Elkins et al.3 (1988) Spiritual Orientation Inventory (SOI), a measme of spirituality based on a 

humanistic model, is designed to assess the spirituality of those not affliated with traditional religion. 

This instrument includes 85 items on nine sub-scales: (1) transcendent dimension; (2) meaning and 

purpose in life; (3) mission in life; (4) sacredness of life; (5) material values; (6) altniisrn; (7) idealism; 

(8) awareness of the tragic; and (9) hits of spintuaMy. Respondents are to indicate dcgree of agreement 
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or disagreement on a Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The Spiritual 

Orientation Inventory has only recently been developed and there is no information available on its 

psychornetric qualities. However, it is increasingly being used in research (Sherman, 1996; Tloczynski et 

al., 1997; Zainuddin, 1 993a, 1993b). 

Both the Spiritual Well-Being Scale (Ellison, 1983; Ellison & Smith, 199 1) and the Spiritual 

Orientation Inventoiy (Elhns et al., 1988) were se~ously considered for use in this study. However, due 

to the great length of the Spiritual Orientation Inventory, as well as the financial cost involved in using 

both of these scales, a decision was made to develop a few questions that would measure the 

meaning/purpose in life and the transcendent dimensions of spiritual well-king (See Appendix 6, Part 5). 

In addition it was decided to use the spiritual well-being subscale of the Mental, Physical and Spiritual 

(MPS) Well-Being Scale (Vella-Brodrick & Allen, 1995; Vella-Brodrick & White, 1997). A number of 

psychometric tests have been performed on the MPS Well-Being Scale. Concurrent validity has been 

detennined using the Spiritual Well-Being Scale (Ellison, 1983); the Pearson correlation value was .82 

(n=100, pC.0 l), supporting the validity of the MPS Spiritual sub-scale. in terms of interna1 consistency, 

the ten items of the MPS Spiritual sub-scale were found to have a Cronbach alpha of .85. Test-retest 

reliability over a one month interval was examined and the Pearson product moment correlation was found 

to be .97 @<.O 1). It has also been found, using the Marlowe-Crowe Social Desirability ScaIe, that the MPS 

Spiritual sub-scale is not significantly affected by the response set of social desirability. 

A second dependent variable considered was Ufe satisfaction. A senes of questions, adapted fiom 

the General Social Survey (Statistics Canada, 1986), were developed that measured life satisfaction and 

the related areas of work, family and leisure satisfaction (See Appendix 6, Part 6). Each of these domains 

of satisfaction (life, work, family and leisure) were measurcd with a single-item scale. Respondents were 

asked to rate on a scale fiom 1 (Very Dissatisfied) ta 5 (Very Satisified) how they currently felt about each 

domain of satisfaction. 
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c) Intervening variables 

Measurement of the processes l i n h g  leisure style with spiritual well-being was done with the 

Leisure-Spintual Processes (LSP) Scale which was developed as part of the present study (See Appendix 

6, Part 7). Development of the scale was based upon the literature review (Chapter 2) and the findings from 

both the Ontario Parks Camper Survey and the in-depth interviews. Once the initial scale was developed 

it was pre-tested. 

3. Pre-test 

A pre-test was conducted to further develop and refine measurement scales which would be used 

in the survey questionnaire. The pre-test involved a sarnple of 105 participants who were mainly drawn 

h m  undergraduate recreation and leisure studies classes, but also included a number of participants from 

a graduate Ievel statistics course and a church-related group. The pre-test questionnaire included an intial 

version of the LSP and a spiritual well-being scale (see Appendix 7). The participants fust cornpleted the 

LSP which was designed to investigate the ways in which the things people do in their leisure may 

contribute or detract from their spiritual well-being. The pre-test also included a modified version of the 

spiritual well-being subscale of the Mental, Physical and Spiritual (MPS) Well-Being Scale (Vela- 

Broderick & Men, 1 995; Vela-Brodenck & White, 1997) which incIuded an additional ten questions-five 

related to the transcendent.1 dimension of spiritual well-being and five related to the meaning and purpose 

in life dimension of spiritual well-being. As wilt be desmibed in Chapter 6, these scales, as used in the 

pre-test, were revised and included in the final survey questionnaire. 

4. Data Collection 

Data were colltcted for this study through a survey questionnaire. The scales within the survey 

questionnaire measiaed the variables discussed above: leisure activity participation, leisure motivation, 
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leisure setting, time use, spiritual well-being, life satisfaction, and leisure-spiritual processes. The survey 

questionnaire also included questions which were used to obtain demographic information on the 

participants. ï h e  survey questionnaire was introduced by a covering letter which explained the study and 

provided instructions on how to complete and r e m  the survey. Six graduate students frorn the University 

of Waterloo Department of Recreation and Leisure Studies completed the survey questionnaire and 

critiqued it in terms of instructions, wording, response method, overall flow, layout and length. This 

feedback was taken into account and the suntey questionnaire was revised before it was printed and 

distributed (see Appendix 6 for a copy of the cover letter and survey questionnaire). 

5, Data Analysis 

A variety of statistical analyses, including both descriptive and parametric statistical analyses, 

were conducted on the data collected with the survey questionnaire to examine and test the relationships 

between the independent (leisure activity, leisure motivation, leisure setting, and leisure time) and 

dependent (spintual well-being and life satisfaction) variables, as weIl as the role of the intervening 

variables (leisue-spintual processes) in thcse relationships. 

6. Feedback to Participants 

A sumrnary of the hdings fiom the survey questionnaire were rnailed to al1 the participants who 

had indicated that they would like to receive a copy of the findings. 



Chapter 4 

RESULTS: THE ONTARIO PARKS CAMPER SURVEY 

In this chapter the results from a secondary analysis of data fiom the 1996 Ontario Parks Camper 

Survey are reported. This slwey of 1 1,834 campers at 44 provincial parks across Ontario, included a 

question in which respondents evaluated, on a 9-point Likert scale, the degree to which introspection and 

spirituality either added or detracted from satisfaction with the overall park experience (see Appendix 1) 

Data fkom this survey were analysed to answer research questions concerning the relationship between the 

degree to which respondents viewed introspection and spirituality as adding/detracting fiom satisfaction 

with their park experience and: (1) socio-demogrrrphic variables (sex, level ofeducation achieved, income, 

and age); (2) the class of park visited (wilderness areas, natural environment parks, recreation parks); (3) 

the type of group respondents visited the park with; (4) the activities participated in while at the park (e.g. 

swimming/wading, motor boating, canoeing, fishing); and (5) the importance grven to vanous park 

management practices. 

This study contributed to understanding the relationships between various components of leisure 

style and spiritual well-being (overd1 research question 3), in particular, the relationship between leisure 

setting (both physical and social) and spirituality, and also the relationship between leisure activity and 

spirituality. Analysis of data from this study provided the opportunity to examine whether the wildemess 

setting, as compared to other outdoor settings, is particularly unique in its contribution to spirituality, and 

whether certain leisure activities are more associated with spirituality than other leisure activities. Also, 

given the large size of the sample and its diversity, it was possible to determine if socio-demographic 

variables were significantly associated with spirituality in addition to leisure style components. 

Furthmore, the socio-demographic variables provided some information regarding the type of person 

who values and seeks out spirituai experiences in nature-based leisuc. Finally, the study provided 

information on the implications of leisure and spiritual well-being relationships for practitioners in the 
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field of park management. 

The Contribution of Introspection/Spirituality to Satisfaction with the Park Experience 

This secondary analysis of the 1996 Ontario Parks Camper Survey began with an examination of 

the descriptive statistics of the participants' responses to the question concerning the relationship between 

the degree to which a person viewed introspection and spirituality as addingdetracting from satisfaction 

with their park experience (see Table 4.1). A little more than half of the respondents (52.8%) indicated that 

introspection/spirihiality added to their satisfaction with the park expenence, while 44.5% indicated that 

introspection/spirituali~ neither added or detrscted fiom satisfaction with their park experience and 2.7% 

responded that introspection/spiritua1ity detracted fiom their satisfaction with their park expenence. The 

median was 4 ('Adds a little') and the mean was 3.81 which falls between "Adds a littlc" and "Moderately 

adds," and the standard deviation was 1 S. This pattern of response generally corresponded with the 

pattern of responses to 14 other items which were evaluated in terms of the degree to which thcy either 

added or detracted fiom satisfaction with the respondent's park experience. 

Socio-Dernographic Differences 

A t-test was used to determine if there was a significant difference between males and females in 

the degree to which introspectiodspiituality added or detracted fiom satisfaction with their park 

experience. The mean score for women on this question was 3.73 while for men it was 3.89 (See Table 

4.2). Thus introspection/spiriniaIity was evaluated as adding more to the satisfaction with the park 

experience by women than by men. This diffemce was significant (t4.96, pc.00). 

Education was examined to see if it was related to the degret to which respondents evaluated 

introspection/spirituality as adding or detracting fkom satisfaction with their park experience. The nine 

education classes in the survey were collapsed into five categories for the purpose of  this analysis: high 

school; some college or university; college graduate; university graduate; and graduate studies. A oneway 

ANOVA was used to examine this relationship (see Table 4.3). Scheffe's p s t  hoc analysis procedure was 
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Table 4.1 
The Role of Introspecüon/SpirituPUty in Satisfaction with Park Experience 

Rating N Percent 
1.  Most strongly adds 993 10.0 
2. StrongIy adds 1389 13.9 
3. Moderately adds 1564 15.7 
4. Adds a little 1311 13.2 
5. Neithcr adds or detrac ts 443 9 44.5 
6. Detracts a little 69 .7 
7. Moderately detracts 74 .7 
8. Strongly detracts 43 .4 
9. Most strongly dctracts 85 .9 

Total 9967 100.0 



Table 4.2 
The Role of Introspection/SpirituaMy in Satisfaction with Park Experience by Gender 

Gender N Mean S.D. 
Female 4793 3.73 1.52 
Male 5019 3.89 1 .56 
Notes. 
1.  Mean scores based on scale (l=Most strongly adds to satisfaction, 9=Most strongly detracts fkom 

satisfaction) 
2. The mean d i f f m c e  is significant at the .O1 level 



Table 4 3  
The Role of IntrospecdoalSpirituaiity in Satisfaction with Park Experience by Education 

Education Level N Mean S.D. 
1. High Schaol 2070 3.97 1.50 

2. Some College or University 1881 3 -87 1 .S5 
3. Collcge Graduate 2238 3.94 1.51 

4. University Graduate 1966 3.74 1.54 

5. Graduate Studies 1673 3.44 1.59 
Total 9828 3.8 1 1.55 

Notes. 
1. Mean scores based on scale (l=Most strongly adds to satisfaction, 9=Most strongly detracts from 

satisfaction) 
2. The mean diffcrences arc significant at the .OS level for the following group comparisons: 

High School>Univerçity Graduate, and Graduate Studies 
Some College or UniversityIjraduate Studics 
College GraduateXJnivcrsity Degrec, and Graduate Studics 
University Gmduate>Graduate Studies 



used in examining the significance of the mean differences in this oncway ANOVA as well as in al1 other 

oneway ANOVA analyses in this study. Significant differences at the .O5 level were found between a 

number of the groups. In general the degree to which introspection/spirituality added to satisfaction with 

the park experience increased with increasing education. 

A oneway ANOVA was also used to set if there was a relationship betwcen income and the degree 

to which introspection/spinhiality added to satisfaction with the park experience (see Table 4.4). It must 

be noted that the 1996 Ontario Parks Camper Survey asked for the combined incorne of a11 those working 

at the respondent's residence rather than the income of the respondent. It was found that the mean 

d i f fmces  were significant at the .O5 level for a number of the groups. In general, the degree to which 

introspection/spirituaIity added to satisfaction with the park experience decreased with increasing 

household income. 

The relationship between age and the degree to which introspection/spirituality added to 

satisfaction with the park experience was also examined using a oneway ANOVA (Sec Table 4.5). 

Significant diffcrences at the .O5 level were found betwem a number of the groups. In general, the degree 

to which introspection/spintua1ity added to satisfaction with park experience increased with age. 

Type of Park Visited 

The 1996 Ontario Parks Camper Survey collected data fiom people visiting parks belonging to one 

of the following three Ontario Provincial Park categories: Wilderness Parks, Natural Environment Pa&, 

and Recreation Parks. Wilderness Parks are large areas lefl in a natural state where visitors travel only by 

foot or canoe. These parks offer solitude and physical challenge. Quetico and Polar Bear Provincial Parks 

are examples of this category of park. Nabiral Environment Parks balance natural and cultural protection 

with the opportumty for outdoor recreation activities. An excellent example of this category of park is 

Algonquin Park. The third category of park included in this study was Recreation Parks which offer a wide 

variety of outdoor activities. Bronte Crcek and Sibbald Point Provincial Parks are examples of this 
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Table 4.4 
The Role of Introspecdon/Spiriturility in Satisfaction with Park Experience by Income 

Household Income N Mean S.D. 
1. Less than $20,000 406 3.45 1.63 
2. $20,000-$29,999 653 3.66 1.68 
3. $30,000-$39,999 1 1 1 1  3.63 1.55 
4. $40,000-$59,999 2613 3.78 1.53 

7. $100,000 or more 870 3 .90 1.51 
To ta1 9828 3.8 1 1-54 

Notes. 
1 .  Mean scores based on scale (l=Most strongly adds to satisfaction, 9=Most strongly detracts fiom 

satisfaction) 
2. The mean differences are significant at the .O5 leveI for the foIlowing group comparisons: 

Less than $20,OOO<alI groups over $60,000 
$30,000-$39,999<a11 groups over $60,000 



Table 4.5 
The Role of Introspection/Spirituaiity h Satisfaction with Park Experience by Age 

Age N Mean S.D. 
1.0-19 189 4.02 1.75 

2.20-29 1365 4.02 1.57 

3. 30-39 3565 3.92 1 .50 
4.40-49 2813 3.71 1.55 
5.50-59 1079 3.53 1.59 
6.60-69 649 3.75 1.49 
7.7W 1 64 3.38 1.52 
To ta1 9824 3.81 1.55 

Notes, 
1. Mean scores based on scale (l=Most strongly adds to satisfaction, 9=Most strongly detracts from 

satisfaction). 
2. The mean di f fmces  are significant at the .O5 level for the following group comparisons: 

Ages 0-1 9>Ages 50-59, and Ages 70+ 
Ages 20-29>Ages 40-49, Ages 50-59, Ages 60-69, Ages 70+ 
Ages 30-39>Ages 40-49, Ages 50-59, Ages 70+ 



category of park. 

A oneway ANOVA was w d  to examine the relationship between the category of park visited and 

respondents' evaluation of their park experience (See Table 4.6). A statistically signi ficant relationship 

at the .O5 level was found between the class of park being visited and the degree to which 

introspection/spirituality added to or detracted from satisfaction with the park experience. Those visiting 

wildemess parks rated introspection/spiri tuality the highest, those visiting natural environment parks were 

next, and those visiting recreation parks werc the lowest. 

Croup Composition 

1s there a rclationship between who respondmts visit a park with and the degree to which 

introspectionlspiriniality added or detracted from satisfaction with the park experience? The data set has 

six categories of group composition: alone at park, family at park, single parent at park with family, 

extended family at park, and multiple families/~mds at park. A oneway ANOVA fond that those who 

visited the park alone rated the degree to which introspection/spirituality added to satisfaction higher than 

those visiton who were with other people (see Table 4.7). Not only did those who visited the park atone 

rate in~ospection/spirihiality higher than al1 the other groups, but there was also a significant difference 

at the .O5 level between those who visited the park alone and al1 other groups with the exception of the 

group "single parent at park with farnily." 

Activities 

Thcre were two questions in the 1996 Ontario Rovincial Parks Camper Survey which asked about 

the activities rcspondmts participated in while at the park One question asked the participants to indicate 

with a 'Yes'' or a "no" whethcr or not they spmt at lcast om haIf hour doing each of the following 

activities during their visit to the park: swimmins/wading, picnicking, motorboaîing, üail hiking (non- 

guided), canoeing, biking, fishing, guidcd hikedwalks, casual play (Le., fnsbee), visiting historical/nature 

displays, using playgromd facilities, viewin%photopphing nature, visiting viewpoints/lookouts, 
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Table 4.6 
Role of IntrospectionlSpirituaiity in Satisfaction with Park Esperience by Clam of Park 

Class of Park N Mean S.D. 
W ildemess 46 1 3.30 1.53 

Natural Environment 4056 3.77 1.53 

Recreation 5450 3.87 1 .56 

Total 9967 3.81 1.55 
Notes. 
1 .  Mean scores based on scale (l=Most strongly adds to satisfaction, 9=Most strongly detracts 

fiom satisfaction). 
2. Differenccs betwem al1 groups are significant at the .O5 level. 



Table 4.7 
The Role of IntrospectionlSpirit9nlity in Satisfaction with Park Erperience 

by Group Composition 

Group Composition N Mean S.D. 

Alone at Park 362 3 $28 1.71 

Family at Park 5993 3.85 1.50 

Single Parent at Park with Family 456 3.6 1 1.68 

Extended Family at Park 584 3.77 1.54 

Multiple Families/Friends at Park 1406 3.88 1.61 

Total 8801 3.81 1.54 
Notes. 
1. Mean scores based on scale (1 =Most strongly adds to satisfaction, 9=Most strongly 

deüacts fiom satisfaction). 
2. The mean differences are significant at the .O5 level for the following group comparisons: 

Alont<Family; Extended Family; and Multiple familiesffnends. 
FamiIy>Single Parent with Family. 
Single Parent with Family<MuItiple FamiliedFriends. 



attending staff presentations, o h  (specim). The second question askcd respondents to indicate the 

activity, fiom the ones listed above, that they spent the most time doing while at the park. 

A oneway ANOVA was performcd on the rcsponses to the question conccrning which activity the 

respondents spent the most time doing. Table 4.8 lists these activities in order of the mean scores on the 

introspcction/spintuality question. In gencral nature-oriented activities (viewing/photographing nature, 

guided hikedwalks, visiting viewpoints/lwkouts, irail hiking, canocing) were associated with a higher 

degree of introspectionlspirituality adding to satisfaction with the park experience. What may be described 

as semi-active activities (swimming/wading, fishing, attending staffprcsentations, casual play, picnicking, 

visiting historical/nature displays) to a lesser extent were associated with introspectionlspirihiality adding 

to satisfaction with the park experience, and active activities (biking, motorboating, and using playground 

facilities) to an even lesser extent. Mile the between groups cornparison was statistically significant for 

these activities, not al1 of the between group cornparisons were significant. In general, the more passive 

nature~riented activities had means which were significantly different than the means for the more active 

activities. For example, there were statistically significant differences betwcm the mean for 

viewinglphotographing nature and the means for the more active activities of swimming/wading, bilung, 

fishing, and casual play. 

Each of the 15 activities listed in the question which asked whether or not a person participated 

for a least one half hour in the activity during their visit to the park was examincd using a t-test The mean 

scores on the introspectionlspintuality quetion of those who participated in a specific activity for at Ieast 

one balf hour were compared with thc mean score on the introspectiodspintuality question of those who 

did not participate in that activity for at least a half hour. Table 4.9 lists the results of these t-tests. In 

general, thac w a e  greater differences betwcen the means of those who participated venus those who did 

not participate. Statistically significant diffmnccs were found for those activities which may be described 

as naturesrientcd (guided mes, visithg historicaVnaturc displays, visiting viewpointdlookouts, 
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Table 4.8 
Role of Introspection/SpirituPUty in Satisfaction with Park Expertence by 

Actîvity Parücipated in the Most Whiie at the Park 

-- 

Activity N Mean S .D. 
1. Viewing/Photographing Nature 341 3.37 1 64 

2. Guided HikeslWalks 82 3.57 1.48 

3. Visiting Viewpoints/Lookouts 83 3.60 1.55 

5 .  Trail Hiking (non-guide) 

6. Canoeing 

7. Swimming/wading 

8. Fishing 
9. Attending Staff Prcsentations 

10. Casual Play (i.e. fnsbee) 506 3.96 1.43 

1 1. Picnicking 168 3.96 1.51 

12. Visiting HistoricaVNature Displays 44 3.98 1.82 

1 3. Biking 

14. Motorboating 

1 5.  Using Playground Facilities 

Total 7948 3.81 1.54 
Note. 
1. Mean scores based on scale (l=Most strongly adds to satisfaction, 9=Most strongly 

detracts fiom satisfaction). 



Table 4.9 
The Role of Introspecdon/Spirituaiity in Satisfaction with Park Experience by 

Activities Spent at Least One Haif Hoar Doing 

Yes Group No Group P 
. . . . - 

Guided Hikes 3.58 3.95 .OO** 

Visiting HistoricaVNaturc Displays 3.59 4.0 1 .OO** 

Visiting Viewpoints/Lookouts 3.65 4.08 .OO** 

ViewingPhotographing Nature 3.66 4.13 .OO** 

Picnicking 3.67 4.06 .OO** 

T'rail Hiking 3.75 4.05 .OO** 

Canoeing 3.75 3.94 .OO* * 

Casual Play 3.88 3.84 .29 

Using Playground Facilities 3.89 3 .90 .69 

Fishing 3.90 3.88 .73 

Biking 3.94 3.88 -1 1 

Motorboating 3.97 3.91 .25 
Note. 
1. Mean score based on scale (l=Most strongly adds to satisfaction, 9=Most strongly detracts from 
satisfaction) 
** statistically significant at the .O 1 level 



viewing/photographing nature, picnicking, trail hiking, canoeing). Thus, there was a positive relationship 

between participation in nature-oriented activities and the degree to which introspection/spintuality 

contributed to satisfaction with the park experience. 

Management Practices 

One of the questions in the survey asked the respondents to rate the importance of 25 park services 

and facilities. The respondents were asked to raie each of these items on a scale from 1 to 5 with 

l=Excellent, 2= Above average, 3= Average, 4=Below average, 5= Vcry poor. The sample was divided 

into two groups on the basis of how they answered the introspcction/spintuality question. One group 

consisted of those for whom introspection/spirituality added to satisfaction with the park experience. The 

other group consisted of those for whom introspection/spirituality did not add to satisfaction with park 

experience (includes both those who said introspection "neither adds or detracts" and those who responded 

that it detracted f?om satisfaction). A t-test was used to see if there was any statistically significant 

differences on how these two groups rated the 25 park services and facilities items (sec Table 4.10). There 

were no statistically significant diffcrences between the two groups on the following eight management 

items: level of privacy, condition of campsite, condition of beach, condition of facilities; availability of 

groceries/supplies, sense of securiîy, control of pets, and value for fee. However, there were statistically 

significant diffaences between the two groups on how they rated the other 17 park services and facilities. 

These 17 park services and facilities for which there were statistically significant diffcrences between the 

two groups cm be divided into two categories. The group for whom introspection/spirituali~ added to 

satisfaction with park expcrience gave a higher rating to 15 of these 17 park facilities and services than 

the ratmg given by the group for whom introspection/spirituality did not add to satisfaction with park 

experiencc. These 15 park &ces and facilitics were 3r's initiatives, adequacy of signs, condition of 

trails, quality of fkewood, availability of information, ease of campgromd registration, helpfulness of 

staff, availability of heritage cducational program, ease of access to services, availability of fîrewood, 
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Table 4.10 
Introspection/Spirituzility and Importance of Park Facüities and Services 

Introspec tion/Spiritua1 

Park FaciIi tyIService Adds Does not add t-value P 

Cleanliness of Washrooms 

3 R's Initiatives 

Adequacy of Signs 

Level of Pnvacy 

Condition of Campsite 

Condition of Trails 

Condition of Beach 

Condition of Facilities 

Quality of Firewood 

Availability of Information 

Ease of Campground Registration 

Helpfiilness of Staff 

Availability of Hentage Edu. Rograms 

Ease of Access to Services 

Availability of Firewood 

Availability of Showers 

Availabiiity of Groceries/Supplies 

Quality of Picnic Areas 

Sense of Security 

Control of Noise 

Control of Pets 

Responsivtncss of Staff 

Recreational Things to do 

Value for Fce 

Upkeep of Park Roads 

Mean of Al1 Services/Facilitics 1.96 1.91 3.57 .OO** 
** Significant at the .O1 level 
* Significant at the .OS lcvcl 



quality of picnic areas, control of noise, responsiveness of staff to concerns, recreational things to do, and 

upkeep of park roads. The group for whom htrospection/spirituality did not add to satisfaction with the 

park experience gave a higher rating to two park semices and facilities than the rating given by the group 

for whom introspection/spirituality did add to satisfaction with the park experience. These two park 

services and facilities were cleanliness of washrooms, and availability of showers. 

In addition, an overall score of the importance of the 25 Park &ces and facilities was computed. 

There was a statisticaIly significant diffemce at the .O1 level between the group for whom 

introspection/spinniality added to satisfaction with the park experience and the group for whom 

introspection/sp~tuality did not add to satisfaction with the park experience. The group for whom 

introspection/spirituality added to satisfaction with the park experience placed more importance upon 

services and facilities. 

Summary 

Findings fiom this secondary analysis of data help answer the research question, "How are the 

various components of leisure style (tirne, activity, setting, and motivation) associated with spiritual well- 

being?" The analysis in this chapter found that there were statistically significant relationships between 

the class of park being visited and the degree to which introspection and spirituality added to satisfaction. 

Those visiting wilderness parks rated introspection/spirifuaiity the highest, those visiting natural 

environment parks were next, and those visiting recreation parks were the lowest. Also, those who visited 

the park alone tended to rate the degree to which introspection and spirituality added to satisfaction higher 

than those who wert with othcr people. In gmcral, those who participated in nature-relatcd activities (e.g. 

view/photographing nature, guided hikes/waiks, visiting vicwpoints, trail hiking, canoeing) compared to 

activities such as biking, motorbihg and ushg playground facilities, rated higher on the de- to which 

introspection and spirituality added to satisfaction. Therefore, the fidings suggests that more natural 

settings, natureoriented aitivities and being alone in these settings and activities is more likely to be 
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associated with spirituality. 

In ternis of socio-demographic variables, in general it was fond that introspectiodspirituality 

tended to add more ;O satisfaction for females than males, and the degm to which introspection and 

spirituality added to satisfaction increased with increasing age, increased with increasing education and 

decreased with inmashg houxhold income. Thus, the fmdings suggest that demographic variables may 

influence the association betwem the components of leisure style and spWtuality. 

In regards to management practiccs it was found that, in genml, there was a positive relationship 

between the degree to which introspection/spirituality added to satisfaction with the park experience and 

the overall importance givm to park services and facilities. This finding suggests that the relationship 

between leisure style and spintual well-being has implications for the management of recrcation facilities 

and services. 



Chapter 5 

RESULTS F'ROM IN-DEPTH INTERVLEWS 

Introduction 

As outiined in Chapter 3, indepth interviews were held with eight persons who had an expressed 

interest in spirituality and who felt comfortable talking about their spirituality. The researcher used an in- 

depth interview schedule to explore the relationship between leisure and spiritual well-being in the 

participants' own lives. The interviews were transcri'bed and interpretive analysis was used to identim 

recuning patterns and themes in the intewiew data. This chapter is a descriptive summary of the themes 

that were identified. 

The participants ranged in age fiom late thirties to eady seventies. One of the participants was 

retired, although still very involved in volunteer activities relatcd to previous employment. The remainder 

of the participants were either employed fiill-time, employed part-time or self-employed as an artist. A 

variety of occupations were reprcsented (nurse, engineer, minister, painter, professor, social service 

worker, spiritual director/administrator, counselor). Althoughquestions were not asked about income level 

and education Ievel, in general, participants came fiom the middle class and had received education 

beyond high school. Five of the participants were female and three were male. Participants represented 

a variety of spiritual traditions, ranging from both Roman Catholic and Protestant traditions of Christianity 

to Buddhism. Some participants had been exposed to and înflucnccd by spintual traditions (e.g., New Age 

spintuality, native spirituaiity) other than thcir primary spiritual tradition. Some participants had changed 

spiritual traditions over k i r  life course or had developed an interest in spirituality later in life. One of the 

participants was an ordaincd minister (Anglican) and two were members of religious ordm (Roman 

Catholic, Buddhist). Ail were active, to some cxtcnt, in the activitics of their spiritual tradition. 

Five of the participants werc interviewed in their homes, two were interviewcd at their workplaces 



and one was interviewed at the Department of Remation and Leisure Studies, University of Waterloo. 

Most of the participants indicated an interest in participating because they had a strong interest in 

spirituality and thus'were open and willing to talk about the spiritual dimensions of their lives. Sorne of 

the participants saw participation in the study as a way to learn more about themselves. It was very easy 

and comfortable for al1 of the participants to talk about their spirihiality. The in-depth intentiew schedule 

had been designed to ask a number of questions about leisure and well-being in general before asking 

about leisure and spiritual well-being, so that the participants would feel at case before talking about their 

spirituality. in retrospect, although the questions about general well-being were asked, they were not 

necessary for this purpose, as the participants were extremely corn fortable talking about their spirituah ty . 

Although the participants were very comfortable talking about their spirituality, they hadn't necessarily 

previously thought through the relationship between leisure and spiritual well-being in their lives. Many 

of thern indicated that they were gaining insight about their lives as they answered the questions about 

leisure and spiritual well-being. Sorne participants indicated that they had been thinking about the leisure 

and spiritual well-being relationship between the time they agreed to participate in thr study and the time 

of the interview. in general participants talked more about the positive role, rather than negative role, that 

le i sw played in their spiritual well-being. It usually took more probing by the researcher for participants 

to articulate how their leisure (e.g., specific leisure activities or settings) detracted fiom their spiritual well- 

being. 

Theme 1: Lebure and Spirituality Association 

The in-depth interview progrcsscd in such a way that participants were initially asked what 

activities or experiences cnhanced or improved their spiritual well-king. This was followed by a question 

which asked whether thcy considered any of thtse activities or expcrienccs to be leisure. There was almost 

unanimous agreement by the participants that they considered the activities or experiences which enfianced 



their spiritual well-being to be leisure. Later in the interview, the participants were asked what their leisure 

activities and expaimces were. This was followed by a question which asked if they associated these 

leisure activities and experiences with their spiritual well-being. Again there was almost unanimous 

agreement that these leisure activities and experiences were associated with their spirihial well-being. 

However, it is also important to note that al1 the participants associated al1 aspects of their lives with their 

spirituality. In fact, a number of participants mekioned suffering and negative life events as being 

conducive to their spintual well-being. The researcher asked "how" and "why" questions to probe for the 

processes that linked leisun activities and experiences with spiritual well-being. 

The following dialogue with Andrea, typical of the dialogues that occuned between the 

interviewer and the participants, captures a sense of the leisure and spiritual well-being associations that 

the participants saw in their lives: 

interviewer: So some of the activities that ... help you in your spiritual growth are, 
solitude, ah prayer, meditation, retreats ... reading, now would you consider any of those 
to be leisure for you? 

Andrea: Yeah they 're leisure, 

Interviewer: So you would Say al1 those are leisure ... 

Andrea: They're al1 leisure. 

Intewiewer: So those things (leisure activities) that you just mentioned like swimrning, 
reading, going out to a meal and so on, wouId you Say they have a spiritual dimension to 
them. 

Andrea: Yeah. 

Interviewer: So do you ste those activities cnhancing your spiritual well-being? 

Andrea: It dots but i f s  not to Say that the work doesn't either but it's just it's ... very self- 
indulgent. 1 mem a lot of it is urn sitting and eating meals. lguess it is a lime to rest. ...y0 u 
have more energy. You 're not running around. You can be more focussed W h  the other 
person rather than worrying I gotta do thb und l gona make this and um ah so if  just 
allows you to be morefill'y present with the person rather than wonyingabout doing this 
and wonythg about welly 'know not worrying about doinga K.. there 's no agenda, there 's 



a little bit more creativi ty... 

There was only one participant, Diane-a painter, who did not quite make this type of association 

betwmi leisure and spirihial well-king, and it was k a u s e  she did not really use the category of "leisure": 

, . .the lifestyle h t  1 have I'm very fortunate, 1 don't have, 1 hnimm, 1 don't have work 
and leisure divided like that so that it's wonderf-ul because . . . I love my work and it's 
quite a bit of leisure (giggles) but um... 1 don? really have thosc categones ... 1 don't have 
my life divided like that and actually lots of days 1 don? really want to stop because 1 just 
love everything I'm doing . . . I move fiom a painting that 1 love, to gardening that 1 love, 
to things that 1 love doing .... 

Theme 2: Leisure as Time and Space for Spiritual Well-Being 

More important than just recognizing the association between leisure and spiritual well-being, is 

trying to understand the reason for this association; what are the processcs that link leisure with spiritual 

well-being. The italicized sentences in the above quotation from Andrea reflect some of the reasons why 

leisure is conducive to spiritual well-being: it's more self-indulgent, it's more restfùl, you can be more 

focussed, you can be more fiilly present, it allows for creativity and it is less doing or task-oriented. 

Bob felt that he had sufficient discretionary tirne in his life because he made time for it. He also 

deliberately made sure that his job, family and other responsibilities didn't intcrfere with the time he 

needed for his spiritual well-being: 

I don't let th a... I've leamt to over the years, ah, if you neglect the spiritual weI1-being, 
with me it is not healthy and 1 know that ah I become uptight, 1 bccomc hostile, 1 become 
ah difficult to livc with. 1 have to touch the earth. I have to let my spirit go. If necessary 
1 have to go within myself. And meditation for example, which 1 cannot do urn easily 
anyway in my own environment, which 1 find very, very refitshing. 

Diane idcntificd the time which leisure provides as important for spiritual wetl-king: 

1 need the time und time is a big rime and leisure and spiritual grawrh are definitely 
connccted and I don't think 1, I and I don't, 1 like my lifestyle now and 1 don? want to 
have it any 0 t h  way. 

Whcn askcd if there were times that she was more aware of the spiritual and if she would 

charactaizc those times as king spiritual for h a ,  Fiona also notcd that leisure provided the time and space 



necessary for spiritual development: 

1 think in some ways it's casier um with leisure activities because thcre's a sense of space, 
which is important for me um and therc's, and I've chosm to take that time and mate that 
space, chances arc 1 will bc more o p  to the spiritual dimensions within myself and those 
who are with me and in a wider context so 1 would say that there's certainly a possibility 
that that's more conducive to that awareness, um but for me it's not exclusive because um 
what 1 do at work, um which 1 wouldn't cal1 leisure in a sense, 1 do choose to be there, but 
there's a different feel to that ... is ... very connected to my spirihiali ty... 

George also saw leisure as providing time essential for spiritual well-being: 

It's my the ,  it's a tirne for George, it's not tirne for my office or time for the people who 
are working for me who are ... looking to me for ideas or for presence at a meeting or 
hdraising event or whatever else. It is it's just my timt and so that's a different way of 
looking at it 1 guess. It's sort of my time or it's d o m  time as opposed to as opposed ah 
kind of like a cornmitment to somebody else or something else. 

Hilary viewed leisure as providing the space necessary to mate an environment for spiritual well- 

being : 

Well more and more 1 cm see it, more and more that my life has become more leisurely, 
I have become more spiritual for sure because.. .I only officially work two days.. . 

. . .I'd say that theoretically 1 can sec that leisure is not necessary to feel spiritual but as 
part of my own evolution and my own process, I have needcd to create more space for 
leisure in my life in order to allow myself to get in touch with an environment that helps 
me to have spiritual growth. 

In summary, participants viewed leisure as important for spiritual well-being because teisure 

provided the time and space necessary for spiritual weH-bcing. 

Theme 3: An Attitude of Opennas 

A carefûl reading of the data suggested that the relationship betwten leisure and spiritual well- 

being involved more than just time and space. A n u m k  of the participants saw the relationship between 

leisure and spiritual wcll-king to be somewhat cornplex. There was not a direct relationship between the 

two. Some activities could be ltisure, yet not conducive to spiritual well-being. Some things that were 

conducive to spiritual well-king were not necessarily l e i m .  They spoke about an attitude they brought 



to their activities. 

Fiona spoke of a "frame of mind," an "attitude," which involved "being awake to seeing," and 

which detemined whether or not leisure activities werc helpfbl for spiritual well-king. 

Fiona: . . . for me it's partly, h m ' s  some momings whni 1 walk the dog and thm is this 
wonderhl smse of king awake, surrounded by the air and it happms more often in the 
spring and summer than the wintcr when it's dark and it's cold um so and therc's a sense 
of k i n g  open to that. But 1 could also go out and it could be another beautiful day and I'rn 
preoccupied with thinking about the project I'rn supposed to be doing, maybe I'rn womed 
about a relationship ... and 1 can just be spinning around in my head and not even see 
anything as 1 walk along, um, and not to say that (sigh) I don't want it to sound Iike 
something is spiritual only if, if it feels good because that's not ûue. 

... 1 think 1 believe that they al1 (ieisure activities) are (spiritual) but 1 don't always 
recognize it and that's part of how 1 would approach it um, because if we are, if part of 
what we are is spirit and we're imrnersed in spirit um then they are but it is whether or not 
we are awake to seeing that, is how 1 would describe it. So um, so if I'm doing the 
compulsive sort of y'know spinning my wheels kind of thing as I'm walking the dog um 
(sighs) that can be a block to spiritual well-being but um it doesn't mean it's not 
spiritual. .. 

Interviewer: So what you're saying is al1 of life is spiritual but that depmding on our 
attitude or even maybe circumstances it could be there are more certain things that have 
more potential for spiritual well-being. 

Fiona: Yeah, yah, 1 would Say that ... 

George mcntioned a "kind of discemment," "an intentionality or focus," a "diffmnt way of seeing 

things" which involved gratefulness and gratitude as being necessary for leisure to be associated with 

spiritual well-being: 

1 probably have more hobbies than many people that 1 know and the kind of hobbies that 
arc really good kind of leisure activities that can enhance my spiritual life and yet and yet 
and ah part of it is kind of a A type pcrsonality whcre where ah even the ah the tennis 
courts you're doing two nights a wctk for a month, cvcn that becomes part of the schedule 
in the day and you have to rush to get them ah. But it's but things Iike that are very 
important for me, taking time to nm, taking time to gardcn, taking tirne to play tennis and 
swim. So th- arc activities like that that obviously enhance, enhancc my spirituality and 
spiritual hcalth, personal prayer, conversation helps ... in an odd way too 1 think it enhances 
the spiritual life. It has to do with a certain structurtd way about going about my life, but 
it's a sense of prioritics 1 suppose it's, it's a kind of discernment or a, or an intentionality 
or focus that 1 tend, 1 tend to know what 1 want or what I'rn looking for ... 



. . . when 1 stop and think about it or bring them (leisure activities and experiences) to, 1 
suppose bring them to praycr, then in some ways they al1 bccome part of my spiritual life 
and can contribute to that spiritual well-king ... But thty can also just be activities in the 
day. 1 think it is just a diment way ofseeing thin p... so 1 think al1 those activities can can 
contribute in some way to my spiritual Iife and my spintual well-king if 1 let them or if 
1 consciously bring them into it ... through praya, through reflection, ...the whole thing of 
just king able to go through the &y with gratitude.. . 
Other participants spoke about "seeing things with new eyes" or about keeping their "awareness 

open" if their leisure was to be beneficial for spiritual well-being. For example, Bob said: 

Yeah, 1 think God wants you to experience the richness of life. 1 think he wants you to see 
with as clear eyes as he sees. i think he wants you to be able to take pleasure in the 
diversity of life and 1 think the slow revelation of new things, ... of through new eyes 
based on that partial experience you see more or you sec more intensely or you see more 
understanding. 

Diane, when asked if there were specific things that detracted or prevmted her from growing 

spiritually, responded: 

Not not being open,. . . if 1 don 't keep my awureness open and if 1 don't remember that I'm 
here because of the grace of God and his love, so if 1 keep awarc of those things, if 1 don? 
keep aware of thosc things then they're going to desert me... 

Another participant, Eileen, wed the tcmi "grounding" to describe this experience of being open 

and aware: 

. . . before when 1 would have taken my dog out for a walk, 1 would have made that very 
productive time. 1 would have said okay this is my fitness time, so y'know 1 have to go 
at this pace, the dog can only have a certain number of stops, and I've got to get my arms 
moving at the same time, 1 may have added a few weights, and also 1 might have taken 
a tape recorder in case any brilliant idcas for an article came up, 1 don't do that anpore. 
My walks arc hcrt for me to become more centrd, to become more in touch with me, to 
clear out al1 the work stuff. 1 takc the tirne to really look at everyone's gardens and notice 
litîle things, the trees, the snow in the winter. 

Thm was overwhelming consensus amongd the participants that busyness detracted from spirihial 

well-being. The following quotations illusirate not d y  this consensus, but also the impact that busyness 



has upon spiritual wcll-being. When asked what things might hinder, detract or take away fiom her 

spiritual growth and spiritual well-being, Andrea rcplied: 

Busyness, too ah urn 1 think you have to, or personally for myself, 1 have to make sure 
that thcre's that time, that therc's time that 1 can mtrcat and um and acknowledge him 
(God) and and brhg al1 the things of the &y. That 1 anange my &y where t h e  are um 
tirnes that 1 can have pcacc that I'm not so busy that 1 don't. 1 usually, before 1 go to bed 
and and in the morning but even throughout the day it's aiways helpfid to have time that 
you can just take a dttp breath and just urn just just y'know sort of peace where you do 
acknowledge him as a person wherc whek you do not just k ing pulled about in the 
world.. . 

When asked what it is about being busy that detracted fiom spiritual welI-king Andrea noted: 

... well it doesn't give it that balance in your life um you're, set for me if there isn't that 
peace and that quiet ...y ou have to acknowledge the one-to-one alone relationship with 
God and you can't get that one-to-one aIone rclationship with God if you're being 
pulled ... balance just balance in between Ioneliness and king with people. 

Charles, when asked if there were certain things, activities, and experiences that detracted or 

inhiiited his spiritual well-being, responded: 

... the rush of things, wn, just plain busyness, um ah I'm inclined to be task minded and 
ah and that cari interfere and ah and then 1 realize as 1 corne to a time of contemplation oh 
boy, uh 1 have been so preoccupied and so wrapped up in things urn, the ah, if as 1 said, 
driving along 1 havem't realized what's around me and, or takm time during the day to to 
to think of people 1 ah 1 guess that's the main thing ah when 1 get so busy and preoccupied 
that 1, 1, 1 don't have time for nature and ah hurnanity and it deprives me... 

Diane, when asked if she felt more rushed at some times than others, explained that being rushed 

could have a negative impact on her spiritual well-being: 

1 d l 1  get (nishcd), 1 have no rcason to really, but 1 do get myself in an anxious state lots 
of times and thcn 1 see it's my own doing and it's not anybody tlse's schedulc or y'know 
. . . 1 think that's when my spiritual well-beïng when it's quiet and slow and pacing um, 
itself, no reason, 1 think rushing and pressuring yourself is not good for us ... 1 think what 
we want to do is look at the pressures of our lives and say and choost, realise we have 
conscious choices-that our cdturc isn't making us do these things, we do have choices. 

Fiona, whm asked to idcntifL certain activities or expcricnces that havt detracted or hindered her 

spiritual growth, responded: 





many years 1 despcrately tried to fil1 this void and just darkncss inside of myself by 
accomplishg things and 1 somehow thought if 1 just accomplished this or that and 1 do 
just this or that that 1'11 feel better and so 1 actually was able to accomplish fairly wcll urn 
and I was very driven but it was a huge distraction 1 mean and when 1 rcalizcd finally I'd 
accomplished this or that that the excitcment for me was in the process of making it, 
working towards rny goal and then after 1 would get it there wouid be no satisfaction . . .so 
then 1 almost rcmernber the moment when 1 don't rcmember what 1 did somtthing . ..and 
1 just wmt "Oh" (takcs a deep hreath in) it's not going to do it, this isn't going to work, 
1 actually realized that if 1, whatcver I'm looking for, it's got nothing to do with 
accomplishing out in the wortd, it's completely insidc and 1 knew that 1 had to look inside. 
And 1 have no idea how to do that . . .I -ms really, really busy, k ing  busy is just a great 
way to avoid a lot of feelings a lot of persona1 issues, in fact it can becorne a kind of crisis 
orientation to life and living in crisis and a lot of people think that that's exciting, and 
craving crises but 1 was like them.. ..I didn't fccl good ... I've gradually let that go. 

Theme 5: Balance 

The theme that occurs, in contrast to busyness, although t h m  is less consensus on this theme than 

the busyness theme, is that of balance (already emphasized in the above quotations by italics). Balance in 

life is conducive to spiritual well-being, and well-being in general. 

...y ou need balance. 1 mean basically it cornes down to um 1 believe God can be in leisure 
and in work um so 1 ... think you necd balance in your life ...y ou just need balance that's 
al1 and ah that probably sumo it al1 up nght therc, just balance. If one gets off (balance) 
then everything just falls apart. (Andrea) 

1 find it very necessary to get that sense of balance too, to pull back and to find leisure 
even in the middle of the cubicle ...(B ob) 

... 1 tend to get involved in projects that 1 don? see the end of because 1 have lots of time, 
likc for instance now I'm very involved in the garden and gardening. 1 let things take over 
my life. And 1, so thm, it gives me problems a lot of the time because then 1 that's sort 
of taking ovcr my life and then the other things in my life, liLt the o k  people that want 
to se+ me that 1 have somcthing to do with, I'm not leaving. If's a question of balance, I 
open get out of balance bccaw 1 do have a lot of time and so I, 1 give thcse things lots, 
I tend to get immcrscd in things. (Diane) 

... balance is r d l y  important throughout the day. I see a daily cycle and a wcekly cycle 
and a monthly cycle and a yearly cycle and of needing balance in both inward nurturing 
and also the connection with othcr pcople and um service is important part of that too, so 
it 's that interaction and the balance um ...(F iona) 

Eilcen, when asked what aspects ofher eveyday life improved her sense of well-king in general, 



responded: 

Well, 1 guess it's probably a combination of cvcrything togethcr, likc if 1 wasn't working, 
1 think that it would be afkted and you have leisure if 1 didn't have rclationships so it's 
really a combination of cvcrything together so 1 think it's norc an issue of how those 
things al1 corne together effcctively, the balance you have betwecn al1 of thcm but the 
balance for me 1 think it's primarily a quality of life that is the balance issue so that if I'm 
not fccling good it's because there's not a balance betwecn those things.. . 

Hilary, in response to k ing  askcd if shc fclt too timc prcssurcd now, responded: 

No, 1 think I have prctty good balance. When 1 say there's always more stuff that I could 
do with my leisure time, 1 mean I'm really, 1 don? fetl like I'm not getting leisure 
y 'know. 

Theme 6: Nature Settings 

Participants werc asked whethcr thcy associated any settings of their leisure activities with 

spiritual well-king or growth. ALI respondmts mentioned the outdoors or nature. The researcher üied to 

probe to find out why natural settings w m  more conducivc to spiritual well-being. Various reasons were 

givm. One reason participants saw nature as being conducive to spiritual well-being was that nature 

elicitcd a sense of wonder and awe. For example Charles observtd: 

Take it, the sunset 1 guess, 1 guess it's the um the immtnsity of the ah cosmos as 
we know it today. The limitlessness of it. And 1 can't hcIp but feel a sense of awe 
fiom that. Ah another thing that just occurs to me, "My God, How Great Thou 
Art", music of that type will will open my right brain and ah ah give me a feeling 
of ah spiritual ah spuituality. 

Fiona explaincd how the Icisure in natural settings addcd to the spiritual dimension of life: 

...p art of it for me is wonder. 1, I'm just ûuly in awe when I set bedrock and moss, um, 
whcn I'm out canocing on a lakc, um when I'm ah watching a thunderstom, there's 
thac's um again for me it's it's so much biggcr than what WC understand scicntifically, 
to me it is very intcrcsting and 1 cnjoy science and understanding those cxplanations but 
it doesn't explain it al1 for me, um it's jus? rnuch biggcr than that, and um um there's also 
thne's also.. .the sense of connection that seme of, 1 always fînâ it vcry fmcinating to 
think that um that that oursclvcs arc made of somc of the samc matcrial that the stars are 
made of um and that that that um a sense of how we'rc we'rc so inttrconnected with al1 
of creation and how that supports us and um and 1 don't know just the gifi of it. It doesn't 
nted to be so wandcrfiil and it is um (gigglcs) oh evcry year when 1 plant sceds in the 
garda thm's always a sense ofwonder that y'how 1 plant a radish sctd and the radish 



comes y'know it's just really um it's miraculous to me 1 mean, and they don't always 
corne, sometimes they don? genninate but always some do and that's urn that sense of urn 
of a season, and the radish seed comes and the radish comes. Also for me there's also 
within the sense of my own vulnerability um and uh um fiagility and that that recognition 
of that it is an important part of my spintuality too.. . 

Another reason why nature was conducive to spintual well-being was that nature helped 

participants connect with their God. For example, Andrea noted: 

(Nature) d o u  give you a smse of peace ... it's something that sen& me beyond me to my 
God, that this is what he made but it's not it in itself, but it could be just y'know just bring 
me to thankfûlness. Um but the God that 1 wonhip is beyond that, so when 1 look at the 
mes  and that 1 can't just Say "oh yeah that's greatt' it, it's, it takes you beyond that. 

Diane provided a similar explanation: 

Being out in nature is 1 think just about the best way to experience God. I've always liked 
the outdoors, 1 like eating outside, 1 like doing anythuig outside and um 1 think often talk 
to God and pray in nature and y'know God talks to you, 1 think it's a really good way of 
. . .a place to pray. 

. . . 1 think that somehow in nature, yeah, 1 like going to that other dimension where 1 cm 
taik to the Divine. So I can talk to the Divine in church too, but 1, yes it's a very 
interesting question. Um so talking and praying and seem to go with nature so why is 
that? So that's why 1 like gardening too. 1 think I'm having conversations with God in the 
garden and because um 1 think we're part of nature. We're part of the universe and we 
belong out there. 1 thinlc we're green on the inside, it's peacefûl, it's quiet, it's nourishing 
um and al1 those things that you connect them more with the spiritual being. 

When George was asked what Ieisure settings he associated with spiritual well-being he had the 

following to say: 

1 tend to say we're broady speaking outdwrs as opposed to a indoors obviously, I mean 
as opposcd to a building, oh buildings can do it too, art gallery's or concerts, or, or 
concerts or a y'know a cottage or wherever clse but 1 think 1 think 1 do tend to think of 
cven if 1 think of a cottage 1 tend to think of a cottage sitting on a lake or if 1 think of if 
1 think of um if 1 think more in terms of in tcrms of spaces where thcre's water, spaces 
where there's ah w h m  there's a view, spaces where there's something something 
beautifid and attractive and so so for instance I would probably for a vacation would 
would rarely gravitate towards thc city. 

In response to the question, "what is it about the outdoors that is special," George replied: 

1 think it more naturally rcminâs me of, of, of a the prcsence of Goci, the prcsence of land 



of the power of God's prcscnce and so on just the simple thing of the night s b  for 
instance, or the unsimple thing of the night sky, or the y'know or the just k i n g  able to go 
for walk around a place like this or other places and um and just naharilly reminds me that 
there is a dimension that is grcater than 1 am and God and it's tied up with the spiritual 
it's not just what 1 can set, what's on my calender but it's but it's a whole other 
dimension to the world. 

Some respondents also mentioned how nature was conducive to spiritual well-being as it was life- 

giving. For example, Hilary who identified geographical settings with nature, grass and trees as being more 

conducive to spiritual growth, explained how nature is life-giving and how it reflected her own life. 

It's the image of the insiddoutside thing again. That if 1 look at conmte or like a pile of 
rubble it doesn't reflect my spiritual growth. 1 see a a bunch of lifeless stuff t h e ,  so 
that's why 1 think I'm very aware of what what I'm attracted to and how that is a 
reflection of who 1 am how and what 1 see in myseIf. 

. . A's (nature) numtnng and life giving and stuff like that. It's an image. If 1 look at a 
cernent wall or something it doesn't do too much for me. Um hm's a purpose to that and 
a point actually in looking at blank wall but 1 can't Say it's very rejuvenating. 

... nature, water and mountains and mist and it's the life, the life-giving kind of and 
growth. 

Fiona, in explaining why water is so important to her, also alluded to this idea of nature being life- 

giving : 

1 don't know al1 the reasons but what 1 can guess at is ah there's a sense of um of of of it 
being life giving there's a sense of it, just the sound of it, it's vcry it's soothing and 
there's a sense of it um there's a rocking sense with the waves there's 1 also just ah 1 love 
the light dancing, whether it's sunlight in the morning or moonlight at night, just dancing 
across therc's some sort of alivcness, sparks of light on it um it's refieshing, ... 

Participants talked about nature in general-whether that be in the back yard gardming or in remote 

wilderness areas. A few participants did talk specifically about remote wildcrness areas and suggested 

these areas had some particular characteristics which were conducive to spintual well-being. Andrea 

suggested that more rmote smings hclpcd hcr get more in touch with herself and with other people as 

there were less distractions and material possessions to worry about. She specifically descriid an 

expcrience she had in a remote camp setting and how that setting had an impact on her spiritual life. 



1 guess it wlts so dark out there. 1 mean t)iert w m  stars but it was so black.. ..I mean you 
couldn't see in fiont of yourscl K.. it is black so there is that scnse of being far out. ... king 
that far away that thete is that sense of um such a sense of aloneness and yet you're so 
present to yourself. 1 mean you're there and yet there's such a scnsc of aloneness and yet 
you're so present to yourself. 1 mean you're there and yet there's this it's alrnost loud I 
mean the âarkness is almost loud.. .and you hear things a little bit more too with the trees 
1 mean. ... You're just more aware of your senses. 

... (There is) a stnse of quietness ... the quietness, there's no T.V., there's no telephonc 
except in the main lodge ...y ou generally don't have phone calls ... it was more a sense of 
community. Um, we were closcr together because we had al1 our cabins ...y ou had the 
basic neccssities which was kind of nice. It sort of put you more in touch with one 
another ... it was just a little cabin. So what do you have to do for that? You don't need to 
take much with you either. So um, you don't have to wony about al1 these possessions 
and things, keeping them going. 

... when you're at home or whatever, you need to repair it (possessions and things) and you 
need to do those different things ... there are those stresses of doing ... whereas if you're 
basically aren't carrying much there's not a whole lot . . .you cm reach out more to other 
people and ... it's just so ... basic. 

Diane reflected the same theme, and noted that on canoe trips she was able to leave the everyday 

world behind and focus on basics. 

(My husband) and I get really connected, our spirits are connected on (canoe) trips.. . 
Ieaving everything behind and wn getting down to the basics and and 1 think that's very 
rneditative too because when we meditate we're just there with Gd, it's very simple and 
we don't need anything else really. And so when you go on a came trip or a camping trip 
you just take a few things. And you don't really, and in life you don't really, and in life 
you don't really need a lot of stuff especially for our spirits for our spiritual growth or 
enhancement. 

Fiona also noted that gttting away and canoeing, or going to a place like Algonquin Park, enabled 

one to get away h m  the everyday demands and expectations and to focus on one's spiritual well-being. 

When asked, "What sorts of things would you do if you wanted to rcjuvenate or renew your spirituality?" 

she replied: 

The best thing would bc urn to go off by myself . . . take a canoe and just being by the 
water and um if 1 fcel likt going in the watcr, I'd go m the water, I'd corne out, I'd paddle 
around um swim, ah takc some good books to rcad urn scvcral crafts and herbal tea, watch 
the suaset, um just cat when I'm hmgry, slcep when I'm tîred ah just try to be, not have 
schedules just to be in tunc with with what 1 stcm to need at that point... 



M e n  probed about what is it about the solitude and nature that she finds rejuvmating, Fiona 

replied: 

1 think (sighs) part of it is that t h m  atcn't any demands or expectations it's just what I'rn 
doing when I'rn üying to let go of those m th= is a sense of tuning in and listening and 
and for me it's about listening to God in that space about um it may be a part of it's just 
enjoying that. And part of it is that there might be somc clarity might emerge about what 
1 might need to do about within certain situations or it may not. Um when 1 use to do that 
I'd have expcctations about hoping to emerge with somc clarity and it doesn't always and 
letting that go and and at some point it does it's a gif€ and ah an apprcciated gift urn ah 
(sighs) not um. Therc's also um thm's a sensuality about it that just a slowing d o m  
enough y 'how to ah urn...say if 1 had this big ripe strawberry and y'know there's just a 
sense of paying attention to that and enjoying it more fblly becaust I'm not distracted 1 
think it's the distraction for one thing it's clear of any distractions that would be part of 
it and ah sometimes al1 the demands of of everyday life are just really they can be joyfùl 
and they can be very distracting as well and losing, losing that sense of focus that sense 
of centered .... 

... 1 think that when 1 for example, when we go to Algonquin 1 um, I'm certainly aware of 
the possibility of um feeling more centred, of feeling more connected with God ... 

Theme 7: Settings of Personai or Human HIstory 

A minor theme related to leisure settings, was that participants found that settings which had a 

sense of personal or human history were conducive to spiritual well-being. For example, for Diane, creek 

settings were particularly meaningfil to her as they were associated with her childhood: 

...y esterday ... I'rn at this confmce ... and...early morning ...g O off by myself and walk by 
the creek because ... that's the way I needed to start the &y and I think that's a spintuai 
thing.. . . 

Yeah um, yeah rny spirit sccms to be morc there 1 think. I'm morc aware of my mind, my 
body, and my spirit and it is a whole-making situation and um i thllik it's because it's 
outside, it's nature and 1 feel clear somehow and 1 think maybe the crcek makes one feel 
clear. Plus 1 have history of it, as a child 1, evay morning my mothcr, or when 1 went over 
to my fncnd's place which is by the mck, my mothcr uscd to say don't go down to the 
crtck but we always did ... 

... Yeah, 1 have a hisîory, my body and my mind and my spirit has a history of going to the 
crcek and thcre's a crctk that gocs through Waterloo Park and so I o h  walk in the park 
to this IittIt bridge in Waterloo Park..over the creck. And um sometimes 1 go on a bike 
ndc up to L a m l  Cretk so for me 1 gucss the Cretk is an important thing.. . 



Fiona, when askd  if she associated any geographical settings or any particular settings of her 

leisure activities with spiritual growth, refemd to the geographical area whcre she grew up: 

Ahm, Algonquin Park (giggles) is one, and just the m a  achially just a bit west of t h e ,  
it's Parry Sound district and Muskoka, it's where 1 grtw up and it's very much a sense of 
that landscape having formed who 1 am and also formed my spintuality. It influences the 
images that 1 have of God, it influences images of al1 kinds of things, it is just vcry much 
a part of me ah so Canadian Shield, water, trees growing out of the rocks along the water 
edge, um but um 1 mean that's whcre 1 feel most at home. 1 don? Iive there anymore and 
so um 1 do have the capacity just to in d i f fmt ,  different um settings of seeing the, the 
wondcr there but it cornes most easily when I'm home (gigglcs). 

Fiona also idcntified settings with water as being important to her spiritual well-being as the water 

connectcd hm with her past: "there are lots of mernories associated with it (water) for me (sighs). There's, 

it evokes, it evokes um there's some way that it calls me to the centre of my being but 1 don't, 1 can't 

explain it, 1 don't know, it know it does, um ..." 

Bob indicated that certain natural settings, such as oncs that included water, in contrast to flat 

plains or jungles, were more conducive to spiritual growth, due to cultural reasons, that is, these natural 

settings were congruent with the ones where he grew up: 

1 like water, I'rn very very attracted to water.. . just the raw power of it. I'm very attracted 
to the wind for some reason, the raw unlimited power of it ah trees, the silence of trees. 
The, the majesty, the stillness, the the longevity of trees, the touching of air, and earth, by 
a tree. 1 find it very, very appealing and and deciduous in particular. I'rn not so hot on 
coniferous woods. And 1 like to sec the woods and the path which meanders so you can't 
see around the corner. 1 h d  it fascinating. I'm less enamored of descrts or of wild 
profiision. Like I've worked in jungles, I've worked on building airfields ... flat plain with 
a rather large sky doesn't move me as much as a sense of peace and tranquillity and power 
of a . . . fiom water and wind and the trees. 

. . .It may bc cultural, where I grew up in England not very far fkom the sea ah it there's 
there's probably tactile clements as well ... thm's a sense of timclessness there which 1 
find vcry very appealing. 

Not only were places of persona1 history, but settings of human history were associated with 

spiritual well-king. Andrea described hcr experience of walking into a church by hmelf as follows: 



... 1 ended up being by mysclf (in the church), 1 went into the sanchiary and the windows 
were open... it's just the stained glass and the t m s  outside and the Ieaves 1 mean you look 
at those Stones going al! the way up the church and like y'know very high ceilings and 
you're thinking "oh" and how long it's been there, the people have been worshipping 
there and it just gives you that sense of of timelessness that, that there's been other 
generations. 

Andrea contrasted this timelesmess with much of the transitory nature of urban architecture: "It, it is just 

1 think part of the problem too y'how in the city is that as soon as something gets decrepit or not that well 

done they tear it down and put something e l x  up." 

Bob saw this timelessness in England: 

... whenever 1 go home to England 1 make it a point of going to as many old places, 
generally old places as 1 can and literally m i n g  my hand over the stone, so 1 can feel 
what other people have felt over many many years. There is a wonderful sense of 
continuity. There's a sense of human hands creating something which is enjoyed, which 
1 find um very strengthening and many times they are very beautifil.. . 

... there's many places not only order cities for example, Chester, York, Edinburgh, ah um 
Conway where you walk the walls where you, where your feet have been where millions 
of generations have been before. Um. And so that wonderful sense of continuity, sense 
of oneness with time, but also if you look, if you go to places which have been there 
maybe only a hundred, two hundred y e m  old factones for example, people who have 
worked in there and and created things oAen for the first time often in appalling 
conditions but the human spirit has worked in those places and has overcome and has 
created so many of the advantages which we have today. So you, for me, you can touch 
an ongoing human spirit which yeah it may have been transient, the jobs have been 
menial, the jobs may have been demeaning, but 6om there better things wiI1 corne and 
there is beauty in it. 

Fiona observed this sense of history here in Canada: 

.... Manitoulin Island um that that's a really ah it's a very spiritual place for me ... Um 1 
think because it's an island and there's a scnse of apartness about it um there's also a 
there's also just some of the things that have happened for me there. Um one thing that 
there's um a reserve there and f've gone to pow wow's there a few times and so there's 
part of that association there with native spirituaiity which isn't, which isn't mine um 
cause I'm not native but there's but it resonates with me, aspects of it um and there's also 
this beautifid church th- where it's a Roman Catholic church and it's buiIt on um in a 
circle, it's a circular church and you go down into it likt a fire pit and it has, Leland Bell 
um hc's donc the Stations of the Cross al1 around it and um and that I just h o w  that that's 
thcre um and it's it's strikingiy kautifid urn and the scnse of history there and the stories. 



Theme 8: Settings of Quiet, Solitude, SUence 

Another recuning theme was that settings characterizcd by silence, solitude and quiet werc 

conducive to spiritual well-being. Andrea when asked what it is about the quiet that is helpful to her 

spiritual well-being, responded: 

The quiet.. .malces me more sensitive to the things around me without being um it's not 
intellectual um ah it's not just an intellectual or even a reactive um kind of thing um it just 
gives you um um an a w m e s s  that that sometimes your busy life can um pull you from 
that. I guess it's tension.. , 

Quietness.. .puts you more in touch, an awarencss of those things, puts you more in touch 
with younelf, it puts you more in touch with being able to, um, I would Say, ... entertain 
God in the sense that you would think about things that he's said through scriptwe or 
you'd think about an experimce perhaps in payer, or you'd think ah about ... lesus, so it 
just gives you that peace that tranquillity. . . .More time to think about, to use your mind, 
to think about him, rather than wn 1 gotta do ... 

Bob comrnented, "1 think at al1 times you need some place where, where you can find quiet within 

you to dmy the urgency of the day which is ofim "man" made, often made by me ..." When descnbing the 

characteristics of places that helped him rejuvenate he mentioned, "the smse that I'm usually alone there, 

and if there's too many people there 1 leave ..." When questioned further he mentioned what it was about 

being alone that was helpful for him, "Yeu can absorb the things around you. You, you're not needing to 

entertain or be entertained by someone else, you can let the world carry you, you could float if you'd like 

in, in ah, in the ... experience." 

For Charles the quietness found on a hilltop was particularly conducive to spiritual growth: 

.... a f h n y  thing about a hi11 top that's not that high but you ah you do look d o m  and 
survey a wider area and ah 1 find t h ' s  good for the sou1 and ah the thert's quietness there 
and ah um so there would be diffntnt things of that nature that I'd find ah wodd be ah 
refieshing, renewîng . 

... you're above the noise, you hear the noise down below um um al1 the movements 
taking place um and the panorama below you are are distant uh nmoved ah you're you're 
you're quiet, alone with younelf, um hmm ah m a y k  that's where the spirit gets renewed 
is in that, yes it does, it gets rencwed in the quietness and the solitude of it ... 



Diane noted that, 'hiy spiritual well-bcing is best when it's quiet and slow and pacing um itself, 

in a reasonable way." Quictncss was also important ta Eilecn who described herself as an extrovert: "Even 

though I'm an extrovert, that solitude is very important to me. 1 need quiet, 1 need space. 1 don? need to 

be with people al1 the the." She mentioned a time in her life when she took a year off work, "1 had time 

thcn to take three or four hours in the aftmioon sometimes . . .to go for a quiet walk which enabled me to 

make those spiritual connections." 

W h  questioncd about what sorts of things she would do if she wanted to rejuvenate or renew 

her spirituality, Fiona answcrcd that ''the best thing would be um to go offby myself." George responded 

in the sarne way and descnbed how this o c c m d  for him in the fonn of regularly scheduled retreats: 

retreats and so in othcr words just just well as the word implies going back to things and 
in my tradition, we have this this kind of almost a cornmitment if you will on a yearly 
basis to take eight days to to just kind of withdraw fiom our responsibilities, 
commitments and and the world and the work and just go to a quiet place like that and um 
um spend time in prayers and spend time in solitude and preferably with sornebody 
y'know with a spiritual director or counselor who could help, help ah kecp one focused.. . 

Before leaving this theme it is important to note that while the participants viewed silence, quiet 

and solitude as being important for their spiritual well-being, this theme is not to be confused with 

isolation. Andrea, as mentioned carlier, saw the importance of a balance of being alone and being with 

people. Fiona spoke about "that balance of connecting, of the solitude but aIso of connecting with other 

people." In another part of her interview she mentioned, "opportunities to sit and talk and talk whatever 

with othcr people is rcally important ta me, um, both hearing their stories and a chance to speak my stories 

un, and sometimes that happens infonnally and sometimcs that happens more formally either individually 

or in a group setting." Later she explained the balance between solitudc and community: 

. . . this diffmnce between solitude and isolation.. .if it was just solitude I'd feel isolated 
fiom others.. .I don't want to k isolated, 1 l ke  my space, but 1 don't want to be isolated 
um in doses and because commmity is reaily important to me um um and also just to get 
to gct anothcr perspective um y'how this is what 1 think, this what 1 heard, this is what 
1 think I'rn callcd to k or do in a situation. But to get another perspective on that because 



I've tons of blind spots and um um sometimes it's really helpful for othcr people to ask 
me questions or to name things that 1 havm't seen, helping to probe in diff 'mt ways.. . 

In a similar vein, whcn commmting on what enhanced and improved his spiritual well-being, George 

explained: 

Well, certainiy conversations with others about that (spiritual well-being) and just 
conversation at the level, it's several levels, conversation at the level of friendship of 
being able to know thcre are people in life whom 1 can talk about what's going on within 
me, my intenor life which is part of my spirituality, but a1so what's going on in the 
exterior part of my life, in other words how things arc going, but also how I'm dealing 
with personal growth issues or anything elsc so that level of conversation with close 
fnends, y 'how the kind of person with whom you c m ,  you are perfcctly safe to talk 
about eveqdung fiom, your worst fears or anxieties y 'know or the greatest hopes or the 
areas of concern or your recent struggles so that kind of conversation.. .conversation at 
the level of cornmunity. 

Theme 9: Noisy Settings and Activities 

While settings of quiet, solitude and silence were conducive to spiritual well-being, noisy settings 

and activities were most fiequently mentioned as that which detracted from spiritual well-being. Diane 

commented, "1 think crowded noisy places are hard on our spirits.. .if you're in a noisy highway with a lot 

of traffic, 1 think that is hard for our spirits." A number of participants mentioned the noise of loud music. 

Andrea observed that things of a noisy naturc such as t.v., rock bands and rock music distracted korn her 

spiritual well-being. Sirnilarly, Charles mentioned the negative impact of loud music: 

... raucous music ... there are some that it's just screaming, um, that 1 ah does nothing for 
me (giggles) urn and 1 would move away fiom or turn off or move to something else ... 

. . .I fmd the roughncss ah disharmonic (giggles), is that a word? Um it's upsetting my ah 
harmony of life (gigglcs), maybe that's not bad not a bad answer. I'm who 1 am and 
thne's a hannony th- and I ah it's like it's Iikt ah flicking the dia1 and it just doesn't 
go with me and ah 1 move on to somcthing clse. 

Fiona descrikd the loud music of fitness classes and roller skating rinks as being detrimental to 

her spiritual well-king: 

I've tried various fitncss kinds of thuigs ... one thing 1 find is that I often get quite 
ovc~whelmcd by, ... thcy use music I don't n o d l y  listcn to and 1 fmd it quite assaultive, 



... and very invasive ... 

... they use things with pounding rhythm y'know ... but it doesn't feel it doesn't feel 
respectfùl ... the music just sort of just krpt pounding in and ah it was way too much 
sensory um input for me and th= would be other things like that 1 can think of. 1 
remember taking the kick to the roller skating place and the same thing then. There were 
lights and music and noise and al1 of that 1 just find um 1 think it's partly because of my 
introversion but just it urn it doesn't, it feels like it encroaches on me and there's no space 
lefi for me left to be and so as 1 mentioned before that sense of spacious(ness) is really 
important for my spiritual well-being so that that's part of why it feels invasive too. It just 
kept coming at me. 

Hilary spoke of the mort gencral effect of external noise and stimulation whm questioned about 

,the things that inhibit or detract fiom her spiritual growth and well-being: 

1 think particularly in this culture we're so trained to just have one great big huge over- 
stimulation of distraction and I mean 1 c m  see that in chilâren there's a craving to just be 
stimulated and distracted al1 the time urn which in itself is very pleasant and enjoyable for 
a period of time but if that's al1 there is 1 mean 1 enjoy a good movie like everyone else 
but 1 think that for instance, in my life 1 have sought extemal stimulation something to 
focus on as a way to avoid having to connect with myself and so 1 mean those kind of well 
1 find like external noise um chaos kind of that that those instances are the most 
challenging to remain staying in touch with rny spirituality and I'm not saying that it's not 
possible ... 

. . . 1 mean it's just 1 find it disturbing, 1 think after a while.. .we develop a sensitivity to 
those kinds of things.. . And so it is distracting, focussing too much on even like matenal 
gain and that kind of thing. It's distracting um it's not a focus that 1 want to have. 

Theme 10: "True to self' Activities 

Participants wert askcd a series of questions which explored whether certain leisure activities 

enhanced or improved their spiritual well-being. A wide variety of activities were identified (See Table 

5.1). One observation of the activities identified as being hclpful for spiritual well-being, was that for 

males thert was a grcatcr tendency to include activities that had a challenge, goal, or productivity 

orientation. For example, George dtscriôed his involvement in a challenge course as follows: 

1 recently did a ropes course.. .it was vcry similar to Outward Bound programs and ah 
well it was, it was y'know a lot of perceived risks in the five days of the program and urn 
jut, and talk about things that arc good for the spiritual life that was probably one of the 
best things I'vt dont for my spiritual lifc.. . 



Table 5.1 
Activities Whkh Enhance Spiritual Wcll-Bcing 

Andrea Bob Charles Diane Eileen Fiona George Hilary 

Liturgical 
dance 

Meditrition 
Music 
Praycr 
Rcading 
Rctrcats 
Solitude 
Swimrning 
Waking 

Bird watching 
Communing 

with pets 
Communing 

with naturc 
Plying gliders 
Endurancc tests 
Gardcning 
Going to old 

places 
Mcditation 
Out in the 

country 
Out in nature 
P-Y 
Pra yer 
Reading 
Solitude 
Snowshoeing 
Walking 
Theatre 

Contemplation 
Bcing in the 
water 
Driving 
Mwic 
Photography 
Praycr 
Quict Time 
Reading 
Watching 
sunsets 

Dance 
Bicycling 
Camping trip 
Canoe trips 
Church things 
Eating outsidt 
Excrcising 
Gardening 
Getting away 
Joumalling 
Mcditation 
Music 
Painting 
Physical 
activities 
Prayer 
Reading 
Sw imming 
Walking 
Yoga 

Coffee hours 
Fami ly 
gatherings 
Golfing 
opera 
Parties 
Social activities 
Visiting fricnds 
Walking 

Being with kids 
Bcing outside 
Bubble bath 
Canoe trips 
Celebrating 
Conversation 
Cycling 
Dinner with 

friends 
Drawing 
Fitness clam 
Gardening 
Hiking 
Looking at stars 
Meditation 
Music 
Play h g  
Silent Times 
Reading 
Rcading to my 

children 
Relationships 
Sitting of 

fireplace 
Lake swimming 
Story-telling 
Taking a course 
Walking dog 
Watching sun 

set or rise 
Work with clay 

Exercise 
Canoeing 
Conversation 
Cooking 
Cross-country 
skiing 
Gardening 
Hiking 
Hobbies 
Hosting ma l s  
Mcditation 
Music 
Photography 
Pray er 
Reading 
Rcflcction 
Rops  course 
Running 
Swimming 
Tennis 
W alking 

Brcathing ' 

Checking vows 
Dnving 
Flowcr carc 
Daily practice 
Gardening 
Meditation 
Prayer 
Rcading texts 



While thm were some commonalities amongst participants as to which activities improved 

spiritual well-being, therc were quite a diversity of activities mentiontd. It seems that the particular 

activities in and of thernselvcs were not as significant in terrns of spiritual well-king as the function of 

the activities in the participants' lives. The activities function as vchicles through which spiritual growth 

takes place. The activities themselves are rcflective of the personalities of the participants. Charles 

attempted an explanation of why some txperiences and activities were more spintual for him than for 

... my first guess at that would be a uh uh we're al1 different types and ah I'm my type and 
ah that ' s the way 1.. . 1 was and of course behind my type is my spirituality um so that 
would be the way that ah the being 1 am is responding or not responding.. . 

Charles felt that the activities that wcre more congruent with hm and his personality, and that helped him 

keep in touch with himself, were more likely to be the activities that helped him with his spiritual well- 

being. Consistent with this explanation, Eileen, who characterized hmelf as an extrovert, articulated how 

activities of a social nature were most associated with being hclpful for her spiritual well-being: 

... I'm an extrovert .... And my husband's a little bit on the introvert side. For me this has 
bem another little piece. It's helped me to understand the difference between me and 
some of the important people in my life. My husband's idea of a nice Saturday night 
would be sitting at home reading his book. For me, I'd rather go to a Party. I've learned 
a lot about my own personality and how 1 want to play that out in terms of rny leisure. 

Q.: So when you seek out this space and leisure txperiences of a social nature do you feel 
that that somehow contributes to your spiritual well-king? 

It's a really critical part of my spiritual (well-king) now. 

. . .I've given you the example walking. Bcforc 1 might have scen walking itsetf as a 
leisure activity, but now that's not g o d  enough for me. 1 want to walk with people, 1 want 
to bring what I'vc leamcd about my personality. I'm happiest when 1 work on my 
relationships at the same time as walking. 

Participants described how certain activitics had the characteristics which hclped them get in touch 

with thcmxlves. For example, Diane explaincd how liturgical dancing is helpfbl to her spirituai well- 



being . 

1 think moving to music is like coming home to me. ... for me, moving to the rhythm is 
like coming home to me. 1 feel whole and 1 know that my spirit is alive and it's good for 
my mind and body and spirit and 1 love music, I love the combination of music and 
movement um and so it's really being in touch with my sou1 1 guess and prayuig with my 
whole body is important so pretty much my whole body makes me more, is good for rny 
whole spirit (giggles). 

Fiona and Andrea explained how music had a similar effect upon t h :  

Music, certain kin& of music, . . .some of it doesn't fcel helpfil but others um can, 1 cm 
only describe it as a sense of expansiveness sometimes when 1 listen to music and it's just 
like (sighs) the world gets bigger listening to music sometimes and it evokes cmotional 
responscs and thm's just a sense of beauty of it. (Fiona) 

It depends on the music ... some of it ... leads you into your whole. Into you know 
praise ... but it just depmds on the words in the music. And it just depmds on if it brings 
you into, ah to me, into worship ... but not al1 of it is. You see you can listen to some and 
it just yeah ... amazing.. .I guess it's like that with everybody ... 1 mean there's certain things, 
certain words, certain chords, certain way the music is put together that just touches you 
and the same pmon could listen to that and it doem't. (Andrea) 

Fiona explained how certain activities may be more conducive to spiritual well-being than others, 

and that these activities vary fiom person to person. 

I think that certain things can elicit and cal1 forth more of that dimension so if I'm 
working with clay for exarnple, um that can cal1 that forthcoming um to see the 
relationship, if you like hiking, hiking would. It would be really hard for me not to be 
aware and to ignore um the sense of spiritual well-being in that ... 

. . .I think that varies for individuals in terrns of engaging in certain activities um that 
could certainiy promote, we'll use gardening as an example, that might at times promote 
my spiritual well-being and other people it would detract very much fkom fkom that 
because it's hîrating or whattver um y&. 

Eilem noted the importance of the elmient of choice within leisine. The fieedom within leisure to chose 

one's activities mables a person to chose those activities which are conducive to his or her spiritual well- 

being. 

The idca was also exprcsed by participants that it was not necessarily the specific activity that 

was conducive to spiritual well-being, but that the activity acted as a vesse1 or vehicle through which 



spiritual growth took place. Bob commented on this idea: 

The activity provides the background to enjoy, not necessarily the activity itself for 
example, if I'm w a h g  down the railway track ah 1 don't consciously set off with the 
idea I'm gohg to go out for an hour and thtn back for an hour. 1 may set that simply as 
a time limited thing. But what 1 see along the way will be enjoyment. It's not the cover 
of the book, it's what's inside that is important and it's important and it's that experience 
of the journey rather than the journey itself. 

In surnmary, it seems difficult to conclude that specific leisure activities are more conducive to 

spiritual well-being. Rather it seems that leisure activities that help people get in touch with themselves, 

that help them to be truc to self, that help thcm express their personality, are the ones that promote spiritual 

well-being. 

Theme 11: Inauthentic or incongruent Activities 

Just as it was not possible to concIude that specific leisure activities were more conducive to 

spiritual well-king, there was not clear consensus on what activities inhibited or detracted fkom spiritual 

well-being. Generally, inauthentic activities, or activities that introduced an element of incongruence or 

tension for the participant, were seen as detracting fiom spiritual well-being. For example, Andrea, when 

asked if certain leisure activities or experiences inhibited her spiritual well-being, responded, "1 do find 

it draining when I'm with individuals.. .just being with people that aren't really themselves." Bob also 

found these types of situations to be detrimental to spirinial well-being: 

I'm uncomfortable in groups of people, particularly people 1 don't know, ah, on a purely 
social basis .... 1 feel very uncomfortable having to.. . to make up some sort of presence 
in an artificial situation. I'm not a social beast .... 1 dislike things Iike dances or.. . or social 
meetings cause they are so totally artificial. Ah t h m ' s  masks king  wom, um and masks 
hurt and 1 don't feel cornfortable not being natural, not being myself. 

In addition to inauthentic situations, Bob also fond inauthentic settings to be a hindrance to spiritual well- 

Whcrevcr 1 would go, it would have to bc authcntic. 1 get nothing fkom a place like 
Disney World. I wodd get nothing fiom something which is plastic, artifïcial or created 
simply for occupying your tirne. 1 cau't see myself going to a resort with a hotel for 



example, so wherever 1 would go it would be with this authenticity and integrity at its 
root. 

The type of leisure activities and settings which were not helpful for spiritual well-being varied 

from one participant to another. Although, these leisure activities and settings Vary fiom person to person, 

generally, they introduce some sort of tension or incongruence into the participants' lives. For example, 

Eileen mentioned anything cornpetitive would detract fiom her spiritual well-being. As well she mentioned 

a fear of heights which gets in the way when she is exploring in the outdoors: "There is a spiritual kind 

of side of me that I've not been able to fiilly explore because that gets in the way." George identified 

watching television as detracting fiom his spiritual well-being: "this is just the last thing I want to do, 

cause it has nothing to do with the way 1 am. It's boring,. . .ifs not productive. For me, 1 don? enjoy this." 

He also identified dnnking, casinos and gambling as things that would detract fiom his spiritual well- 

being: "1 don't laiow a smoke filled casino or something like that or a, or a, or a ah place where there's 

pressure or a place where 1 would feel a certain tension I suppose." 

Sorne participants did not mention specific activities or settings, but descnbed anti-productive or 

counter-productive ones as being a hindrance to spiritual well-being. For example, Bob responded to the 

question, "Can you think of things.. .activities or experiences that detract fiom your spiritual well-being," 

with the response "When I'rn forced to do something which 1 beIieve to be wrong or which 1 believe to 

be counter productive ..." Hilary elaborated on this idea in response to being asked about the leisure settings 

that inhiiit hm spiritual wcll-king: 

... a situation whtrc I fmd myself getting a little angry or more negative. Any situation 
like that would be anti-productive with me for my spiritual growth. I don? think that ah 
it's having a negativt sor? of mincl, anything that would promote in me or nurture a 
negative state of mind um would be not healthy. 



Summary 

The in-depth intemiews explored the processes that link leisure with spiritual well-being. Several 

themes were idmtified through the data analysis. First, t h m  was unanimous agreement bat  participants 

associated their leisure activities and experiences with their spiritual well-being. The other themes, related 

to the processes that link leisure with spiritual well-being, may be organized according to the four 

dimensions of leisure style: time, motivation, setting (physical and social), and activity (see Figure 5.2). 

In regards to the time dimension of leisure, leisure created the "time and space" to nurture spiritual well- 

being. However, time did not necessarily guarantee spiritual well-being. How one filled the time was also 

important. Busyness in life detracted from spiritual well-king while balance in life was helpful for 

spiritual well-being. Furthmore, the attitude or motivation that one brought to their fiee time also 

influenced spiritual well-being. Participants mentioned that an attitude of "being open" and "being aware" 

contributed to leisure being conducive to their spiritual well-being. In terms of physical setting, settings 

that were natural, or that were related to persona1 and human history were associated with spiritual welI- 

being. In regards to social settings, settings charactcrized by solitude were conducive to spiritual well- 

being, whereas noisy settings were seen as being detrimental to spiritual well-being. As far as leisure 

activities were concerned, although the specific activities which enhanced or hindered spiritual well-being 

might vary fiom individual to individual, in general, "me to self" activities contributed to spiritual well- 

being whereas unauthentic or incongruent activities detracted fiom spiritual well-being. 



Figure 5.2 
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Cbapter 6 

RESULTS: LEISURE AND SPIRITUAL WELLBEING SURVEY 

A variety of statistical analyses w m  performed on the data from the Leisure and Spiritual Well- 

Being Re-test Survey and Main Survey in order to, in gmeral, explore the relationships betwem leisure 

style and spirihial well-king (Research Question 1). More specifically the analyses were conducted to 

determine the relationships bctwem the vanous componmts of leisure style (activity, motivation, setting, 

time and satisfaction) and spiritual well-king (Research Question 3), to determine if thcre are particular 

leisure swle characteristics and leisure styles that are related to spiritual well-being (Research Questions 

2 and S), and to examine the processes that link the vanous componmts of leisure style with spiritual well- 

king (Research Question 4). The Iast of these research questions listed presupposes that a pmon's leisure 

style contributes to his/her spiritual well-being through the operation of a variety of leisure-spiritual 

processes. Thus the analysis in this chapter will not only examine the relationships betwem leisure style 

and spiritual well-being, but will also examine whether hypothesized leisure-spiritual processes can 

account and explain relationships between leisure style and spiritual well-being. 

ïhe  chapta will begin with a review of socio-demographic characteristics of the sample and a 

discussion of the measurement of spiritual well-being and leisure-spiritual processes. The subsequent 

analyûc strategies w d  to answer the overall research question (Research Question 1) may be grouped 

into three categories. F i a  bivariate analyses involving both correlational analyses and regression analyses 

were conducted to determine the relationships betwcen the various componmts of leisure style (activity, 

motivation, setting, time and satisfaction) and spintual well-king (Research Question 3). Second, cluster 

analysis and ensuing ANOVA analyses wcre uscd to continue the investigation of the relationship of 

leisurc style and spiritual well-being and, in particuiar, to determine if there were specific leisure style 

characteristics and leisure styles that wcre rclatcd to spiritual well-king (Research Questions 2 and 5). 

The third poup of analytk strategies involved the examination of various processes that were 
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hypothesized to link the components of leisure style with spiritual well-being (Rcsearch Question 4). This 

final set of analysis afso involved bivariate analysis (correlational and rcgression analyses) of both the 

relationships betwcen the componmts of leisure style and Leisure-Spiritual Processes, and of the 

relationships between the Leisure-Spiritual Processes and spiritual well-being, but in addition included 

factor analysis of the Leisurc-Spiritual Rocesses scale and concluded with a series of path analyses, a final 

and more comprchensive stnttcgy to simultaneously examine the relationships between selected aspects 

of leisure style, leisure-spiritual processes and spiritual well-being. 

1. SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE 

Except for the results reported fiom the pre-test questionnaire, al1 the analyses in this chapter arE 

based upon a sampte of 248 persons who had an active and expressed intercst in spirituality, and thus, who 

provided information-rich cases for the purposes of this study. The sample was selected from a variety of 

sources in an attempt to include participants fiom a variety of spiritual orientations, including both 

traditional and alternative orientations. 

The mean age of the sample was 43.48, the standard deviation was 13.93 and the range was from 

age 14 to age 86. The educational levels of the sample, based on the highest educational level achieved, 

were as follows: 5.7% had some high school, 5.7% were high school graduates; 19.6% had some cotlege 

or university; 13.5% were college graduates, 25.3% werc university graduates, 6.9% had some graduate 

school, and 23.3% had completed a graduate degree. With regards to incorne levels, 29.2% of the sample 

had an incorne of lcss than $19,999,29.6% of the sarnplc had an income ofbetween $20,000 and $39,999, 

25.3% of the sample had an income of between $40,000 and $60,000,12.4% had an income of between 

$80,000 and $99,999 and 3.4% had an incorne of more than % 100,000. 

The participants were asked to indicate thcir occupation. These occupations were then categorized 

according to the National Occupational Clussification of Employment and Immigration Canada (1993). 
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The category of social science, education, govemment services and religion professional was the one that 

had the greatest number of respondents (28.1%). Table 6.1 sumrnarizes the distribution of the respondents 

according to the occupational categones with the addition of the categories of homemaker, retired, 

unemployed, and student. 

In terms of maribl status, 61 .l% were mamed, 1.2% were widowed, 12.7% were 

separated/divorced, and 25% were never married. One of the survey questions asked respondents to 

indicate the number of children they had in each of three categories: 13 and under, 14 to 18, and 19 or 

over. It was found that 26.2% of the sample had children 13 and under, 14.6% had children between the 

ages of 14 to 18, and 33.8% had children aged 19 or over. 

Participants were asked to indicate any active religious/spiritual affiliation. The majority (84.5%) 

of the sample indicated a Christian affiliation, 11.8% did not indicate an affiliation, 3.3% indicated 

affiliation with some form of Eastern religion (e.g. Zen Buddhism, Hinduism, Sahaja Yoga, Buddhism), 

and .4 % indicated Native North American religion. While the intent of the question was to ask about 

current religioudspiritual affiliation and participation, it is possible that some respondents indicated the 

religion of the family they were born into even though they were not presently active in that religion. 

II. MEASUREMENT OF SPIIUTUAL WELEBEING 

Analysis of Spiritual Well-Being Measures Used in the Pre-test 

A pre-test (see Appendix 6) was conducted to develop and refine spintual weil-being and leisure- 

spiritual process scales which would be used in the survey questionnaire. The pre-test involved a sample 

of 105 participants who were mainly drawn £rom undergraduate recreation and leisure studies classes, but 

also included a number of participants nom a graduate level statistics coune and a church-related group. 

The Spiritual Well-Being scale, as used in the pre-test., consisted of the tenquestion spiritual well- 

being subscale of the Mental, Physical and Spiritual (MPS) Well-Being Scale. In addition, five questions 
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Table 6.1 
Frequency of Occupations of Participants 

Occupation Percent 

Senior management 

Middle and other management 

Business and finance professional 

Skilled administrative and business 

Clerical 

Natural and applied sciences professional 

Natml and applied sciences technical 

Health professional 

Health technical and skilled 

Social science, education, govemment senices and religion professional 

Law, social services, education & religion para-professional 

Art and culture professional 

Technical & skilled: art, culture, recreation & sport 

Skilled sales and service 

Intermediate sales and service 

ElementaI sales and service 

Trades and skilled transport and equiprnent operaton 

Intermediate occupations in transport, equipmmt, operation, installation 

Intermediate occupations in primary industry 

Processing and manufacturing and utilities supervisors and skilled operators 

Processing and manufacturing machine operators and assemblers 

Hornemaker 

Retired 

Unemployed 

Student 



on the meaning/purpose dimension of spiritual well-being and five questions on the transcendence 

dimension of spiritual well-being, adapted and modified from the Spiritual Well-Being Scale (Ellison, 

1983; Ellison & Smith, 199 1) and the Spiritual Orientation Inventory (Elkins et al., 1988) were integrated 

into the MPS scale. Following an examination of descriptive statistics (fiequency distributions, means, 

standard deviations), the participants' responses to the items on this scale undment  correlation analyses 

and reliability tests. The correlation coefficients behiveen each of the items of the MPS Spiritual Well- 

Being Scale ranged fkom .O4 to -77 and the majonty were significant at the .O1 level (2-tailed). The 

Cronbach alpha for this scale was .87. The correlation coefficients for the five meaning/purpose questions 

ranged From .39 to .62 and al1 the correlations were significant at the -01 level(2-tailed). The Cronbach 

alpha for this dimension of spiritual well-being was .78 and there were no items that would improve the 

alpha if deleted. The correlation coefficients for the five transcendence questions ranged from .77 to .86 

and al1 the correlations were significant at the .O 1 level(2-tailed). The Cronbach alpha for this dimension 

of spiritual well-being was -96 and there were no items that would improve the alpha if deleted. 

In order to shorten the overall length of the questionnaire used in the main study (see Appendix 

9, two of the meaning/purpose questions and two of the transcendence questions were deleted from the 

final questionnaire. In addition, since the Likert response format of the MPS questions was different fiom 

that of the meaning/purpose and transcendence questions, these two sets of questions were placed in 

separate sections of the main survey questionnaire instead of being integrated as in the pre-test 

questionnaire. For the purpose of analysis, the six meaning/purpose and transcendence questions were 

called the Subjective Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SSWB), as these questions were related to the 

respondents' personal experience of rneaning and transcendence in thcir lives, while the MPS questions 

were more related to the respondents' involvement in spiritual activities and practices. 



Analysis of Spiritua1 Weii-Being Measures Used in the Main Survey 

Following an examination of descriptive statistics (fiequency distributions, means, standard 

deviations), the participants' responses to the items on the MPS and SSWB scales underwent correIation 

analyses and reliability tests. The correIation coefficients for the MPS scale ranged from .10 to -64 and the 

majority of them were significant at the -01 level (Ztailed test). Reliability analysis of this scale found the 

alpha coefficient to be .86 and removal of only one item ("How long have you been making use of an 

activity for obtaining innw peace?") would increase the alpha if the item was deleted. Wowever, the alpha 

would be only slightly improved if this item was removed and it was decided to retain al1 of the scale 

items. 

The SSWB scale cornprised three questions on the meaning/purpose dimension of spiritual well- 

being and three questions on the transcendence dimension of spiritual well-being. The correlation 

coefficients for the six questions ranged fiorn .17 to .75 and al1 the correlations were significant at the .O 1 

level(2-tailed). ReliabiIity analysis found that the Cronbach alpha for this scale of spiritual well-being was 

.82 and there was only one item ("The search for rneaning and purpose is a wortIiy quest") that would 

improve the alpha if the item was deleted. However, the alpha would be only slightly improved if this item 

was removed and it was decided to retain al1 of the scale items. 

XI. MEASUREMENT OF LEISURE -SPIRITUAL PROCESSES 

Develogmect of Leisure-Spirituai Processes (LSP) Scale 

The pre-test (see Appendix 6) included an initial version of the Leisure-Spiritual Processes (LSP) 

Scale whch had been developed based on the literaturt review (Chapter 2), the findings from the Ontario 

Parks Camper Suwey (Chapter 4), and the findings from the Ui-depth interviews (Chapter 5). This scaIe 

measured 12 processes hypothesized to link leisure involvement and spiritual well-being: grounding, 

working through, time and space, sacraIizaîion, attitude, balance, king away, nature, sense of place, 
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fascination, and compatibility (see Table 6.2 for scale items for each of these processes). The "grounding," 

"working through," and "sacralization" processes were developed from the spiritual well-being mode1 of 

Chandler et al. (1 992) . The "time and space," "attitude," and "balance," processes were developed from 

themes suggested by the in-depth interview findings. The "nature" process was suggested by the findings 

from both the Ontario Parks Camper Survey and the in-depth interviews, as well as the extensive Iiteraîure 

on the comection between nature-based leisure and spirituality (e-g. Davis, 1990; Fox, 1997; Greely, 1974; 

Kaplan & Talbot, 1983; Keutzer, 1978; Lambert et al., 1978; Sûinger & McAvoy; Young, 1983; Young 

& Crandall, 1984). The "being away" process was based on a minor theme fiom the in-depth interviews 

as well as the "being away" featwe of restorative environments theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 

1995). The "sense of place" process was founded upon a minor theme, "Settings of Persona1 or Human 

History," from the in-depth interviews and fiom literature on "sense of place" (Williams et al., 1992). The 

fascination process was based upon findings fiom the Ontario Parks Camper Survey which indicated 

differences on the introspection/spirituality question on the basis of whether people visited the park alone 

or with other people, a combination of the two in-depth interview themes of "Settings of Quiet, Solitude, 

Silence," and "Noisy Settings and Activities," and the fascination feature of restorative environrnents 

theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995). Finally, the compatibility process was developed from 

the in-depth interview themes of 'Truc to Self Activities," and "Inauthentic or incongruent Activities" 

along with the compatibility feature of restorative environments theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 

1995). 

Analysis of the LSP Scaie as used in the Pre-Test 

Following an examination of descriptive statistics (fiequency distn'butions, means, standard 

deviations), the participants' responses to the items on this scale undement correlation analyses, and 

reliability tests to aid scale rehement and purification. The range of the correlation coefficients between 
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Table 6.2 
Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scale Items as Used in Pre-Test 

Grounding 
1. When 1 have crises in my life, there are things I do in my leisure that help keep me in touch with 

reality and prevent me fiom becoming too preoccupied with the crises. 
2. When 1 begin thinking too much about spiritual issues, my leisure helps me get in touch with the 

world around me. 
3. When 1 think too much about work and family responsibilities, my leisure helps me enjoy the 

present moment and prevents me fiom becoming too preoccupied with these matters. 

Working Through 
1. When 1 have crises in my life, my leisure provides me with the opportunity to work through the 

issues related to the crises. 
2. My leisure helps me deal with difficult life events. 
3. My leisure helps me to become connected with other people, so that when 1 encounter spiritual 

crises, I have fiends to talk with and who support me. 

Time and Space 
1. Spiritual experiences are more likely to occur during my leisure than during the rest of my life. 
2. My leisure provides me with the opportunity for spintual growth. 
3. My leisure provides me with the time and space necessary for spiritual development. 

Sacralization 
1. My leisure helps me become aware of the spiritual dimensions of life. 
2. When 1 have ignored spiritual issues, my leisure helps me begin to think about these issues again. 
3. My leiswe helps sensitize me to the spintual. 

Attitude 
1. My leiswe is more likely to contribute to my spiritual well-being when 1 have a profound awareness 

of the present moment and my surroundings. 
2. An attitude of being open to seeing things in a new way is important if 1 am to grow spiritually 

dwing my leisure. 
3. My leisure is most helpful to my spintual growth when 1 have a receptive attitude characterized by 

awe and wonder. 

Balance 
1. Busyness in my life prevents me from having the leisure 1 need for spiritual growth. 
2. A balance of work, leisure, and personaYfamily responsibilities is necessary if 1 am to grow 

spiritually . 
3. My leisure provides me with the balance I need to develop my spiritual life. 

Being Away 
1. My leisure contributes to my spiritual well-being when it provides me with the opportunity to go to 
an environmmt which is different than my cveryday environment. 



Table 6.2 Cont'd. 
Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scale Items as Used in Pre-Test 

2. My leisure removes me fkom the normal constraints on my time and energy and therefore allows me 
to reflect on the larger issues in life. 

3. Leisure in remote wildemess settings provides me with the opportunity to get away fiom the 
complexity and responsibilities of my everyday life so that 1 can focus on the basic issues in life. 

Nature 
1. Leisure in natural settings ofien inspires me with a sense of awe and wonder. 
2. Outdoor activities in natural settings help me connect with my higher power/God. 
3. The diversity and richness of natural settings helps me to spiritually rejuvenate. 

Sense of Place 
1. My leisure contributes to my spiritual well-being when it provides me with the opportunity to retum 

to those places that were important to me when 1 was growing up. 
2. During my leisure 1 visit places that are special to me in terms of spintual connection. 
3 .1  like visiting places in my leisure which have a sense of human history as they give me a sense of 

timelessness and connectedness. 

Fascination 
1. My leisure captures my attention and does not leave the oppominity for me to think about life 

issues. 
2. My leisure takes place in settings which help me reflect on my immediate problems as wcll as life's 

larger questions. 
3. My leisure provides me with the quiet and solitude necessary for my spiritual well-being. 
4. Noisy leisure activities and settings detract fiom my spintual well-being. 

Compatibility 
1. My leisure contributes to my spiritual well-being when the activities 1 participate in and the settings 

1 go to are compatible with rny goals and interests. 
2. Leisure activities which are not consistint with my personality detract fYom my spiritual growth. 
3. Leisure activities contribute to my spiritual weI1-being as they help me express who 1 am. 
4. The fieedom and choice "to do" and "to be" within leisure are important to my spirinial health. 



each item of the 12 dimensions of the LSP scale were as follows: (a) from .12 to .43 for grounding, (b) 

from .l 1 to .53 for working through, (c) tiom .43 to .65 for time and space, (d) from .48 to .57 for 

sacralization, (e) from .3 1 to .49 for attitude, ( f )  from -.O4 to .46 for balance, (g) from .O9 to .30 for being 

away, (h) from .30 to .60 for nature, (i) fiom -13 to .27 for sense of place, (j) from -.23 to .30 for 

fascination, and (k) 6om -.38 to .56 for compatibility. Al1 of the correlation coefficients were statistically 

significant at the .O5 level for the following four dimensions: time and space, sacralization, attitude, and 

nature. For three of the dimensions al1 of the correlation coefficients but one were statistically significant 

at the .O5 Ievel: grounding, being away, and sense of place. For three of the dimensions al1 of the 

correlation coefficients but two were statistically significant at the .OS level: working through, baIance, 

and compatibility. For the fascination dimension only two of a possible six correlation coefficients were 

statistically significant at the -05 level. These results were taken into account when considering item 

modification and deletion. 

The LSP scale and sub-scale's reliabilities were tested by computing Cronbach alphas for each 

dimension. Also, each item's item-to-total correlations (intemal homogeneity test) and whether an item's 

elimination improved corresponding alpha values were examined. The Cronbach alpha for the overall 

score was 38 .  If the following items were deleted the alpha for the overall scale would increase: 

Fascination 1 & 4, Compatibility 1, and Balance 1. 

Cronbach alphas computed for each component were .50 (grounding), .47 (working through), .77 

(time and space), .76 (sacralization), .65 (attitude), .24 (balance), .44 (being away), .69 (nature), .46 (sense 

of place), -.25 (fascination), and .13 (compatibility). Corrected item-total correlation coefficients ranged 

from -.30 to .70. Items for which elimination would improve corresponding alpha values included 

Grounding 2, W o r h g  Through 3, Time and Space 1, Balance 1, Being Away 3, Nature 1, Fascination 2, 

and Compatibility 2. These results were taken into consideration in making decisions about item deletion. 

Based on the results fkom both the correlation analyses and the reliability tests the LSP was 
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completely revised for use in the main survey. Most items were shortened and simplified. Particular 

attention was devoted to the revision of the Fascination and Compatibility items. In addition, the Balance 

items were completely reworked into a Busyness dimension. Also, a Repression dimension was added (see 

Table 6.3 for scale items used in main survey). 

Analysis of LSP Scale as Used in Main Survey 

Following the examination of descriptive statistics (fiequency distributions, means, standard 

deviations) the participants' responses to the items on the LSP underwent correlation analyses and 

reiiabiIity tests. All the correlation coefficients between items w i t h  each dimension of the LSP were 

statistically significant for al1 but three dimensions: busyness, fascination, and grounding. 

The scales' overall reliability and subscale reiiabilities were tested by computing Cronbach alphas. 

Also, each item's item-to-total correlations (interna1 homogeneity test) and whether an item's elimination 

improved corresponding alpha values were examined. The Cronbach aIpha for the overall scale was 37. 

The Cronbach alpha would increase above .87 only if one item (Fascination 2) was deleted fkom the scale, 

however, if this item was deleted the aIpha would only increase minimally to .88. Therefore, for purposes 

of data analysis, al1 the items were retained for calculating scale scores when total scale scores were used. 

Cronbach alphas computed for each process were: 5 8  (attitude), .41 (being away), .40 (busyness), 

.58 (compatibility), -.IO (fascination), .43 (grounding), .76 (nature), .75 (sacralization), .56 (sense of 

place), .62 (repression), .60 (time and space), and .58 (working through). Corrected item-total correlation 

coefficients ranged fiom -. 12 to .68. Items for which elimination would improve corresponding alpha 

values were fewer than was the case in the pre-test: Busyness 1, Fascination 1, Compati'bility 1, and Time 

and Space 3. Since this study was an exploratory one, sub-scales with alphas of .50 or beaer were retained. 

In the case of the Busyness sub-scale, the item Busyness 1 was deleted and as a result the Cronbach alpha 

increased fiom -40 ta .7 1. For the other three subscales which had Cronbach alphas of less than .50, 
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Table 63 
Leisure-Spiritual Process Scale Items as Used in Main Survey 

Grounding 
1. When 1 become preoccupied with spintual questions, there are things I do in my leisure 

which prevent me f?om being ovenvhelmed by these questions. 
2. When 1 begin thinking too much about spiritual issues, my leisure helps me focus on my 

immediate surroundings. 
3. When 1 think too much about work and family responsibilities, my leisure helps me enjoy 

the present moment and prevents me from becoming too preoccupied with these 
responsibilities. 

Working Through 
1. When 1 struggle with spiritual difficulties in my life, some of my leisure provides me with the 

opportunity to work through these difficulties. 
2. My leisure often heIps me deal with dificult life events. 
3. When 1 encounter spiritual difficulties, my leisure provides me with the opportwiity to talk through 

the issues with other people. 

Tirne & Space 
1. Spiritual experiences are more likely to occur dunng my leisure than during the rest of my Iife. 
2. In general my leisure provides me with the opportunity for spiritual growth. 
3. My leisure provides me with the time and space necessary for spiritual development. 

Sacralization: 
1. In general, my leisure helps me become aware of the spiritual dimensions of leiswe. 
2. When 1 have ignored spiritual issues, my leisure helps me begin to think about these issues again. 
3. My leisure usually helps sensitize me to the spiritual. 

Attitude 
1. My leisure is more likely to contribute to my spiritual well-being when 1 focus on the present 

moment and sunoundings. 
2. An attitude of being open to seeing things in a new way is important if 1 am to gmw spiritually 

during my leisure. 
3. My leisure is most heIpful to my spiritual growth when 1 have a receptive attitude ckacterized by 

awe and wonder. 

Busyness 
1. Busyness in my leisure detracts fiom my spiritual growth. 
2. During my leisure I'm so focussed on activities and material things that 1 don? think about my 

spirituali ty . 
3. In general my leisure is characterizcd more by h t i c  activity than spintual development. 



Table 63 Cont'd. 
Leisure-Spiritual Process Scale Items as Used in Main Survey 

Being Away 
1. My leisure contributes to my spiritual well-being when 1 visit places which are different than my 

everyda y environmen t. 
2. My Ieisure, by removing me from the normal restrictions on my time and energy, ofien allows me to 

reflect on the larger issues in life. 
3. Leisure in remote settings removes me from the complexity and responsibilities of my everyday life 

and helps me focus on the basic issues in life. 

Nature 
1. Leisure in natural settings often inspires me with a sense of awe and wonder. 
2. Outdoor activities in natural settings help me connect with my higher power/God. 
3. The diversity and richness of natural settings helps me to spiritually rejuvenate. 

Sense of Place 
1. My leisure contributes to my spiritual well-being when 1 visit favourite places which have special 

memones for me. 
2. During my Ieisure it is helpfu1 for me to visit places which are of special significance to me. 
3.1 like visiting places in my leisure which have a sense of human history as they give me a sense of 

time t iness and connectedness. 

Fascination 
1. Sornetimes my leisure diverts my attention and does not leave any opportuniv for me to think about 

important life issues. 
2. Noisy leisure activities and settings detract fiom my spiritual well-being. 
3. It is important that my leisure includes periods of quiet and solitude for spiritual reflection. 

Compatibility 
1. My leisure contributes most to my spiritual well-being when the activities 1 participate in and the 

settings 1 go to reflect my goals and interests. 
2. The fieedorn within leisure "to be tme to who I am" is important to my spinhial health. 
3. My leisure activities contribute to rny spiritual well-being as they help me express who 1 am. 

Repression 
1. Sometimes the things 1 do in my leisure get in the way of my spiritual growth. 
2. Sometimes 1 experience boredom in my leisure which hinders my spiritual development. 
3. Some of my leisure creates tension and uncomfortableness which is not beneficial to my spiritual 

well-being. 



deletion of one item would not increase the Cronbach alphas to .50 so one item fiom each of the sub-scales 

was chosen which best reflected the essence of the process. Thus, Being Away 1 was chosen for the being 

away process, Grounding 1 was chosen for the grounding process, and Fascination 1 was chosen for the 

fascination process. By selecting Fascination 1 as the item to measure the fascination process, this process 

now only represented "hard fascination," rather than the continuum of both soft and hard fascination. Hard 

fascination, as descnbed in Chapter 3, is extremely intense, captures one's attention, and leaves linle 

opportunity for reflection (Kaplan, 1995). 

IV. SOCIO-DEMOGRAPRIC DIFFERENCES IN SPIRITUAL WELL-BERUG 

A Pearson product-moment conelation was used to derennine if age was significantly related to 

spiritual well-being, as well as the LSP scores. A significant relationship was found to exist between age 

and scores on the MPS (F. 16, p=.01), the SSWB (r=.21. p=.OO), and the LSP (F. 17, p1.0 1). A t-test 

found that there was not a significant difference betwem females and males on the MPS and SSWB scores, 

however there was a significant d i f f m c e  between them on the LSP with the mean score slightly higher 

for females (3.62 for females and 3.52 for males; 1=2.122,p=.035). Oneway ANOVAs were run to see if 

there was a significant relationship betwem the demographic variables of education, income, marital 

status, and number of children with the MPS, SSWB and LSP scales, however no significant differences 

were found. 

W. BIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF LEISURE STYLE COMPONENTS (TIME, ACTMTY, 
SETTING, AND MOTIVATION) AND SPIRITUAL WELLBEING. 

1. Leisure Activity Participation and Spirituai Weli-Being 

a) Specific Leisure Activities and Spirituai Well-Being 

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were calculated to detexmine if a significant 
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relationship existed between frequency of participation in each of the leisure activities listed in the 

questionnaire, groupings of leisure activities, an overall leisure activities participation score and spiritual 

well-being as measured by the MPS Spiritual Well-Being Scale and the Subjective Spintual Well-Being 

(SSWB) Scale. Of the 43 specific activities listed in Part 1 of the questionnaire, frequency of participation 

in 15 of these activities was significantly reIated to spiritual well-being (See Table 6.4). 

Greater frequency of watching TV and videos was negatively related to spiritual well-being as 

measured by the MPS scale. Greater frequency of social dancing was also negatively correlated with 

spiritual well-being as measured by both the MPS and the SSWB. Frequency of participation in al1 the 

other activities in the mass media or social activity groupings ofactivities was not correlated with spiritual 

well-being. Also, frequency of participation in al1 of the specific activities in the sports category of leisure 

activities was not found to be correlated with spiritual well-being. 

Frequency ofparticipation in four of the five activities in the cultural activities grouping was found 

to have significant positive relationships with spiritual well-being: attending concea, ballet, etc.; visiting 

art museum; attending theatre; and attending festivals. The only activity in the cultural activities grouping 

for which fiequency of participation did not have a significant relationship with spiritual well-being was 

folk or square dancing. 

Three of the activities in the outdoor activities grouping had significant positive relationships 

between fiequency of participation in the activity and spiritual well-being: picnicbg; gardening; and day 

outing at zoo, park etc. 

Of the seven activities in the hobbies category of activities, only two had significant positive 

correlations between frcquency of participation in the activity and spiritual well-being: needlework, 

sewing, laiitting, etc.; and floral arranging, plant care. 

Three of the four activities in the personal development category of activities had significant 

positive relationships betwecn ficquency of participation in the activity and spiritual well-being as 
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Table 6.4 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for Relationship Between Frequency of 

Participation in Specific Leisure Adivities and Spiritual WeU-Being Scores 

MPS' SSWBb 

Leisure Activity r P r P 

Mass Media 

Watching TV & Videos 

Reading magazine or newspaper 

Going to a movie 

Using the intemet 

Social Activities 

Visiting f?iend(s) 

Entertainhg fncnd(s) 

Attending parties 

Social dancing 

lndoor games (e.g. card games) 

Sports Activities 

Spcctating at sports events 

Fitness activities (jog, weight, etc.) 

Team sports (sofibail, soccer, etc.) 

Individua 1 sports (golf, fcncing, etc.) 

Dual sports (tennis, racquetball, etc.) 

Cultural Activities 

Attending concerts, ballet, etc. 

Visiting art muscum 

Folk or square dancing 

Attending theatrc 

Attcnding festivals 

Outdoor Activities 

Picnicking 



Table 6.4 Cont'd. 

MPS' SSWBb 

Leisure Activity r P r P 

Fishing, hunting 

Gardening 

Day outing (zoo, park, etc.) 

Hiking 

Canoeing 

Boating or sailing 

Nature study 

Camping 

Hobbies 

Painting, drawing, sketching 

Woodwork, furniture rcfinishing 

Collecting stamps, coins, etc. 

Needlework, sewing, knitting, etc. 

Floral arranging, plant care 

Weaving, pottery, sculpture, etc. 

Photography, video-making 

Personal Development 

Reading for personal growth 

Spiritual practiccs (.cg mcditation, prayer, journal 
writing ) 

Holistic exercises (e.g. tai chi, yoga) 

Attending a retreat 

Travel and Tourism 

Visiting resorts 

Adventurc trekking 

Boat cniiscs 

Traveliing in forcign couutries 
Notes: 

MPS Spiritual Well-Being Sub-Sc& Subjective Spmnul Weil-king Scaic 
** CorreIation is signifrcant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) Correlation is signiilcant at the 0.05 level(2-tailcd) 



measured by both scales: reading for persona1 growth, spiritual practices, and anending a retreat. 

Frequency of participation in the other activity--holistic exercises--was not correlated with spiritual well- 

being . 

Only one of the travel and tourisrn activities had a statistically significant relationship between 

frequency of participation and spiritual well-being. Frequency of participation in adventure trekking had 

a statistically significant negative relationship with spiritual well-being as measured by both spiritual well- 

being scores. 

b) Stepwise Multiple Regression of Specific Leisure Activities 

Stepwise multiple regression was used to detemine the best combination of specific leisure 

activities that would contribute the most to spintual well-being (see Table 6.5). Al1 ofthe specific activities 

which had been found to have statistically significant correlations with spiritual well-being were entered 

into the stepwise regression analysis. At Step 1 it was found that spiritual practices (e.g. meditation, prayer, 

journal wnting) had a Beta of .66l and accounted for 43.7% (p=.000) of the variance in the MPS spiritual 

well-being score. At Step 2,45.9% of the variance in the MPS spiritual well-being score was accounted 

for by the two activities of spiritual practices and attending a retreat operating jointly. Thus attending a 

retreat added 2.2% to the variation in spiritual well-being as explained by the regression on the spiritual 

practices variable. Funherrnore, fiom the Beta values we can observe that when the effects of the 

independent variables were controlled statistically, attending a retreat @=. 162) did not contribute as much 

as spiritual practices (P= S98) to the variation in spintual well-being. At Step 3,48.3% of the variance 

in the MPS spintual well-being score was accounted for by the three activities of spiritual practices, 

attending a retreat and adventure trekking operating jointly. Thus adventure trekking added 2.4% @=.O0 1) 

of the variance in the MPS score as explained by the spiritual practices and attcnding a retreat variables. 

In addition, from the Beta values we can observe that whcn the eEects of the independent variables were 

controlled statistically, adventure trekking (p=.lS8) did not contnibute as much as spiritual practices 
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Table 6.5 
Leisure Activities and Spiritual Wetl-Being (MPS): Stepwise Regression Analysis 

Dependcnt Variable: Spiritual Well-Being (MPS Score) 

Independent Variables R square Beta P 

Step 1 : 

Spiritual Practices .66 1 .O00 

Step 2: 

Spiritual Practices 

Attending a Retreat 

Step 3: 

Spiritual Practices 

Attending a Retreat 

Adventure Trekking 

Step 4: 

Spiritual Practices 

Attending a Retreat -190 .O00 

Adventure Trekking -. 157 .O0 1 

Gardening .IO5 .O24 



(P=.580) or attending a retreat (P=.192). At Step 4,49.4% of the variance in the MPS spintual well-being 

score was accounted for by the four activities of spinhial practices, attending a retreat, adventure trekking 

and gardening operating jointly. Thus gardening added 1.1% (p=.024) of the variance in the MPS score 

as explained by the spiritual practices, attending a retreat and adventure trekking variables at Step 3. In 

addition, fkom the Beta values we can observe that when the effects of the independent variables were 

controlled statistically, gardening (P=.105) did not contribute as much as spiritual practices ( S I ) ,  

attending a retreat (P=. 190) or adventure trekking (P=-. 157) to the variance in the MPS score. 

c) Leisure Activity Categories and Spintual Well-Being 

In addition to examining the relationships between the individual activities and spiritual well- 

being, the activities were grouped into eight categories (mass media, social activities, sports activities, 

culîural activities, outdoor activities, hobbies, persona1 development, and travel and tourism). Frequency 

of participation in persona1 development activities was significantly related to both scales of spiritual well- 

being, while fiequency of participation in cultural activities, outdoor activities and hobbies were also 

significantly related to spiritual well-being, but only on the MPS (see Table 6.6) 

d) Stepwise Multiple Regression of Leisure Activity Categories 

A stepwise regression analysis was also used with the leisure activity groupings to determine the 

best combination of leisure activity grouping which would contnbute the most to spinnial well-being (see 

Table 6.7). Persona1 Development Activities, with a Beta of .6OS @=.000), was the only leisure activities 

grouping which accounted for variance (36.6%) in the MPS score. 

e) Overall Leisure Activity Participation and Spintuai Weii-Being 

The relationship between overall leisure activity participation and spintual well-being was also 

analyzed. A score for overall leimre activity participation was cornputcd by determinhg the rnean for the 

fiequency of participation on the individual leisure activities. A statistically significant positive 

relationship was found between overall leisure activity participation and both MPS spiritual well-being 
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Table 6.6 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship Between 

Frequency of Participation in Leisure Activity Groupings 
and Spiritual Well-Being Scores 

- - - - - - - 

Spuitual Well-Being Scores 

Leisure Activity Groupings r P r P 

Mass Media -.O7 .30 - .O9 . Id  

Social Activities .O4 .54 .O5 -44 

Sports Activities .O0 1 .O0 -,O 1 .84 

Cultural Activities .23 .OOf* .O7 .26 

Outdoor Activities .14 ,O3 * .IO .11 

Hobbies -16 .01** .12 .O6 

Persona1 developrnent .6 1 .OO** .40 .OO** 

Travel and tourism .O 1 -90 .O 1 -82 
MPS Spiritual Well-Being Sub-Scale 
Subjective Spiritual Well-Being 

** Corretation is significant at the 0.01 Ievel(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 Ievel(2-tailed) 



Table 6.7 
Leisure Actinty Categories and Spiritual WeltBeing (MPS): 

Stepwise Regression Analysis 

Dependent Variable: Spiritual Well-Being (MPS) 

Independent Variable R square Beta P 

Step 1 : Personal Development Activities ,366 .605 ,000 



(r=-24, p=.OO) and SSW'B spiritual well-being (r=.29, p=.OO). 

f) Leisure Activities Participated in the Most and Spiritual Well-Being 

Participants were asked to list the three activities they participated in the most. The sample was 

divided into three groups on the basis of their MPS scores: low spiritual well-being (MPS scores fiom O 

to 35, n=80), medium spiritual well-being (MPS scores from 35.05 to 41, n=84), and high spiritual well- 

being (MPS scores from 42 to 50, n=84). The answers to this question, that is, the activity participated in 

most, was compared for these three groups (See Table 6.8). Watching TV and videos (10.1%) and reading 

(10.1%) were the activities most fiequently mentioned by those in the low MPS group, while reading was 

the activity most fiequently rnentioned by the medium MPS group (22.6%) and the high MPS group 

(32.5%). 

On a 5-point scaIe fiom "not at all" to "very much," participants were asked to indicate how much 

they enjoyed the three activities they had identified as participating in the most often. There was a 

significant positive relationship between the enjoyment of the first activity listed and spiritual well-being 

( ~ 2 0 ,  p=.OO for the MPS, r=. 18, p=.O 1 for the SSWB). However there were no significant relationships 

between the second and third activities listed and spiritual well-being. 

The relationship between leisure activity participation and spiritual well-king m3y be sumarized 

as follows. There were negative correlations between the activities of watching TV, social dancing, 

adventure trekking and spintual well-being, while there were positive correlations between spiritual well- 

being and the following activities: attending concerts, balIet, etc.; visiting art museum; attending theatre; 

attending festivals; picnicking; gardening; day outing at zoo, park; needlework, sewing, knittuig, etc.; 

flower arranging, plant care; reading for persona1 growth, spiritual practices; and attending a retreat. 

Stepwise multiple regression detennined that spiritual practices was the greatest predictor of spiritual well- 

being, followed by the activities of attending a retreat, adventure trekking, and gardening. There were 

significant positive relationships between spiritual well-being and four of the leisure activity groupings: 
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Table 6.8 
Leisure Activity Most Frequently Participated In by 

Respondents Level of Spiritual Well-Being (MPS Score) 

Low Spiritual Well-Being Medium Spiritual Well-Being High Spiritual Well-Being 
(n=80) (n=84) (n=84) 

Reading ( 1 O. 1 %) Reading (22.6%) Reading (32.5%) 

Watching TV & videos (10.1%) Watching TV & videos (6.3%) Walking (10.0%) 

Bicycling (7.6%) Gardening (6.3%) Gardening (7.5%) 

Camping (6.3%) Bicycling (5.1 %) Spiritual Practices (7.5%) 

Gardening (5.1 %) Spiritual Practices (5.1%) Bicycling (6.3%) 

Walking (5.1%) Visiting Friends (5.1%) Swimrning (5 .O%) 

Fitness Activities (5.1%) Music (5.1 %) Other outdoor activities (3 3%) 



persona1 deveIopment activities, cultural activities, outdoor activities, and hobbies. Stepwise multiple 

regression determined that of these activity categories, persona1 development activities was the greatest 

predictor of spiritual well-being. There was a significant relationship between the overall leisure activity 

participation score and spiritual well-being. Watching TV and reading were the activities most frequently 

participated in by those in the low MPS group, while reading was the activity most often participation in 

by those in the medium and high MPS group. Finally, there was a significant positive relationship between 

the enjoyment of the activity most often participated in and spirihial well-being. 

2. Leisure Motivations and Spiritual Well-Being. 

a) Specific Leisure Motivations and Spiritual Well-Being. 

The relationships between leisure motivations and spiritual well-being as rneasured by the MPS 

Spiritual WelI-Being Scale and the Subjective Spiritual Well-Being Scale were also examined. The 

stronger the motivations to use leisure "to leam about things around me," "to explore new ideas," "to l e m  

about myself," "to be creative," "to use my imagination," "because 1 sometimes like to be alone," "to relax 

physicalty," "to relax mentally," "to rest," "to relieve stress and tension," "to unstructure my time," and 

"to be in a calm atmosphere," the higher the level of spiritual well-being reported. Table 6.9 lists 

correlation coefficients and p values for al1 of the motivations in the Leisure Motivation Scale with 

spiritual well-being. 

b) Stepwise Multiple Regression of Specific Leisure Motivations 

The individual leisure motivations fiom the Leisure Motivation Scale, which were correlated with 

the MPS score were analysed with stepwise regression analysis in order to detemine the best combination 

of leisure motivations which would contnbute the most to spiritual well-being (sec Table 6.10). At Step 

1, the motivation "to learn about myself" with a Beta of .2S6 (p.000) accounted for 6.6% of the variance 

in the MPS score. At Step 2,8.8% of the variance in the MPS score was accoimttd for by the motivations 
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Table 6.9 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship between 

Leisure Motivation Scale Individuai Scores and Spirituai WeU-Being Scores 

Spiritual Well-Being Scores 

Motivation r P r P 

To l e m  about things around me 

To satisQ my curiosity 

To explore new ideas 

To leam about myself 

To expand my howledge 

To discover new things 

To be creative 

To use my imagination 

To build fnendships with others 

To interact with others 

To develop close friendships 

To meet new and different people 

To reveal my thoughts, feelings, or 
physical skills to others 

To be socially competent and skilîül 

To gain a feeling of belonging 

To gain other's respect 

To challenge rny abilities 

To be good in doing them 

To improve my ski11 and ability in 
doing hem 

To be active 

To develop physicaI skills and 
abilities 



Table 6.9 Cont'd. 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship between 

Leisure Motivation Scale Individual Scores and Spiritual Well-Being Scores 

Spiritual WelI-Being Scores 

MPS' SSWBb 

Motivation r P r P 

To keep in shape physically 

To use my physical abilities 

To develop physical fitness 

To slow d o m  

Because 1 sometimes like to be alone 

To reIax physically 

To relax rnentally 

To avoid hustle and bustle of daily 
activities 

To rest 

To relieve stress and tension 

To unstructure my time 

To be in a d m  atmosphere 

To avoid crowded areas 

To get away fiom the responsibilities 
of my everyday life 

Notes: 
a MPS Spiritual Well-Being Sub-scale 
Subjective Spiritual Well-Being Scale 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



Table 6.10 
Leisure Motivation Categories and Spiritual Weii-Being (MPS): 

Stepwise Regression Analysis 

Dependent Variable: Spiritual WelI-Being (MPS) 

Independent Variables R square Beîa P 

Step 1: 

To leam about myself 

Step 2: 

To learn about myself 

To relax mentally 

Step 3: 

To leam about myself 

To relax mentally 

To be creative 



of "to learn about myself' and "to relax mentally" operating jointly. Thus the motivation "to relax 

mentally" added 2.2% to the variance in the MPS score as explained by the '20 leam about myself' 

motivation. Furthemore from the Beta values we can observe that when the effects of the independent 

variables were controlled statistically, the motivation "to relax mentally" (P=. 152, p=.0 14) did not 

contribute as much to the variance in the MPS score as the motivation "to l e m  about myself* (P=.240, 

p=.0 14). At Step 3, 10.9% of the variance in the MPS score was accounted for by the motivations of "to 

l e m  about myself," "to relax mentally," and "to be creative" operating jointly. Thus, the motivation "to 

be creative" added 1.8% @=.O 18) of the variance in the MPS score as explained by the motivations of "to 

learn about myself * and '?O relax mentally" operating jointly at Step 2. From the Beta coefficients we leam 

that the motivation "to be creative" (P=. 147, p=.0 18) contributed almost as much as the motivation "to 

relax mentally" (P=. 15 1, p=.0 14) to the variance in the MPS score, but not as much as the motivation "to 

Ieam about rnyself' (P=.209, p=.OO 1). 

c) Leisure Motivation Scale Components and Spiritual Weii-Being 

The Leisure Motivation Scale can be divided into four components: intellectual, social, 

competence-mastery, and stimulus-avoidance. Five of the motivations which were significantly related 

to spiritual well-being w m  fiorn the intellectual component while the remaining seven motivations that 

wrre significantly related to spiritual well-being were fiom the stimulus-avoidance component. None of 

the motivations in the social or the competence-mastery components were significantly related to spirinial 

well-being. 

Consequently as we might expect, two of the four sub-scales or motive types of the Leisure 

Motivation Scale were significantly related to spiritual well-being. The intellectual motivation component 

and the stimulus-avoidance motivation component were significantly related to spiritual well-being as 

measured by the MPS scale (see Table 6.1 1). in addition the ovemll leisure motivation score was 

significantly comelated with the MPS (r=. 18, p=.O 1). 
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Table 6.11 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship Between 

Leisure Scale Motivation Component Scores and Spiritual Well-Being Scores 

Spiritual Well-Being Scores 

Leisure Motivation Scale Components r P r P 
- -- - 

Intellectual .2 1 .OO** . I l  .O9 

Social .O5 -40 .O4 .5 1 

Cornpetence-Mastery .O4 .58 .O 1 .88 

Stimulus- Avoidance .16 .OP* .10 .11 
a MPS Spiritual Well-Being Sub-Scale 

Subjective Spiritual Well-Being Scale 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 



b) Stepwise Multiple Regression and Leisure Motivation Scale Components 

A stepwise regression analysis was conducted with the components of the Leisure Motivation 

Scale to detennine the best combination of leisure motivation components which contributed the most to 

spiritual well-being (see Table 6.12). At Step 1, intellectual motivations with a Beta of ,208 @=.001) 

accounted for 4.3% of the variance in the M'IE srere. At Step 2,5.2% of the variance in the MPS scores 

was accounted for by the intellectual and stimulus-avoidance motivation components operating jointly. 

Thus the stimulus-avoidance motivation added 1.6% to the variance in the MPS score as explained by 

intellectual motivation at Step 1. Also, corn the Beta coefficients we l e m  that the stimulus avoidance 

motivations (p=. 128, p=.043) did not add as rnuch to the variation in the MPS score as the intellectual 

motivations (P=. 187, p=.003). 

A summary of the relationship between kisure motivation and spiritual well-being is as follows. 

The following leisure motivations were positively correlated with spiritual well-being: "to leam about 

things around me," "to explore new ideas," "to learn about myself," "to be creative," "to use my 

imagination," "because 1 sometimes like to be alone," "to relax physically," "to relax mentally," "to rest," 

"to relieve stress and tension," "to unstructure my the ,"  and "to be in a calm atmosphere." Stepwise 

multiple regression found that "to learn more about myself' contributed most to spiritual well-being, 

followed by "to relax mentally," and "to be creative." Two of the Leisure Motivation Scale components 

were positively related to spiritual well-being: intellectual motivations and stimulus-avoidance 

motivations. From the stepwise multiple regression we l e m  that intellechial motivations is the greatest 

contributor to spiritual well-being of these two leisure motivation components. Finally, the overall leisure 

motivation score was significantly correlated with the MPS. 



Table 6.12 
Leisure Motivation Components and Spiritual Well-Being (MPS): 

Stepwise Regression Analysis 

Dependent Variable: Spiritual WeIl-Being (MPS Score) 

Independent Variables R square Beîa P 

Stcp 1: 

Intellectual Motivations 

Step 2: Stimulus-Avoidance Motivations 

IntelIectual Motivations 

Stimulus- Avoidance Motivations 



3. Leisure Settings and Spiritual Well-Being 

a) Specific Leisure Settings and Spiritual Well-Being 

Part 3 of the questio~aire asked participants to indicate how oflen they participated in leisure 

activities in eight different settings: primitive wilderness areas (e.g. canoe trip in Algonquin Park). non- 

urban natural areas (e.g. Provincial and National Park campgrounds), cottage or lodge settings (e.g. 

locations on Great Lakes or Muskoka Lakes), pastoral/rural areas (e.g. farms), urban and near-urban 

natural areas (e.g., conservation areas, city parks), quiet urban recreation areas (e.g., libraries, museums, 

an gallenes, retreat centres), busy urban recreation areas (e.g., amusement p h ,  shopping malls, dance 

halls, sports stadiums, community centres), and own home. There were statistically significant 

reIationships between frequency of participation in two of these settings and spiritual well-being: quiet 

urban recreation areas; and own home (See Table 6.13). 

b) Stepwise Multiple Regression of Specific Leisure Settings 

A stepwise regression analysis was conducted with the Ieisure settings which were correlated with 

the MPS score in order to determine the best combination of settings which contributed the most to 

spiritual well-being (see Table 6.14). At Step 1, quiet urban recreation areas (P=.227, p=.000) accounted 

for 5.1% of the variance in the MPS score. At Step 2, 8.9% of the variance in the MPS score was 

accounted for by the leisure settings of quiet urban recreation areas and own home operating jointly. Thus, 

the leisure setring of own home added 3.8% @=.002) to the variance in the MPS score explained by quiet 

urban recreation areas in Step 1. The Beta coefficients indicate that the leisure setting of own home 

(P= 195, p .002)  contributed almost as much to the variation in the MPS score as the leisure setting of 

quiet urban recreation areas (p.200, p=.001). 

In summary, the leisure settings of quiet urban recreation areas and own home are positively 

correlated with spiritual well-being. Stepwise multiple regression indicates that of these two settings quiet 

urban recreation areas are the greatest predictor of spiritual well-being. 
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Table 6.13 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship Between 

Frequency of Participation in Various Leisure Settings and Spirituai Weii-Being Scores 

Spiritual Well-Being Scores 

MPS' SSWBb 

Leisure Settings r P r P 

Primitive wildemess areas 
(e.g., canoe trip in Algonquin Park) 

Non-urban natural areas 
(e.g. Provincial and National Park campgrounds) .O4 .54 -.O4 .57 

Cottage or Lodge Settings 
(e.g., locations on Great Lakes or Muskoka Lakes) -.O3 .62 -.O3 .63 

Pastoral/Rural Areas (e.g., farms) .O4 .55 .O4 .5 1 

Urban and Near-Urban Natural Areas 
(e.g., conservation areas, city parks) 

Quiet Urban Recreation Areas 
(e.g., libraries, museums, art galleries, retreat centres) .23 .OO** .O9 .18 

Busy Urban Recreation Areas 
(e.g., amusement parks, shopping malls, dance halls, 
sports stadiums, community centres) -.O7 .29 .O0 .99 

Own Home .22 .OO** -22 .OO** 
' MPS Spiritual Well-Being Sub-Scale 

Subjective Spiritual Well-Being Scale 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 



Table 6.14 
Leisure Settings and Spiritual WeU-Being (MPS): Stepwise Regressioa Annlysis 

Dependent Variable: Spiritual Well-Being (MPS Score) 

Independent Variables R square Beta P 

Step 1: 

Quiet Urban Recreation Areas 

Step 2: 

Quiet Urban Recreation Areas 

Own Home 



4. Time Use and Spirituai WeIl-Being 

Part 4 of the questionnaire asked respondents ten questions about their time use. Pearson product- 

moment conelation was used to see if there were any rclationships between answers to these ten questions. 

No significant relationships were discovered (see Table 6.15). 

A composite Time Use Score was computed from the 10 time use questions. The correlation 

coefficients for the 10 questions ranged from -.O3 to .62 and most of the correlations were significant at 

the .O1 Ievel(2-tailed). The Cronbach alpha for this composite scale was .84 and there was only one item 

("1 feel 1 am constantly under stress") that would improve the alpha if the item was deleted. A significant 

relationship did not exist between the overall Time Use Score and spiritual well-being (see Table 6.15). 

5. Solitary Leisure Activity Participation and Spiritual WeIl-Being 

To discover whether participating in Ieisure activities alone or with others was related to spirinial 

well-being, a score of solitary leisure activity participation was computed by adding the number of 

activities that a respondent indicated that they usually participated in alone. When this score was correlated 

with spiritual well-being it was found that there was a statistically significant positive relationship with 

the MPS score (F. 13, p=.O4). 

6. Leisure Satisfaction and Spiritual Well-Being 

There was a statistically significant relationship betwcen leisure satisfaction and spiritual well- 

being as measured by the SSWB (r=. 16, p=.05). 

7. Stepwise Multiple Regression of Leisure Style Components 

A stepwise regression analysis involving a variety of leisure style compoomts-personal 

development activities, intellechial motivations, stimulus-avoidance motivations, quiet urban reaeation 
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Table 6.15 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient Scores for the Relationship 

Between Time Use Questions and Spiritual WeU-Being Scores 

Spirinial WelI-Being Scores 

Time Use Questions r P r p 

Work for pay less hours than the average person. -.O4 .58 -.O4 .5 1 

Have more free time than the average person .O5 .43 .O3 .66 

Never feel rushed -.O2 .8 1 .O0 .97 

Have time on rny hands every day -.O4 .50 -.O 1 .84 

I fee1I am never under stress -.O7 .25 .-O7 .29 

1 do not feel trapped in a daily routine .O7 .26 .O 1 .87 

1 feel that I have time for fiui . l l  .O9 -11 .O9 

1 feel that 1 have sufficient leisure time .O8 .24 .12 .O6 

There is a balance of work, leisure, and personaVfamily 
responsibilities in my iife .O6 .33 .O7 .26 

Free time occurs in large blocks .O8 .20 .1 O .12 

Overall Time Use Score .O4 .56 .O4 .54 

' MPS Spiritual Well Being Sub-Scale 
Subjective Spiritual Well-Being 



areas, own home, solitary leisure activity participation, and leisure satisfaction--which had been s h o w  

to be correlated with spiritual well-being was conducted to determine the best combination of these leisure 

style components which would contribute the most to spiritual well-being (see Table 6.16). This analysis 

found that persona1 development activities (P=.605, p=.000) accounted for 36.6% of the variance in the 

MPS score at Step 1. At Step 2, 38.4 % of the variance in the MPS score was accounted for by the 

personal development activities and stimulus-avoidance motivations variables operating jointIy. Thus, the 

stimulus-avoidance motivations added 1.8% to the variance in the MPS score as explained by the persona1 

development activities at Step 1. Furthemore, fiom the Beta coefficients we learn that stimulus avoidance 

motivations (p=. i 33,p=.OOO) contributed to spiritual well-being but not as much as personai development 

activities (P=.599, p=.008). At Step 3, 39.4% of the variance in the MPS scores was accounted for by 

persona1 development activities, stimulus avoidance motivations and a leisure setting of one's own home 

operating jointly. Thus, a leisure setting of one's own home added 1 .O% @=.048) to the variance in the 

MPS score explained by persona1 development activities and stimulus-avoidance motivations operating 

jointly at Step 2. In addition the Beta coefficients indicated that a leisure setting of one's own home 

(P=. 1 O 1, p=.048) contnbuted to the variance in the MPS score, but not as much as persona1 developrnent 

activities (P=.577, p=.000) and stimulus-avoidance motivations (p. 136, p=.007). 

In summary, various leisure style components, in particular the leisure activity category of 

persona1 development activities, the leisure motivation components of intellectual motivations and 

stimulus-avoidance motivations, the leisure settings of quiet urban recreation areas and one's own home, 

solitary leisure activity participation and leisure satisfaction, were al1 found to be positiveIy related to 

spiritual well-being. Of these leisure style components, stepwise multiple regression found that the leisure 

activity category of personal development activities contnbuted the most to spirihial well-being, followed 

by the leisure motivation component of stimulus-avoidance motivations and the leisure setting of one's 

own home. 



Table 6.16 
Leisure Style Componentr and Spiritual Well-Being (MPS): 

Stepwise Regression Analysis 

Dependent VariabIe: Spintual Well-Being (MPS) 
-- 

Independent Variables R square Beta P 

Step 1: 

Persona1 ,Development Activities 

Step 2: 

Personal Development Activities 

S tirnulus-Avoidance Motivations 

Step 3: 

Persona1 Development Activities 

Stimulus-Avoidance Motivations 

Own Home 



V. LEISURE STYLE CHARACTERISTICS, LEISURIE S T W S  AND SPIRITUAL WELL- 
BEING: CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

Cluster analysis and subsequent ANOVA analyses were used to continue the investigation of the 

relationships between leisure style and spiritual well-being, and was used to investigate whether certain 

leisure characteristics and styles were more conducive to spiritual well-being than other leisure 

charactenstics and styles (Research Question 2). In statistics, c h e r  analysis is "the search for relatively 

homogeneous groups of objects" (NoruJis, 1990, p. B-155). By studying such groups, one can discover 

the characteristics the objects have in common, as well as the charactenstics that are different. In this case, 

cluster analysis provided the opportunity to operationalize "leisure style" more holistically based upon the 

leisure activity participation data. From this data distinctive leisure participation style groups could be 

identified. Once the leisure participation style groups had been identified it was possible to examine the 

relationship between this way of operationalizing leisure style, on the one hand, and leisure-spiritual 

processes and spiritual well-being scores, on the other. 

The Wards method of hierarchical cluster analysis was used. The agglorneration schedule 

suggested a four cluster solution. A number of one-way ANOVAS were then run to detennine the leisure 

style characteristics of the four clusters as weli as the spiritual welI-being and leisure-spiritual process 

scores of each cluster. Figure 6.1 presents an activity profile of the four leisure participation style groups. 

From this profile the four cluster types rnay be labelled as follows: Cluster 1 may be termed "Personal 

Development Types" as this group had a relatively high score on the persona1 development category of 

activities while relatively low scores on al1 the other categories of leisure activity participation; Cluster 

2 may be labelled "SportdSociaÿMedia Types" as this group had relatively higher scores in the sports, 

social and mass media activities than al1 the other groups; Cluster 3 may be termed "ûverall Active Types" 

as this group had relatively high scores in al1 eight leisure activity categories; and Cluster 4 may be tenned 

"Mass Media Types" as this group had low scores in al1 the leisure activity categories, with the exception 





of a high score in the Mass Media activity category. 

This activity profile described in the above paragraph is supported by the overall leisure activity 

participation scores for these four clusters (See Table 6.17). Cluster 3, the "Overall Active Types" have 

the highest mean score (2.6) for overall leisure activity participation while Cluster4, "Mass Media Types" 

have the lowest mean score (1.9) for overall leisure activity participation with the other two groups in 

between. The same pattern exists for the mean scores for solitary leisure activity participation (see Table 

6.16). In addition the "Overall Active Types" have the highest mean score (3.5) for leisure motivation 

while the "Mass Media Types" have the lowest mean score (3.1) for leisure motivation, with the other two 

groups in between. Additional insight into these four Ieisure activity participation style groups is gained 

by examining the mean scores for the four components of leisure motivation (see Figure 6.2). The 

"Persona1 Development Types" have relatively higher scores on the intellectual and stimulus-avoidance 

motivation components but relatively lower scores on the social and competence mastery motivations 

which reflects an emphasis on introspection and persona1 development. The "SporWSociaVMedia Types" 

have relatively higher mean scores than any other group on the social motivation and competence mastery 

motivation components which reflects the higher rates of participation in sports activities and social 

activities. While the "Overall Active Types" do not have the highest mean scores in any of the four leisue 

motivational components (although they are tied with the "Personal Development Types" in the 

intellectual motivation component), they have relatively high scores in al1 four leisure motivation 

components. In contrast, the "Mass Media Types" have the lowest scores in al1 leisure motivation 

components with the exception of the competence-mastery component where they are slightly higher than 

the "Personal Development Types." 

A number of oneway ANOVAS were nin to determine the relationship between leisure 

participation style groups and both spiritual well-being scores and leisurc-spintual process scores (see 

Table 6.18). A oneway ANOVA was run to determine the relationship betweni leisure participation styIe 
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Table 6.17 
Profile of Groups derived from Cluster Anaiysis of Leisure Activity Categories: 

Mean Scores on Various Variables 

Persona1 Sports/ 
Development SociaVMedia Overall Mass 

Type Type Active Type MediaType 
N=74 N=75 N=56 N=43 

Overall Leisue Activity Participation' 2.1 2.4 2.6 1.9 

Solitary Leisure Activity Participationb 8.3 8.0 9.8 6.5 

Leisure Motivationc 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.1 

a Mean Score Based on a Likert Scale of 1 through 5. - 
Significant differences between al1 groups. 
Based on a value of 1 for each actiity &ticipated in alone. 
Significant differences between al1 groups excePt groups 1 & 2. 
' Mean Score Based on Likert Scale of 1 through 5 

Significant differences between group 4 and ail other groups. 





Table 6.18 
Profde of Groups derived from Cluster Anaiysis of Leisure Activity Categories: 

Mean Scores on Spirituai Weli-Being and Leisure-Spirituai Variables 

Personal Sports/ Overall Mass 
Development SociaVMedia Active Type MediaType 

Type Type N=S6 N=43 
N=74 N=75 

Spintual Well-Being (MPS) Scorea 40.5 3 7.4 40.3 33.8 

Subjective Spiritual Well-Being Scoreb 27.4 26.5 26.7 25 .O 

Leisure-Spiritual Process Scorec 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.4 
Total Possible Score = 50 
Significant differemces between al1 groups except groups 1 & 3. 

Total Possible Score=30 
Significant differences between group 4 and al1 other groups. 
Mean Score Based on Likert Scale of 1 through 5. 
Significant diffmences between group 4 and al1 other groups. 



groups and the MPS spintual well-being score. In relative terms, the "Persona1 Development Type" 

(MPS=40.5) and the "Overall Active Type" (MPS=40.3) had relatively high MPS scores, while the 

"Sports/SociaVMedia Type" had a relatively moderate MPS score (MPS=37.4) and the "Mass Media 

Type" had a relatively low MPS score (MPS=33.8). The differences between the MPS scores of these 

groups were al1 statistically significant except for the differences between the "Personal Development 

Type" and the "Overall Active Type." While the pattern of scores remained the same when spiritual well- 

being was measured by the Subjective Spintual Well-Being scale, the differences in scores was not as 

great between groups as it was with the MPS scores and there were only statistically significant differences 

between the "Mass Media Type" and al1 other groups. The mean scores for the Ieisure-spiritual process 

scores were very similar, however, once again there were only significant differences between the "Mass 

Media Type," which had the lowest leisure-spiritual process score, and al1 the other groups. In regards to 

the three leisure-spiritual processes resulting from the factor analysis, the "Pmonal Development Types" 

and the "Overall Active Types" had the relatively higher mean scores for the sacralization and place 

processes while the "Sports/SociaVMedia Types" and the "Mass Media Types" had the relatively higher 

mean scores for the repression process. 

\?. PROCESSES THAT L N K  THE VARIOUS COMPONEhTS OF LEISURE STYLE (TIME, 
ACTMTY, SETTING, AND MOTIVATION) T0 SPIRITUAL WELLBEING. 

A. LEISURE STYLE COMPONENTS AND LEISa-SPIRITUAL PROCESSES 

Both the overall score and the scores for each of the individual processes were examined in 

relation to leisure activities, motivations, settings, time use, solitary leisure activity participation, and 

Ieisure satisfaction. 



1. Leisure Activity Participation and Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

a) Leisure Activity Participation and Overall LSP Score 

Similar to the results for the spiritual well-being scores, four of the five activities in the cultural 

activities grouping were found to have significant positive relationships with the LSP: attmding concerts, 

ballet, etc.; visiting art museum; attending theatre; and attending festivals (see Table 6.19). ï h e  only 

activity in the cultural activities grouping which did not have a significant relationship with the LSP was 

folk or square dancing. 

Two of the activities in the outdoor activities grouping had significant positive relationships with 

the LSP: gardening; and day outing at zoo. park etc. Of the seven activities in the hobbies category of 

activities, nvo were positively correlated with the LSP: needlework, sewing, knitting, etc.; and floral 

arranging, plant care. Al1 of the activities in the persona1 development category of activities had significant 

positive relationships with Ieisure-spiritual processes as measured by the LSP: reading for personal growth; 

spiritual practices, holistic exercises and attending reteats. None of the travel and tourism activities were 

correlated with the LSP. In addition to examining the relationships between the individual activities and 

LSP, the relationship of the activity groupings with the LSP were also examined (See Table 6.20). Four 

of these groups were significantly and positively related with the LSP scores: cultural activities, outdoor 

achvities, persona1 development activities and hobbies. In addition, the overall leisure activity participation 

score was significantly related to the overall LSP score ( ~ 2  1, p=.OO). 

b) Leisure Activity Participation and LSP Processes 

Correlations betwem the processes and the activity groupings w m  examined (Table 6.21). 

Grounding was positively correlated with social activities, cultural activities, hobbies, and mvel and 

tourkm activities. Working through was positively colrelated with social activities, cultural activities, and 

pmonal development activities. Time & space was conelated with pmonal development activities. 

Sacralization was negatively comlated with sports activities and positively correlated with outdoor 
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Table 6.19 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationships 

Between Frequency of Participation in Specific Leisure Activities and LSP Scores 

Leisure-Spirihial 
Processes (LSP) Score 

-- 

Leisure Activities r P 

Mass Media 

Watching TV & Videos 

Reading magazine or newspaper 

Going to a movie 

Using the intemet 

Social Activities 

Visiting fkiend(s) 

Entertaining fhend(s) 

Attending parties 

Social dancing 

Indoor games (e.g. card games) 

Sports Activities 

Spectating at sports events 

Fitness activities Gog, weight, etc.) 

Team sports (softball, soccer, etc.) 

Individual sports (softball, soccer, etc.) 

Dual sports (tennis, racquetball, etc.) 

Cultural Activities 

Attending concerts, ballet, etc. 

Visiting art museurn 

Folk or square dancing 

Attending theatre 

Attending festivals 

Outdoor Activities 

Picnicking 

Fishing, hunting 

Gardening 



Table 6.19 Cont'd. 

LSP Score 

Leisure Activities r P 

Day outing (zoo, park, etc.) 

Hiking 

Canoeing 

- Boating or sailing 

Nature study 

Camping 

Hobbies 

Painting, drawing, sketching 

Woodwork, b i t u r e  refinishing 

Collecting stamps, coins, etc. 

NeedIework, sewing, knitting, etc. 

Floral arranging, plant care 

Weaving, pottery, sculpture, etc. 

Photography, video-making 

Persona1 Development 

Reading for persona1 growth 

Spiritual practices (e.g. meditation, payer, 

Holistic exercises (e.g. b i  chi, yoga) 

Attending a retrut 

Travel and Tourism 

Visiting resorts 

Adventure trekking 

Boat cmises 

Travelling in foreign countries .O9 .lS 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (ZtaiIed) 



Table 6.20 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationships Between Frequency of 

Participation in Leisure Activity Categories and Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scores 

Leisure-Spiritual 
Processes Score 

Leisure Activity Groupings r P 

Mass Media -.O6 .3 5 

Social Activities .O7 .25 

Sports Activities -.O7 .28 

Cultural Activities .23 .OO** 

Outdoor Ac tivities -16 .01** 

Hobbies .I4 .02* 

Persona1 development .34 .0O1* 

TraveI and towism .O6 .3 1 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



Table 6.21 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship Between Frequency of 

Participation in Leisure Activity Groupings and Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scores 

Leisure Activity Grouping 
---  

Leisure- Person al 
Spiritual Mass Social Spom Cultural Outdoor Develop- Travel& 
Process Media Activities Activities Activities Activiries Hobbies ment Tourisnt 

Grounding 

Working 
through 

Time & Space 

Sacralization 

Attitude 

Busyness 

Being Away 

Nature 

Sense of 
Place 

Fascination 

Compatibili ty 

Repression 

Note. r values are listed abovep values (top and bottom) 
** significant at the .O1 level(2-tailed test) 
* significant at the .O 1 level(2-tailed test) 



activities, and persona1 development activities. Attitude was positively correlated with persona1 

development activities. Busyness was positively correlated with sports activities, and negatively correlated 

with culturaI activities, hobbies, and persona1 development activities. Being away was positively correlated 

with social activities. Nature was positively correlated with cultural activities, outdoor activities, hobbies, 

and persona1 development activities. Sense of place was positively correlated with cultwal activities. 

Fascination was positively correlated with sports activities, and negatively comlated with persona1 

development activities. Compatibility was positively correlated with persona1 development activities. 

Repression was negatively correlated with cultural activities, outdoor activities, hobbies, and personal 

development activities. 

The overall leisure activity participation score was significantly and positively related to the 

processes of grounding, working through, sacralization, and nature, while being significantly and 

negatively related to the process of repression. In addition, there was a significant positive relationship 

between the overall leisure activity participation score and the overall leisure-spintual processes score (see 

Table 6.22). 

2. Leisure Motivation and Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

a) Leisure Motivations and Overall LSP score 

Each of the motivations in the Leisure Motivation Scale were examined to see if they were 

correlated with the overall LSP score (see Table 6.23). Al1 of the motivations within the intellectual 

component were positively correlated with the overall LSP scale: to learn about things around me, to 

satisfy my curiousity, to explore new ideas , to learn about myself, to expand my knowledge, to discover 

new things, to be creative, and to use my imagination . 

One of the motivations within the social component of the Leisure Motivation Scale was 

significantly and positively correlated with the overall LSP score. The relationship between "to gain a 
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Table 6.22 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefiicients for the Relationship Between 

Overall Leisure Activity Participation Score and Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scores 

Leisure-Spiritual Process r P 
- 

Grounding .18 .OO** 

Working through .22 .OO** 

Time & Space .O9 .15 

Sacralization .13 .O5 * 
Attitude .O3 .62 

Busyness -.O3 .63 

Being Away .O6 .3 9 

Nature .22 .OO** 

Sense of Place .O9 .15 

Fascination -.O4 -57 

Compatibility .O7 .28 

Repression .- 14 .03* 

Overall LSP Score .2 1 .OO** 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (Ztailed) 



Table 6.23 
Pearson Product- moment Coefîicients for the Relationship Between 

Individual Leisure Motivation Scale Scores and Leisure-Spiritual Process Scores 

Leisure-Spiritual Processes Score 

Leisure Motivation r P 

To learn about things around me 

, To satisfy my cwiosity 

To explore new ideas 

To l e m  about myself 

To expand my knowledge 

To discover new things 

To be creative 

To use my imagination 

To build fiendships with others 

To interact with others 

To develop close fiendships 

To meet new and different people 

To reveal my thoughts, feelings, or 
physical skills to others 

To be socially competent and 
skilful 

To gain a feeling of belonging 

To gain other's respect 

To challenge my abilities 

To be good in doing them 

To improve my ski11 and ability in 
doing them 

To be active 

To develop physical skills and 
abilities 



Table 6.23 Cont'd. 

Leisure-Spiritual Processes Score 

Leiswe Motivation r P 

To keep in shape physically .O5 .4 1 

To use my physical abilities .O9 .16 

To develop physical fitness .13 .04* 

To slow d o m  .17 .01** 

Because sometimes 1 like to be 
alone 

To relax physically .14 .O3 * 
To relax mentally .16 .01* 

To avoid the hustle and bustle of 
daily activities .14 

To rest .15 .02* 

To relieve stress and tension .25 .OO** 

To unstructure my time .22 .OO** 

To be in a calm aû-nosphere .23 .OO** 

To avoid crowded areas .22 .OO** 

To get away from the respons- 
ibilities of my everyday life .15 .02* 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



feeling of belonging" and the overall LSP score was signi ficant. 

Three of the motivations fiom the cornpetence-mastery component of the Leisure Motivation ScaIe 

were significantly and positively correlated with the overall LSP score: to challenge my abilities, to be 

active, and to develop physical fitness. 

Al1 of the motivations within the stimulus-avoidance component of the Leisure Motivation Scale 

were significantly and positively correlated with the overall LSP score: to slow down, because sometimes 

1 like to be alone, to relax physically, to relax mentally, to avoid the hustle and bustle of daily activities, 

to rest, to relieve stress and tension, to unstructure my tirne, to be in a calm atmosphere, to avoid crowded 

areas, to get away fiom the responsibilities of my everyday life. 

Each of the four components of the LSM scale were examined to see if they were significantly and 

positively related with the LSP scores (see Table 6.24). It was f o n d  that three of the four components 

were significantly related to the LSP scores: intellectual, social, and stimulus-avoiâance. The mastery- 

cornpetence cornponent was not significantly related. in addition, the overall LSM score was significantly 

and positively correlated with the LSP score ( ~ 3 4 ,  p=.OO). 

b) Leisure l motivations and LSP Processes 

Correlations between the four leisure motivation components and the 12 leisure and spiritual well- 

being processes were exarnined. Table 6.25 summarizes these relationships. In brief, eight of the processes 

have statistically significant positive relationships with the intellectual motivations, eight of the processes 

have statistically significant positive relationships with the social motivations, seven of the processes have 

statistically significant positive relationships with the stimulus-avoidance motivations and only three of 

the processes have statistically significant positiverelationships with the cornpetence-mastery motivations. 

Al1 of these significant relationships were positive except for the relationship involving the fascination 

process which was a negative relationship. in addition, the process ofbusyncss had a negative relationship 
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Table 6.24 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationships Between Leisure 

Motivation ScaIe Component Scores and Overall Leisure-Spiritual Process Scores 

Leisure-Spiritual Processes Score 
- - 

Leisure Motivation Scale Component r P 

Social 

Mastery-Cornpetence 

S timulus-Avoidance .26 .OO** 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



Table 6.25 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient Scores for the Relntionship Between Leisure 

Motivation Scale Component Scores and Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scores 

Cornpetence- Stimulus- 
Intellectual Social Mastery Avoidance 
Motivations Motivations Motivations Motivations 

- - -- - - 

Process r P r P r P r P 

Grounding .13 .04* .O7 .3 1 .12 .O6 .O3 .63 

Working through .27 .OO** .22 .OO** .O8 .2 1 .13 .04* 

Time & Space .33 .OO** -.O1 .93 .O3 .62 . l l  .1 O 

Sacralization .36 .OO** .O9 .18 .O4 .54 .20 .OO** 

Attitude .34 .OO** .2 1 .OO** .15 .02* .24 .OO** 

Busyness -.15 .02* .17 .01* .14 .O3 * -. 14 .O3 * 

Being Away .O4 .5 1 .2 1 .OO* .O6 .3 5 .O8 2 3  

Nature .O 7 .3 1 . l l  .O8 .O9 -18 .24 .OO** 

Sense of Place .26 .OO** .23 .OO** .O7 -27 .2 1 .OO** 

Fascination -.12 .O6 .15 .02* .O8 .2 1 .O4 -5 1 

Repression -.O8 .22 .19 .OO** .O2 .73 -.O3 .63 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level (Ztailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



with the intellectual and stimulus-avoidance motivations but a positive relationship with social 

motivations. 

The overall LSM score was significantly and positively correlated with al1 the processes with the 

exception of busyness, fascination and repression. Furthemore, the overall LSM score was significantly 

and positively correlated with the overall LSP score (See Table 6.26). 

3. Leisure Settings and Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

a) Leisure Settings and Overall LSP Score 

Two of the settings were significantly reIated to the overall LSP score: urban and near-urban 

natural areas and quiet urban recreation areas (see Table 6.27). 

b) Leisure Settings and LSP Processes 

Pearson product-moment correIation coefficients were calculated and used to see if there were any 

significant relationships between the eight leisure settings and the processes linking leisure and spiritual 

well-being. Table 6.28 summarizes the significant relationships between settings and the linking processes. 

The majority of the leisure-spiritual processes (grounding, working-through, sacralization, attitude, 

busyness, nature, sense of place, fascination and repression) were significantly related to quiet urban 

recreation settings. Ail of these relationships were positive relationships except for the relationship 

involving busyness, fascination and repression which were negative relationships. The process of n a ~  

was significantly and positively related to primitive wiIdemess, non-urban natural, urban and near-urban 

natural, and quiet urban settings. In addition, the process of grounding was significantly related to 

primitive wilderness, non-urban nahiral, and urban and near-urban natural settings, the process of time and 

space was positively and significmtly related to primitive wildemess areas, and there was a significant 

positive relationship between busyness and busy urban areas. 
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Table 6.26 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient for the Relationships Between 

Overaii Leisure Motivation Score and Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scores 

Process r P 

Grounding .13 .05** 

Working through .26 .O0 

Time & Space -16 .01* 

Sacralization .26 .OO** 

Attitude .36 .OO** 

Busyness 

Being Away 

Sense of Place .29 .OO** 

Fascination .O8 .18 

Compatibility .33 .OO* 

Repression .O2 .72 

Overall LSP Score .34 .OO** 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



Table 6.27 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for Relationships Between 

Leisure Settings and Overall Leisure Spiritual Processes Score 

Leisure-Spintual 
Processes Score 
- -- 

Leisure Settings r P 

Primitive wildemess areas 
(e.g., canoe trip in Algonquin Park) 

Non-urban natwal areas 
(e.g . Provincial and National Park campgrounds) 

Cottage or Lodge Settings 
(e.g., locations on Great Lakes or Muskoka Lakes) 

PastoralRural Areas (e. g., fanns) 

Urban and Near-Urban Natural Areas 
(e.g., conservation areas, city parks) 

Quiet Urban Recreation Areas 
(e.g., libraries, museums, art gallenes, retreat centres) 

Busy Urban Recreation Areas 
(e.g., amusement parks, shopping malls, dance halls, 
sports stadiums, communi ty centres) 

Own Home 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



Table 6.28 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for Relationship 

Between Leisure Settings and Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

Leisure Setting 
- 

Primitive Non- Urban & Quiet BW 
Wilder- Urban Cottage PcrstoraU Near- Urban Urban 

Process ness Natural or Lodge Rural Urban Rec. Rec. Oivn 
Areas Areas Settings Areas ffahrral Areas Areas Home 

Grounding 

Working 
through 

Time & Space 

Sacralkation 

A ttirude 

Busyness 

k i n g  Away 

Nature 

Sense of Place 

Fascination 

Compatibility 

Repression 

Note. r value is listed above p value. 
** CorreIation is significant at the 0.01 level (Ztailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



4. Time Use and Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

a) Time Use and Overall LSP Score 

The ten questions in Part 4 of the questionnaire on time use were examined to see if there was a 

relationship with the overall score on the LSP (Table 6.29). There was only one significant relationship; 

responses on the question which asked if the respondent had mûre ~r less free time than the average person 

were positively correlated with the overall score on the LSP (FM, p=.02). Those respondents who 

indicated more fiee time than the average person had higher LSP scores. It was found that the relationship 

between the overall tirne score and the ovmll score on the LSP was not significant. 

b) Time Use and LSP Processes 

The relationships between the responses to the 10 time use questions and the overall time use score 

were examined to see if they were significantly related to the 12 leisure-spiritual processes. Table 6.30 

summarizes the significant relationships. The overall time use score was also examined in relation to the 

12 leisure-spiritual processes to see if there were any significant relationships. It was found that the overall 

time use measure was significantly related to three of the 12 processes: working through, time and space, 

and busyness. There was a positive relationship between the overall tirne use score and the processes of 

working through, and tirne & space, while there was a negative relationship between the overall time use 

score and the process of busyness. 

5. Solitary Leisure Activity Participation and Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

a) Solitary Activity and Overaii LSP Score 

Solitary leisure activity participation was significantly and positively correlated with the overall 

LSP score (see Table 6.3 1). 

b) Solitary Leisure Activity Participation and LSP Processes 

Solitary leisure activity participation was significantly and positively correlated with the pmcesses 
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Table 6.29 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for Relationships 

Between Time Use Questions and Overall Leisure Spiritual Process Scores 

Leisure-Spiritual 
Proccsses Score 

Time Use Questions r P 

Work less hours than the average person. 

Have more fiee time than the average person 

Never feel nished 

Have time on my hands every day 

1 feel 1 am never under stress 

1 do not feel trapped in a daily routine 

1 feel that 1 have time for fun 

1 feel that 1 have sufficient leisure time 

There is a balance of work, leisure, and personallfamily 
responsibilities in my life 

My free time occurs in large blocks 

Overall Time Use Score 
* significant at the .O5 level 



Table 6.30 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationships 

Between Time Use Questions and Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

Leisure and Spiritual Well-Being Processes 

Time Use Questions Process r P 

Work for pay less hours than average person Grounding 
Working through 
Tirne & space 
Sacralization 
Attitude 
Busyness 
Being away 
Nature 
Sense of Place 
Fascination 
Compatibility 
Repression 

Have more free tirne than the average person 

Never feel rushed 

Grounding 
Working through 
Time & space 
Sacralization 
Attitude 
Busyness 
Being away 
Nature 
Sense of Place 
Fascination 
Compatibility 
Repression 

Grounding 
Working through 
Time & space 
Sacralization 
Attitude 
Busyness 
Being away 
Nature 
Sense of Place 
Fascination 
Compatiiility 
Repression 



Table 6.30 Cont'd. 

Have tirne on hands every day 

1 feel 1 am never under stress 

1 do not feel trapped in a daily routine 

I feel that I have time for fun 

Grounding 
Working Through 
T h e  & Space 
Sacralization 
Attitude 
Busyness 
Being away 
Nature 
Sense of Place 
Fascination 
Compa tibility 
Repression 

Grounding 
Working Through 
Tirne & Space 
Sacralization 
Attitude 
Busyness 
Being Away 
Nature 
Sense of Place 
Fascination 
Compatibility 
Repression 

Grounding 
Working Through 
Timc & Space 
Sacraiization 
Attitude 
Bus yncss 
Being Away 
Nature 
Sense of Place 
Fascination 
Compatibility 
Rcpression 

Grounding 
Working Through 
Tirnc & Spact 
Sacralization 
Attitude 
Busyness 
Being Away 
Nature 
Sense of Piace 
Fascination 
Compatability 
Repression 



Table 630 Cont'd. 

1 feel chat 1 have sufficient leisure time Grounding 
Working Through 
Time & Space 
Sacralization 
Attitude 
Busyness 
Being Away 
Nature 
Sense of Place 
Fascination 
Cornpatability 
Repression 

There is a balance of work, leisure, pcrsonaYfamiIy Grounding 
responsibilities in my life Working Through 

Time & Space 
Sacralization 
Attitude 
Busyness 
Being Away 
Nature 
Sense of Place 
Fascination 
Compatability 
Repression 

Free time occurs in large blocks 

Overall T h e  Use Score 

Grounding 
Working Through 
Timc & Spacc 
Sacraliza tion 
Attitude 
Busyness 
Bcing .4way 
Naturc 
Sensc of Place 
Fascination 
Compatability 
Reprcssion 

Grounding 
Working Through 
Timc & Spacc 
Sacrakation 
Attitude 
Bwness 
Being Away 
Nature 
Sensc of Place 
Fascination 
Compatability 
Rcprcssion 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



Table 631  
Pearson Product-Moment Coefficient Correlations for the Relationship Between 

Solitary Leisure Activity Participation and Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scores 

Solitary Leisure 
Activity Participation 

Leisure-Spiritual Process r P 

Grounding .18** . O0 

Working through .O5 .4 1 

Time & Space .O6 .38 

Sacralization .12 .O6 

Attitude .12 .O6 

Busyness -.O 1 .84 

Being Away .O0 .97 

Scnse of Place - 1  t .O8 

Fascination -.Il .O9 

Compatibility .10 .11 

Repression .O3 -59 

Overall LSP Score .13* .O4 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



of grounding and of nature (See Table 6.3 1). 

6. Leisure Satisfaction 

a) Leisure Satisfaction and Overail LSP Score 

Leisure satisfaction was not significantly correlated with the overall leisure-spiritual processes 

score (See p able 6.32). 

b) Leisure Satisfaction and LSP Processes 

Leisure satisfaction was found to be negatively correlated with the processes of busyness and 

positively correlated with the process of being away (Table 6.32) 

B. LEISURE-SPIRITUAL PROCESSES AND SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING 

A mean score was computed for the overall Leisure-Spiritua1 Processes (LSP) Scale and also for 

each of the 12 processes. Correlations between fiequency of use of each of the 12 processes and the MPS 

and SSWB scores were examined using the Pearson product-moment correlation. Most, but not all, of these 

correlations were significant as can be observed from Table 6.33. Thme were found to be significant 

positive relationships at the .O 1 level between the processes of working through, sacralization, attitude, 

nature, sense of place, and compatibility with spiritual well-being as measured by both the MPS and the 

SSWB spiritual well-being scales. The process of time and space was the only process for which there was 

a significant positive relationship, at the .O 1 level, with spiritual well-being as measured by the MPS scale 

but not as measured by the SSWB scale. There were significant negative relationships at the .O1 level 

between the process of busyness and spiritual well-being as measured by both scales and between the 

process of fascination and spiritual well-being as measured by the MPS scale. Signifiant relationships did 

not exist between either the process of grounding or repression and spiritual well-king. 



Table 632 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient for the Relationship 

Between Leisure Satisfaction and Overail Leisure-Spiritual Processes Score 

Leisure Satisfaction 

Leisure-Spiritual Process r P 

Grounding .O7 .24 

Working through 

Time & Space 

Sacralization 

Attitude 

Busyness 

Being Away 

Nature 

Sense of Place 

Fascinatior, -.O5 .4 1 

Compatibility -.O6 .34 

Repression -. 10 .12 

Overall LSP Score .O3 .67 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 



Table 6.33 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefftcients for the Relationships 

Between Leisure-Spiritual Processes and Spiritual Weil-Being Scores 

Spiritual Well-Being Scores 

M P S 8  SSWBb 

Process r P r P 

Grounding .12 .O6 .O8 .23 

Working Through .3 3 .OO** .28 .OOf* 

Time & Space 

Sacralization 

Attitude -29 .OO** .19 .OO** 

Busyness 0.32 .OO** 0.24 .OO** 

Being Away .O 1 .92 .O4 .5 7 

Sense of Place -17 .01** .2 1 .004* 

Fascination -.23 .OO** -.IO .13 

Compatibility .25 .OO** .20 .OO** 

Repression -. 12 .O7 -.O2 .76 
MPS Spintual Well-Being Sub-Scale 
Subjective Spiri tua1 Well-Being 

** Correlation is signiticant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 



Stepwise Regression Analyses of Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

Stepwise regression analysis was conducted to determine the best combination of leisure-spiritual 

processes which would contribute the most to spiritual well-being as measured by the MPS (See Table 

6.34). At Step 1, the process of Working Through, with a Beta coefficient of ,333 @=.000), accounted for 

1 1.1% of the variance in the MPS score. At Step 2, 16.7% of the variance in the MPS score was accounted 

for by the processes of Working Through and Busyness operating jointly. Thus the process of Busyness 

added 5.6% to the variance in MPS as explained by the Working Through process at Step 1. In addition 

the Beta coefficients showed that the Busyness process (P-.246, p=.000) contributed negatively to 

spiritual well-being while the Working Through process (P=.270,p=.000) contributed positively. At Step 

3, 18.4% of the variance in the MPS score was accounted for by the processes of Working Through, 

Busyness and Fascination operating jointly. Thus, the process of Fascination added 1.7% to the variance 

in the MPS score as explained by the processes of Working Through and Busyness operating jointly at 

Step 2. The Beta coefficients also indicated that the Fascination process (P=-143,p=.026) along with the 

Busyness process both contributed negatively to spintual well-being whereas the Working Through 

process (P=.279,p=.000) conhibuted positively to spiritual weil-being. At Step 4, 19.8% of the variance 

in the MPS score was accounted for by the processes of Working Through, Busyness, Fascination and 

Nature operating jointly. Thus, the process of Nature added 1.4% to the variance in the MPS score as 

explained by the processes of Working Through, Busyness and Fascination at Step 3. Furthemore, the 

Beta coefficients indicate that although the Nature process (P=. 126, p.047) contributed positively to 

spiritual well-being it does not contribute as much as the processes of Working Through @=.236,p=.000), 

Busyness (P=. 173, p=.009), and Fascination (P=. 143, p.025). 

Stepwise regression analysis was also conductcd to determine the best combination of leisure- 

spiritual processes which would contniute the most to spintual well-being as measund by the SSWB (See 

Table 6.35). At Step 1, the process of Nature, with a Beta coeficient of .325 @=.000), accounted for 
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Table 634 
Leisure-Spiritual Processes and Spiritual Well-Being (MPS): Stepwise Regression Analysis 

Dependent Variable: Spiritual Well-Being (MPS Score) 

Independent Variable: LSP Processes R square Beta P 

Step 1: 

Working mough 

Step 2: , 

Working Through 

Busyness 

Step 3: 

Working Through 

Busyness 

Fascination 

Step 4: 

Working Through 

Busyness 

Fascination 

Nature 



Table 635  
Leisure-Spiritual Processes and Spiritual Well-Being (SSWB): 

Stepwise Regression Analysis 

Dependent Variable: Spiritual Well-Being (Subjective Spiritual Well-Being Score) 

Independent Variable: LSP Processes R square Beîa P 
- 

Step 1: 

Natwe 

Step 2: 

Natwe 

Busyness 

Step 3: 

Nature 

Busyness 

Working Through 



10.6% of the variance in the MPS score. At Step 2, 13.7% of the variance in the SSWB score was 

accounted for by the processes of Nature and Busyness operating jointly. Thus the process of Busyness 

added 3.1% to the variance in SSWB score as explained by the Nature process at Step 1. In addition the 

Beta coefficients showed that the Busyness process (P=-. 18 1, p=.OO3) contributed negatively to spiritual 

well-being while the Nature process (P=.290, p=.000) contributed positively. At Step 3, 15.8% of the 

variance in the SSWB score was accounted for by the processes ofNahue, Busyness and Working Through 

operating jointly. Thus, the process of Working Through added 2.1% to the variance in the MPS score as 

explained by the processes of Nature and Busyness operating jointly at Step 2. The Beta coefficients also 

indicated that the Working Through process (P=. 158, p=.O16) along with the Nature process (P=.237, 

p=.000) both contributed positively to spiritual well-being whereas the Busyness process (Pz. 15 1 ,p=.O 15) 

contributcd negatively to spiritual well-being. 

C. FACTOR AYALYSIS OF LEISURE*SPIRITUAL PROCESSES 

In order to furrher understand the processes linking the components of leisure style with spiritual 

well-being and associated concepts, as well as to reduce the data for subsequmt analysis, principal 

components factoring (one of the extraction techniques for exploratory factor analysis) was conducted with 

varimax rotation to explore factor structures of the LSP. One of the specific goals of factor analysis is to 

reduce a large number of observed variables to a smaller number of factors. The LSP scale as used in this 

study was an exploratory scale which incorporated 36 items or variables which were hypothesized to 

represent 12 processes linking leisure style and spiritual well-being. Each of the 12 hypothesized processes 

were represented by three items in the LSP scale. Givm the likely overlap between the various processes 

and the problems of reliability for some of the subscales, it seemed useful to explore the factor structure 

of the thirty-six scale i t em to determine if a simpler and more panimonious stnicttxre existed. Thus, the 

purpose of factor analysis was to discover pattems arnong the variations in the values of the LSP variables 
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and to determine the main factors of the scale. These factors would represent the main processes linking 

leisure style and spiritual well-being. 

The initial factor analysis nin with the 36 variables in the LSP scale reported that ten fhctors had 

eigenvalues of more than 1, however as will be explained in the next paragraph, the scree plot suggested 

that there were only three meaningful factors. Factor loadings in the Rotated Component Matrix suggested 

that there were I O  variables in the first factor, six variables in the second factor, six variables in the third 

factor, three variables in the fourth factor, three variables in the fifth factor, one variable in the sixth factor, 

three variables in the seventh factor, one variable in the eight factor, two variables in the ninth factor, and 

one variable in the tenth factor which met a cut off point of .45 (20% of overlapping variance) for inchsion 

of a variable in the interpretation of a factor (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). 

The scree plot plots the eigenvalues against the factors (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). Factors, in 

descending order, are arranged along the abscissa with the eigenvalue as the ordinale. Usually the scree 

plot is negatively decreasing as "the eigenvalue is highest for the first factor and moderate but decreasing 

for the next few factors before reaching small values for the Iast several factors" (Tabachick & Fidell, 

1989, p. 635). A scree test involves detmining the point where the line drawn through the points changes 

direction. In this case, a single straight line can comfortably fit the first three eigenvalues (see Figure 6.3). 

After that, another line, with a noticeably more horizontal dope, best fits the remaining points. Therefore 

there appears to be three factors in the data. Thus, based on this scree plot, only three factors were 

specified in the second run of the factor analysis. To doublecheck that the three factor solution was the 

correct solution a four factor solution was also nui. However only one variable in the fourth factor of the 

four factor solution met the cut off point of .45 (20% of overlapping variance) for inclusion of a variable 

in the interpretation of a factor. 

Loadings of variables on factors, communalities, and percent of variance explaincd as a result of 

the three factor solution in the second r u  are shown in Table 6.36. Variables are ordered and grouped by 
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Figure 6.3 

Scree Plot for Three-Factor Solution 
Factor halysis  of LSP %aie Items 

Component Number 



Table 636 
Factor Loadings, Communaiities, and Percent of Variance Explained for Principal Components 

Factoring and Varimax Rotation: Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scde; Three-factor Solution 

Items Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Communalities 

Time and Space 2 

Time and Space 3 

Sacralization 1 

Sacraiization 3 

Sacralization 2 

Fascination 3 

Compatability 3 

Working Through 1 

Compatability 2 

Being Away 2 

Working Through 2 

Attitude 2 

Nature 3 

Nature 2 

Nature 1 

Being Away 3 

Anitude 3 

Sense of Place 1 

Sense of Place 2 

Repression 1 

Fascination 1 

Repression 3 

Busyness 2 

Busyness 3 



Table 636 Cont'd. 
Factor Loadings, Communalities, and Percent of Variance Explained for Principal Components 

Factoring and Varimax Rotation: Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scale; Three-factor Solution 

Items Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Communalities 

Repression 2 

Working Through 3 

Time and Space 1 

Attitude 1 

Grounding 1 

Compatability 1 

Being Away 1 

Grounding 2 

Grounding 3 

Sense of Place 3 

Busyness 1 

Fascination 2 

Percents of Variance 
Explained 

Notes. 
1. Items are ordered and grouped by size of loading to facilitate interpretation, and loadings 

above .47 are bolded. 
2. Number with item names represent item numbers for each dimension consistent with the order 

included in the Leisure-Spintuai Processes Scale. 



size of loading to facilitate interpretation, and loadings above the criterion of .47 are bolded. A cutoff of 

.47 was chosen for interpretation reasons. A cut off of .47 facilitated determining which variables loaded 

with which factor and also aided in the interpretation of factors (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). With a cutoff 

of .47 no single item loaded on more than one factor. With a cutoff of .45 there would have been a double 

Ioading of the factors. With a cut-off point of .47, twelve items did not load on any of the three factors: 

Worlung Through 3, Time & Space 1, Attitude 1, Grounding 1,2 & 3, Compatibility 1, Being Away 1, 

Sense of Place 3, Busyness 1, and Fascination 2. Communality values ranged fiom low to moderately high 

(fiom .12 1 to .667). That is, 12.1 % to 66.7% of the variance in each variable was accounted for by the 

three factors. However, al1 items that loaded on one of the three factors had cornmonalities of .323 or 

higher. 

The pattern maûix seems to suggest that the first factor represents the process of 

SACRALIZATION, that is, leisure sensitizes one to the spiritual, as it included al1 three sacralization 

items, two of the time and space items, two of the working through items, two of the compatibility items, 

and one item from each of the attitude, fascination and king away processes. The second factor seems to 

represent PLACE processes as it included al1 three of the naturc items, two of the sense of place items, and 

one of the being away items. It also included one of the attitude items. The third factor seems to represent 

REf RESSION processes, that is, leisure represses the spiritual tendency of a person. This factor included 

al1 three of the repression items, two of the busyness items and one of the fascination items. Al1 of the 

these items were ones that measurcd leisure detracting fiom spiritual well-king and were items that had 

been reversed coded to obtain the overall LSP score. 



D. LEISURE STYLE COMPONENTS AND FACTOR ANALYSIS DETERMINED LEISURE- 
SPIRITUAL PROCESSES 

1. Leisure Activity Participation and Factor Analysis Determined LSP Processes 

Correlations between the factor analysis determined leisure-spiritual processes and specific leisure 

activities (see Table 6-37), leisure activity groupings and the overall leisure activity participation score 

were exarnined. The process of SACRALIZATION had a significant positive correlation with the 

following leisure activities: visiting an art museum, attending theatre, attending festivals, day outing to 

zoo, park, etc.; floral arranging, plant care; reading for persona1 growth; spiritual practices; holistic 

exercises (e.g., tai chi, yoga); and attending a retreat. SACRALIZATION also had a significant negative 

correlation with the leisure activities of team sports and dual sports. The process of PLACE had a 

significant positive correlation with the following leisure activities: attending parties, attending concerts, 

ballet, etc.; attending theatre; attending festivals; gardening; day outing at zoo, park etc.; spiritual practices 

(e.g. meditation, prayer, journal writing); holistic exercises; and attending a retreat. The process of 

REPRESSION had a significant, positive relationship with the leisure activities of social dancing, indoor 

games, spectating at sports events, team sports, and dual sports, and a significant, negative relationship 

with the following leisure activities: attending concerts, ballet, etc.; visiting art museum; attending theatre; 

gardening; hiking; nature study; painting, drawing, sketching; reading for pmonal growth; spiritual 

practices; and holistic exercises. 

In regard to leisure activity categories (see Table 6.38), the process of SACRALIZATiON had 

significant positive correlations with cultural activities, hobbies, and pmonal development activities, the 

process of Place had a significant positive comlations with cultural activities, outdoor activities, and 

pmonal development activities, while the process ofREPRESSION had significant, positive relationships 

with social activities and sports activities but significant, negative relationships with cultural activities, 

outdoor activities, and persona1 development activities. Finally there were significant positive, 



Table 6.37 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship Between Frequency of 

Participation in Specific Leisure Activities and Factor Analysis Derived 
LeisuroSpiritual Processes 

Sactalization Place Repression 

Leisure Activity 

Mass Media 

Watching TV & Videos 

Reading magazine or newspaper 

Going to a movie 

Using the internet 

Social Activities 

Visiting fiiend(s) 

Entertainhg fiiend(s) 

Anending parties 

Social dancing 

Indoor games (cg. card games) 

Sports Activities 

Spectating at sports events 

Fimess activities (jog, weight, etc.) 

Team sports (softbail, soccer, etc.) 

Individud sports (goif, fencing, etc.) 

Dual sports (tennis, racquetball, etc.) 

Cultural Activities 

Attending concerts, ballet, etc. 

Visiting art museum 

Foîk or square dancing 

Attcnding thcabrc 

Attending festivals 



Table 637 Cont'd. 

Outdoor Activities 

Picnic king 

Fishing, hunting 

Gardening 

Day outing (zoo, park, etc.) 

HikiDg 

Canoeing 

Boating or sailing 

Nature study 

Camping 

Hobbies 

Painting, drawing, sketching 

Woodwork, fumiture refmishing 

Collecting stamps, coins, etc. 

Needlework, sewing, knitting, etc. 

Floral arranging, plant carc 

Weaving, pottery, sculpture, etc. 

Photography, video-making 

Personal DeveIopment 

Reading for personal growth 

Spiritual practices (.eg meditation, praycr, journal 
wtîting ) 

Holistic cxcrciscs (c.g. tai chi, yoga) 

Attcnding a rctrcat 

Travel and Tourism 

Visiting rcsorts 

Adventure trekking 

Boat cniises 

Travelling in foreign countrics 
O* Correlation is signüicant at the 0.01 lcvcl(2-tailed) 

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



Table 638 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation CoeMcients for the Relationship 

Between Frequency of Participation in Leisure Activity Groupings 
and Factor Analysis Derived Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

Sacralization Place Repression 
-- -- 

Leisure Activity Groupings r P r P r P 

Mass Media .O2 .70 .O6 -35 -.O2 -73 

Social Activities .O4 .58 .10 .14 .13 .04* 

Sports Activi ties -.O9 .16 -.O2 .79 .16 .01* 

Cultural Activities .18 .OO** ,16 .01* œ.20 .OO* * 

Outdoor Activities -10 -13 .15 .02* -.19 .OO** 

Hobbies -15 .OS* .12 .O6 -.O9 .16 

Persona1 Development Activities -36 .OO** .20 .00** -.28 .00** 

Travel and Tourism Activities .O5 .46 .O5 .46 .O5 -42 

Overall Leisure A c t i v i ~  Participation .16 .O 1 ** .18 .O 1 ** -. 1 1 .O9 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



relationships between overall leisure activity participation and both the SACRALIZATION and PLACE 

processes however, there was not a significant relationship between overall leisure activity participation 

and REPRESSION. 

2. Leisure Motivation and Factor Analysis Determined Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

Correlations between the factor analysis deterrnined leisure-spiritual processes and individual 

leisure motivations (see Table 6.39), leisure motivation components and the overall leisure motivation 

scale score were examined . The process of SACRALIZATION had significant, positive relationships with 

eight of the intellectual motivations (to l e m  about things around me, to satisw my curiousity, to explore 

new ideas, to learn about myself, to expand my knowledge, to discover new things, to be creative, to use 

my imagination), one of the social motivations (to gain a feeIing of belonging), one of the competence- 

mastery motivations (to challenge my abilities), and six of the stimulus-avoidance motivations (because 

1 sometimes like to be alone, to relax physically, to relieve stress and tension, to unstructure my time, to 

be in a calm atmosphere, to avoid crowded areas). The process of PLACE had significant, positive 

relationships with three of the intellectual motivations (to discover new things, to be creative, to use my 

imagination), four of the social motivations (to develop close fnendships, to meet new and different 

people, to gain a feeling of belonging, to gain other's respect), one competence-mastery motivation (to be 

active), and 10 stimulus-avoidance motivations (to slow dom, to relax physically, to relax mentally, to 

avoid hustle and bustle of daily activities, to rest, to relieve stress and tension, to unstructure my time, to 

be in a calm atmosphere, to avoid crowded areas, to get away fiom the responsibilities of my everyday 

life). The process of REPRESSION had significant, positive relationships with five social motivations (tu 

develop close fnendships, to reveal my thoughts, feelings, or physical skills to others, to be socially 

competent and skilfùl, to gain a feeling of belonging, to gain other's respect) and three competence- 

mastery motivations (to be good in doing hem, to irnprove my skili and ability in doing them, to develop 

physical skills and abilities), as well as significant, negative relationships with t h e  intellectual 
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Table 639 
Pearson-product Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship between Leisure 

Motivation Scale Individual Scores and Factor Analysis Derived Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

Sacralization Place Repression 

Motivation r P r P r P 

To leam about things around me 

To satis@ my curiosity 

To explore new ideas 

To Iearn about myself 

To expand my knowledge 

To discover new things 

To be creative 

To use my imagination 

To build fnendships with others 

To interact with others 

To develop close fnendships 

To meet new and different people 

To revea! my thoughts, feelings, or 
physical skills to others 

To be sociaily competent and skilful 

To gain a feeling of belonging 

To gain other's respect 

To challenge my abilities 

To be good in doing them 

To improve my ski11 and ability in 
doing them 

To be active 

To develop physical skills and 
abilities 

To keep in shape physically 



Table 639 Cont'd. 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship between Leisure 

Motivation Scale Individual Scores and Factor Analysis Derived Leisurespiritual Processes 

To use my physical abilities 

To develop physical fitness 

To slow down 

Because 1 sometimes like to be alone 

To relax physically 

To relax mentally 

To avoid hustle and bustle of daily 
activities 

To rest 

To relieve stress and tension 

To unstructure my time 

To be in a calm atmosphere 

To avoid crowded areas 

To get away fiom the responsibilities 
of my everyday 1 i fe 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
* ConeIation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



motivations (to explore new ideas, to be creative, to use my imagination) and two stimulus-avoidance 

motivations (to be in a calm atmosphere, to avoid crowded areas). 

The relationship between the leisure motivation scale components and the factor analysis 

determined leisure-spiritual processes were also examined (See Table 6.40). The process of 

SACRALIZATION had significant, positive relationships with both intellectual motivations and stimulus- 

avoidance motivations. The process of PLACE had significant, positive relationships with intellectual 

motivations, social motivations and stimulus-avoidance motivations. The process of REPRESSION had 

a significant, negative relationship with intellectual motivations and a significant, positive motivation with 

social motivations. Finally, there were significant, positive relationships between the overall leisure 

motivation score and both the processes of SACRALIZATION and PLACE, but there was not a significant 

relationship between the overall leisure motivation score and the process of REPRESSION. 

3. Leisure Setting and Factor Analysis Determined LSP Processes 

Correlations between the factor analysis determined leisure-spiritual processes and the various leisure 

settings were exarnined (sec Table 6.4 1). There was a significant, positive relationship between the process 

of SACRALIZATION and quiet urban recreation areas and a significant, positive relationship between the 

process of PLACE and both non-urban natural areas and quiet urban natural recreation areas. In addition, 

the process of REPRESSION had a significant, negative relationship with the quiet, urban recreation areas 

and a significant, positive relationship with busy, urban recreaîion areas. 

4. Time Use and Factor Analysis Determined LSP Processes 

Conelations between the factor analysis detemined leisure-spiritual processes and the 10 t h e  use 

questions were examined (see Table 6.42). There were significant, positive ~elationships between the 

SACRALIZATION process and both the fke  tirne and "tirne on hands" questions. That is, greater use of 

the SACRALIZATIûN process was positively correlated with higher levels of fkc time and having more 

"fiee time on han&." There were significant, negative relationships between the PLACE process and both 
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Table 6.40 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefiicients for the Relationsbip Between Leisure Scale 

Motivation Component Scores and Factor Analysis Derived Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

Sacralization Place Repression 
- -  - - -- 

Leisure Motivation Scale Components r P r P r P 

Social .11 .O9 .15 .02* .23 .OO** 

Cornpetence-Mastery .O9 .17 .O8 .22 .O8 .17 

Stimulus-Avoidance .23 .OO** .29 .OO** -.O7 .2 8 

Overall Leisure Motivation .32 .OO** .2 8 .OO** ,O4 .5 
* * Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed) 



Table 6.41 
Pearson-product Moment Correlation Coefficients for the Relationship Behveen Frequency of 

Participation in Various Leisure Settings and Factor Analysis Derived 
Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

Sacral ization Place Repression 

Leisure Settings r P r P r P 

Pnmi tive wilderness areas 
(e.g., canoe trip in Algonquin Park) 

Non-urban natural areas 
(e.g. Provincial and National Park 
carnpgrounds) 

Cottage or Lodge Settings 
(e.g., locations on Great Lakes or Muskoka 
Lakes) 

PastoraÿRural Areas (e.g., farms) 

Urban and Near-Urban Natural Areas 
(e.g., conservation areas, city parks) 

Quiet Urban Recreation Areas 
(e.g., libraries, museums, art galleries, retreat 
centres) 

Busy Urban Recreation Areas 
(e.g., amusement parks, shopping rnalls, dance 
halls, sports stadiums, community centres) 

Own Home 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 leveI(2-tailed) 



Table 6.42 
Pearson-Product Moment Correlation Coefficient Scores for the Relationship 

Between Time Use Questions and Factor Analysis Derived Leisure-Spiritual Processes 

Sacralization Place Repression 

Work for pay less hours than the average 
person. 

Have more fiee time than the average 
person 

Never feel nished 

Have time on your hands every day 

1 feel 1 am never under stress 

1 do not feel trapped in a daily routine 

1 feel that 1 have time for fun 

1 feel that 1 have sufficient leisure time 

There is a balance of work, leisure, and 
personallfamily responsibilities in my life 

Free time occurs in large blocks 

Overall Time Use Score 
**Correlation is significant at the 0.0 1 level(2-tailed). 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tailed). 



the "feeI rushed" and "feel under stress" questions. That is, higher levels of use of the PLACE process was 

negatively correlated with higher levels of feeling rushed and feeling under stress. The REPRESSION 

process was also significantly related with the "feel have time on hands," "feel trapped in daily routine," 

and "don't have time for fun" questions. Higher leve1s of use of the REPRESSION were associated with 

higher levels of feeling have tirne on hands, of feeling trapped in daily routine, and not having time for fun. 

The relationships between the factor analysis determined leisure-spiritual processes and the overall 

time use measure were also examined. The relationships between the three leisure-spiritual processes and 

the overall time use measwe were not statistically significant. 

5. Solitary Leisure Activity Participation and Factor Analysis Determined LSP Processes 

Correlations between the factor analysis determined LSP processes and solitary leisure activity 

participation were examined. Both the processes of SACRALIZATION (F. 15,p=.O2) and PLACE (r=. 17, 

p=.O I ) were significantly and positively correlated with solitary leisure activity participation. The process 

of REPRESSION was not significantly correlated with solitary leisure activity participation. 

6. Leisure Satisfaction and Factor Analysis Determined LSP Processes 

Correlations between the factor analysis determined LSP processes and leisure satisfaction was 

examined. None of the three LSP processes were correlated with leisure satisfaction. 

E. FACTOR ANALYSIS DETERMINED LSP PROCESSES AND SPIRITUAL WELL-BEIhtG 

Correlations between the factor analysis detmnined LSP processes and spiritual well-being scores 

were examined (see Table 6.43). 'Ihere were significant, positive relationships behvem the processes of 

SACRALIZAnON and PLACE and both the MPS and SSWB spiritual well-being scores. There were 

significant, negative relationships between the process of REPRESSIûN and both the MPS and SSWB 

spiritual well-being scores. 



Table 6.43 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation CoeZficients for Relationship Between 

Factor Analysis Derived Leisure-Spiritual Processes Scores and Spiritual WelI-Being Scores 

Leisure-Spiritual Rocesses r P r P 

Place .26 .OO** .30 .OO** 

Repression -.25 .OO** -.13 .04* 
' MPS Spiritual Well-Being Sub-Scale 

Subjective Spiritual Well-Being Scale 
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 Ievel (ZtaiIed) 



F. STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSIS USLNG FACTOR ANALYSIS DETERMINED 
LEISUIRE-SPIRITUAL PROCESSES 

The contribution ofthe Leime-Spiritual Rocesses denved fiom the factor analysis were examined 

using stepwise regression analysis in order to determine the best combination of factors which contributed 

the most to spiritual well-being (see Table 6.44). At Step 1, the process of SACRALIZATION with a Beta 

coefficient of .377 @=.000) accounted for 14.2 % of the variation in the MPS score. At Step 2, 16.6% of 

the variance in the MPS score was accounted for by the SACRALiZATION and REPRESSION processes 

operating jointly. Thus the process of REPRESSION added 2.4% to the variation in the MPS score as 

explained by the process of SACRALIZATTON at Step 1. Furthermore flom the Beta coefficients we Ieam 

that the contribution of SACRALIZATION to spiritual well-being is positive (P=.332,p=.000) while the 

contribution of REPRESSION to spintual well-being is negative @=-. 16 1, p=.009). 

The above stepwise regression analysis was conducted a second time with Subjective Spiritual 

Well-being as the dependent variable instead of the MPS score as the dependent variable. Slightly different 

findings resulted. This time, at Step 1, the process of PLACE with a Beta coefficient of .302 @=.000) 

accounted for 9.1% of the variance in the SSWB score. At Step 2,11.0% of the variance in the MPS score 

was accounted for by the PLACE and SACRALIZATiON processes operating jointly. Thus the process 

of SACRALIZATION added 1.9% to the variation in the SSWB score as explained by the process of 

PLACE at Step 1. Furthmore fiom the Beta coefficients we l e m  that the contribution of the PLACE 

process (P=.2 16, p=.003) to the SSWB score is greater than the contribution of the SACRALIZATION 

process (P=. 16 1, p=.025). 

G. PATH ANALYSES INVOLVING LEISURE-SPIRITUAL PROCESSES 

In order to m e r  explore the processes and relationships that linlnd the components of leisure 

style with spiritua1 well-being and related concepts, path analysis was conducted. Path analysis may be 



Table 6.44 
Leisure-Spiritual Processes and Spiritual WelCBeing: Stepwise Regression Analysis 

Dependent Variable: Spiritual Well-Being (MPS Score) 

Independent Variables R square Beta P 

Step 1: .142 

Sacral ization 

Step 2: 

Sacral ization 

Repression -.161 .O09 

Dependent Variable: Spirimai Weil-Being (Subjective Spiritual Well-Being Score) 

Independent Variables R square Beta P 

Step 1: .142 

Place .302 .O00 

Step 2: 

Place 



defined as "a causal model for understanding relationships betweem variables" which provides a graphic 

picture of relationships among independent, intervening and dependent variables (Babbie, 1992, p. 441). 

In addition to diagramming a network of relationships among variables, path analysis illustrates the 

strengths of these relationships. Path coefficients represent the strengths of the relationships between two 

variables when the effects of al1 the other variables in the model are kept constant. Thus path analysis is 

a comprehensive strategy which allows for a simultaneous examination of the relationships between 

selected aspects of leisure style, leisure-spiritual processes and spiritual well-being. 

From the bivariate analysis it was observed that there were significant relationships between 

leisure style components and spiritual well-being, between leiswe style components and leisure-spiritual 

processes, and between leisure style processes and spiritual well-being. It was also observed that whether 

or not there were significant relationships between leisure style components and spintual well-being or 

between leisure-spiritual processes and spiritual well-being sometimes depended on whether spiritual well- 

being was measured by the MPS or the SSWB scale. This reflected the fact that the MPS questions were 

more related to the respondent's involvement in spiritual activities and practices, that is a behavioural 

measure, while the SSWB questions were more related to the respondent's persona1 expenence of 

meaning/purpose and transcendence in their lives. These observations fiom the bivariate analyses were 

taken into account during the development of the path analysis models. 

The path analysis models were based on the hypothesis that Subjective Spiritual Well-Being would 

be influenced by behavioural Spiritual Well-Being (MPS), which wodd be influenced by the components 

of leisure style (free time, leisure motivation, leisure activity participation, solitary leisure activity 

participation and leisure setting) through the LSP processes. The fvst path analysis model utilized the 

overall LSP score while the second path analysis mode1 incorporated the three leisure-spintual processes 

as determined by the factor analysis descrïbed above. These first two models incorporated al1 the leisure 

style components except for the leisure s e h g  componmt. The third path auaiysis model incorporated the 
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spiritual well-being measures, the leisure-spiritual processes and leisure setting variables. 

The first path analysis (see Figure 6.4) included the variables of subjective spiritual well-being, 

MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being, the overall leisure-processes score and four leisure-style 

components: free time, leisure motivation, leisure activity participation and solitary leisure activity 

participation. Path analysis is conducted using a series of regression analyses. In the first regression 

analysis the dependent variable was subjective spiritual well-being. There was found to be a significant 

positive relationship between MPS (Behavioural) spintual well-being and subjective well-being (P=.65, 

pc.0 1)) and a significant negative relationship between solitary leisure activity participation and subjective 

spiritual well-being (P-.12, p=.02). The second regression analysis involved eliminating subjective 

spiritual well-being from the analysis and conducting the analysis with MPS (behavioural) spiritual well- 

being as the dependent variable. There was found to be significant positive relationships between leisure- 

spiritual processes and MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being (f3=.29,p<.O 1) and between leisure activity 

participation and MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being (P=. 16, p . 0  1). In the third regression analysis, 

M P S  (behavioural) spiritual weil-being was removed from the analysis and the analysis was conducted 

with the overall leisure-spintual processes score as the dependent variable. The leisure style components 

of Free time (P=. 13, p=.03), leisure motivation (P=.3O., p>.01), and leisure activity participation (P=. 13, 

p=.O?) al1 had significant positive relationships with the overall leisure spirihial processes score. Thus, 

leisure activity participation both directly influenced MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-king and indirectly 

influenced MPS (behavioural) spintual well-being through the leisure-spiritual processes, while both fiee 

time and leisure motivation only indirectly infiuenced MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being through 

leisure-spiritual processes. Finally there w m  significant positive relationships between the exogenous 

leisure style variables of leisure motivation and leisure activity participation (~.27,p<.01) and between 

leisure activity participation and solitary leinire activity participation (r.34, fl.0 1). 

A second path analysis was conducted to Mer clarify the relationships between the leisure style 
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Figure 6.4 
A Path Modcl of' LeisuroStyle Components, 

0veralll.eisureSpirituaI Processes and Spiritual Wcll-Being 

P = . l3  
p = .O3 

p = -30 Spiritual 9 = .29 b j l -  (Behavioural) Motivation 
p < .O1 Processes Spiri tual p = .65 Spiritual p < .O1 

Lcisum 
Activity 

Participation I' P =  .16 

Leisure 
Activity 

Participation 



components and spiritual well-being (see Figure 6.5). This second path analysis was similar to the first 

except that this tirne the three LSP processes determined by the factor analysis (SACWiZATiON, 

PLACE, and REPRESSION) were considered rather than the overall leisure-spiritual processes score. As 

in the first regression analysis of the first path analysis, subjective spiritual well-being was entered as the 

dependent variable. Once again there was found to be a significant positive relationship between M P S  

(behavioural) spiritual well-being and subjective spiritual well-being (P=.67, pc.00) and a negative 

relationship between solitary leisure activity participation and subjective spiritual well-being (P=-.15, 

pc.0 1). In addition, there was found to be a significant positive relationship between the PLACE process 

and subjective spiritual well-being (P=. 18, p<.0 1). In the second regression analysis of this path analysis, 

subjective spiritual well-being was removed fiom the analysis and MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being 

was entered as the dependent variable. As in the first path analysis, leisure activity participation had a 

significant positive relationship with MPS (Behavioural) spiritual well-being fi=. 15, p=.03). In addition 

the process of SACRALIZATION had a significant positive relationship with MPS (behavioural) spiritual 

well-being (P=.25, pX.0 1) while the process of REPRESSION had a significant negative relationship with 

MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being ( P z .  1 i,p<.O 1). Next, MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being was 

removed fiom the analysis, and separate regression analyses were run with each of the three leisure- 

spintual processes with al1 of the previously mentioned leisure style components left in the analysis. With 

the SACRALiZATiON process as the dependent variable, both fiee time @=.15, p=.01) and leisure 

motivation (P=.30,p<.O 1) had signifîcant positive relationships with the SACRALiZATiON process. With 

the REPRESSION process as the dependent variable, leisure activity participation had a significant 

negative relationship with the REPRESSION process (P=-. 14, p=..O4). Thur leisure activity participation 

had both a direct, significant, positive effect upon MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-king and a indirect, 

significant, negative effect upon spiritual well-king through the process of REPRESSION. With the 

PLACE process as the dependmt variable, solitary leisure activity participation had a significant, positive 
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Figure 6.5 
A Path Model of Leisure-Style Componcnts, 

lndividual Leisure-Spiritual Processes and Spiritual Weli-Beiog 

Leisurc 
Activity 

Participation 

Activity 
Participation 



relationship with the PLACE process (P=. 13, p=.05). Thus solitary leisure activity participation had a 

direct, significant, negative effect upon subjective spiritual well-being and a indirect, significant, positive 

effect upon subjective spiritual well-being through the PLACE process. Finally, as in the fint path 

analysis model, there were significant positive relationships between the exogenous leisure style variables 

of leisure motivation and Ieisure activity participation (r=.27, pe.0 1) and between leisure activity 

participation and solitary leisure activity participation (r=-34, pC.01). 

The above two path analysis models did not take into account the leisure style component of 

leisure setting. It was difficult to incorporate the leisure style component of leiswe setting into the above 

path analyses as there was not one overall leisure setting variable as was the case with the leisure style 

components of fiee time, leisure motivation, leisure activity participation and solitary Ieisure a c t i v i ~  

participation. Thus a third path analysis was conducted with the spiritual well-being scores, the three 

leisure-spiritual processes, and the variables representing the various leisure settings (see Figure 6.6). The 

resulting path analysis model complements and adds to the previous two path analysis models. In this third 

path analysis procedure, subjective spiritual well-being was the dependent variable in the first regression 

analysis. Once again, both MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being (P=.65,p<.O 1) and the PLACE process 

were directly and significantly positively related to subjective spiritual well-being. In addition, the leiswe 

setting of primitive wilderness had a significant negative relationship with subjective spiritual well-being 

(P=-. l3,p=.O 1). In the second regression analysis of this path analysis, subjective spiritual well-being was 

removed fiom the analysis and MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-king was the dependent variable. Both 

the leisure settings of own home @=. 17, p<.01) and quiet urban recreation a n a  (P=. 12, p=.04) had a 

significant positive relationship with MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being. In addition, the 

SACRALIZATION process had a significant positive relationship with MPS (behavioural) spiritual well- 

being (P=.25, pc.00) while the REPRESSION process had a significant negative relationship with MPS 

(behavioural) spiritual well-being @=-.14, p=.03). Next, MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being was 
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Figure 6.6 
Path Model of Leisure Settings, 

Leisure-Spiritual Processes and Spiritual WeII-Being 

P = . l î  
Own p < .O1 
Home 

O=-.14 



removed fiom the analysis, and separate regression analyses were run with each of the three leisure- 

spiritual processes with al1 of the leisure setting variables left in the analysis. Ttiere was a significant 

positive relationship between a leisure setting of quiet urban recreation area and the SACRPLLIZATION 

process (P=. 19, p=.03). Thus the leisure setting quiet urban recreation area both directIy effected MPS 

(behavioural) spiritual weI1-being and indirectly effected it through the SACRPLLIZATION process. There 

was a significant negative relationship between quiet urban recreation areas and the REPRESSION process 

(P=-. 19, p>.O 1) but a significant positive relationship between busy urban recreation areas and the 

REPRESSION process (P=. l9,pe.O 1). Finally, there was a significant positive relationship between quiet 

urban recreation areas and the PLACE process @=. 13, p=.04). Thus, quiet urban recreation areas had a 

significant indirect effect upon subjective spiritual well-being through the PLACE process and also 

through the SACRALIZATION process and MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being. Finally there was a 

significant relationship between the exogenous leisure setting variables of own home and quiet urban 

recreation area (r=. 14, p=.03). 

W. SUMMARY 

Analysis of data fiom the Leisure and Spiritual Well-Being Survey led to the discovery of 

significant findings conceming: (1) the relationships between various components of leisure style and 

spiritual well-being; (2) the relationship of particular leisure style characteristics and leisure styles with 

spiritual well-being; and (3) the processes that Iink leisure style with spiritual well-being. Fint, in terms 

of leisure style components, there were negative correlations between spiritual well-king and the activities 

of watching TV, social dancing and adventure trekking while there were positive correlations between 

spiritual well-being and the following activities: attending concerts, ballet etc.; visiting art museum; 

attending theatre; attmding festivals; picnicking; gardening; day outing at zoo, park; needlework sewing, 

knitting etc.; flower arranging, plant care; reading for personal growth; spiritual practices; and attending 
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a retreat. In addition, there were significant relationships between spiritual well-being and four of the 

ieisure activity groupings: personal development activitics, cultural activities, outdoor activities, and 

hobbies. Also, there was a significant relationship between the overall leisure activity participation score 

and spiritual well-being. The overall Leisure Motivation Score was significantly related to spiritual well- 

being as well as to two of the four sub-scale dimensions of the scaie: intellectual motivations and stimulus- 

avoidance motivations. There were statistically significant relationships between frequency ofparticipation 

in two leisure settings and spiritual well-being: quiet urban recreation areas and own home. There were 

no significant relationships between time use and spiritual well-being, however there was a positive 

relationship between solitary leiswe activity participation and spiritual well-being as measured by the MPS 

score, and a positive relationship between leisure satisfaction and spiritual well-being as measured by the 

SSWB. 

in terms of the relationships between leisure style characteristics and spiritual well-being, stepwise 

regression analysis found that personal development activities were the best predictor of spiritual well- 

being, followed by stimulus-avoidance motivations and a leisure setting of one's own home. In regards 

to leisure style, cluster analysis found that a leisure style of low leisure activity participation and low 

leisure motivation (Mass Media Type) is very clearly associated with low (in relative terms) spiritual well- 

being. A leisure style called "SportdSociaVMedia Type," characterized by stimulus-seekuig, that is, a low 

score on stimulus-avoidance motivations, while allowing for a moderate level of spiritual well-being, 

seems not to be associated with the highest Ievels of spirihial well-being. However, this analysis also 

suggested that more than one type of leisure style may be conducive to the higher levels of spiritual well- 

being; both those who might be chancterized as having what may be termed a "Persona1 Development" 

leisure style and those with what might be tenned an "Ovcrall Active" leisure style were associated with 

higher levels of spiritual well-being. 

In terms of the processes that linked leisure style components with spintual well-being, numerous 
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significant relationship were found beîween the various leisure style components and both the overall 

leisure-spirinial processes score and individual leisure-spiritual processes. Stepwise regression analysis 

suggested that the Working Through process was the best predictor of spiritual well-being, followed by 

the processes of fascination, nature and being away. Factor analysis of the LSP scale suggested a three 

factor solution and these factors could be labelled SACRALIZATION, PLACE, and REPRESSION. 

Stepwise regession analysis of these factors suggested that SACRALEATiON was the best predictor of 

spiritual well-being, followed by REPRESSION. Path analysis suggested a senes of models that linked 

leisure style components directly, and indirectly through leisure-spiritual processes, to behavioural (MPS) 

spiritual well-being and both directly and indirectly to subjective spiritual well-being. 



Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

This concluding chapter integrates findings fiom the secondary analysis of the Ontario Parks 

Camper Survey data (Chapter 4), the findings of the in-depth interviews (Chapter 9, and the findings of 

the Leisure and Spiritual Well-Being Survey (Chapter 6), along with previous research summarized in both 

the literature review (Chapter 2) and the model of leisure and spiritual well-being presented in Chapter 1. 

The chapter swnmarizes the findings conceming the relationships between leisure style and spiritual well- 

being to answers the research questions stated in Chapter 1 : 

1. What is the relationship between leisure style and spiritual well-being? 

2. Are certain leisure styles more conducive to spiritual well-being than other leisure styles? 

3. How do various components of leisure style (time, activity, setting and motivation) affect 
spiritual well-being? 

4. What are the processes that link the various components of leisure style (time, activity, setting, 
and motivation) with spiritual well-being? 

5. 1s spiritual well-being reflected in particular leisure style characteristics? 

Briefly, the findings fiom this study suggest that the leisure style components of time, activity, 

motivation and setting both individually and through the interplay of al1 the components together in a 

leisure style, have the potmtial either directly, or indirectly through the processes of SACRALIZATION, 

PLACE and REPRESSION, to enhance or hinder spiritual well-being (See Figure 7.1). This chapter will 

elaborate upon this statemmt by fmt discussing the hdings conceming leisure style and spiritual well- 

being; and second the processes that link leisure style with spiritual well-being. In the last section of this 

chapter, the implications of this study for fiirther research and professional practice will be discussed. 

1. LEISURE STYLE AND SPIRITUAL WEUBEING 

In the model of leisure and spiritual well-being presented in Chapter 1 it was proposed that leisure 
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Figure 7.1 
Mode1 of Leisure and Spiritual Well-Being 

Decreased - Spiritual Well-Being Increased - 



experiences, which involve an interplay of t h e ,  activity, motivation and setting, have the potential to 

provide contexts in which the spiritual is explored rather than repressed. It was suggested that while 

discretionary time provides the opportunity to explore the spiritual or deal with a spiritual cnsis, it does 

not necessarily guarantee it. Spirihial wellness depends on how the time is king uxd. It was also proposed 

that involvement in an activity may move a person towards spintual wellness or away f?om it. 

Furthemore, it was stated that motivation was an important factor in the development of spiritual well- 

being; it was hypothesized that escaping activities could lead to the repression of the spiritual tendency 

while seeking activities would have sacralizing orresacralizing effects. It was also claimed that setting had 

an influence on the extent to which a leisure experience may or may not enhance spiritual well-being. 

Finally, it was suggested that whether activities were done alone, with another pmon, or in a group could 

also influence spiritual well-being. The findings of the present study generally suppon these statements. 

Time Use and Spiritual Well-Being 

The mode1 of leisure and spiritual well-being proposed in Chapter 1 suggested that while 

discretionary time provides the opporrwiity to explore the spiritual or deal with a spiritual cnsis, it does 

not necessarily guarantee it. Spiritual wellness depends on how the tirne is being used. The fmdings from 

this study seems to c o n f i  these hypotheses. 

In-âepth interview participants viewed leisure as important for spiritual well-king because leisure 

provided the time and space necessary for spiritual well-being. These hciings are quite consistent with 

the teachings of classical and contemporary writings on spiritualiiy. For example, Teaff (1994, p. 108) 

wrote that it has long been recognized that "Christian spintuality thrives best in a leisure atmosphere where 

time and space are allotted for 'being' as well as 'doing'." The swey  results c o b e d  the importance 

of this process of r ime  and space" as there was a signifiant relationship (at <.O1 significance level) 
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between this process and spiritual welI-being as measured on both the MPS (behavioural) and subjective 

spiritual well-being scales. 

A careful reading of the data fiom the in-depth interviews suggested that the relationship between 

leisure and spiritual well-being involved more than just time and space. As will be discussed in more detail 

later, spiritual well-being was also dependent on the attitude that was brought to this time. As noted in the 

literaiure review, time and space do not guarantee well-being (Csikszentmihalyi, 1994; deGrazia, 1962; 

Iso- Ahola, 1 994). This notion was confirmed by the results fiom the questionnaire survey which did not 

find a significant relationship between free time and spiritual well-being, but found a significant 

relationship between fiee time and the leisure-spiritual processes score, and between free time and the 

processes of working through, time and space, sacralization, and attitude. This finding suggests that fiee 

time onIy influences spiritual well-being when it was mediated by the leisure-spiritual processes. That is, 

fiee time does not necessarily guarantee spiritual well-being. Spiritual well-being is dependent on how the 

time is used and what processes are operating during the free time. 

The path analysis mode1 also suggested that fiee tirne does not necessarily contribute to increased 

spiritual well-being. As mentioned above, the bivariate analysis had illustrated that there was not a 

significant relationship between amount of fiee time and spintual well-being. However, it had shown that 

there was a significant relationship between the amount of free time and the overall leisure-spintual 

process score. The path mode1 illustrated that while fiee time does not have a direct relationship with 

spiritual well-being, it has an indirect relationship through the sacralization pmcess. That is, when fiee 

time is used to sensitize one to the spiritual, then free time bas a positive impact upon spirihial welI-being. 

This confirms the literature that fice time must be used in certain ways for positive outcornes to occur 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1 994; de Grazia, 1 962; Iso-Ahola, 1994). 



Another tirne-related finding was that there was overwhelming consensus amongst the in-depth 

interview participants that busyness detracted fiom spintual well-being. In one sense, this process is the 

reverse of the time and space process. This finding bears some resemblance to the findings of research 

conducted on time pressure and mental health which has found that excessive levels of time pressure seem 

to be negatively correlated with mental health (Zuzanek, 1998). The survey questionnaire did not examine 

busyness in life, but looked at busyness in leisure as a possible process which linked Ieisure and spiritual 

well-being. It was found that the busyness in leisure process was negatively (at <.O1 significance level) 

related to spiritual well-being. 

The analysis of the relationships between both the overall time use measure and the individual 

time questions, and the spiritual well-being measures did not produce any significant relationships. That 

there were no significant relationships is somewhat surprising as an important theme of the in-depth 

interviews, as just noted, was that busyness was clearly identified as having a negative impact upon 

spiritual well-being. However, given that the relationship between time pressure and mental health is 

complex (Zuzanek, 1998), the analysis used in this study may not have detected the cornplexity of these 

relationships. 

Another time-related therne fiom the in-depth interviews, in contrast to busyness- although therc 

was less consensus on this theme than the busyness theme- was that of a baIance in life of work, 

personallfamily responsibilities and leisure. Balance in life was viewed as being conducive to spiritual 

well-being, and well-king in general. This thexne has similarities with the early Christian notion of Otium 

Sancrum or holy leisure: "a sense of balance in the Iife, an ability to be at peace through the activities of 

the day, an ability to rest and take time to mjoy beauty, an ability to Pace ourselves" (Foster, 1978, pp. 20- 

2 1). While an attempt was made to examine this theme in the pre-test survey questionnaire, it was dropped 

from the LSP scale which was used in the main s w c y  because of the difficulty in developing a reliable 

measure. 
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Leisure Activity Participation and Spirituai Weii-Being 

The mode1 of leisure and spiritual we11-being presented in Chapter 1 suggested that involvement 

in a leisure activity may move a person towards spiritual wellness or away from it. The findings fiom this 

study found that certain leisure activities were positively associated with spiritual well-being and other 

leisure activities were negatively associated with spiritual well-being. Twelve specific leisure activities 

were positively correlated with spiritual well-being while three specific leisure activities were negatively 

correlated with spiritual well-being. 

Of the activities that were positively correlated with spiritual well-being, four were fiom the 

cultural activities category, three were From the outdoor activities category, two were from the hobbies 

category and three were from the persona1 development category. It was not surprising then that these four 

categories of leisure activities were positively correlated with spiritual well-being, while the leisure 

activity categones of mass media, sports activities, cultural activities and travel and tourisrn activities were 

not significantly related to spiritual well-being. In the following paragraphs the relationships between 

spiritual well-being and both the specific leisure activities and the leisure activity categories will be 

discussed. 

Four of the five activities in the cultural activities grouping were found to have significant 

relationships with spirinial well-being: anending concerts, ballet, etc.; wsiting art museum; attending 

theatre; and attending festivals. The aesthetic character of these activities seems to be consistent with 

Ragheb ' s (1993) fmding that thc aesthetic-environmental componentofleisure satisfaction was dominant 

in its contributions to perceived wellness, including spiritual wellness. A re-reading of the in-depth 

interview transcripts suggests some of the ways that these cultural activities could be facilitating spiritual 

well-being. Bob explained why cultural activities such as poetry and theatre are important to his spiritual 

well-being: 

1 love the interpretation of the writtcn word, the double entendre in terms of reading. 1 
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enjoy poetry, 1 like econorny of the words to convey a multitude of ideas, the wisdom 
which is inherent in good poetry and even bad poetry has strengths. To me, 1 fmd it as 
rewarding as prayer .... in terms of theatre there s the wondedbl artificiality of it and at the 
same time it holds up in a mirror to, to human actions which which dont t change at 
al l...i t 's the same with poetry.. .good poetry is always rnulti-layered ... there s a sense of 
talking to the individual ah on a spiritual basis at the same time as conveying a story in 
the case of a ballad, or... in as few words as possible to make clear a word picture as 
possible and and it drains out al1 extraneous elements so yout re down to to ah very pure 
synthesis of words in theatre of actions and I find that very refreshing because there s so 
much litter in life. 

George explained how concerts and art galleries were helpfùl for his spiritual well-being as "They 

connect me in some way with the world of imagmation and creativity ... which are in some ways renewing" 

Cultural activities functioned for Eileen in more than one way: opera was always leisure, but the symphony 

functioned more in terms of persona1 space: "sometimes 1 twie out at the symphony as a coping 

mechanism. 1 dont t nap, but 1 close my eyes and meditate and sometimes 1 realize that 1 ve gone through 

a whole portion of the symphony and 1 havent t heard one note. But I guess it ' s a coping mechanism. 1 

need my personal space so badly that 1 shut other things and people out ..." 

The quotations fiom the above three participants al1 suggest that in some way cultural activities 

may be used as a means of coping, retieshment or renewal in relation to spiritual well-being. The bivariate 

analysis of the relationship between participation in cultural activities and spiritual well-being suggested 

that a number of processes are at work which connect cultural activities and spiritual well-being. There 

were positive relationships between cultural activities and the processes of grounding (not being 

overwhelmed by spiritual issues) and working through (dealing with spiritual issues), and a negative 

relationship with (hard) fascination which would mean that cultural activities would be associated with 

soft fascination, that is, aesthetically pleasant activities or settings which allow for refiection on serious 

rnatters. In addition, cultural activities were positively associated with the processes of nature and sense 

of place, and negatively associated with the processes ofbusyness and repression. Together these processes 

may explain why cultural activitia are associated with spiritual well-being. 



Three of the nine activities in the outdoor activities grouping had significant relationships with 

spirinial well-being on both spiritual well-being scales: picnicking, gardening; and day outing at zoo, park 

etc. There was also a significant relationship for boating or sailing when the SSWB scale was used. h 

addition, as already mentioned, there was a positive relationship between the outdoor activities category 

and spiritual well-being. A possible reason for this positive association is the natural settings in which 

outdoor recreation activities take place. Nature was a very prevalent theme mentioned by al1 the in-depth 

interview participants as being conducive to spiritual well-being. This theme will be discussed in more 

detail Iater in the context of the relationship between leisure settings and spiritual well-being. However 

it is important to note that there was a positive relationship between the process of nature and outdoor 

activities, as well as a positive relationship between the process of sacralization and outdoor activities 

while there was a negative relationship between the process of repression and outdoor activities. 

Why is there a significant relationship for three of the outdoor activities but not the other activities 

uithin the outdoor recreation category? Che possibility is Morgan's (1 994) critique of the assumption that 

there is a strong relationship between outdoor recreators and spirituality. Morgan States that this 

assumption is a myth and that there is little evidmce in support of such a claim (c.f., Anderson-Hayley, 

1997). Another possible explanation is that while gardening provides an opportunity to be involved with 

nature, and picnicking and &y outings provide an opportunity to observe nature, some of the other outdoor 

activities, such as hiking and canoeing are more physically active activities which may be more focussed 

on ûavel through nature than nature obsmation. Such an explanation s e m s  to be supportcd by the 

findings of the Ontario Parks Camper Survcy that nature-oriented activities (viewing/photographing nature, 

guided hikedwalks, visiting viewpoints/lookouts, trail hiking, canoeing) were associated with a higher 

degree of introspectiodspirituality adding to satisfaction with the park experience, whereas semi-active 

nature activities (swimrning/wading, fishing, attending staff presentations, casual play, picnicking, visiting 

hstoncahature displays) to a lesser extent were associated with introspection/spirituality adding to 
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satisfaction with the park experience, and active activities (biking, motorboating, and using playground 

facilities) to an even lesser extent. These findings suggest that the relationship between participation in 

outdoor recreation activities and spiritual well-being may be influenced by whether the activity is focussed 

on the natural environment or whether it just happens to occur in the naniral environment. 

The strongest relationship between participation in an outdoor recreation activity and spiritual 

well-being was recorded for the activity of gardening. Perhaps this is because in gardening a person 

becomes very involved with nature. The benefits of gardening for general weI1-being have been well- 

documented (e.g. Kaplan, 1973; 1990; Ulrich and Parsons, 1990, Un&, 2 997). Six of the eight in-depth 

interview participants identified and explained how gardening was an activity which they associated with 

their spiritual well-being. Bob identified gardening as an activity which mhanced his spiritual well-being. 

This connection was associated with a serise of creativity and a sense of the chaIlenge of nahue: 

Gardening ... 1 like a sense of of creating things which are non-formal um which in some 
way undoes the formality and regimented organization of the subdivision in that sense 1 
Iike to fly in the face of convention and 1 like to try to re-create something as natural as 
possible ... 1 find it very satisfjmg, 1 enjoy the challenge of Nature without having to 
challenge it ... 

Diane also made the connection between gardening and spiritual well-being: 

Talking and praying and seem to corne easy in nature. So why is that? So that' s why 1 
like gardening too. I think I r  rn having conversations with God in the garden and because 
um I think we re part of nature, we re, it s part of our, we re part of this universe and 
we belong out there. 1 think we re green on the inside (giggles), it ' s peacefid, itr s quiet, 
itr s nourishing urn and al1 those things that you connect them more with the spiritual 
being. 

For Bob both the work and the enjoymmt of gardening was helpfûl for his spiritual well-being: 

"if 1 get another five minutes of weeding donc and then spend the next twenty minutes just sitting and 

enjoying the garden then I've donc what's good for me." 

Gardening for Fiona had a spintual dimension because it has a seme of wonder and provides a 



sense of satisfaction: 

. . . every year when I plant seeds in the garden and there ' s always a sense of wonder that 
y' know 1 plant a radish seed and there the radish cornes y' know it ' s just really um it ' s 
miraculous to me ... sitting in my garden after I t  ve done al1 the planting it feels really 
good ... 

m e n  responding to the question, "what would you Say enhances or improves your spiritual 

growth, your spiritual weil-being, Hilary mentioned: 

gardening . ..really helps me get in touch with something inside me. . . because it s an 
external reflection of what s outsidelinside. 1 think that what is outside is inside and what 
is inside is outside. So the garden, 1 see myself in the garden blooming, growing lots of 
different things, it ' s a really neat image. 

Of the seven activities in the hobbies category ofactivities, two were correlated with spintual well- 

being: needlework, sewing, hitting, etc.; and floral amging, plant care. The activity of floral arranging, 

plant care bears simiIarities with the activity of gardening. One of the in-depth i n t e ~ e w  participants, 

Hilary, explained the importance of taking care of flowers to her spiritual well-being: 

. . . connecting with um my garden and the flowers everyday . . . like everyday 1 try to 
buy flowers, . . . I have flowers al1 over um part of that is it s a form of an offering, but 
it also, 1' m very aware, itt s a very important image for me, as far as who 1 am in my 
course, my outlook so the image of things growing. 1 have different kinds of flowers in 
the garden 1 ' rn constantly aware of that, that s that ' s for me transformation. 

The relationship between floral arranging/plant care with spiritual well-being supports previous research 

related to the influence of plant care on individual well-being and health (e.g., Ulrich and Parsons, 1990). 

In addition to the two hobbies of needlework, sewing, hitting, etc. and floral arranging, plant care, 

the hobbies category of leisure activities was also positively correlated with spiritual well-being. However 

of the twelve leisure-spiritual processes, only the process of repression, correlated negatively, had a 

significant relationship with hobbies. 

Three of the four activities in the personal development category had significant relationships with 

spiritual well-king as measured by both scales: reading for personal growth, spiritual practices (e.g. 



meditation, prayer, journal writing) and attending a retreat. The fmding concerning reading is consistent 

with the strong correlation Ragheb (1993) fourid between reading and spiritual well-being. While reading 

was the activity category that Ragheb f o n d  to have the highest correlation with spintual well-being, in 

the present study, spiritual practices (r=.66), and attending a retreat (r=.39), had evm stronger correlations 

than reading for persona1 growth (r=.37). The Ragheb study did not identify these specific activities. The 

importance of spiritual practices for spiritual well-being, is reinforced by the data fiorn the in-depth 

interviews in which seven of the eight participants mentioned meditation or contemplation as being 

important for their spiritual well-being and six of the eight participants identified prayer as being important 

for their spiritual well-being. 

The positive relationship between the individual personal developmmt activities as well as the 

personal development activity category is explained by nine of the 12 leisure-spiritual processes being 

significantly related to personal development activities. The processes of workingthrough, time and space, 

sacralization, attitude, nature, and compatibility were al1 positively related to personal development 

activities while the processes ofbusyness, (hard) fascination, and repression were al1 negatively correlated 

with personal development activities. 

Three activities were found to be negatively associated with spiritua1 well-being: television 

watching, adventure trekking and social dancing. These three activities are fkom three diffemt leisure 

activity categories, respectively, the categories of mass media activities, travel and tourism activities, and 

social activities respectively. None of these activity categones, or the cakgory of sports activities, had a 

significant reIationship with spiritual well-king. 

The negative association of the activity watching television and videos with spiritual well-being 

is consistent with fhdings that television watching o f f a  littlc in terms of satisîjhg experience (Kubey 

& Csikszmtmihalyi, 1990). It is also important to note here that the activity watching television and videos 

was tied with reading as the activity most fkequently mentîoned by those in the low MPS group, whereas 
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reading was the activity most frequently mentioned by the medium and the high M P S  groups. In addition 

the "Mass Media" leisure participation style group created by the cluster analysis, which had a relatively 

high level of participation in mass media activities (the category which inchdes the activity of watching 

television and videos) and a relatively low level of participation in al1 the other leisure activity 

participation categones, had the lowest spiritual well-being scores on the both the MPS and the SSWB 

of the four leisure participation style groups. Furthemore the scores of this group on both the MPS and 

the SSWB were significantly different than the scores of al1 the other leisure participation style groups. 

Another activity negatively correlated with a spiritual well-being was adventure trekking. This 

negative association is consistent with Morgan's (1 994) suggestion that some adventure recreationists do 

not have a spintual relationship with nature, rather, the natural environment is viewed "as an object to 

be conquered. A reIated explanation of why this activity may be negatively associated with spiritual well- 

being is suggested by contrasting the Seeker Tourist Role explained in Chapter 2 as a If seeker of spiritual 

and'or persona1 howledge to bener understand self and meaning of lifew with the Explorer Tourist Role 

described as Vrefen adventure travel, explonng out of the way places and mjoys challenges involved 

in getting there." Adventure trekking would fa11 into the Explorer Tourist Role. A characteristic of this 

type of traveller is that the kind of excitement sought is associated with challenge, newness, and adventure 

in the context of physical hardship. This form of travel is especially prevalent arnong males (Yiannakis 

& Gibson, 1992). 

The activity of social dancing was also negatively correlated with spiritual well-being. Cornments 

by the in-depth interview participants sheds some insight into the relationship between dancing and 

spiritual well-being. As quoted in Chapter 5, Bob menti~ned:~lI dislike things like dances and social 

meetings cause they are so totally artificial, ah there ' s masks being wom, um and masks hurt and 1 don t 

feel cornfortable not being natural, not being myself. In a conversation about what activities detracted 



from her spiritua1 well-being, Hilary mentioned: "losing your mind kind of thing y' know, but um wild 

dancing stuff, like that. 1 mean sometimes 1 really liked doing that ... it' s a distraction, it can be, it has 

been for me ... it ' s just too turbulent a kind of a thing that gets you too worked up. " A different view was 

expressed by Diane, who although she found crowded noisy places to be hard on her spirit, made an 

exception for crowded noisy dance floors. When asked why that was, she responded: "If you are on a 

crowded noisy dance floor where you can let go and get into expressing your spirit or soul, in the music, 

then it ' s okay." 

The differing perspectives on social dancing by the above participants reflects the in-depth 

interview themes of " m e  to self' activities versus unauthentic or incongruent activities. m i l e  there were 

some commonalities amongst the in-depth interview participants as to which activities improved spiritual 

well-being, there was quite a diversity of activities. It seems that the particular activities in and of 

themselves were not as significant in tenns of the firnction of the activities in the participants' lives. The 

findings of the in-depth interviews suggest that leisure activities that help people get in touch with 

themselves, that help them be ' h e  to self," and that help them express their personality, are the ones that 

promote spiritual well-being. This finding is supported by the finding fiom the survey questionnaire that 

there was a significant positive reIationship between the enjoyment of the activity they participated in most 

often and spiritual well-being. These findings fiom the in-depth interviews and the survey questionnaire 

are consistent with identity fomation and affirmation theory (Manne11 & Kleiber, 1997) and bear some 

resernblance to existing research on leisure and life satisfaction which clearly indicates life satisfaction 

is influenced more by how people feel about what they do (leisure satisfaction) than what they do (leisure 

participation) during their leisure (Manne11 & Kleiber, 1997). 

The results of the in-depth interviews did not suggest a clear consensus as to which activities 

inhbited or detracted fiom spiritual well-being. Generally, unauthentic activities, or activities that 



introduced an element of incongruence or tension for the participant, were seen as detracting from spirihial 

well-king. 

The themes of "me to self' activities and "unauthentic or incongruent activities" tiom the in-depth 

interviews is consistent with the compatibility feature of restorative environments theory (Kaplan & 

Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995). Compatibility refm to a setting or activity which is congruent with and 

advances one* s purposes or inclinations. Thus "bue to self' activities are c haracterized by compatibility 

while "unauthentic or incongruent activities" are not. As a result "tme to self' activities are more 

conducive to restoration and spiritual well-being than are unauthentic and incongruent activities. Ths  

process of compatibility was examined as part of the Leisure-Spiritual Rocesses scale in the survey 

questionnaire. There was found to be a significant relationship (at < .O1 significance IeveI) between the 

process of compatibility and spiritual well-being. 

The leisure activity groupings (mass-media, social activities, sports activities, cultural activities, 

hobbies, persona1 development, and travel and tourism) used to examine the relationship betwem leisure 

activity participation and spiritual well-being were similar to the categones used by Ragheb (1 993). In the 

present study, Ragheb' s category of reading was expanded into a category of personal development 

activities, the categones of sports activities and spectator activities were collapsed into one category of 

sports activlties and the category of travel and tourism was added. in both studies only one grouping, mass 

media, had a negative correlation with spiritual well-being, however in both cases, this was not a 

significant correlation. Ragheb fond  that reading, social activities, outdoor activities, sports activities, 

spectator activities and culture activities were al1 significantly correlatcd with spiritual well-being while 

hobbies were not correlated with spiritual well-being. The present study found persona1 development 

activities to be related to spiritual well-being on both scales, while cultinal activities, outdoor activities 

and hobbies were also significantly related but only on the MPS. Why werc the leisure activity categories 

of social activities and of sports activities comlated with spintual wcll-king in Ragheb's study but not 
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in the present study? As Ragheb noted, a limitation of his study was the use of single items to assess 

wellness. In addition, an examination of the leisure-spiritual processes associated with these leisure 

activity categones helps to explain why they are not positively correlated with spiritual well-being. Sports 

activities are positively correlated with the processes ofbusyness, hard fascination and REPRESSION and 

negatively correlated with the process of sacralization, while the social activities category, although 

positively correlated with the processes of working through and being away, is also positively correlated 

with REPRESSION. 

An examination of how leisure activities are combined in a person's life to form a leisure style and 

how that leisure style is related to spiritual well-being is probably more significant than examining the 

reIationships between individual leisure activities or leisure activity categories and spiritual well-being. 

It is significant to note that the stepwise regression analysis of the leisure activity categories found that 

persona1 development activities were the bcst predictor of spiritual wdl-being. This finding is consistent 

with Iso-Ahola's (1 994, 1997) suggestion that one of the major ways leisure may influence health is as a 

means (e.g. exercise) of pursuing and accomplishing specific health outcornes. In this case, leisure 

provides time and an environment for a person to practice behaviours (e.g., spiritual practices) which have 

health benefits (e.g., spiritual well-being). 

This regression analysis finding is supported by the cluster analysis findings in that the two groups 

with the highest levels of participation in persona1 development activities (Personal Development Type 

and Overall Active Type) are also the two groups which have the highest spiritual well-being scores. 

However, the findings of the cluster analysis go beyond the findings of the regression analysis and suggest 

that certain Ieisure styles are more conducive to spiritual well-king than other leisure styles, and also that 

high levels of spiritual well-king may be associated with more than on type of leisure style. It is quite 

clear that a leisure style characterized by low levels of Ieisure activity participation and low levels of 

leisure motivation (i.e., Mass Media Type) is not as conducive to spirituai well-king as a leisure style 
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characterized by a high level of leisure activity participation and a high level of leisure motivation (e.g. 

Overall Active Type). This fmding is consistent with previous research which indicates that an active 

leisure style--including both physical and non-physical activities--has beneficial effects on both 

psychological and physical health (Caldwell et al., 1992; Flanagan, 1978; Iso-Ahola, 1994, 1997) and the 

finding by Roberts et al. (1989) that individuals with "impoverished leisure" were less healthy than al1 

other respondents while individuals with a "rich leisure" pattexn (Le., more fiequent and varied 

participation than the sample average) were the healthiest. 

The cluster analysis also reems to suggest that a leisure style characterized by higher rates of 

participation in sports activities and social activities (Sports/SociaVMedia Type) and characterized by 

stimulus seeking, that is a high score on social motivations and cornpetence-mastery motivations and a low 

score on stimulus-avoidance motivations, is unlikely to be associated with the highest levels of spiritual 

well-being. As noted earlier, sports activities and social activities had a postive correlation with the 

REPRESSION process. However, the leisure participation style groups also suggest that the higher levels 

of spiritual well-being may be associated with groups which may have not only different leisure style 

profiles, but also have significantly different levels of leisure activity participation: a lower level of 

activity (Personal Development Type) and a higher level of activity (ûverall Active Type). 

Leisure Motivations and Spiritual Well-Being 

An Attitude of Openness 

A number of the in-depth interview participants saw the relationship between leisure and spiritual 

well-king to be somewhat cornplex; there was not a direct relationship betwecn the two concepts, Some 

activities could be lcisure, yet not conducive to spiritual well-king. Some things that were conducive to 

spiritua1 well-being were not necessarily leisure. A key factor was the attitude that the participants brought 

to their activities: an atritude or framc of mind characterized by being awake to seeing, discemment, 
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intentionality, focus, a different way of seeing things, gratehlness, gratitude, seeing with new eyes, and 

keeping awareness open. In surnrnary, these phrases which the participants used, al1 have similanties with 

sacralization ("sensitizing to the spiritual," Chandler et al., 1992, p. 172), resacralization (a term used by 

Maslow to mean "rediscovering a sense of the sacred in everyday life" Davis, 1996, p. 419) and receptivity 

which is defined as an open-minded attitude to what time, space, emotions and physical conditions are 

offenng a person (Hendee & Brown, 1988; McDonald & Schreyer, 199 1; Pieper, 1952). This theme also 

has some similarities with Iso-Ahola s (1 997) seeking dimension of leisure motivation, Manne11 and 

Kleibert s (1997) persona1 growth explanations of leisure and well-being, and the "seeker" tourist role 

(Yiannakis & Gibson, 1992). T h e  survey results confirmed the importance of this process of "attitude" and 

found significant relationships (at <.O 1 level significant level) betwem this process, as well as the related 

process of sacralization, and spiritual well-being as measured by both the MPS (behavioural) and 

subjective spiritual well-being scales. 

The importance of the relationship between leisure motivation and spiritual well-being was also 

illustrated by the positive correlation between the overall Leisure Motivation Score and spiritual well- 

being. That is, the greater the person's motivation to seel; out specific outcornes fiom one's leisure, the 

higher was the person's spiritual well-being. This finding supports Iso-AhoIa's (1989, 1997) theonzing 

that the seeking dimension of leisure motivation, in contrast to the escaping motivation, is likely to be 

more favourable to health and is consistent with research findings that individuals who are primarily 

seeking-oriented in their leisure are physically and psychologicaIly healthier than individuals who are 

primarily escapists in their Ieisure (Iso-Ahola, 1994; Iso-Ahola & Weissinger, 1984). 

The individual motivations which were significantly correlated with spintual well-being belonged 

to either the intellectual or the stimulus-avoidance components of the Leisure Motivation Scale. These two 

components were also the components that were fond to have a significant relationship with spiritual 



well-being. The correlation of the intellectual component of the Leisure Motivation Scale with spiritual 

well-being is very much consistent with the strong correlation between persona1 development activities 

and spiritual well-being as this component " assesses the extent to which individuals are motivated to 

engage in leisure activities which involve substantial mental activities such as learning, exploring, 

discovenng, creating, or imagining" (Beard & Ragheb, 1983, p. 227). It is also consistent with the persona1 

growth theories of leisure and well-being (Manne11 & Kleiber, 1997). 

The correlation of the stimulus-avoidance component of the Leisure Motivation Scale with 

spiritual well-being is consistent with the theme from the in-depth interviews that settings ofquiet, solitude 

and silence are conducive to spiritual well-being as well as being consistent with the in-depth interview 

theme that busyness detracted fiom spiritual well-being. It is also consistent with Ragheb ' s (1 993) finding 

of the important contribution of the relaxational component of leisure satisfaction to spintual wellness. 

Furthemore, it is consistent with the minor theme within the nature theme, fiom the in-depth interviews, 

that remote nature settings are particularly conducive to spirihial well-being and also with the being away 

feature of restorative environrnents theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995). 

The path analysis also illustrated the important role of leisure motivation in spiritual well-being. 

It was found that leisure motivation directly influences both the sacralization process and the place 

process, and indirectly influences the repression process through leisure activity participation. In addition, 

the path coefficients for the relationships betwem leisure motivation and the individual leisure-spiritual 

processes are greater than the path coefficients which link the leisure style components of fiee time, leisure 

activity participation, and solitary leisure activity participation with the leisure-spirihial processes. These 

findings seem to confinn the cornments of the in-depth intemiew participants that it is not neceswily 

leisure time or leisure activity which influences spiritual well-being, but it is the attitude or fiame of rnind 

that one brings to the leisure time or leisure activity. 



Leisure Setting and Spiritual Well-Being 

Analysis of the Ontario Parks Camper Survey indicated that there were statistically significant 

relationships between the class of park being visited and the degree to which introspection/spirituality 

added to satisfaction with the park experience. Those visiting wildemess parks rated introspection/ 

spirituality the highest, those visiting natural environment parks were next, and those visiting recreation 

parks were the lowest. The swvey questionnaire allowed for the examination of the relationship between 

spiritual well-being and eight leisure settings (primitive wilderness areas, non-urban natutal areas, cottage 

or lodge sertings, pastoraVrura1 areas, urban and near-urban natural areas, quiet urban areas, busy wban 

recreation areas, and own home). There was a significant relationship between only two of these settings 

and spiritual well-being: quiet urban recreation areas; and own home. In addition, the path analysis 

indicated a negative relationship of wilderness areas with subjective spiritual well-being. These findings 

do not seem to support much specutation and some research @avis, 1996; Fox, 1997, Greely, 1974; 

Kaplan & Talbot, 1983, Kaplan, 1974; Keutzer, 1978; Lambert et al., 1978; Young, 1983; Young & 

Crandall, 1984), incIuding the findings fiom the Ontario Parks Camper Survey, on the important 

connection between wilderness and natural areas, and spirituality. The findings fkom the survey 

questionnaire seem to support Morgan's (1994) contention that the strong relationship between outdoor 

recreation and spirituality is a myth. However, to a certain extent, the Ontario Parks Camper Survey does 

not fully support Morgan's contention as 52.8% of the respondents in this survey indicated that 

introspection/spirituality added to their satisfaction with the park experience, while 44.5% indicated that 

introspection/spirituality neither added or detractcd fiom satisfaction with theirpark experience and 2.7% 

responded that in~ospection/spirituality deîracted fiom their satisfaction with their park experience. This 

finding fiom the Ontario Parks Survey is similar to Brayley and Fox's (1998) finding that 45.8% of a 

sarnple of individual users of the backcountry of Prince Albert National Park felt that the opportunity to 

reflect on spintual values was somewhat, quite or very important to them in dcciding to visit the park's 
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backcountry. Brayley and Fox (1998) also found that the introspection domain was ranked by the 

respondents as the fourth lowest of 16 benefit domains fiom the Recreation Experience Preference Scale. 

Brayley and Fox concluded that the desire for a spiritual benefit in the backcountry is not shared by a 

majority of visitors, and among those who would consider it a benefit, the opportunity for introspection 

is not as important as many of the other benefits they seek. 

Another possible explanation as to why the survey results do not support much previous research 

on nature and spirituality is that a limitation of rnuch previous research, including the Ontario Parks 

Camper Survey, is that it has only studied people who visited wildemess or natural settings. For some of 

the people who visit wilderness, the wilderness setting may play an important role in spiritual well-being, 

however only a small percentage of the population visits wildemess areas. Few studies, if any have 

examined the population in general or have looked at a range of leisure settings as was done in the present 

study. The present study confirrns speculation and some research that quiet urban settings, such as 

museums (Kaplan, Bardwell, & Slakter, 1993), libraries (Herzog et al., 1997) and monastenes (Kaplan & 

Talbot, 1983) rnay be conducive to restorative and reflective benefits. 

The thernes fiom the in-depth interviews and also the findings of the path analysis sheds some 

insight into the relationships between leisure settings and spiritual well-being. Three themes fiom the in- 

depth interviews were related to setting: nature, being-away and settings of persona! and human history. 

Nature was a very prevalent therne mentioned by al1 the in-depth interview participants as being 

conducive to spiritual well-being. This fînding is consistent with the findings of Stringer and McAvoy 

(1992) and Fox (1 997). The rasons why natural settings w m  more conducive to spiritual well-king than 

other settings varied. Some participants saw nature as being conducive to spiritual well-king as it elicited 

a sense of wonder and awe. For some participants nature was conducive to their spiritual well-being as 

nature helped them connect with their Gad. ûther participants mentioned that the richness and diversity 

was li fe-giving and rejuvenating. For example, in Chapter 5, Hilary was quoted as noting how looking at 
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nature, in contrast to a cernent wall, was very rejuvenating. This idea of nature, in contrast to a cernent 

wall, being rejuvenating, is consistent with restorative environments theory, and was also alluded to by 

a few other participants. For example, Bob described the environrnents that he associated with his spiritual 

well-being as follows: 

... You c m  absorb the things around you. You, you' re not needing to entertain or be 
entertained by sorneone else, you can let the world carry you, you could float if youf d 
like in ... the ... experience, and the richness of diversiv which is around you ....y our mind 
is completely free to wander and there is so many things you can touch. 

The notions of the richness of diversity and the fact that onef s mind is completely fke to wonder with 

many things to touch is consistent with the extmt (settings adequately rich and coherent that it can 

captivate the mind and foster exploration) and fascination (a form of attention that requires no effort) 

features of restorative environments theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995). 

The theme of nature was exarnined in the suwey questionnaire through the "nature" process in 

the LSP scale. This process was significantly related with spintual well-being. It was also significantly 

related to the primitive wildemess, non-urban natural, wban and near-urban natural and quiet urban 

recreation area settings. 

A minor theme from the in-depth inteniews was the theme of ' k i n g  away." A few participants 

spoke about remote leisure settings and suggested that leisure in these areas has some particular 

characteristics which are conducive to spiritual well-being. In general, leisure in these settings allowed 

participants to leave the demands and expectations of the everyday world behind and to focus on the basics 

of life which are related to one's spiritual well-being. The obsewations of these participants, related to the 

effects of king away to a more remote natural setting, is congruent with both the "being away" feature 

of restorative environments theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, 1995) and also Shinger and 

McAvoy ' s (1992) research finding that a "different environment, fiee fiom nomial constraints on time 

and energy" (p. 17) increased opportunities for, and the enhancement of, spiritual developmcnt. This theme 



was examined in the survey questionnaire through the "being-away" process in the LSP scale, however, 

there was not a significant relationship between this process and spiritual well-being, nor was the process 

significantly related to any of the leiswe settings. There are a couple ofpossibilities as to why a significant 

relationship was not found. One is that the question used to measure this process did not accurately capture 

the essence of the process as conceptualized. A second possibility, consistent with it being a minor theme 

in the qualitative findings, is that the process of being away is utilized only by some people. 

A minor theme from the in-depth interviews, related to leisure seîtings, was that some participants 

found that settings which had a sense of persona1 or human history were conducive to spiritual well-being. 

This theme which suggests that places of personal and human history are settings more associated with 

spiritual well-being, is consistent with the literature on smse of place, that is, the ernotional and symbolic 

connections nature visitors have to outdoor recreation settings (Williams et al., 1992). This theme was 

examined in the survey questionnaire through the process of "sense cf place" and there was found to be 

a significant relationship (at <.O1 significance level) between it and spiritual well-being as measured by 

both the MPS (behavioural) and the SSWB spiritual well-being scales. in addition this process was 

significantly correlated with quiet urban recreation areas. 

The significance of leisure setting related processes is indicated by the fact that one of the three 

leisure-spiritual processes derived fiom the factor analysis, the PLACE process, is related to setting and 

includes al1 of the nature questionnaire items, two of the sense of place questionnaire items, and one of 

the being away questionnaire items. 

One of the path analysis models (Figure 6.6 ) illustrates the role of setting- related factors in 

spintual well-being. This path analysis mode1 illustrates the importance of the quiet urban recreation 

setting as it directly and positively influences both MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being and the 

SACRALIZATION process, indirectly and positively influences subjective spiritual well-king through 

the PLACE process and directly and negatively influences the REPRESSION process. In contrast, busy 
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urban recreation areas directly and positively influence the REPRESSION process. In addition, a setting 

of one's home directly and positively influences MPS (behavioural) spiritual well-being and primitive 

wilderness area directly and negatively influences subjective spiritual well-being. 

Solitary Leisure Activity Participation and Spiritual Well-Being 

n i e  swvey finding that solitary leisure activity participation was positively associated with 

spiritual wel1-being, is consistent with the findings of the Ontario Parks Camper Swvey that those who 

visited a park alone were more likely to rate introspection/spirituality as contributing to satisfaction of the 

park experience, and with the in-depth interview theme of quiet, solitude and silence. These findings are 

consistent with the findings of Fox (1997) that solitude is important for spiritual development and also 

with the classical teachings on spirituality down through the centuries that silence and solitude is required 

for spiritual development (e.g., Doohan, 1990, Leclerq, 1982, Teaff, 1994). 

A recumng theme that appeared in the in-depth interviews was that settings characterized by 

silence, solitude and quiet were conducive to spiritual well-being. As noted earlier, this theme is consistent 

with the finding fiom the Ontario Parks Camper Survey which found that persons who visited the parks 

alone tended to rate the contribution of introspection/spirituality to satisfaction with the park experience 

higher than those who visited the parks with other people. While the in-depth interview data indicated that 

settings of quiet, solitude and silence were conducive to spiritual-well-being, noisy settings and activities 

were most fiequently mentioned as that which detracted fiom spiritual well-king. These two contrasting 

themes of settings of quiet, soIitude, and silence contributing to spiritual well-being on the one hand, and 

of noisy settings and activities detracting fiom spiritual well-being on the other hand, are consistent with 

the polar extremes of the continuum fiom sofi fascination to hard fascination (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; 

Kaplan, 1995). SoA fascination has moderate intensity, adequate to maintain attention without effort, but 

not so intense as to prevent reflection. In addition, environments which elicit soA fascination are 
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aesthetically pleasant, thereby counterbalancing any pain associated with reflection on serious matters. In 

contrast, hard fascination is extremely intense, capture's one's attention, and leaves little opportwiity for 

thinking. Thus the theme of settings of quiet, solitude and silence contributing to spiritual well-being, fiom 

the in-depth interview, is consistent with sofi fascination, while the theme of noisy settings and activities 

detracting from spiritual well-being is consistent with hard fascination. This softlhard continuum of 

fascination may also explain the Ontario Parks Camper Survey finding that activities such as nature 

viewing had stronger associations with introspection/spirituality than did more active activities such as 

motorboating or cycling. 

These two themes of quiet settings and noisy settings were supported by the finding from the 

survey questionnaire that the process of hard fascination was significantly and negatively related (at the 

.O1 significance level) to spiritual well-being. Furthemore, sports activities had a positive relationship 

with hard fascination and thus they wouId be activities which are extremely intense, capture's one's 

attention, and leaves little opportunity for reflection. ïhis  finding is consistent with literature which 

suggests that watching auto racing (Kaplan, 1995), watching television, shopping, and watching or 

participating in sports (Canin, 199 1), and parties, video games, bars, rock concerts and amusement parks 

(Herzog et al., 1 997) are hard fascination activities. In contrast there was a negative relationship between 

quiet urban recreation areas and the process of hard fascination. Thus this leisure setting could be 

characterized as exhbiting soft fascination. This finding is consistent with the literature that nearby natural 

areas (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1 989; Schroeder, 1 99 1) and urban settings such as museurns (Kaplan et al, 1 993), 

libraries (Herzog et al., 1997) and monasteries (Kaplan & Talbot, 1983) may be conducive to restorative 

and refîective benefits. This series of findings confînns the in-depth interview theme of quietness, solitude 

and silence, as well as prcvious research on the importance of solitude for spiritual expnience (e.g., Fox, 

1997). 

The path analysis mode1 (sec Figure 6.5) confirms the importance of solitary leisure activity 
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participation for spiritual well-being, but also suggests that the relationship between solitary leisure 

participation and spiritual well-being is somewhat complex. In the path mode1 solitary leisure activity 

participation was directly and negatively related to subjective spiritual well-being, however it was 

positively related to subjective spiritual well-being through the PLACE process, which suggests that when 

the PLACE process is utilized, solitary leisure activity participation has a positive influence upon 

subjective spiritual well-being, however, when the place process is not used, solitary leisure activity 

participation has a negative influence upon subjective spiritual well-being. 

Regression analysis of the data fiom the survey questionnaire suggested that the greatest predictor 

of spiritual well-being was persona1 development leisure activities, followed by stimulus-avoidance 

motivations and a leisure setting of one's own home. Other than the relationship between stimulus- 

avoidance and spiritual well-being, which reflects literature on restorative environrncnts, little empirical 

literature exists on the relationship of these leisure style characteristics and spiritual well-being. As 

mentioned earlier, writing and study on this topic has tended to focus on the relationship between 

wilderness/nature settings and spirituality. Certainly the strong relationship between personal development 

leisure activities and spiritual well-being is consistent with both classical and contemporary spiritual 

writings on the relationship between spiritual practices and spiritual development (e.g., Doohan, 1990, 

LeCIerq, 1982; Teaff, 1994). 

II. PROCESSES WHICH LINK LEISURE AND SPIRITUAL WELLBEING 

Research Question 4 was concerned with the processes that link the various components of leisure 

style with spiritual well-being. Table 7.1 s r n a r i z e s  the processes that were identified during various 

phases of the research process. The litmature suggested processes associated with counselling techniques, 

leisure and well-king theories, and restorative environments theory. The in-depth interviews uncovered 

10 themes, each which suggested a link between leisure and spiritual well-being. Based on the literature 
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review, fmdings from the Ontario Parks Camper Survey and the in-depth interviews, the Leisure Spiritual 

Processes Scale was developed to measure 12 processes that were hypothesized to link leisure and spiritual 

wd1-being. Subsequent factor analysis suggested that the 12 processes could be reduced to three main 

processes. This section of the chapter will discuss these processes which were identified at various stages 

of the research. 

There was aimost unanimous agreement by the in-depth interview participants that they considered 

the activities or expenences which enhanced their spiritual well-being to be leisure. Also, there was 

unanimous agreement that their leisure activities and expenences were associated with their spiritual well- 

being. The association between leisure and spirituality confirms the conceptual discussions of those who 

have linked the two (e.g., Doohan, 1990; Godbey, 1989; Goodale, 1994; Howe-Murphy & Murphy, 1987; 

McDowell, 1986; Murphy, l972/1973; Pieper, 1952). The in-depth interview findings reflect a greater 

association between leisure and spirituality than Collins (1993) found in his qualitative study, perhaps 

because of the difference in the sampling techniques used. Collins selected participants fiom one specific 

religious group. while a purposive sample of people who had an expressed interest in spirituality was used 

in the present study. 

Not only did the in-depth interview participants suggest that leisure was associated with spiritual 

well-being and that it required a certain attitude or h m e  of mind if it was to contribute to spiritual well- 

being. but they noted how leisure could detract nom spiritual well-being as well as conhibute to spiritual 

well-being: balance in life was helpful for spiritual well-king while busyness in life was detrimental to 

spiritual well-being; natwal settings contributcd to spiritual well-being while artificial settings detracted 

fiom spirituai well-being; quiet settings facilitated spiritual growth while artificial settings hindered 

spiritual growth; '?rue-to-self" activities were conducive to spiritual well-being while unauthentic 

activities blocked spiritual well-being. in general, the respondents spoke more about leisure bctioning 

in a positive sense as opposed to a negative sense. The prevalence of the positive relationship between 
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leisure and spiritual well-being could be because of the fact that this sarnple was a purposive sarnple of 

people who had an expressed interest in spirituality. 

The factor analysis of the quantitative data also suggested that Ieisure could be used to both 

enhance and to detract fiom spiritual well-being. Factor analysis suggested a three factor solution of 

processes that link leisure with spiritual well-being: SACMLISATION, PLACE, AND REPRESSION. 

This three factor solution is consistent with, and integrates, both the Chandler et al. (1992) model of 

spiritual well-being and the extensive speculative and to a lesser extent, empirical, literature on nature- 

based recreation and spirituality. Two key components in the Chandler et al. rnodef are the notions of 

repression where one represses the spiritual tendency within oneself and sacralization or rescralization 

where one is sensitized to the spiritual. It was suggested in Chapter 1 that leisurc could fùnction both to 

sensitize a person to the spintual and also to repress the spiritual tendency within the person. The third 

factor of place brings the important role of setting factors into the model. This place process reflects the 

literature on the relationship between nature-based leisure and spirituality (e.g., Fox, 1997; Stringer & 

McAvoy, 1992), sense of place literature (Williams et. al, 1992) and the being away feature of the 

restorative environments theory (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989; Kaplan, f 995). 

The path analysis extends the findings of the factor analysis and suggests that the t h e  leisure- 

spiritual processes mediate the relationship bctween leisure style components and spiritual well-being in 

different ways. The place process does not directly influence behavioural W S )  spiritual well-being, 

however, it does influence subjective well-being. The sacralization and repression processes influence 

behavioural spiritual well-king directly, but oniy indirectly influence subjective well-being through 

behavioural spirihial well-being. 

Both path and regression analyses suggest that the sacralization process is stconger than the 

repression process. However, this could simply refiect the fact that the survey sample, like the in-depth 

interview sample, was a purposive sarnple of people who had an expressed interest in spirituality. The 
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sacralization process might not be as strong in a representative sarnple. 

Mode1 of Leisure and Spiritual Well-Being 

The findings support a modified and more sirnplistic vcrsion of the model of leisure and spintual 

well-being proposed in Chapter 1. The model of leisure and spirihial well-being presented in Chapter 1, 

based on the Chandler et al. (1 992) model of spiritual wellness, had two dirnmsions of spirihial wellness. 

One dimension is a continuum fiom a condition of repression of the spiritual tendency at one end of the 

continuum to a condition of spirinial emergency or spiritual preoccupation at the other end of the 

continuum with spiritual wellness at or near the midpoint of the continuum. The second dimension in the 

model is a continuum of spiritual development which represents "the process of incorporating spiritual 

experiences that results ultimately in spiritual transformation" (Chandler et al., p. 170). The first dimmsion 

reflects a person's immediate spiïitual condition, whereas the second dimension reflects a person's 

spirihial development, or lack of spiritual development, over time. The model of leisure and spiritual well- 

being presented in Chapter 1 included these two dimensions of spiritual wellness: leisure experiences, 

which involve an interplay of time, activity, motivation and setting, have the potential to provide conte- 

in which the spiritual is explored rather than being repressed, and where spiritual preoccupation due to a 

spiritual emergency can be dealt with (vertical dimmsion of model), while a leisure style provides repeated 

opportunities to translate leisure experiences of a spiritual nature into spiritual development (horizontal 

dimension of the model). However, the spiritual well-being scales used in these studies did not capture the 

two dimensions of spiritual well-king as conceptualîzed by the model proposed in Chapter 1. The spiritual 

well-being scales provided an ovnsll meanire of spiritual well-being, but did not capture either the 

respondent's imrnediate spiritual condition or their spiritual development over time. Thus the model of 

leisure and spirihial well-king presented in this surnmary chapter is more simplistic than the one 

presented in Chapter 1 and only has one dimension of spirihial w e l l - h g .  
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The findings suggest that the leisure style components of time, activity, motivation and setting 

both individually and through the interplay of al1 the components together, have the potential to either 

directly, or indirectly through the processes of SACRALIZATION, PLACE and REPRESSION, enhance 

spiritual well-being or detract tiom spiritual well-being (See Figure 7.1, p. 245). For example, the Ieiswe 

style component of free time does not directly influence spiritual well-being, but it does positively 

influence spiritual well-being through the process of sacralization. The leisure style component of activity 

directly and positively influences spiritual well-being, while it can indirectly and negatively influence 

spiritual well-being through the repression process. The leisure style cornponent of motivation can 

indirectly influence spiritual well-being through both the sacralization and the place process. Solitary 

leisure activity participation can have a direct and negative influence upon spiritual well-being, but also 

a positive and indirect influence on spiritual well-being through the place process. A setting of one's own 

home has a direct positive influence upon spiritual well-being, while the setting of quiet urban recreation 

area can positively and indirectly influence spiritual well-being through the sacralization and place 

processes, while it can negatively and directly influence spiritual well-being through the repression 

process. The path models suggest that the relationships between the various leisure style components can 

be influenced by the interplay of the various leisure style components. 

III. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND PRACTICE 

Future Research 

Although t h e  has been increasing specdation about tht relationship of leisure and spiritualiîy 

in recent yean, this study is one of only a few that have explored this relationship in depth. Much more 

research is needed to understand the dynamics of the relationships bctween leisure and spiritual well-being. 

At least six implications for M e r  research are obvious. 

First, the most directly related research on leisure and spirituality has been qualitative (Fox, 1997; 



Stringer & McAvoy, 1992). Ragheb (1993) did examine leisure and spiritual weI1-being from a 

quantitative perspective, however he examined spiritual well-being only within the context of overall well- 

being. The present study illustrates not only the value of quaqtitative methodology to study the relationship 

of leisure and spirituality, but also the value of conducting combined qualitative and quantitative 

approaches. Spirituality is a complex and elusive phenomenon to study and thus the greater the variety of 

approaches used to study it the better. 

Second, a major problem in the study of leisure and spirituality has been how to operationalize and 

measure spirituality. Prior to this study, few studies in the leisure studies field utilized spinhial well-being 

scales, although they have been used extensively in other areas of inquiry. Spiritual well-being scales are 

increasingly being developed and used. The present study suggests that these scales are a helpful tooI in 

studying the relationship between leisure and spirituality. Future studies need to consider both the best and 

rnost relevant scale to use in each research situation. 

Third, the mode1 of leisure and spiritual well-being presented in Chapter I included two 

dimensions of spiritual well-being: one dimension of spiritual wellness, related to a penon's present 

spiritual condition, which was a continuum fiom a repression of the spiritual tendency at one end of the 

continuum to spiritual emergency or spiritual preoccupation at the other end of the continuum; the second 

dimension of spiritual deveiopment, relatcd to spiritual transformation over time. The prexnt study 

examined one dimension of spiritual well-being; it did not examine a person's immediate spiritual 

condition nor did it investigate a person's spiritual development over time. Future studies could examine 

these dimensions of imrnediate spiritual condition and spiritual development over time. 

Fourth, the majority of the research on leisure and spirituality has involved nature-based recreation 

and spirituality (e.g., Fox, 1997; Sûinger & McAvoy, 1992). This study has gone past the nature-based 

orientation and examined al1 forms of leisure in al1 settings. However, the sample in the present study was 

a purposive sample. Future research nec& to look at al1 forms of leisure in al1 scttings with a representative 
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sample. In particular, this study has suggested the importance of quiet urban recreational areas and the 

setting of one's own home as being important for spiritual well-being. Perhaps future research should pay 

greater attention to these settings and why they are important to spiritual well-being, as opposed to an 

over-emphasis upon the wilderness setting, which is a setting which a great majority of the population does 

not visit on a regular basis. 

Fiflh, although this was an exploratory study, the leisure-spiritual processes scale was developed, 

utilized in the pre-test, revised and then used again in the main survey. The correlational, reliability and 

factor analyses of this scale, as used in the main survey, suggests that while the scale has a moderately high 

degree of reliability, there is need for further revision of the scale. In addition, while there were 12 

dimensions to this scale, reflecting 12 hypothesized processes linking leisure and spiritual well-being, the 

factor analysis suggested three main leisure-spiritual processes. Thus, further revision and refinement of 

this scale is suggested before using it in future research. It is suggested that ratha than reducing the scale 

to three main leisure-spiritual processes, that information from the correlational, reliability and factor 

analyses be used to refine the scale items so that they better reflect the hypothesized processes and where 

appropriate combine or delete dimensions of the scale. 

Sixth, the present research has developed a senes of path models of the relationship between 

leisure style and spiritual well-being. Further research needs to refine and test these rnodels. One path 

model included the leisure style components of time, activity and motivation. Another path model 

examined leisure settings. Future models need to integrate the dimension of leisure setting. Future 

research could also go beyond the isolated study of leisure and spiritual well-king and place itself within 

the larger context of the relationship between Ieisure, spiritual well-being, overall well-being, and life 

satisfaction. 



Implications for Practice 

Before discussing the implications of this study for practice, it needs to be noted, that although this 

study unlike previous studies on this topic, examined leisure in al1 settings with a large sample, it must be 

remembered that it was a purposehl sample of persons with an expressed interest in spirituality and not 

a representative sample. Thus the generalization of the findings to recreation practice must be made with 

this consideration in rnind. 

In recent years there has been increasing speculation about how recreation services might be 

managed in order to facilitate spiritual benefits. In discussing this topic, Dustin (1994) writes: 

What al1 of this might mean for the management of public lands remains to be seen. 
Indeed, the very idea that the human spirit can be managed strikes many as a bit odd. 
Given the serendipitous nature of spiritual experiences, it may be that the best 
management could do would be to step aside and let people be. But it is also possible that 
management could enhance opportunities for spiritual experiences through innovations 
in design, interpretation, and educational services. (p. 96) 

There has been much speculation about how to design and manage for spiritual benefits of leisure, especially 

in relation to wildemess or non-urban natural areas (e.g., Elsner, Lewis, Snell, & Spitzer, 1996; List & 

Brown, 1996; McDonald, 1988; McOonald et al., 1989). The findings frorn the Ontario Parks Camper Survey 

(Chapter 4) does not provide clear support that specific management practices, such as level of privacy, are 

especially significant for spiritual benefits. What might be concluded is that an overall high level of service 

quality might be the most effective management strategy for facilitating spiritual bmefits through the 

management of parks and natural areas. 

Ragheb (1993) found, in his study on perceived wellness, that the activities of reading and social 

activities had the highest correlations with perceived wellness and a11 of the welhess components, including 

spiritual weIlness. Ragheb concluded that the importance of reading and social activities for perceived 

wellness had clear implications for leisure services planning and delivery, parks and leisure facilitics design, 

leisure education and leisure counselling. Specifically, he recommended the promotion of libraries, reading 



materials and reading areas as well as the design and management of park and recreation areas to encourage 

social interaction. The present study confirms the importance of reading for spiritual well-being, however 

it does not confrrm the importance of social activities (which is actually consistent with Ragheb's data but 

not his narrative). This study reinforces Ragheb's suggestion that people need to be made aware of reading's 

links with spiritual well-being and his suggestion that libraries, reading areas and materials be made available 

to al1 persons. Based on h s  finding that the leisure satisfaction components labelled relaxational and 

aesthetic-environmental were dominant in their contribution to perceived wellness, including spiritual 

wellness, Ragheb concluded that relaxing activities and aesthetic-leisure environrnents should be ensured. 

The important connections in the present study between stimulus-avoidance motivations and spiritual well- 

being and between cultural activities and spiritual well-being confirms Ragheb's suggestion. 

However, the most important implications arising fkom this study may related to leisure education. 

Regression analysis suggested that persona1 developrnent activities (e.g., reading for personal growth, 

spiritual practices, attending a retreat) are the best predictor of spiritual well-being, followed by the leisure 

setting of onet s home. Since leisure service providers are not primarily involved in providing spiritual 

practices, nor are they directly involved in the provision of leisure opportwiities in citizens' homes, these 

findings suggest that the role of recreation professionals in regards to spiritual well-being might be more one 

of leisure referral and education than of leisure activity provision or facility/park design and management. 

For example, recreation professionals might be invoIved in referring people to spirituaVreligious and other 

organizations which offer activities specifically of a spiritual nature. 

In t m s  of Ieisure education, leisure professionals have a rolc to play in helping people to identie 

which activities are the ones that help them be "txue to selE" as these are the activities that would be most 

helpfkl in the development of a person's spiritual welI-being. Another leisure education rolc of the recreation 

profession in regards to spiritual we1l-being is to understand and be able to encourage solitary leisure activity 

participation as solitude in some cases is associated with spiritual well-being. A third role of the leisure 



professional relates to understanding leisure motivations and helping citizens understand that not only does 

a higher level of leisure motivation, but that stimulus avoidance and intellectual motivations in particular 

are more associated with spiritual well-being. 
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ago and son. Iqiiinurg mlh yourwll. 
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, YOURSiiLF ÏWi i . ' Ï  
J I l I I  
1 I l I I  
a I l I I  

c) Havo you campod RI a pfnralo campgiound n Iha pas1 yeat? ( J I  Yes 1 ],No 

3. Why drl you iloc;~io l u  camp al Ihis parlicular Park? Pleasel~ 1 ttiu irmsl irnpoilanl rcason 
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UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO STUDY 

DOES YOUR LEISURE CONTRIBUTE TO 
YOUR SPIRITUA LITY? 

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED FOR STUDY ON 
LEISURE AND SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING 

Participation involves an interview of approximately one and a haifhours. 

This study has received ethics clearance fiom the 
Office of Human Research at the University of Waterloo 

For firther information please contact: 
Paul Heintnnan 

885-122 1 ext. 3894 or ext. 6344, or 886-7491 
e-mail: paheintz@healthy.uwaterIoo. ca 





QUALITATrVE INTERWEW SCHEDULE 

1. W T  ASPECTS OF YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE IMPROVE YOUR SENSE OF 
WELL-BEING? 

Are there aspects of your life that you associate with your spirituaiity 

2. When we talk of spirituality what does that mean to you? 

How important is spirituality to you? 

Why is spirituality important to you? 

Do you see spirituality iis a part of your personal development, related to your 
health? 

3. WHAT DOES SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING (HEALTH) MEAN TO YOU? 
-explain how much importance you place upon spiritual well-being? 
-how important is spiritual well-being to you in relation to physical, 
mental, social and psychological well-being? 

-do you think very much about your generai well-being, whether you are 
satisfied with it and whether you want to change it or not? 

-do you think very much about your spiritual well-being, whether you are 
satisfied with it and whether you want to change it or not? 

4. WAS THERE AN INSTANCE OF PEMOD Dl YOUR LIFE WHEN YOU BECAME 
MORE AWARE OF THE SPIRITUAL DIMENSION OF YOUR EXISTENCE? 
CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT THAT? WHEN? WHERE? HOW? WHY DO YOU 
THINK THAT WAS? 

5. WHAT ENHANCES (IMPROVES) YOUR SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING (GROWTH)? 
-what factors enhance ... 
-what activitiedexperiences enhance .... 
-what settingdplaces enhance ... 
-what times of the day, week, month, year enhance ... 
-what life circumstances enhance ... 
-what people enhance. .. 
-what responsibilities Oob, family, personal) enhance ... 

6. WHAT INHIBITS (HINDERS) YOUR SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING (GROWTH)? 
-what factors inhibit ... 
-what activities inhibit ... 
-what settingdplaces inhibit ... 
-what times of &y, week, month, year inhibit ... 



-what fife circumstances inhibit ... 
-what people inhibit ... 
-what responsibilities (job, family, personai) inhibit ... 

7. WHAT ACTMTIES (EXPERIENCES) DO YOU ASSOClATE WITH YOUR OWN 
SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING (GROWTH)? 

-what activities (active or passive). . . 
-what activities (planned or spontaneous) ... 
-what events ... 
-what expenences ... 

8. DO YOU CONSIDER ANY OF THESE ACTMTIES (Expenences) TO BE 
LEISURE? 

(repeat each activity that the person has mentioned in answenng #5) 
- what makes these activities leisure for you? 
- why do you consider these activities leisure? 

9. HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE LEISURE? 
-what does leisure mean to you? 
-what other tems, words, phrases would you use to describe your leisure 

10. WHAT LEISURE ACTMTIES (EXPERIENCES) DO YOU PARTICIPATE IN? 
-what leisure experiences are you involved in? 
-what recreation activities do you participate in? 
-what do you do during your fiee (discretionary) time? 
-think of passive activities (experiences) that you engage in as well as active 
activities 

11. OF THE LEISURE ACTMTIES (EXFERENCES) THAT YOU HAVE 
MENTIONED, DO YOU IDENTIFY ANY OF THEM AS A SPIRITUAL 
EXPERIENCE OR HAS HAVING A SPIRITUAL DIMENSION? 

(repeat each activity that the penon has mentioned in answering #8) 
-explain why each of these leisure activities is a spiritual experience or 
has a spiritual dimension for you. 

12. OF THE LEISURE ACTMTIES (EWEIUENCES) THAT YOU HAVE 
MENTIONED, DO YOU ASSOCIATE ANY OF THEM WITH SPIRITUAL WELL- 
BEING (GROWTH)? 

(repeat each activity that the person has mentioned in answering #9) 
-explain why each of these leisure activities is associated with ypur spiritual 
w ell-being? 



13. DO CERTAIN LEISURE ACTMTIES (EXPERIENCES) E m C E  YOUR 
SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING (GROWTH)? 

-do certain leisure expenences enhance. .. 
-do certain passive leisure activities ... 
-do certain recreation activities.. . 
- why do these activities enhance your spiritual well-being 

14. DO CERTAIN LEISURE ACTMTIES (EXPERXENCES) INHIBIT YOUR 
SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING (GROWTH)? 

-do certain leisure experiences inhibit ... 
-do certain passive leisure experiences inhibit ... 
-do certain recreation activities inhibit ... 
- why do these activities inhibit your spiritual well-being 

15. WHAT SORTS OF THTNGS MIGHT YOU DO IF YOU FELT IN NEED OF 
REDISCOVERY OR REJUVENATING YOUR SPIRITUALITY? 

16. COMPARED TO OTHER FACTORS, HOW IMPORTANT ARE LEISURE 
ACTIVITES (EXPERIENCES) IN ENHANCING YOUR SPIRITUAL WELL- 
BEING? 

-explain the relative importance of leisure activities in enhancing your spiritual 
wel 1-being (your spintual heal Wdeveloprnent) 
-do leisure activities play a role in your spintual well-being? 
-what are the most important factors in your spiritual well-being? 

1 7. DO YOU ASSOCIATE ANY OF THE SETTINGS (GEOGRAPHICAL AREAS) OF 
YOUR LEISURE ACTIVITIES WTH SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING (GROWTH)? 

- do you associate leisure in the following settings with spiritual well-being 
...y our home 
.. . your neighbourhood 
...y our work environment 
... local parks 
... recreation facilities 
...p arks 
... wilderness areas 
.. .culturai areas 
...p laces of worship (probe for other settings) 

(if there is an association with a specific setting, explore why the pmon 
associates spirinial well-being with that setting) 
- are there any leisure settings which inhibit your spiritual well-being? 
(Why do these settings inhiiit your spirituai well-being?) 



1 8. DO YOU FEEL YOU HAVE SUFFICIENT LEISURE TIME? 

- do you feel you have enough fiee time 
- do you feel you have enough discretionary time 
- do you feel you have enough time left over once you have completed your 
job, ycur persona1 work and your family obligations? 

19. DO YOU FEEL TIME-PRESStTRED? DOES THIS HAVE AN IMPACT ON 
YOUR SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING (GR0 WTH)? 

- do you feel you work too much at your job? Explain. 
- do you feel you have too much work at home? Explain. 
- do you feel you have too many family obligations? Explain. 
- do you always feel rushed. Explain. 
- do you feel that your life has a leisurely pace? Explain. 
- how does the way you feel about your work, home and family obligations 
relate to your spiritual well-being? 

- how does the Pace of your life (time-pressured or leisurely pace) relate to 
your spiritual well-being. 

20. WHAT ARE YOUR MOTNATIONS/SATISFACTIONS RELATED TO LEISURE? 
- do you seek specific satisfactions fiom your leisure? 
- what are these satisfactions 
- do you see any connection between the satisfactions you seek and your leisure 
activîties 

- if so, how are they connected? 

2 1. DOES LEISURE PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN YOUR SPIRITUAL WELL- 
BEING? 

- do you see any relationship between your leisure and your spiritual well- 
being? 

- does leisure, in general enhance your spiritual well-being? How? 
- does leisure, in general inhibit your spirihial well-being? How? 
- does one or more dimension of leisure-the, activity, setting-play a more 
important role than the others in regards to your spirituai well-being? 

- does one dimension of leisure-the, activity, setthg-enhance your spiritual 
well-being more than ano tha 

- does one dimension of leisure-the, activity, setting-inhibit your spiritual 
well-being more than another 
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Waterloo 
O~prrlnwut of University oi Waterloo 5 1 9 888 4567 
Mcnrtlon and 200 University Avenue Wtst Fa: 519 746.6776 
bisun b la Waterloo, Ontario. Canada 

N2L 3G1 

Iiiforiiintion Letter with Consent Form for In-Depth Interview 

Dear 

Thank you for responding to the recmitment notice about a University of Waterloo study being 
conducted on leisure and spintual well-being. This study focuses on the relationships and processes 
that link leisure with spintual health and is being conducted as part of Paul Heintzman's doctoral 
dissertation through the Department of Recreation and Leisure Studies at the University of Waterloo 
with supervision by Dr. Roger Mannell. The topic of leisure and spintuality is an increasingly popular 
one among leisure researchers. The information provided by the participants of this study will help 
recreation and park practitioners better understand the relationships between leisure and spirituality. 
Practitioners may berter understand how to enrich the spiritual health of participants through the 
provision of program opponunities, as well as through the design of facilities and landscapes. 

Participation in this study is voluntary and would involve an i n t e ~ e w  which would take 
approximately one and one-half hours at a time which is convenient to you. The interview would be 
held in your home or another mutually agreed upon location. The questions explore the relationship 
between spintual health and leisure, in terms of tirne, activity, setting and motivation. For example, 
one question asks wlietlier certain leisure activities enhance your spiritual growth? You may decline 
answering any questions you feel you do not wish to answer. 

With your agreement, the interview will be audio taped. Once the audiotape is transcribed you will 
be provided with a copy of the transcript for your review and feedback. If you believe that corrections 
need to be made to the transcript, these will be made and the transcript will be retumed to you for 
review. 

Al1 information will be considered confidential. Only the researcher will have access to the aggregated 
data from the study. Further, you will not be identified by name in my dissertation which will be 
submitted to the University of Waterloo. or in any report or publication resulting fiom this study 
which may be read by leisure scholars and leisure senice practitioners. 

A second part of this study will involve answering several wnnen questionnaires which wili explore 
the relationship between leisure and spiritual well-being. If you would like to participate in the second 
part of the study as weii, please indicate on the attached consent fonn. However, your indication that 
you would like to participate in the second study does not obligate you to participate. Ifyou agree 
to participate in this second part of the study, a letter explaining details about the survey will be 
provided as part of the survey package. 

This project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through, the Office of Human 
Research at the University of Waterloo. If you have any questions or concems resulting fiom your 



participation in this study, please contact the OEce of Human Research at 888-4567, ext. 6005. 

Thank you for your assistance with this project. Once you have signed and returned the 
accompanying consent form, 1 wi11 be in touch with you to discuss the time and place of the 
interviews. In the rneantime, if you have any questions about this audy, or if you would like 
additional details, you may contact me at 885- 12 1 1 ext. 3 894 or 6344, or Dr. Roger Manne11 at 885- 
12 1 1 ext. 5404. 

Yours sincerely, 

Pau1 Heintzman 



Consent Form for In-Depth Interview 

1 agree to participate in an indepth i n t e ~ e w  being conduaed by Paul Heintzman of the Department 
of Recreation and Leisure Studies under the supe~sion of Professor Roger Manneli. Also, 1 consent 
to the interview being audio-taped. 1 have made this decision based on the information 1 have received 
in the Information Lener and have had the oppominity to receive any additional details 1 wanted 
about the study. As a participant in this study, 1 r&e that I wiil be asked to take part in an i n t e ~ e w  
of approximately one and one-haif hours and that 1 may decline answering any of the questions, if 1 
so choose. AU the information which 1 provide WU be held in confidence and 1 will not be identified 
in the thesis, report or publication. I understand that 1 may withdraw this consent at any time by 
asking that the interview be nopped. I aiso understand that this project has been reviewed by and 
received ethics clearance through the Office of Human Research at the University of Waterloo and 
that 1 may contact this office if1 have any concems or questions about my participation in this study. 

Participant's Name: 

Participant's Signature: 

Name of Witness: 

Signature of Witness: 

Date: 

1 would like to panicipate in the second part of the study. Yes No- 

Mailing Address: 

Telephone: 
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DOES YOUR LEISURE CONTRIBUTE TO 
YOUR SPIRITUA LITY? 

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED FOR STUDY ON 
LEISURE AND SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING 

Participation, which involves completing a questionnaire which would 
take approximately a half hour, will provide you with the opportunity 

to reflect upon the role of leisure and spirituality in your life. 

This study has received ethics clearance from the 
Office of Human Research at the Universiv of Waterloo 

For further information please contact: 

Paul Heintzman 
885-1211 ext. 3894 or ext. 6344, or 886-7491 

e-mail: paheintz@healthy.uwaterloo.ca 





University of 

Waterloo 
University of Watertoo 5 19 888.4567 
200 Uniwrsify Avenue West Fax: 539.746-6776 
Waterloo. Ontario, Canada 
N2L 3G1 

July 7, 1998 

Dear Panicipant, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in a University of Waterloo study being conducted on 
leisure and spiritual well-being. 1 am a doctoral student in the Department of Recreation and 
Leisure Studies at the University of Waterloo conducting research under the supervision of 
Professor Roger Mannell on the relationship between leisure and spiritual well-being. The topic of 
Ieisure and spirituality is an increasingly popular one among leisure researchers. It is possible that 
recreation and park practitioners could contribute to the spiritual well-being of recreation 
participants if they had a better understanding of the relationships between leisure and spirituality. 
Also, participation in the study will provide you with the opportunity to reflect upon the role of 
leisure and spirituality in your own life, and this reflection might aid in personal development. 

1 would appreciate if you would complete the attached survey compnsed of several sets of 
questions. These questions will ask you about: your leisure activities, motivations, and where you 
participate; your time use; your experience of spirituality; and the relationship between your 
leisure and your spirituality. For example, on a scale of 1 to 5 you will be asked to rate the extent 
to which your leisure provides you with the opportunity for spiritual growth. You may skip any 
question you prefer not to answer, though we would like you to answer al1 the questions if 
possible. Completion of the survey is expected to take about one half-hour of your time. 

Participation in this survey is voluntary and anonymous. Further, aii information you provide will 
be considered confidential. Only the researcher will have access to the aggregated data fiom the 
study. Further, you will not be identified by name in my dissertation which will be subrnitted to the 
University of Waterloo, or in any report or publication resulting from this study which may be 
read by leisure scholars and leisure service practitioners. 

This project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through, the Office of Hurnan 
Research at the University of Waterloo. If you have any ethical concems or questions associated 
with your participation in this study, please contact the Office of Human Research at (5 19) 888- 
4567, Ext. 6005. 

If you have any general questions or concems about the study, please contact Paul Heintzrnan at 
(5 19) 885- 12 11 ext. 3894 or 6344, or Dr. Roger Mannell at (5 19) 885-12 1 1, ext. 5404. Thank 
you in advance for participating in this project. 

Yours sincerely, 
P d  ?i*- 

Paul Heintzman 



PART 1: LEISURE ACTIVITIES 

Pleacie indicate how ofrn you parricipore 111 the folIrnitg activities. Circle the appropriate number 
on the scaIes provided (1 =Never, 2 =Rare&, 3 =Occasio~~ally, 4 = Often, 5 = Very Ofin). fso, for 
euch activity pfease indicate whe~her ym irst~aIiypurticipte in the activity alone (circle A) or ifyoir 
u~~~nZlyparticipate in the activity with others fcircle O). Ifyou circle 1, then don? circle A or O. 

Mass Media Never 
Watching TV & videos 1 
Reading magazine or newspaper 1 
Going to a movie 1 
Using the intemet 1 
Other 1 

(Wntc in activity and rate on scalt) 

Social Activities 
Visiting fnend(s) 1 
Entertaining friend(s) 1 
Attending parties 1 
Social dancing I 
Indoor games (e.g. card games) 1 
Other 1 

(Writc in activity and rate on scalc) 

Spotts Activities 
Spectating at sports events 1 
Fitness activities (jog, weight, etc.) 1 
Tearn sports (softball, soccer, etc.) 1 
Individual spons (golf, fencing, etc.) 1 
Dud sports (tennis, racquetball, etc.) 1 
Ot her 1 

(Writc in activity and rate on scalc) 

Cultural Activities 
Attending concerts, ballet, etc. 1 
Visiting art museum 1 
Folk or square dancing 1 
Attending theatre 1 
Attending festivals 1 
Ot her 1 

(Writc in activity and rate on scalc) 

Outdoor Activities 
Picnic king 
Fishing, Hunting 

Rarely 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 

Occasion- 
ally Often 

Very 
Ofîen 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 

Alone With Others 

Please tu rn page over. 
317 



Outdoor Activities cont'd. ~ ' C V C  r 

Gardening 1 
Day outing (zoo, park, etc.) 1 
Hi king 1 
Canoeing 1 
Boating or sailing 1 
Nature study 1 
Camping 1 
O t her 1 

(Writc in activity and rate on scdc) 

Hobbies 
Painting, drawing, sketching 
Woodwork, hmiture refinishing 
Collecting stamps, coins, etc. 
Needlework, sewing, knitting, etc. 
Floral arranging, plant care 
We'eaving, pottery, sculpture, etc. 
Photography, video-making 
Other 

(Writc in activity and rate on scdc) 

Occasion- 
RrircIy ally Oftcn 

2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
2 3 4 
3 3 4 
2 3 4 
7 
L. 3 4 

Oftcn 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

AIone With Othcrs 
A O 
A O 
A O 
A O 
A O 
A O 
A O 
A O 

Personal Development 
Reading for persona1 growth 1 2 3 4 5 A O 
Spiritual practices (e.g. meditation, 1 2 3 4 5 A O 

prayer, journal writing) 
Holistic exercises (e.8. tai chi, yoga) 1 2 3 4 5 A O 
Attending a retreat 1 2 3 4 5 A O 
Other 1 2 3 4 5 A O 

(N'rite in xtivit). and n t c  on scd~1) 

Travel dk Tourisni 
Visiting resorts 1 2 3 4 5 A O 
Adventure trekking 1 2 3 4 5 A O 
Boat mises 1 - 7 3 4 5 A O 
Travelling in foreign countries 1 2 3 4 5 A O 
Other 1 2 3 4 5 A 

(Write in activity and ntc on scnlc) 
O 

Please list the 3 leisure activities you participate in most ofien. On the scale provided beside each 
activity, indicate how much you typically enjoy the activity by circling the appropiate number. 

Activity: Enjoyment: 
I .  Not at al1 1 2 3 4 5 Very Much 
2. Not at al1 1 2 3 4 5 Very Much 
3. Notatall 1 2 3 4 5 VeryMuch 



PART 2 :  LEISURE MOTIVATIONS 

Leisure ncrivities ore noit-work ocrivities in wiiich on individual hos a p e e  choice wirh no obligation 
to participate . These ncrivtries cc112 b e ncri vc or itmctive and may inchde such rhings as sports. 
ourdoor ocrivirics. soanl ncri vïri cs . worching rclevisioi~. or reading . PZease rhink about your leisure 
acriviries as you respond ro thc/ollowing itc~ns 012 a scnle of l = Never rue. = S e l d o m  true. 
3=Somewhat truc . J=O/rcn rrue . md j=Ahvqvs truc . Circie the number which is mort appropriate . 

One of  my reasons for eiigaging iii leisiire nctivities is: 
..................................... . 1 To lem about things around me 

................................................... 2 . To satisQ my curiosip 
...................................................... 3 . To esplore new ideas 
..................................................... 4 . To l e m  about rnysel f. 

................................................ . 5 To espand my knowledge 
.................................................... 6 . To discover new ihings 

.................................................................. 7 . To be creative . . 
.................................................... 8 . To use my imagination 

................................... . 9 To build friendships \\.iik olliers 
.................................................. 10 . To interxt wiih others 

......................................... I l  . To develop close liiendships 
................................. . 12 To meet new and dilkent people 

13 . To revsal my thoughts, feelings, or 
physical skills to others ................................................ 

............................ 14: To be socially competent and skilliil 
...................................... 15 . To gain a feeling of belonjing 

.............. 16 . To gain orher's respect ................................. 
............................................ 17 . To challenge my abilities 
............................................ 18 . To be good in doing ihem 

............. . 19 . To improve my skill and abilii! in cioing tfiem 
30 . To be active ................................................................. 

........................ 21 . To develop physical skills Gmd abilities 
......................................... 22 . To keep in shape physically 
........................................ . 23 To use rny physicd abilities 
......................................... 24 . To develop physicnl fi tness 

25 . To slow doum ............................................................. 
....... ................. . 26 Because 1 sometimes l i  ke fo be alone - ..... 

....................................................... 27 . To relax physically 
25 . To relax mentaIl! ......................................................... 

.......... 29 . To avoid the husile and bus~le of d d y  activiiies 
30 . To rest ......................................................................... 

..................................... . 3 1 To relieve stress and attention 
..................... ..................... . 32 To unstmcture my time .., 

........................................ . 33 To be in a cairn atmosphere 
.............................................. . 34 To avoid crowded areas 

35 . To get away frorn the responsibilities 
...................................................... of my evecyday life 

Ncvcr 
Truc 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Sclrlom 
Truc 

2 
2 
2 
2 
3 . 
2 
2 
3 
7 . 
7 . 
7 
O 

7 . 

Some- 
what Often 
True True 

3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 
3 4 

Always 
True 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
5 

PIC~IYC turn p. WC ovcr . 



PART 3: LEISURE SETTINGS 

Pleuse indicale hoiv o/ler~ y011 poi-~icipnfe b? leinrre crctivities in the folloiving settings. PPIease 
circ PIe the appropropr~otc? »um ber or > [/le scde i*o>rgiigj-om I =Never to 5 = Very Ofien. 

Somc- Very 
Ncvcr RarcIy timcs Often Oftcn 

1. Primitive Wilderness Areas 
(e.g., canoe trip in Aigonquin Park) 

2. Non-Urban Natural Areas 
(e.g., Provincial and National Park 
campgrounds) 

3 .  Cottage or Lodge Settings 
(e.g., locations on Grenr Lakes 
or Muskùka Lakes) 

5. Urban and NearNrban Natural .Areas 
(e.g., conservation areas, city parks ) 

6. Quiet Urban Recreation Areas 
(e.g., libraries, museums, an galleries, 
retreat centres) 

7. Busy Urban ~ecreation Areas 
(e.g., amusement parks, shopping malls, 
dance halls, sports sradiums, cornrnunity 
centres) I 2 3 4 5 

S. Own Home 1 - 7 3 4 5 



PART 4: TIRIE USE 

The following+questions ask you about hop you experience md use rime in your dailv life. Please 
follow the insnuctions/or each individuatquestion. 

1. m e n  you consider the number of hours you work for pay in a nonnai week (incfuding 
overtirne and second jobs), do you work more or less than the average person ? (Please circle 
the most appropriare nwnber) 

Average 
Work less than the average person 1 2 3 4 5 Work more than the average pcrson 

2. When you consider the arnount of leisurdfree time -ou have during the week, do you have more 
or less fiee time than the average person? (Please circle the most appropriute nurnber) 

Average 
Les îi-ee time than the average person 1 2 3 4 5 More fiet timc than the average person 

3. How ofien do you feel rushed? (Pleuse check the most appropriate response) 

Every day O 
A few times a week t3 
About once a week O 

About once a month 
Less than once a month O 
Never O 

4. How often do sou feel y ou have time on your hmds? (Please check rhe mosr appropriare response) 

Every day O 
A few times a week O 
About once a week O 

About once a month O 
Less than once a month O 
Never O 

For the following questions. please circle rhe most appropriate number on rhe scale. 

5 . 1  feel I am constantly under stress. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree 

6.1 feel trapped in a daily routine. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree 

7.1 feel that 1 just don? have time for fin Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree 

8. I feel that f have sufEcient leisure tirne. Disagree 1 2 3 4 5 Agree 

9. There is a balance of work, leisure and 
peaonailfamilly responsibilities in my Me. Disagee 1 2 3 4 5 Agree 

10. To what eutent does your fiee t h e  occur in smaii fragments of tirne or large blocks of t h e ?  

Small Fragments 1 2 3 4 5 LargeBIocks 

Please tum page over. 



PART 5: SPIRITUALITY 

The following qzresriorts are rehted to spiriticaiiy. Please circle the appropriate mmber on the 
scale ranging fiom I =Ne ver to 5 = Very Oft en. 

Ncver Rarely Somc- Oftcn Very 
tirncs Often 

1. Dunng diaicult times do you reach out for spiritual 
help (e.g. God or a higher being, church or place of 
worship, prayer, priest, etc.)? i 2 3 4 5 

2. Do you engage in thoughtful discussions about 
ethicai or moral issues? i 2 3 4 5 

3. Do you read about religion or spintual issues? 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Do you engage in serious self-analysis of your behaviour 
for the purpose of improving your moral behaviour? 1 2 3 4 5 

5. When you gain insights into life that others could ieam 
from, how often do you share them with people close 
to you? 1 2 3 4 5 

6. Do you think about life after death? 1 2 3 4 5 

7. D o  you discuss matters of the spirit (e-g., purpose 
of life, religion, inner peace, death etc.)? 1 2 3 4 5 

8. Over the past year, have you tried to enhance 
your personal or spiritual development (e.g., 
meditation, yoga, praying, etc)? 1 2 3 4 5 

9. Do you make use of meditation andlor prayer 
for the purpose of gaining inner peace? 1 2 3 4 5 

10. How long have you been making use o f  an activity 
for obtaining inner peace (e.g. meditation, yoga, I 2 3 4 5 
prayer etc.)? 1 have not G y r s  >lOyears 

Plcase go@ext page. 



For each of the followirlg stulernents circle rite rztrmber orz the scafe that best indic~tes the extent 
of yoiir agreement or disagreement as il describes your personal experience (1 =Strong& 
Disagree, 2 =Disagree, 3 =Neritrai, 4 =Agree, 5 =Strongly Agree). 

SIi-ongly Dis-. Neutrol 
Disagree A p e  

1. 1 feel very close to a higher power/God. 1 

2. The search for meaning and purpose is a 
worthy quest. 

3. My belief that there is a Godhigher power 
gives meaning to my life. 

4. Answers can be found when one truly searches 
for meaning and purpose in life. I 

5.1 have a meaningful relationship with a 
higher powerIGod. 

6. 1 believe there is some real purpose in life. 1 

PART 6: LEE SATISFACTION 

Stmngly 
Agree 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

For each of the followi/i>tg qziestiom, please circle the nimber on the scale thnt best refleclsyow 
Ievel of sot isfactiotz. 

t ' c y  Dis- Dis- Neutrai Snîisficd Very 
salbfied satbficd Sat&ned 

1. How do you feel about your lire as a whole nght now? 1 2 3 4 5 

2. How do you feel about your work right now? 1 2  3 4 5 

3. How do you feel about your i'mily life nght now? 1 2  3 4 5 

4. How do you feel about your leisure nght now? 1 2  3 4 5 

5. To what extent does your work contribute to your spiritual wefl-being? 

No impact 
Detracts 1 2 3 4 5 Contributes 

PIease turn pag, - over. 



Soi?ierit?rrs whar a person dues in rheir leisiire helps rliern develop spiriritally. Ar other rimes. lriswe 
itrvoirement dues M I  help or ma? hinder oqersori 's  spiritual developrnetir. The purpose of rhis scale is to 
iwesrigare the L L ~ . V S  itr which rlte tlrings people do itr rheir leisure ma? cotrrribrtte or cierract from rlieir 
spirinral i~rll-britrg. Wherc responding ro the folloibi,ig items pieaxe consider leiswe ru be the actiiiries 
-ou do niid the crperietzces o u  h0i.e ditritcg o i t r  free rime. Leisure t ? i q  itivolw acrivities srtch as 
camping a d  sports os well os experiences srtch as hving coffee with a friend or a qliier monrenr aiotie il1 
o local pnrk. Circie rlte nurnber on the scale tlrat besr itrdicures rlze exrenr of orrr ogreemetrt or 
disagreement with each of rhe follo~bing irmts ( 1 =Srrongly Disagree: 2=Disagree: 3=iVeutraf: ?=Agree: 
j=Srrotigiy Agree). v a  statemetzr is nor applicable ro o u .  pieuse circle 1. 

StrongIy Dis- Neutra1 Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree Agree 

1. When 1 become preoccupied with spiritual questions. there 
are things I do in my leisure which prevent me from being 
overwhelmed by these questions. 1 

2. When 1 struggle with spiritual difficulties in my life. some of my 
leisure provides me wirh the opporninity to work through these 
difficulties. 

3. Spiritual experiences are more likely to occur during my 
Ieisure than during rhe rest of my life. 

4. In p e r d .  my leisure helps me become nware of the spiritual 
dimensions of life. 

5. M y  lcisure is more likely to contribute to my spiritual 
well-bein,o when 1 fxus on the present moment and 
surroundings. 

6. Busyness in my feisure detrîcts from my spiritual growth. 

7. My leisure contributes to my spiritual well-being when I visit 
places which are different than my everyday environment. 

8. Leisure in naninl settings often inspires me with a sense of 
awe and wonder. 

9. My leisure contributes to my spirinial well-being when I visit 
favourite places which have special memories for me. 

10. Sometimes rny leisure diverts my attention and does not leave 
any opportunity for me to think about important life issues. 

1 1. My leisure contributes most to my spiritual well-being 
when the activities 1 participate in and the settings 1 go to 
reflect my goals and interests. 

Please go to next page. 



Stmngty Dis- Neutra1 

12. Sometimes the things 1 do in my leisure get in the way of my 
spintuai growth. 

13. When 1 begin thinking too much about spiritual issues, 
my leisure helps me focus on my immediate surroundings. 

14. My leisure often helps me deal with dificult life events. 

15. In general, my leisure provides me with the opportunity for 
spintual growth. 

16. When 1 have ignored spiritual issues, my leisure helps me 
begin to thinlr about these issues again. 

17. An attitude of being open to seeing things in a new way is 
important if 1 am to grow spiritually during my Icisure. 

18. During my leisure I'm so focussed on activities and material 
things that 1 don't think about my spintuality. 

19. My leisure, by removing me fiom the normal restrictions on 
my time and energy, often allows me to reflcct on the larger 
issues in life. 

20. Outdoor activities in natural settings help me connect with 
my higher power/God. 

2 1. During my leisure it is helpful for me to visit places which 
are of special spiritual significsince CO me. 

22. Noisy leisure activities and settings detract fiom my spiritual 
well-being. 

23. The fieedom within leisure "to be tme to who 1 am" is 
important to my spintual health. 

24. Sometimes I esperience boredom in my leisure which 
hinders my spiritual development. 

25. When I thiniï too much about work and family responsibilities, 
my leisure helps me enjoy the present moment and prevents me 
fiom becoming too preoccupied with these responsibilities. 1 

26. When 1 cncounter spintual difficulties, my leisure provides 
me with the opportunity to ta& through the issues with other 
people. 1 

Plense turn page over. 



27. My leisure provides me with the tirne and space 
necessary for spintual development. 

30. My leisure usually helps sensitize me to the spiritual. 

29. My leisure is most helpfùl to my spiritual growth 
when 1 have a receptive attitude characterized by 
awe and wonder. 

30. In general, my leisure is characterized more 
by frantic activity than spiritual developrnent. 

3 1. Leisure in remote settings removes me from the 
complexity and responsibilities of my everyday life 
and helps me focus on the basic issues in life. 

32. The diversity and richness of natural settings helps 
me to spiritually rejuvenate. 

33. 1 like visiting places in my leisure which have a 
sense of human history as they give me a sense 
of timeiessness and comectedness. 

34. It is important that my leisure includes periods 
of quiet and solitude for spiritual reflection. 

35. My leisure activities contribute to my spintual 
weU-being as they help me express who 1 am. 

36. Some of my leisure creates tension and 
uncomfortableness which is not beneficial 
to my spiritual well-being. 

Strongly 
D i s a p  

Dis- Neutrai Agree Strongly 

Please go to nest page 
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1. Age. (Please indicale your age ilr years) 

2. Sex. Female O Male O (Pleme check) 

3. Highest Level of Education Achieved. ( P h e  check) 

Some high school O University graduate O 
High school graduate O Some graduate school 
Some college or university O Graduate degree completed O 
College graduate Cl 

4. Occupation. . (Pleaîe indicate your occupation) 

5. Income. What was your income in 1997 before taxes? (Please check) 

$0 - $I9,999 O $60,000. - $79,999 a 
$20,000. - $39,999 O $80,000. - $99,999 O 
$40,000. - $59,999 0 $100,000. or more O 

6. Religious/Spiritual Aniliation. (Ifyoir have a active religiotrs~spiritrra! ufflliatiorr please 
bidicate what it 1s) 

7. Marital st atus. (Pleuse check the appropriate categov) 

Married O 
Widowed O 

Separated/Divorced O 
Never Mamed 0 

8. Please indicate the number of children you have in each age category: 

13 and under 14 to 18 19 or over 

If you would like to receive a summary of the findings of this study please write your name and 
address below: 

Thank you for participating in the study! 





LEISURE AND SPIRITUAL WELLBELNG SCALE 
(Leisure-Spirituai Processes Scaie) 

The purpose of this scale is to investigate the ways in which the things people do in their leisure may 
contribute or detract from their spiritual well-being. When responding to the following items please 
consider leisure to be the activities you do and the experiences you have during your fkee time (Le. the 
time that you are free fiom work and 0 t h  responsibilities). Leisure rnay involve activities such as 
camping and sports as well as experiences such as having coffee with a fiiend or a quiet moment alone 
in a local park. Circle the number on the scale that best indicates the extent of your agreement or 
disagreement with each of the following items (l=strongIy disagree; 5=strongly agree). 

Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 S Strongly Agree 

1. When 1 have crises in my Iife, there are things 1 do in my 
leisure that help keep me in touch with reality and 
prevent me from becoming too preoccupied with the crises. 1 2 3 4 5  

2. When 1 have crises in my life, my leisure provides me with 
the opportunity to work through the issues related to the crises. 1 2 3 4 5  

3. Spiritual experiences are more likely to occur during my 
leisure than during the rest of my life. 1 2 3 4 5  

4. My leisure helps me become aware of the spiritual 
dimensions of life. 

5 .  My leisure is more likely to contribute to my spiritual 
well-being when 1 have a profound awareness of the 
present moment and my surroundings. 

6. Busyness in my life prevents me fiom having the 
leisure 1 need for spiritual growth. 

7. My leisure contributes to my spiritual well-being when 
it provides me with the opportunity to go to an environment 
which is different than my everyday environment. 1 2 3 4 5  

8. Leisure in natural settings often inspires me with a sense of 
awe and wonder. 1 2 3 4 5  

9. My leisure contributes to my spiritual well-king when it 
provides me with the opportunity to rtfum to those places 
that were important to me when 1 was growing up. 1 2 3 4 5  

10. My leisure captures my attention and docs not leave the 
opportunity for me to think about life issues. 

1 1. My leisue contn'butes to my spirihial well-king when 
the activities I participate in and the settings 1 go to are 
compatible with my goals and intmsts. 



Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 
12. When 1 begin thinking too much about spirihÿil issues, 

my leisure helps me get in touch with the world around me. 

13. My Ieisure helps me deal with difficult life events. 

14. My leisure provides me with the oppominity for spiritual growth. 

15. When 1 have ignored spiritual issues, my leisure helps me 
begin to think about these issues again. 

16. An attitude of being open to seeing things in a new way is 
important if 1 am to grow spiritually during my leisure. 

17. A balance of work, leisure and personaVfamily 
responsibilities is necessary if 1 am to grow spiritually. 

t 8. My leisure removes me from the normal constraints on 
my time and energy and therefore allows me to reflect on the 
larger issues in life. 

19. Outdoor activities in natural settings help me connect with 
my higher powerIGod. 

20. During my leisure 1 visit places that are special to me in 
tenns of spiritual comection. 

2 1. My leisure takes place in settings which help me refiect 
on my immediate problems as well as life's larger questions. 

22. Leisure activities which are not consistent with my 
personality detract from my spiritual growth. 

23. When I think too much about work and family responsibilities, 
my leisure helps me enjoy the present moment and prevents me 
from becoming too preoccupied with these mattm. 

24. My leisure helps me to become connected with other people, so 
that when 1 encornter spiritual crises, I have niends to talk with 
and who support me. 

25. My leisure provides me with the time and space necessary 
for spiritual development. 

26. My Ieisure helps sensitize me to the spiritual. 

27. My leisure is most helpful to my spiritual growth when 1 
have a receptive attitude characterized by awc and wonder. 

4 5 Strongly Agree 

2 3 4 5  

2 3 4 5  

2 3 4 5  

2 3 4 5  



Strongly Disagree 1 2 3 4 S Strongly Agree 
28. My leisure provides me with the balance I need to develop 

my spiritual life. 1 2 3 4 5  

29. Leisure in remote wilderness settings provides me with the 
opportunity to get away fiom the complexity and responsibilities 
of my everyday life so that 1 can focus on the basic issues in life. 1  2  3 4 5  

30. The diversity and richness of natural leisure settings helps me 
to spiritually rejuvenate. 1 2 3 4 5  

3 1.1 like visiting places in my leisure which have a sense of human 
history as they give me a sense of timelessness and connectedness. 1  2 3 4 5 

32. My leisure provides me with the quiet and solitude necessary for 
my spiritua1 well-being. 1 2 3 4 5  

33. Leisure activities contribute to my spiritual weIl-being as they 
help me express who 1 am. 1 2 3 4 5  

34. Noisy leisure activities and settings detract from my spiritual 
well-being. 1 2 3 4 5  

35. The fieedom and choice "to do" and "to be" within leisure are 
important to my spiritual health. 1 2 3 4 5  

SPIRITUAL WELL-BEING 

Al1 questions have a scale for you to mark your response on. Please circle one number per 
question based on how close you feel you are to one of the alternatives at each end of the scale. 
Please answer al1 questions honestly. 

Never Often 

1. During difficult times do you reach out for spiritual help 
(Eg. God or a higher being, church or place of wonhip, 
prayer, priest, etc.)? 1 2 3 4 5  

2. Do you feel close to a higher powerlûod? 1 2 3 4 5  

3. Do you engage in thoughtful discussions about ethical or 
moral issues? 1 2 3 4 5  

4. Do you believe that the search for meaning and purpose is 
a worthy quest? 1 2 3 4 5  

5. Do you read about religion or spiritual issues? 1 2 3 4 5  



Never Often 

6. Does a Godmigher power give meaning to your life? 1 2 3 4 5  

7. Do you engage in senous self-analysis of your behaviour 
for the purpose of improving your moral behaviour? 1 2 3 4 5  

8. Do you search for rneaning and purpose in your life? 1 2 3 4 5  

9. When you gain insights into life that others could learn fiorn, 
how often do you shan them with people close to you? 1 2 3 4 5  

10. Do you consider yourself to have a meaningful relationship 
with a higher power/God? 1 2 3 4 5  

11. Do you believe in life after death? 1 2 3 4 5  

12. Although you may not always undentand it, do you view 
life as deeply meaningful? 1 2 3 4 5  

13. Do you discuss matters of the spirit (eg. purpose of life, 
religion, inner peace, death etc.)? 1 2 3 4 5  

14. Do you feel most fùlfilled when you're closely connected 
with your Godkigher power? 1 2 3 4 5  

15. Over the past year, have you tried to enhance your personal 
or spiritual development (e.g. meditation, yoga, praying, etc)? 1 2 3  4  5 

16. Do you find rneaning even in sufferîng and pain? 1 2 3 4 5  

17. Do you make use of meditation andor prayer for the purpose 
of gaining inner peace? 1 2 3 4 5  

18. Does being in relationship with a higher power/God 
contribute to your sense of well-being? 1 2 3 4 5  

19. Do you believe there is some real purpose in life? 1 2 3 4 5  

20. How long have you beai making use of an activity for 
obtaining huer peace (e.g . meditation, yoga, prayer etc.)? 1 2 3 4 5  

1 have not Ç5yrs >lOyears 




